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Ghostly Sounds and Questions of Belief in Thomas Hardy and Walter de la Mare 
Yui Kajita 

Thomas Hardy (1840-1928) and Walter de la Mare (1873-1956) share numerous 
reciprocal echoes in their works, especially at the height of their literary activities in the 
early twentieth century. Despite their singular admiration for each other and strikingly 
similar working methods, their mutual influence has never been explored. This thesis 
traces and reevaluates their literary relationship through analysing many unpublished 
sources, such as letters, notebooks, drafts, fragments, and annotations, alongside printed 
works. Uncovering new manuscripts from Oxford, London, Dorchester, Eton, Yale, and 
other archives, the thesis reveals how they responded imaginatively to each other’s craft 
and shaped each other’s thinking about poetry and prose.  
 Bringing their works together shows how their preoccupations with ghostly 
sounds reflect their complex attitudes towards religious belief: their provisional, agnostic 
views of the world, as well as their sense of being out of place. Instead of closing off the 
empty space left by an absent God, they explored the possibilities of tentative, 
momentary belief through literary language, drawing on the inherent uncertainty in 
auditory perception, and attending to what minute, imaginary, or inexplicable sounds 
can invoke. Such listening was also a literary haunting — the means of shaping a 
poetics of absence, full of an immanent but never satisfying sense of presence.   
 This focus on ghostly sounds places their works in the dynamic landscape of 
discourses on belief, and developments in science and technology during their lifetimes. 
Chapter 1 outlines the writers’ biographical and literary connections, while 
contextualising these in the period’s legal, social, and institutional changes. Chapter 2 
establishes a link between the writers’ haunted listening and their uneasy sense of God’s 
abandonment by focussing on the vacant church: an obsolete relic that still resonates 
with elusive voices and presences in such texts as Hardy’s “Copying Architecture in an 
Old Minster” and de la Mare’s “All Hallows.” Chapter 3 shows how reading names on 
gravestones recalls ghostly voices, especially those of past writers, such as William 
Wordsworth and Thomas Browne. Chapter 4 enquires into the writers’ obsession with 
the figure of the suicide. This figure, carrying the metaphorical burden of the stranger 
and the outcast, haunts their works at the level of literary echo and “return”: for instance, 
in Hardy’s The Return of the Native (1878) and de la Mare’s The Return (1910). Chapter 
5 examines those texts in which a call is answered only by a ghostly sound that resists 
semantic interpretation. It explores the intimate correspondence between several crucial 
poems, published between 1911 and 1921 — Hardy’s “The Voice” and “The Shadow on 
the Stone”; de la Mare’s “The Listeners” and “Who’s That?” — as well as the poets’ 
persistent attention to the sound of words both in their manuscripts and published works.  
 Overall, the thesis demonstrates how their distinct characteristics evolved 
through reading each other. The project attempts to recover a relationship that has been 
lost to literary history, and thus aims to reshape our view of early twentieth-century 
literature more generally.
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I 

Thomas Hardy (1840-1928) and Walter de la Mare (1873-1956) 

Connections 

De  la  Mare’s  “The  Listeners”  (1911)  was  a  poem  that  haunted  Hardy.  On  his 

deathbed, he asked his wife Florence to read aloud three poems: a passage from The 

Rubáiyát  of  Omar  Khayyám,  Robert  Browning’s  “Rabbi  Ben  Ezra,”  and  “The 

Listeners”  (Life  480).  Sydney  Cockerell,  Hardy’s  literary  co-executor  and  de  la 

Mare’s friend, confirmed it was the only poem by a living writer that Hardy had 

requested in his last month. On 9 January 1928, Cockerell reported to de la Mare — 

calling it “rather an agreeable pat on the back” — that after hearing “The Listeners,” 

Hardy had said,  “That is  possibly the finest  poem of this  century!”  De la Mare 1

answered, after Hardy’s death: “It was a saving-grace — an assurance of more than 

can be put into words merely to remember that he was here. […] You can imagine 

what I felt about ‘The Listeners’: what a blessing to have written it, if he liked it.’”2

Hardy’s appraisal is exceptional, especially given his belief in poetry as “the 

heart  of  literature”  (Personal  Writings  246).  His  first  letter  to  de  la  Mare  on  1 

November 1918 is marked by its warmth, its sense of quiet confidence that the reader 

will  understand his  meaning — as  if  sharing a  secret.  Hardy thanked him for  a 

generous review of The Dynasts in 1908, “such as only a poet could write”: 

If I saw it at all at the time it came out […] your name did not convey 
to me as it does now any of those delightful sensations of moonlight 

 Cockerell wrote to de la Mare on 9 January, 18 January, and 20 February 1928 (Bodleian). 1

 Dated  12  January,  this  letter  is  inserted  in  Hardy’s  copy  of  The  Listeners  (1912), 2

subsequently acquired by Cockerell (Temple University).
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& forests & haunted houses which I myself seem to have visited, 
curiously enough […].

Believe me, yours truly,  
(& not a stranger, though we have never met except at the ghostly 
places aforesaid) […]. (Letters 5:284)

This first communication between them already accentuates qualities that draw them 

together: not only the imagery of “moonlight & forests & haunted houses,” but also a 

fascination  with  remembered  excursions  into  that  hinterland  of  writing.  In  “The 

Profitable  Reading  of  Fiction”  (1888),  Hardy  likens  the  shifting  of  “the  mental 

perspective” into a fictional world to “a corporeal journey afar”: as “complete as if 

the reader had taken the hind seat on a witch’s broomstick” (Personal Writings 111). 

Likewise, de la Mare’s metaphorical tale in his inimitable anthology, Come Hither 

(1923), shows how poems “never failed to carry [him] away, as if on a Magic Carpet, 

or in Seven League Boots, into a region of their own” (xxxiii). The “Seven League 

Boots,”  his  preferred  mode  of  travelling  in  poetry,  is  akin  to  the  embodied 

experience of Hardy’s “corporeal journey.” For Hardy, the sensations and meetings 

generated by de la Mare’s words were not only subjectively real, but also part of his 

own memory, as if he had travelled to these “ghostly places” himself.

The “saving-grace” of Hardy’s presence, for de la Mare, came from the actual 

person as well as his books. One of the “supreme blessings” of books, de la Mare 

proclaims,  is  “the  company one  meets”  in  them:  “mind,  spirit,  and  even  body.” 

Hardy, he believes, is “master of this physical ‘three-dimensional’ achievement” that 

makes “human phantasms […] live within us” (Pleasures and Speculations x). In a 

1919 review of Hardy’s Collected Poems, de la Mare depicts Hardy’s world as one 

“whose borders are astir with the spectral,” his capacious poetry “throw[ing] open 

one of the most hospitable doors in English literature in welcome to all” (Private 

View 100, 103). Reading Hardy is to “share the company” of his characters, past 

writers, and the author himself. Every line is “haunted with the presence of their 

writer” (95). As he observes in an unpublished account of his visit to Max Gate, this 

permeating presence comes from within the texture of the writing: “style is the man 
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himself,” and “Hardy peers out of every page and every stanza of his poems as if 

through a lattice” (“Thomas Hardy” 2). Comparably, Hardy once noted: “makers of 

things, e.g. painters, writers, builders, furniture makers, are present as ghosts before 

their works” (Poetical Matter 15). By the time Hardy penned his first letter to de la 

Mare, neither of them were strangers to each other.

De la  Mare’s  reverent  response  to  Hardy on  6  November  1918 carries  a 

corresponding note of intimacy:

Your poems are another life to me. When I was in America at the end 
of 1916, & rather homesick all the time, the little collection used to be 
my good-night reading day after day. […] This September I was in 
Cornwall for a week or two, walked from Land’s End to Lamorna, 
watched the ‘dipping blaze’ and heard the bells of sunk Lyonnesse; & 
in  1914  I  pilgrimed  to  Egdon  Heath  from Weymouth,  &  to  Bere 
Regis, and went in a softly falling rain, when the daffodils were out 
and  the  sheep  were  bleating,  to  peer  in  at  the  Trumpet  Major’s 
windows. The shrill of a robin in the little gate-house still echoes in 
my memory. You will forgive these crude ramblings — they are only 
an attempt to say how the poems just know me by heart — if I may 
say it like that, & that I am indeed very gratefully and truly yours 
[…]. (DCM)

Hardy’s  book  —  presumably,  Selected  Poems  (1916)  —  became  a  physical 

companion for his travels. He stepped into the shoes of the woman Hardy remembers 

in “‘I Found Her Out There,’” who stands where the “sea beats near,” the “dipping 

blaze”  dying  her  face  “fire-red,”  as  she  “listen[s]  at  whiles”  to  the  “murmuring 

miles”  and  “sigh[s]  at  the  tale  /  Of  sunk  Lyonnesse”  (TH  342).  The  bells  of 

Lyonnesse haunted de la Mare for years. In his poem “Sunk Lyonesse” from The Veil 

(1921),  for  instance,  the  sea’s  “green  translucency  beats”  (DLM  253),  recalling 

Hardy’s style of a verb charged with tactile force.  And rain — especially “softly 3

falling,” connoting a muffled silence — is often a sign that some mystery is afoot in 

de la Mare’s stories. Joining all the wayfarers of their texts, he became a pilgrim 

 De  la  Mare’s  stories,  such  as  “Pretty  Poll”  (1925),  “A Penny  a  Day”  (1927),  and 3

“Music” (1952), listen for muffled, distant sounds of bells submerged in the sea.
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himself:  treading  Wessex  as  on  hallowed ground,  the  “shrill”  of  an  unseen  bird 

echoing in his memory, as if it sounded from Hardy’s pages. The poems “know me 

by heart”: this unique phrasing, playing with the slipperiness of prepositions, makes 

his confession much more personal. The knowing is theirs, not his.

At least fifteen letters, some book exchanges, and two visits to Max Gate in 

1921 and in 1923 mark their personal friendship. When de la Mare was asked to 

write about Hardy’s life after his death, it  was because of his years of absorbing 

Hardy’s writings that he could say, in declining the offer, that he had “known Hardy 

too well” (qtd. in Whistler 349). De la Mare believed that meeting in writing could 

be  more  intimate  than  in  person:  “even  when  two  human  beings  in  complete 

sympathy are face to face, the spirit  within cannot but remain, except perhaps in 

glimpses, only dimly perceptible, and, in much that most matters, mute” (Stories, 

Essays and Poems xvi).  Mute is far from his experience in the silent solitude of 

reading, and echoes of Hardy quietly reverberate throughout his writing.

In  a  small  black  notebook apparently  from the  1950s,  under  the  heading 

“Dreams Additions,” he scribbles down a sentence from Jude the Obscure (1895) 

depicting Sue Bridehead asleep (“Notebooks”). On a scrap of paper, possibly from 

after Hardy’s death, Hardy crops up in an idea for a story never written: 

Two animal                 A Mongrel 
   Hardy’s dog — a mongrel — the friend — [?]  
   visit, tea —                    ? Rags  
‘                                    The Black Cat            twilight [deepening?]  
? Tom.    Listening.   Brooding  —  Books’, dust,  voices  
unaccustomed noises; scent of flowers; [?]       
exclamation, — a slammed door by [its words?]  
   its ears [?ing], [?] bark, [pecker framed?] 4

In  a  poem,  “The  Return”  —  never  published,  and  surviving  in  an  intriguingly 

physical form, with pencilled faces and stitches of brown thread zigzagging around 

 “Word Studies,” second folder;  with my conjectural  transcriptions in brackets.  Hardy’s 4

“The Mongrel” was posthumously published in Winter Words (1928).
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its margins — a man sees his dead wife on horseback, “softly riding,” and yearns for 

her to turn, but he awakens: “Only the clear, green grass, & nought / But dewdrops to 

see”  (“Word  Studies”).  In  one  of  his  favourite  Hardy  poems,  “The  Phantom 

Horsewoman” (written in 1913, after his first wife Emma’s death), a man also sees 

“A phantom of his own figuring,” a “sweet soft scene” in which a girl rides her horse 

by the sea (TH 353-4). The manuscript of “Tarbury Steep” imagines stars that “beat” 

with music and, reminiscent of Hardy’s first letter, a sharing of moonlight:

O many a wanderer has sat there before,  
        Since its chalk lay in shells in the sea,  
And the ghosts that looked out of the eyes of them all  
        Shared Tarbury’s moonlight with me.

(“Word Studies”)

Hardy’s roads are almost always white when he has his native landscape in mind, 

because of the bedrock of chalk under Egdon Heath, which contrasts sharply with the 

darker vegetation.  The white road becomes an evocative image for de la Mare for 5

this  association.  In  the  line,  “From the  dusk  of  its  glens  thrilled  the  nightjar’s 6

strange cry,” his distinct use of “thrill” as a verb echoes Hardy. In Hardy’s “The 

Master and the Leaves” (1922), “The nightjar thrills the treen,” beating out its cry 

“like a  long-roll  drummer” while  other  birds rest  (TH 656).  In “To My Father’s 

Violin” (1917), the verb appears as Hardy dwells on his father’s afterlife:

In the glades 
Of silentness, no bird

Thrills the shades;     
(TH 452)

 In  “The  Roman  Road,”  the  road  runs  “As  the  pale  parting-line  in  hair  /  Across  the 5

heath” (TH 264-5); “The Weary Walker” portrays an endless, “thin white road” (742). 
 His  “The  Pear-Tree”  (1907)  depicts  “a  white  and  arid  road”  (SS  1:464)  in  northern 6

Cornwall (where Hardy met Emma). In “The Journey,” all “pilgrims” must walk a “white 
road,” “endless” and “narrow” (DLM 128), though he later obscures this connection.
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Hardy’s silent glade and thrilling bird enters de la Mare’s poetic vocabulary, even in 

the way he turns a particular word. “Tarbury” seems to be spelled “Yarbury” in the 

last line: strikingly close to Yalbury Hill, Hardy’s Wessex name for Yellowham.

Hints of Hardy are often slightly hidden in de la Mare’s works. For instance, 

“Pretty Poll” (1925) demonstrates his sympathetic, acute listening. After discussing 

how “almost every poet” is preoccupied with “the voice,” the narrator compares the 

birdsong that the protagonist is obsessed with to “the voice of a marvellous fiddle 

(that  bit  of  solo,  for  example,  in  Mozart’s  Minuet  in  E  flat)”  (SS  1:331).  This 

unusually specific allusion suggests de la Mare’s own preoccupation with the voice 

of Hardy’s poem, “Lines,” subtitled “To a Movement in Mozart’s E-Flat Symphony.” 

Hardy’s lilting lines, begun in 1898 and published in 1917, seem to be strung on a 

light-footed tune ghosting his mind. Out of Mozart’s E-flat symphonies, de la Mare 

chose to name a Minuet, though he could not have known that Hardy also named “a 

movement (Minuet del)” in his manuscript (TH 458). This shows how close he came 

to hearing the music that Hardy was remembering while composing this poem. In 

Come Hither, containing eight poems by Hardy, the title recalls Amiens’ song in As 

You Like It, but it also echoes Hardy’s Under the Greenwood Tree (1872). Just as the 

novel is coming to an end with a marriage, a strange “liquid voice” is “suddenly 

heard to issue” from a thicket as the couple goes by: “Tippiwit! swe-e-et! ki-ki-ki! 

Come hither, come hither, come hither!” (159). Augmenting the phrase’s imitative 

quality, this ending keeps the door of the story creaking open. Come Hither calls to 

Hardy — a secret calling, like “The calling and wailing in dewy thicket / Of bird to 

hidden bird” (“The Journey,” DLM 129) — and evokes his presence.

De la Mare admired The Dynasts (1904-8) most: “that monarch of the forest” 

(Early One Morning 475), “an achievement noble and isolated, that will remain the 

glory  of  its  own age,  and  the  richest  of  incentives  to  to-morrow” (“A Study of 

Hardy” 50). When he was nervously awaiting an operation, it was only a discussion 

about The Dynasts  with his  doctor that  could make him forget  everything in his 

enthusiasm (Whistler 341-2). Hardy’s unparalleled position in his poetic experience 
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is clear when he compares one of Hardy’s earliest poems (“Amabel”) with his last 

(“He Resolves to Say No More”): 

The  attitude  of  mind  […],  the  sense  of  time  and  mortality,  the 
emotional  and  intellectual  outlook,  the  challenging  imaginative 
realism, and this use of words — no other English poet has all these 
characteristics; and they were Thomas Hardy’s as a poet throughout 
his life. (Early One Morning 524)

His public and private engagement with Hardy’s work, spanning many decades, is a 

testament to the latter’s influence. But the significance of their connection is that it is 

not just one-way. The echoes between them are reciprocal.  

De la Mare was among the loose group of writers whom Hardy called, in an 

October 1913 letter to Edmund Gosse, “queer young men whose wrongnesses are 

interesting”  (Letters  4:307).  He had in  mind the  contributors  to  Harold  Monro’s 

Poetry and Drama, established in March 1913, ranging from John Drinkwater, F. S. 

Flint, F. T. Marinetti, to Rabindranath Tagore. Always in search of a “new note” in 

poetry to “carry the flame on further” (Life 322), Hardy was drawn to these “queer” 

men — an adjective that has also been applied to Hopkins’ poetry (by reviewers), as 

well as to the experimental metrics of de la Mare’s “The Listeners” (by Frost) during 

Hardy’s lifetime. Hardy published a ghostly poem of his own (“My Spirit Will Not 

Haunt the Mound”) in a December 1913 issue, side by side with de la Mare’s “The 

Enchanted  Hill”  (Monro  395-7).  When  Hardy  was  declining  other  poetry 

commissions due to age, he was still eager to respond to J. C. Squire’s requests for 

The  London  Mercury,  which  began  in  March  1920.  In  December  1920,  he 

complimented Squire for “maintain[ing] its high level & interest” (Letters 6:50). His 

poems shared its pages with those by de la Mare, a regular contributor. 

Hardy read anything he valued painstakingly slowly, and his copies of de la 

Mare show signs of close engagement. In Poems (1906), he underlines a phrase, puts 

an “x” next to a poem, and inserts two newspaper cuttings of de la Mare’s poems 

(DCM). In “Virtue,” he underlines “the deep wonder of her starry eyes” (DLM 89), 
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which possibly suggests his keen ear for its source in Francis Palgrave’s The Golden 

Treasury (1861). Hardy was twenty-one when Horatio Mosley Moule, his friend and 

mentor, gave it to him in January 1862 (DCM); de la Mare owned an 1887 edition, 

published when he was thirteen (Senate  House).  In  his  novels,  Hardy alludes  to 

Wordsworth’s “She was a phantom of delight” from this volume. In his own copy, de 

la Mare marked these lines from the poem: “Her eyes as stars of twilight fair; / Like 

Twilight’s, too, her dusky hair […]” (175). An “x” marks six poems out of fifty-two 

in The Listeners (1912) (Temple University). Hardy was especially charmed by the 

poems that imagine uncanny sounds and voices, such as “The Journey” (DLM 128).

When de la Mare contributed “The Song of the Mad Prince” to the Poets’ 

Tribute for Hardy’s seventy-ninth birthday (organised by Siegfried Sassoon in 1919), 

Hardy confided to him that the poem “has a meaning almost too intense to speak 

of” (Letters 5:330). According to Cockerell’s letter to de la Mare on 15 April 1923, 

Hardy thought it may be his “finest poem,” “But I am not quite sure that I like the 

repetition of sound in ‘troubled bubble’” (Bodleian). When de la Mare gave him The 

Veil, Hardy expressed slight reservations to Florence Henniker: “They are rather too 

obscure, I think: but many of them have his own peculiar beauty in them when you 

get  to  the  bottom  of  their  meaning”  (Letters  6:110).  Nevertheless,  his  criticism 

reveals how attentively he read de la Mare, with the sympathetic note-catching that 

he desired from his own readers. Moreover, they shared an understanding of how to 

read poetry. In “The Story of This Book” in Come Hither,  de la Mare writes: “I 

learned to read them very slowly, so as fully and quietly to fill up the time allowed 

for each line and to listen to its music, and to see and hear all that the words were 

saying” (xxxi); “the slightest alteration in the sound a little changed the sense,” and 

“some half-hidden meaning vanished away” (xxix). Hardy treasured his copy of The 

Veil for “the valuable intangible essence” within (Letters 6:108). Although he never 

openly alludes to de la Mare in his creative work, their writings echo each other in 

ways  that  are  more  loaded  than  mere  correspondence.  Reading  them  together 
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enriches and expands their significance. Their writings, especially those that concern 

ghostly sounds, listen to each other as much as they enact forms of listening.

The literary careers of Hardy and de la Mare coincide with a turbulent period of 

cultural, social, legal, and institutional changes revolving around religion in the late 

nineteenth  and  the  early  twentieth  century.  Although  well  known  for  his  sharp 

criticism of established Christian doctrines, Hardy’s stance regarding religious faith 

has  long  been  debated  by  critics  and  cannot  be  easily  summarised.  His  attitude 

differs in quality from the contemporary agnosticism represented by figures such as 

T. H. Huxley and Leslie Stephen, and it cannot be pinned down as atheism either. 

Rather, it is characterised by a tendency to keep questioning, to think in provisional 

perspectives without arriving at conclusions. De la Mare, who remarked towards the 

end of his life that “his idea of God had a good deal in common with Hardy’s” (Brain 

41), struggled with his loss of faith in his youth. He also preferred asking questions 

to  answering  them.  Both  their  writings  are  haunted  by  questions  that  unsettle 

Christian narratives of existence: what lies beyond the known and what happens after 

death, whether there is ever a possibility of return. Questions of belief draw their 

writings together.  Their fascination with the unknown is manifest in listening for 

ghostly  sounds:  the  call  of  a  lost  beloved,  the  voices  of  dead  writers,  even  the 

imagined and subvocal sounds in the experience of reading.

This focus on their literary expressions of ghostly sounds places their works 

in the dynamic landscape of discourses on belief and unbelief, as well as on scientific 

and  technological  developments  between  Hardy’s  birth  (1840)  and  de  la  Mare’s 

death (1956). Their preoccupation with barely audible or inexplicable sounds reflects 

their agnostic worldview. Instead of the transcendent experience of the visionary, or 

revelations that act on the faculty of sight, their characters often strain to perceive in 

the half-light — literally and metaphorically — and their writings are characterised 

by fugitive sounds that issue from somewhere unseen: ephemeral, amorphous, and 

tricky  to  locate.  It  is  a  mode  of  perception  that  does  not  result  in  confident, 
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conclusive knowledge, but generates a tentative, provisional kind of knowing. This 

resonates with the writers’ awareness of just how precarious sensory experience is, 

and hence the perceived world.7

Their  close  listening  is  part  of  a  larger  cultural  movement  in  what  John 

Picker  calls  “an  auscultative  age”  (7):  a  “period  of  unprecedented  amplification, 

unheard-of  loudness”  (4),  of  technologies  that  made,  conveyed,  recorded,  and 

measured sound in new ways, stretching the human range of audibility. It was also a 

time when hearing was theorised in terms of sound waves and vibrations (such as in 

Hermann von Helmholtz’s seminal work on wave theory and sympathetic resonance,  

popularised by John Tyndall), and when there was a notable scientific interest in the 

physiological  mechanisms  of  acute  perception  (for  example,  in  Charles  Sanders 

Pierce’s experiments with sensation).  Hardy and de la Mare tap into the figurative 8

implications  that  such  advances  made  newly  available,  for  these  developments 

affected  the  ways  in  which  hearing,  communicating,  and  writing  were 

conceptualised.  But the ghostly sounds in their works call for a different kind of 9

close  listening.  Their  writings  often  experiment  with  sounds  that  are  not 

physiologically audible. They were certainly attuned to hearing minute sounds and 

silences, but they were more interested in listening for what sounds and imagined 

sounds  literary  language  might  invoke,  if  only  momentarily.  Veit  Erlmann 

characterises the turn of the twentieth century as a time when “dissonance and noise” 

 Tom Paulin draws a line from sceptical empiricism (Newton, Locke, Berkeley, Hume) to 7

impressionistic perception in Hardy (16).
 Picker’s Victorian Soundscapes,  Gillian Beer’s Open Fields,  and Jason Rudy’s Electric 8

Meters discuss sound waves; Roger Luckhurst’s The Invention of Telepathy gives a detailed 
account of the networks of Pierce and other thinkers. 
 David Trotter’s  Literature in  the First  Media Age argues that  new media dramatically 9

shifted emphasis from representation to connection, generating “a new understanding of the 
technological mediation of experience” (273) and corresponding innovations in literature. 
Pamela Thurschwell links concepts that collapse distances between individuals: “magical 
thinking,” telepathy, the telegraph, and the telephone. Sam Halliday discusses the historical 
specificity of sound expressions and perceptual habits in modernity. Douglas Kahn’s notion 
of “all sound” (9) and Pierre Schaffer and Jérôme Peignot’s “acousmatic” sound (Kane 4) 
underline the impact of the phonograph on our conception of sounds.
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featured  prominently  in  sound  art,  marking  the  beginning  of  “a  new,  clamorous 

century of war, chaos, and uncertainty” (271). In contrast to the loud noises that are 

associated with industrialised cityscapes and modernist aesthetics (Luigi Russolo’s 

futurist manifesto, “The Art of Noises,” for instance, or Wyndham Lewis’s vorticist 

magazine, BLAST), Hardy and de la Mare listen in to barely audible, or imagined 

sounds: an alternative soundscape of “modernity,” which is crucially inflected by 

their conflicted attitudes towards religious belief.

Little has been said regarding the connections between Hardy and de la Mare, 

despite  their  singular  admiration  for  each  other’s  poetry.  However,  there  are 10

valuable  studies  on  each  writer  that  I  build  on.  The  shape  of  my  argument  is 

informed  by  Seamus  Perry’s  “Hardy’s  Imperfections”  and  Samuel  Hynes’ The 

Patterns  of  Hardy’s  Poetry.  They  respectively  identify  incompleteness  and 

incongruities  as  distinct  characteristics  of  Hardy’s  writing,  and how these  derive 

from his view of the universe as “a half-expressed, an ill-expressed idea” (Archer 

45).  While  Hardy’s  auditory imagination — especially  of  ghostly  sounds — has 

never gained as much critical attention as his vision, I reveal how his expressions of 

sound are an elusive yet integral part of his agnosticism, suffused with unknowing.  11

As Matthew Bevis rightly points out, Hardy seems to be the only poet who has titled 

a poem “Unknowing,” and his “best writing makes much of various conditions of 

unknowingness” (“Unknowing Lyric”). I take into account not only his descriptions 

of  heard  sounds,  but  also  imagined  sounds,  especially  those  conveyed indirectly 

through the verbal texture of his language. 

 Any comparison has been brief  or  primarily biographical  (Auden,  Grigson,  Coombes, 10

Whistler, Howarth, Bentinck). Herbert Read highlights their dissimilarity in a short essay.
 There have been thorough studies on Hardy’s vision (Bullen, Maxwell, Shires, Gadoin) 11

and music (Grundy, Hughes, Asquith, Seymour). Simon Gatrell in Thomas Hardy’s Vision of 
Wessex and Michael Irwin in Reading Hardy’s Landscapes have each written chapters on 
sounds and noises,  but  they focus on the acuteness of  Hardy’s hearing and synaesthetic 
imagination. In a recent article, David James takes this further to consider the hermeneutic 
role of Hardy’s sounds: how his acoustic descriptions, as “events in their own right” (150), 
make readers aware of their own participation in envisioning fictional landscapes. James 
shows the need to diversify the “critical supremacy” of vision and to “read by the ear” (135).
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These emphases — as well as the new dimensions that arise from reading 

him alongside de la Mare — differentiate my thesis from previous criticism on the 

haunting  qualities  of  Hardy’s  poetry.  But  they  have  certainly  enhanced  my own 

readings: for instance, Dennis Taylor’s comprehensive study of Hardy’s prosodic and 

stanzaic experiments, demonstrating how his poems return to “the olden haunts of 

[his] personal past” and “old metrical haunts” (Hardy’s Metres 100); Tim Armstrong 

on “ghosts of a literal and textual kind” in Hardy’s mourning (Haunted Hardy 134); 

Matthew Campbell on Tennyson’s and Hardy’s rhythms as “an attempt to give the 

ghosts  of  their  dead  an  unexorcisable  beat”  (Rhythm  and  Will  228);  Elizabeth 

Helsinger’s observation that Hardy’s poetry satisfies a lyric “drive to hear, and to 

voice,  the  speech of  others,  even the  non-human and the  dead” (“Conversing in 

Verse” 998); and, most recently, Anna Nickerson’s attention to how Hardy’s poems 

form echoic patterns within and between them, “listening for the ghosts that lodge in 

poetic language and calling them into being,” and his willingness to preserve the 

“conditions of poetic belief” in his verse (“Frontiers of Consciousness” 74, 77). My 

thesis concerns a tentative, transitory kind of poetic belief — but in the particular 

context of Hardy’s questioning and unknowing agnosticism — and a poetic belief 

that  ultimately  hinges  on  the  ghostly  echoes  of  literary  texts  and  on  the  absent 

presences sensed through reading.

De la Mare is one of the “masters of whispering,” as George Steiner calls him 

(190), and his ghostliness has been discussed in various ways. I continue the lines of 

enquiry that some of his finest critics have begun. Julia Briggs shows how his ghost 

stories ask questions of the “meaning of death,  and therefore of life” (195).  She 

expands the implications of his medium in a way that is comparable to but more 

secular than G. K. Chesterton, who felt that in de la Mare’s rhymes, even nursery 

rhymes, “the shiver is a real shiver, not only of the spine but of the spirit” (51). Peter 

Howarth, attuned to the “aural texture” (British Poetry 113) of de la Mare’s poems, 

explores the poet’s fascination with absence and vacancy, “the tentative experience 

of  nothing,  or  silence  itself”  (125):  embedded  in  his  “self-erasing  poetics”  that 
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idealised “authorial absence” (110). Angela Leighton’s “Poetry and the Imagining 

Ear” and Hearing Things illuminate the intricate ways in which de la Mare “keeps us 

listening to listening” (Hearing Things 157): to read more with the ear than the eye, 

which “constantly challenges the progressivist, consequential sense of knowing and 

thinking” (147). The punning, coded games that de la Mare plays with words — their 

“underground connectives” that only attentive readers might hear — derail the logic 

of the narratives (154-6).  I  explore these central concerns of death, vacancy, and 

“acoustic haunting” (Wootten 41), to elucidate how they develop not only from de la 

Mare’s own outlook, but also from his close engagement with Hardy’s writing.

To delineate Hardy’s and de la Mare’s attitudes towards religious belief, it is 

necessary to sketch some of the historical contexts in which they wrote. Hardy joined 

contemporary thinkers in loosening the definitions of religion. In a 1907 outline of 

an  essay  never  written,  conjecturally  titled  “The  Hard  Case  of  the  Would-be-

religious,”  Hardy defines  religion  in  “its  modern  sense”  as  “being  expressive  of 

nobler  feelings  towards  humanity  and  emotional  goodness”;  whereas  “the  old 

meaning  of  the  word  — ceremony,  or  ritual  — [has]  perished,  or  nearly”  (Life 

357-8).  While  there  are  alternative  notions  of  religion,  this  thesis  uses  the  term 

primarily as “a substantive belief in the numinous or some sort of divine supernatural 

being”  (M.  Knight,  “Variety  of  Religious  Forms”  518).  Neither  “agnostic”  nor 

“unbeliever” neatly captures what Hardy and de la Mare were, but these serve as a 

shorthand for the fuller portrayals in this chapter. The condition of being unable to 

perceive a transcendental, divine presence is the crux of their “unbelief.”
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Belief and Unbelief: A Historical Perspective 

We are a company of ignorant beings, feeling our way through mists and 
darkness […] dimly discerning light enough for our daily needs, but 
hopelessly differing whenever we attempt to describe the ultimate origin or 
end of our paths; and yet, when one of us ventures to declare that we don’t 
know the map of the universe as well as the map of our infinitesimal parish, 
he is hooted, reviled, and perhaps told that he will be damned to all eternity 
for his faithlessness. 

Leslie Stephen, “An Agnostic’s Apology” 

About a year after formally renouncing holy orders in March 1875, Stephen wrote “An 

Agnostic’s Apology,” which rationally presents the main tenets of his agnosticism. He 

treats uncertainty as a perennial human condition: groping through dimly lit shadows, 

only occasionally “obtaining a glimmering of truth,” and knowing neither one’s place, 

direction,  nor  destination  on  a  map.  All  must  bear  it  as  “a  company  of  ignorant 

beings” (39-40). It is not as a result of his loss of faith that these doubts troubled him; 

but  rather,  confronting  and  acknowledging  these  doubts  led  to  his  agnosticism. 

Suffering under “the burden of existence” (3), he shuns the consolation of religious 

optimism as  mere  platitudes  or  bitter  mockeries.  He  sees  his  theory  as  a  logical 

extension from the concept of God’s unknowability that Henry Longueville Mansel, a 

High Church Anglican, expounded in his controversial Bampton Lectures, The Limits 

of Religious Thought (1858). Although Mansel defends belief in an “infinite” God as 

“our  duty”  (59),  his  dissection  of  the  “inextricable  dilemma[s]”  in  attempts  to 

conceptualise the infinite and the absolute — ultimately “incomprehensible” (33) — 

laid the groundwork for agnosticism. From the 1850s, the notion of unknowability, 

traditionally part of Christian theology, gave rise to a new form of unbelief.  12

According to Bernard Lightman, Stephen’s article marks “the first time an 

important agnostic actually used the term ‘agnostic’ in print and defended its validity 

as an appropriate response to the bankruptcy of Christian orthodoxy” (“Huxley and 

 Bernard Lightman traces this development in “Herbert Spencer and the Worship of the 12

Unknowable” in The Origins of Agnosticism (68-90).
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Scientific Agnosticism” 227). Because it was in the vanguard of such discussions, 

Stephen’s essay bears witness to the confrontation an agnostic may have experienced 

in the late nineteenth century. At first, he appears to have a sympathetic readership in 

mind. The Fortnightly Review, where the article was published in June 1876, was 

firmly  established  as  an  influential  monthly  periodical  for  liberal,  free-thinking 

intellectuals. But as he becomes increasingly engrossed in the “One insoluble doubt 

[that]  has haunted men’s minds since thought began” (38-9),  the essay gradually 

turns into an outcry challenging the attitudes of dogmatic Christian believers.

Agnosticism may have been tolerated, or even shared by the Fortnightly’s 

readership, but Stephen’s sense of being persecuted is clear.  Considering that the 

journal’s subscriptions numbered between 2,500 and 4,000 in the 1860s, far less than 

the circulation of the most popular periodicals then, Stephen’s tone as a minority is 

understandable.  In 1880 in the Fortnightly, John W. Probyn, a Christian arguing for 13

the fair treatment of atheists and agnostics under law, asserted that Christians “form 

the great majority of Englishmen” (1). As editor of the Cornhill Magazine, Stephen 

was  keenly  aware  of  public  attitudes.  When  he  serialised  Hardy’s  Far  from the 

Madding Crowd (1874), he suggested revisions not only for aesthetic reasons but 

also for propriety.  As a professed agnostic, Stephen also felt the pressures of legal 14

regulations.  Although  he  resigned  his  tutorship  (which  involved  taking  chapel 

services) at Trinity Hall, Cambridge as early as 1862, and later his fellowship (which 

did not strictly involve clerical duties) at the end of 1867, his formal renunciation of 

Anglican  orders  was  postponed  until  after  the  Clerical  Disabilities  Act  of  1870. 

Otherwise, under a canon law that had been in force since 1603, he would have faced 

the  threat  of  excommunication.  When  recounting  Stephen’s  renunciation,  Hardy 

 In the early 1860s, The Athenaeum had the largest circulation of the serious weeklies at 13

20,000. Of the monthlies, Macmillan’s Magazine had 20,000 and Cornhill Magazine 80,000 
(Asquith 9-10). The more religious Contemporary Review was “likely to find a wider public” 
(Ellegård 13) than the free-thinking Fortnightly under the editorship of John Morley, for 
whom Stephen wrote “An Agnostic’s Apology.”

 For example, the serial omits direct references to Fanny Robin’s illegitimate baby. Stephen 14

admitted to Hardy that his censorship was “as an editor, not as a man” (Life 101-102).
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notes that it was done “under the act of 1870” (Life 108), registering the relevance of 

legal reform. Stephen later recalls his loss of faith in a placid manner: “I did not feel 

that the solid ground was giving way beneath my feet, but rather that I was being 

relieved of a cumbrous burden” (Some Early Impressions 70). Nonetheless, thinkers 

like him struggled with social stigma and prejudicial laws.

 The  “crisis  of  faith”  was  a  widely  accepted  interpretation  of  the  late 

Victorian  period.  The  “faith  and  doubt  paradigm,”  Mark  Knight  summarises, 

“positioned belief in the Christian religion as the losing side in a battle with modern 

skepticism” (“Variety  of  Religious  Forms”  517);  this  binary  paradigm became a 

familiar framework of literary scholars from the 1960s. However, recent debates in 

the humanities have shown how secularisation came to be exaggerated, leading to a 

more nuanced understanding of secularisation.  An important context for Hardy’s 15

and  de  la  Mare’s  anxieties  is  that,  despite  the  emergence  of  secularism,  general 

attitudes and systems of discrimination were slow to change. For most of the century, 

people of no religion and of denominations other than Anglican Christianity were 

disadvantaged  under  secular  and  canon  laws.  Some  parliamentary  acts,  such  as 

regulations concerning suicides and blasphemy remained current even to the twenty-

first century. The “Victorian State was a Christian institution” (Royle 266), and state 

laws privileged the Church of England.

As non-Anglican groups gained more civil rights, with reforms of dated laws 

from  the  seventeenth  century,  the  non-religious  were  forming  more  organised 

groups. “Secularism” was first used as a label in 1852 by George Jacob Holyoake, 

who formed the Anti-Persecution Union, advocating “freedom of expression” (Nash, 

Handbook 217). Militant atheists rebelled against the Church-State establishment, 

calling for social reform; hence they were feared by those who wished to avoid civil 

unrest. Issues of religious freedom and civil rights were the foremost concerns of the 

 Scholars such as Charles Taylor, Timothy Larsen, and Charles LaPorte have contributed to 15

this development. In response to Larsen’s concept of a “crisis of doubt,” David Nash stresses 
the “wider  sense of  moral  uncertainty” in late  Victorian England and the need to move 
“beyond the dichotomy of belief and doubt” (“Reassessing the ‘Crisis of Faith’” 82).
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secularist movement, including the enforcement of Anglican oaths and prohibiting 

secular affirmations in courts and in public office; educational inequality; censorship; 

the imposition of Church rates; and discriminative laws of death and funeral rites.

The oath of allegiance, due to the phrase, “So help me, God,” effectively 

barred those of other faiths or of no religion from exercising their civil  rights in 

courts and in holding public office. The 1854 Common Law Procedure Act enabled 

an alternative: a solemn affirmation, which did not refer to God. However, because 

of  the  expression,  “according  to  my  religious  Belief,”  some  authorities  still 

discounted non-religious  people.  For  example,  in  the  1860 Madden v.  Cattenach 

case, a judge refused Madden’s oath and nullified her lawsuit because she was an 

atheist.  The right to substitute secular affirmations for oaths in courts was finally 

secured under the Evidence Amendment Acts of 1869 and 1870. John Stuart Mill, 

whom Hardy had admired, praised this in a letter to Holyoake as a “great triumph of 

freedom of opinion” (1630). But the same principle still needed to be applied to the 

Parliament. Charles Bradlaugh, leader of the National Secular Society, had to be re-

elected  no  less  than  six  times  until  he  was  allowed  to  take  the  oath  to  sit  in 

Parliament in 1886. This “anachronism of the law,” which “labelled secularists as 

treacherous and their morals inherently suspect,” was exactly what Bradlaugh sought 

to expose (Nash, Handbook 219). After the 1888 Oaths Act, it finally became legal to 

make a solemn affirmation to serve in Parliament. As for other forms of freedom, 

however, the failure to pay Church rates was punishable until 1868 by the seizure of 

personal property, and one could be imprisoned for blasphemy as late as 1922, as 

with John Gott, leader of the Freethought Socialist League; only in 2008, the offence 

of blasphemy was abolished.

A controversy that further stained the reputation of the Church as a sacred 

and moral institution was the treatment of suicides, which spawned heated debates. 

Suicide was far from being a taboo subject — as Olive Anderson and John Stokes 

demonstrate — in newspapers, theatre, literature, art, and popular nonsense ballads. 

While many were driven to suicide by harsh conditions of life or mental illness, the 
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freedom to die by one’s own will was a contested issue. In a sermon published in 

1865, a well-known High Churchman, G. E. Biber, distinguished between “the act of 

suicide” and “the crime of self-murder.” He claimed that the Burial Office should be 

denied  only  to  the  latter  criminals,  who have  killed  themselves  in  “high-handed 

wickedness”: “either in frantic unbelief, having lived ‘without GOD in the world,’ or 

in wild despair  under terror  of  the just  punishment of  their  crimes,  or  in defiant 

rebellion against GOD, flinging back to HIM the gift of life […]” (qtd. in Anderson 

272).  Other  clergymen felt  the  hypocrisy  of  denying  a  proper  burial  to  anyone. 

Advances in medicine from 1840 to 1880 classed suicide as a mental disease, for 

which the subject is not morally responsible.  Biber’s statement indicates, however, 16

that some saw suicide, criminality, ignominy, and unbelief on the same continuum. 

The  majority  of  Christians  appear  to  have  believed  that  life  must  be 

necessarily  worth  living,  and  suicide  an  act  of  impiety.  For  example,  Frederic 

Marshall’s  1880  article  on  “Suicide”  in  (the  politically  conservative  but 

controversial) Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine contends that “Most of us regard 

suicide in its impious aspects only. We see in it a religious crime; and its criminality 

against Heaven seems to us so thorough that it blinds us to the other features of the 

subject” (719). However, actual practices in the latter half of the century were more 

lenient  towards  suicides  than  was  the  letter  of  the  law.  Anderson  estimates  that 

possibly as few as three per cent of all suicide verdicts were felo de se. The juries 

tended to choose non compos mentis or the intermediate “state of mind unknown” in 

sympathy  or  solidarity:  thus  “not  merely  sparing  a  family  social  disgrace,  but 

defending their  rights against  the Church,  the Crown, and insurance companies,” 

even though suicide and insanity were still  stigmatised (Anderson 221).  As the 17

 There is another nuance of involuntariness in mid-century attitudes in London; those on 16

remand for attempted suicide claimed that “We’re none of us our own keepers” (qtd. in 
Anderson 231). This is comparable to the villagers’ acquiescent, fatalistic attitude in Hardy’s 
Wessex: “It was to be” (Tess 83). 

 A felo de se verdict would lead companies to void an insurance policy, whereas they were 17

more likely to pay in the case of other verdicts, including temporary insanity.
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century progressed, suicides were increasingly pitied, and discussed in sociological, 

psychological, medical terms.

However,  legal  disadvantages  for  suicides  persisted.  Until  1870,  suicides’ 

property was forfeited to the state. Suicide was classed as homicide until 1879, when 

the maximum sentence for attempted suicide was reduced to two years (Gates 152). 

For a long time, suicides were barred from receiving burial services and being buried 

in the consecrated ground of a graveyard. The rubric for the Burial of the Dead in the 

Book  of  Common Prayer  (established  as  the  only  legal  form of  worship  in  the 

sixteenth century)  requires for  it  “not  to be used for  any that  die unbaptized,  or 

excommunicate,  or  have  laid  violent  hands  upon  themselves”  (Cummings  451). 

Suicides had to be buried privately on the coroner’s order between nine to twelve at 

night, without any religious rites, on unconsecrated ground. Moreover, until 1823, 

they were buried by a public highway, sometimes with a stake driven through the 

corpse (Anderson 234).  This dishonourable burial, writes Anderson, was “no light 18

matter  to  that  extremely  funeral-minded  generation”  (221).  In  Tess  of  the 

d’Urbervilles (1891), Hardy highlights this issue: the pitying “man” and the narrow-

minded “ecclesiastic” fight within the parson, who refuses to give Tess’s unbaptised 

baby a Christian burial, no matter how much she begs (109). Even two decades later, 

in  de  la  Mare’s  The  Return  (1910),  the  spiritual  state  of  the  suicide  buried  on 

unconsecrated ground is a question that haunts the characters as well as the writer.

Suicides benefited from the 1880 Burial Laws Amendment Act, pushed into 

legislation by Nonconformists. It became lawful for burials of “any form of orderly 

religious service to be performed in the churchyard” by someone who was not an 

Anglican clergyman (Anderson 275).  It also allowed a clergyman to use an altered 19

 In Hardy’s “The Grave by the Handpost” (1897), a chorister witnesses such a burial and 18

calls it “a barbarous custom they keep up […] and ought to be done away wi,’” though the 
story is set before 1815 (108).  

 Arthur Shirley, the High Church vicar of Stinsford (Hardy’s native church), criticised this 19

Bill in a letter to his nephew: “if I could afford it, I should retire, rather than submit to a 
Ranting  funeral  in  this  churchyard.  […]  I  shall  fight  it  as  much  as  possible  if  it  is 
[tried]” (qtd. in Hands 9). 
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service for suicides, even wilful ones. Under the 1882 Interments (Felo de Se) Act, it 

remained unlawful to use the official Burial Service, but suicides no longer had to be 

buried privately at night. Debates continued, nonetheless: T. O. Bonser’s pamphlet, 

The Right to Die (1885), called for the “legalization of suicide in extreme cases” and 

the “mitigation of the harsh prejudice with which it is regarded” (qtd. in Gates 152). 

In 1893, Ernest Clark sent a suicide note to the Daily Chronicle: “I was not consulted 

when I became a sentient being” (qtd. in Stokes 116). It was published after his death 

with the heading, “Tired of Life,” triggering heated discussions on its pages, such as 

“Is Christianity Played Out?” (169). “The Ethics of Suicide,” a 1921 article in the 

Fortnightly by the physicist Oliver Lodge, urges “pity” rather than “stigmatising,” 

but concludes that “the act of self-murder is […] positively detrimental and definitely 

wrong” (596), except in extreme cases, and “only one degree less criminal than the 

murder of another” (594). “Our spirits must work out their appointed destiny,” he 

claims, but suicide cuts short the soul’s “progress” (600). 

The stigma lingered well into the twentieth century. On 1 September 1958, 

Katherine  Asquith  wrote  to  Sassoon  (both  Roman  Catholic  converts,  in  their 

seventies)  to  thank  him for  a  poetry  book  by  Charlotte  Mew,  whom he  deeply 

admired,  and  who  poisoned  herself  in  1928,  a  few months  after  Hardy’s  death. 

Asquith wonders, “It must be all right mustn’t it for people who kill themselves not 

knowing its wrong — the essence of sin is in knowing its sin [sic]” (CUL). In 1959, 

a small pamphlet issued by the Church of England’s Board for Social Responsibility 

asked again: “Ought Suicide to Be a Crime?” With the 1961 Suicide Act, it finally 

ceased to be a crime by law. In contrast to the Catholic canon law, which allowed 

official  funerals  and  burials  for  suicides  from 1983,  this  is  still  controversial  in 

Anglican law. In 2015, Canon Michael Parsons proposed the abolition of outdated 

rules,  widely  disregarded  and  even  unknown  by  clergymen,  to  officially  allow 

suicides  to  be  buried  in  accordance  with  Church  of  England  rites  (Pocklington; 

Church of England Canons).  Prejudice against suicides and unbelievers remained 20

 One member opposed it, since it may be interpreted as encouraging euthanasia (Gledhill).20
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entrenched during Hardy’s and de la Mare’s lifetimes. In this context, their unease in 

questions of belief shaped one of the most significant themes in their works: the 

figure of the stranger and the outcast.

It  is difficult to determine the precise social position of unbelievers, or when the 

concepts of atheism and agnosticism really took hold. According to the census of 20 

March 1851, half the population did not attend a church or a chapel. This does not 

corroborate their religious identity, of course, for there are many possible reasons for 

their  absence,  including  the  class  distinction  in  places  of  worship  of  all 

denominations (Hoppen 454-5). In de la Mare’s Memoirs of a Midget (1921), Miss 

M. hesitates to attend a local church partly because of its pew rents (56).  Although 21

the  earliest  published  “avowal  of  speculative  atheism”  in  Britain  was  in  1782, 

according to David Berman, there is a long history of people denying its existence, 

while simultaneously attempting to dissuade others from it (3). 

One  way  of  gauging  the  currency  of  words  tied  to  religious  doubt  is 

quantitative analysis: for example, their trajectories on Google Ngram from 1800 to 

2000. There are caveats for relying on Google Books, such as the accuracy of dating, 

but its wide corpus gives a rough sense of verbal currency. A case-insensitive search 

for “god” and “christianity” returns a far higher number of uses than words of doubt 

(Figure 1).  “Christianity” was mostly  rising until  the 1850s;  then it  falls,  hitting 

below half its highest point after around 1910 (Figure 2). The line for “god” draws a 

similar  shape,  though  at  a  much  more  elevated  range.  In  Figure  3,  the  word 

“unbelief”  skyrockets  around  1810,  reaching  its  apex  near  1830.  Perhaps  as  it 

became less controversial, its usage declines from 1880 until it stabilises after 1920. 

Around 1920,  the  decisively  irreligious  “atheism” becomes more prominent  than 

“unbelief,” and it remains the more frequently used. “Agnosticism,” coined by T. H. 

Huxley in 1869 (Lightman, Origins 12), is highest around the 1890s, though never 

 Pews  were  rented  to  individuals  or  families,  becoming  a  mark  of  social  status:  a 21

controversial practice, which lasted into the twentieth century.
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surpassing  “atheism”  or  “unbelief.”  “Suicide”  increases  steadily,  crossing  over 

“unbelief” just before 1880 (Figure 4) and becomes especially frequent from 1920; 

its steep climb almost converges with “christianity” after 1980 (Figure 2). 

Key points in these dynamics are located around 1880 and 1920. There are 

two hills in the “atheism” line: after 1920 and just after 1960. Factors such as World 

War  I,  the  Great  Depression,  or  the  Vietnam  War  may  serve  as  a  simplified 

explanation.  These  results  suggest  that  unbelief  became  an  openly,  relatively 

frequently  discussed  issue  in  English  most  prominently  from  1810  to  1880. 

Significant changes began towards the end of the century, and atheism seems to have 

acquired  a  stronger  foothold  in  discourses  from  around  1920.  If  these  are  any 

indication of the dynamics of people’s interests, one can see how much Christianity 

still dominated the space of written words — in varying tones, certainly, but present 

nonetheless — and hence in the minds of those who use them.

!22

Figure 1: Frequencies of god, christianity, suicide, unbelief, agnosticism, agnostic, atheist, atheism.
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Figure 2: Frequencies of christianity, suicide, atheism, unbelief, atheist, agnostic, agnosticism.

Figure 3: Frequencies of atheism, atheist, unbelief, agnostic, agnosticism.

Figure 4: Frequencies of suicide, atheist, unbelief, agnostic, agnosticism.



Hardy’s Questioning 

On 23 March 1875, Hardy received “a mysterious note” from Leslie Stephen, asking 

him to call as late as he liked (Life 108). Stephen had chosen an apt witness for his 

formal  renunciation  of  holy  orders,  though  they  had  only  known  each  other 

personally for a few years. In a rare admission of someone’s impact on his thinking, 

Hardy asserts that Stephen’s philosophy influenced his own “for many years, indeed, 

more than that  of  any other contemporary” (102).  Hardy identifies himself  as “a 

harmless agnostic” in one of his most lucid statements about belief:

Perhaps I can express more fully in verse ideas and emotions which 
run counter  to  the  inert  crystallized opinion — hard as  a  rock — 
which the vast body of men have vested interests in supporting. To 
cry out in a passionate poem that (for instance) the Supreme Mover or 
Movers, the Prime Force or Forces, must be either limited in power, 
unknowing, or cruel — which is obvious enough, and has been for 
centuries — will cause them merely a shake of the head; but to put it 
in argumentative prose will make them sneer, or foam, and set all the 
literary contortionists jumping upon me, a harmless agnostic, as if I 
were a clamorous atheist […]. (Life 302)

The key word here is “Perhaps.” It qualifies the entire paragraph, while reflecting its 

tone  and  the  temperament  of  its  writer  at  the  same  time.  As  Kenneth  Burke 

appreciates his own tentativeness of “perhaps” in Counter-Statement (xi), so Hardy 

may have used this word with a certain conscientiousness. In spite of his necessarily 

defensive tone (this note having been penned in 1896, a year after the controversial 

publication  of  Jude  the  Obscure),  Hardy  maintains  a  tentative  voice.  The  “for 22

instance,” unobtrusively placed in parentheses cuts through the force of the sentence, 

as does the repeated use of “or”; and the “might” at the end of the passage makes the 

 Even  in  1913,  some  attacked  Hardy  on  grounds  of  morality  and  faith.  Chesterton 22

caricatures  him as  “a  sort  of  village  atheist  brooding  and  blaspheming over  the  village 
idiot” (Victorian Age 143). In 1920, ever the sensitive receiver of blows, Hardy wonders, 
“Why did I  ever write a line!” at  a critic’s accusation of pessimism (“One marvels that 
Hardy is not in a madhouse”) (Life 440).  
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observation more speculative than decisive. The apparently assertive tone in “which 

is obvious enough” is undermined by the range of possibilities that comes before it. 

Hardy’s avoidance of definite assertions is in keeping with much of his other 

pronouncements on matters of belief or philosophy. In response to a critic from the 

Fortnightly  Review,  who  “treat[ed  his]  works  of  art  as  if  they  were  a  scientific 

system of philosophy,” he writes: 

I have repeatedly stated in prefaces and elsewhere that the views in 
them  are  seemings,  provisional  impressions  only,  used  for  artistic 
purposes because they represent approximately the impressions of the 
age, and are plausible, till somebody produces better theories of the 
universe. (Life 406)

Hardy’s agnosticism differs from other contemporary agnostics, who argued from 

rationality: being certain in their logical uncertainties. Timothy Hands, citing A. O. J. 

Cockshut’s  observation  that  “certainty  […]  was  the  hallmark  of  many  Victorian 

agnostics,”  concludes:  “If  Huxley was an agnostic,  Hardy might  more aptly  and 

literally  be described as  a  ‘not-knower’”  (35).  Although Hardy does  write  much 

more logically (almost dryly, at times) in his non-fiction than in his creative work, he 

never  wished  to  solidify  his  unknowing  into  a  single  theory.  He  theorises  in 

fragments, leaving notes and responses on various papers, but there is no evidence 

that he ever considered any of his statements as final, or that any one of the “theories 

of the universe” could be irrevocably true.

A “not-knower” is an appealing substitution for “agnostic”; but it may also be 

a  misleading  term to  describe  a  mind  that,  on  the  whole,  valued  knowing,  and 

indefatigably aspired to know more,  for  more than eighty years.  Hand’s Thomas 

Hardy: Distracted Preacher? (1989), Deborah Collin’s Thomas Hardy and His God 

(1990), and Jan Jędrzejewski’s Thomas Hardy and the Church (1996) are thorough 

studies that focus exclusively on Hardy and religion. But this topic continues to spur 

constructive discussion, for Hardy’s thoughts on religion do not lend themselves to 

one  coherent  summary.  I  add  yet  another  layer  to  the  collage-like  amalgam  of 
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descriptions by sounding out the subtle nuances in his provisional ways of thinking 

and unknowing, while paying particular attention to the patterns and texture of his 

language, both in his personal and creative writing.

The passages quoted above illustrate how Hardy wished to be understood: 

undogmatic, against “inert crystallized opinion.”  On many occasions, Hardy calls 23

his writings mere “seemings”: “only a confused heap of impressions” (Life 441). In 

the Preface to Poems of the Past and the Present (1901), he writes:

Unadjusted  impressions  have  their  value,  and  the  road  to  a  true 
philosophy of life seems to lie in humbly recording diverse readings 
of its phenomena as they are forced upon us by chance and change. 
(TH 84)

For all his diverse readings, he remains constant in this one point. He lays down his 

pen with the same note in Winter Words in Various Moods and Metres (1928): “no 

harmonious philosophy is attempted in these pages — or in any bygone pages of 

mine, for that matter” (834). In his late thirties, he realised: “I was living in a world 

where nothing bears out in practice what it promises incipiently, [so] I have troubled 

myself very little about theories. […] I am content with tentativeness from day to 

day” (Life 160). Hardy appears never to have arrived at “a true philosophy of life.” 

On the contrary, his statements suggest that the process of reading and recording, of 

walking “the road” towards this  conjectured destination is  in  itself  a  worthwhile 

philosophy. A commitment to this form of knowing is manifest in his Preface to 

Time’s Laughingstocks (1909): “I hope,” he writes,  that the poems will  “take the 

reader forward, even if not far, rather than backward” (TH 190).

Because he valued fluidity in thinking, he expressed his frustration against 

the constraints of “inert” society from early in his literary career. During most of his 

lifetime,  such  constraints  were  inextricable  from the  Christian  doctrine.  In  1876 

(when he had four books to his name, his first novel published just five years before), 

 This  held  true  regarding literature;  Sassoon remembers  how Hardy was “receptive  to 23

everyone’s ideas” in discussions of poetry (qtd. in Gerber and Davis 489).
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he jotted down in his  notebook:  “The irritating necessity  of  conforming to  rules 

which in themselves have no virtue” (Life 114). As a writer, he thought it desirable to 

be “free [to express] unpalatable or possibly subversive” notions, regardless of the 

status  quo  (352).  The  oppression  of  regulations  and  propriety  —  outdated  or 

incompatible  with  human nature  — is  a  recurring  theme,  notably  in  Tess  of  the 

d’Urbervilles and Jude the Obscure. In his ghost-written biography (mostly written 

by himself but published posthumously under Florence’s name), he quotes a pithy 

remark, just before Jude’s publication: “‘Never retract. Never explain. Get it done 

and let them howl.’ Words said to Jowett by a very practical friend” (286). Benjamin 

Jowett is one of the so-called “Seven Against Christ,” authors of the contentious 

Essays and Reviews (1860).  Hardy was not against Christ (as neither was Jowett), 24

but was against those who upheld the teachings of Christ in hypocritical ways. 

He expresses his distaste for Christian dogma in a letter to fellow-agnostic 

Edward Clodd in 1897: 

The  older  one  gets,  the  more  deplorable  seems  the  effect  of  that 
terrible, dogmatic ecclesiasticism — Christianity so called (but really 
Paulinism plus idolatry) — on morals & true religion: a dogma with 
which the real  teaching of  Christ  has hardly anything in common. 
(Letters 2:143)

He was wryly amused that Jude allegedly received the same treatment by the Bishop 

of Wakefield as Shelley’s The Necessity of Atheism (1811), burnt by a Reverend at 

Oxford (Letters 2:125; Life 294). He liked telling the story of Swinburne gleefully 

relating to him a phrase that he had found in a paper: “Swinburne planteth, & Hardy 

watereth,  &  Satan  giveth  the  increase”  (Letters  3:268,  4:287,  5:77).  He  publicly 

supported a petition for a memorial for Byron in the Poet’s Corner in Westminster 

Abbey,  stating  in  a  1924  letter  that  no  “herôon”  should  be 

 This book that Horatio Moule introduced to Hardy is important in chronicling Hardy’s 24

religious doubt, alongside Darwin’s On the Origin of Species (1859) and Gideon Algernon 
Mantell’s Wonders of Geology (1838) (Life 37; Millgate, A Biography Revisited 67).
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“denominational”  (6:262).  In  1909,  he  satirically  suggested  to  Edmund  Gosse: 25

“Why don’t  you  write  to  the  Times  suggesting  a  heathen  annexe  to  the  Abbey, 

strictly  accursed  by  the  Dean  & clergy  on  its  opening  day,  to  hold  people  like 

Meredith, Swinburne, Spencer, &c.” (4:23). As a freethinker, he unmistakably shared 

the spirit of many contemporary agnostics and atheists. By 1901, he had decided to 

depend on his own thinking to come to terms with life:

After reading various philosophic systems, and being struck with their 
contradictions and futilities, I have come to this: — Let every man 
make a philosophy for himself out of his own experience. He will not 
be  able  to  escape  using  terms  and  phraseology  from  earlier 
philosophers, but let him avoid adopting their theories if he values his 
own mental life. (Life 333)

He continued to  engage critically  with  new philosophical  perspectives,  including 

those of William James, Henri Bergson, and even Albert Einstein.  Huxley did not 26

take to the “-ists of one sort or another” (qtd. in Lightman, Origins 12) that professed 

to know the answer to unsolved problems,  and neither  did Hardy.  His  bitterness 

towards religious teaching that strayed from the spirit of Christianity and his sense of 

an urgent need for something different to live by are condensed into this brief poem, 

in which the disjunctive rhyme creates a stinging effect:

“Peace upon earth!” was said. We sing it,
And pay a million priests to bring it.
After two thousand years of mass
We’ve got as far as poison-gas. 

(“Christmas: 1924,” TH 914)

What he learned from experience is that “all things merge in one another” (Life 114). 

He embraced various perspectives and treated categorical boundaries as permeable. 

 Upon the Dean’s refusal, Hardy wrote a sardonic poem, which links Byron, Shelley, and 25

Swinburne, and rhymes “Christian” with “Philistian” (“A Refusal,” TH 801-3).
 Hardy counts  Einstein,  Schopenhauer,  and  von Hartmann among the  philosophers  he 26

respects (TH 562). 
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This flexibility is discernible in his aim to express the “impressions of the age” and 

to  record  “unadjusted  impressions.”  As  with  the  speaker  of  his  late  poem,  “So 

Various” (TH 870-1), who paints a dozen versions of himself in a dozen stanzas, 

Hardy kept himself open-minded: always in “Various Moods and Metres.”

On the biographical level, his religious background is a curious mix. He grew 

up in Higher Bockhampton in the parish of Stinsford, where pagan and folkloric 

traditions  still  survived.  He  was  drawn  to  the  villagers’ oral  culture,  with  their 

fatalistic and chthonic ideas. Sacred and secular existed side by side, as in the pattern 

of juxtaposition in his works.  For instance, he recalls how the village choir would 27

“inscribe  a  few  jigs,  reels,  hornpipes,  and  ballads  in  the  same  book,  […]  the 

insertions being continued from front and back till sacred and secular met together in 

the middle, often with bizarre effect” (Personal Writings 5). He received a cross-

denominational education from around the age of eight to sixteen: possibly attending 

a local dame school, then a recently established Anglican National School with High 

Church  leanings  in  Stinsford,  followed  by  the  Nonconformist  British  School  in 

Dorchester;  and  he  continued  with  the  same  schoolmaster,  Isaac  Last,  when  he 

established an independent school for more advanced pupils.  The Hardys usually 

attended St. Michael’s Church in Stinsford, led by a Tractarian-influenced vicar; and 

family members participated in the gallery choir until the organ was introduced when 

Hardy was two. Hardy also experienced other services, as his mother Jemima may 

have at times taken him to a neighbouring Evangelical church.  28

In his adolescence and young adulthood, Hardy’s worship remained mixed. 

Fellow pupils at the architect’s office in Dorchester, who were enthusiastic Baptists, 

instilled in him a temporary interest in Nonconformism and even made him consider 

 This  pattern,  Hynes  argues,  is  underpinned  by  a  worldview  which  recognises  that 27

“experience is open to multiple interpretations […] and that the co-existence of incongruities 
is a part of the structure of existence” (41-2).

 Hardy’s religious biography is detailed in Hands’ Distracted Preacher? (5-36), Millgate’s 28

A Biography Revisited, and Kirstie Blair’s Form and Faith in Victorian Poetry and Religion 
(114-121).
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being baptised again. When he moved to London in time for the Great Exhibition in 

1862, he attended various High and Low Churches. Although his fiction portrays 

Laodicean parishioners straddling church and chapel, Hands sees this mingling as 

rather  unusual  in  an age when fervid debates  were played out  between religious 

groups, sometimes with considerable antipathy (27-8). Hardy’s writing gives ample 

evidence of his awareness of such debates; he discusses the “battle of establishment 

v. disestabt” in a letter to Morley on 20 November 1885 and reflects on issues over 

infant  baptism,  ritualism,  and  so  on  (Letters  1:136;  4:260;  Life  34). 

“Disestablishment”  is  a  keyword  in  secularisation;  its  first  use,  meaning  the 

“withdrawal of especial State patronage and control from a church” (OED), was in 

an 1860 article in the Saturday Review, which Hardy habitually read. He was open-

minded enough to recognise High, Low, and Dissenting positions. Yet by the late 

1860s, just around the time when more legal allowances were being made for the 

rights  of  non-Anglicans  and  unbelievers,  any  religious  enthusiasm he  may  have 

harboured earlier had waned. 

In the early 1860s, Hardy wished to pursue a career both in poetry and the 

Church — he dreamed of attending Cambridge and assiduously read “with a view to 

taking Orders” (Life 407). Hardy experienced a remounting of religious enthusiasm 

from 1861, contrary to what is commonly known as the period of his eroding faith. 

The manner  in  which he marks the Bible  changed from a specific date,  and his 

reading  became  more  systematic  and  purposeful.  His  “Studies,  specimens  &c.” 

notebook, begun in 1865, indicates his turning away from an ecclesiastical calling to 

pursue  poetry,  to  live  by  writing;  and  he  meticulously  studied  the  language  of 

Shakespeare, Swinburne, the Bible, the Book of Common Prayer, and others. 1865 is 

also considered to be when Hardy lost his faith. Hands finds a remarkable detail in 

Hardy’s  copy of  the  Bible,  acquired in  1861.  Beside  a  passage marked with  a 29

 According to Millgate,  Hardy’s “lifelong if  intermittent habit  of annotating bibles and 29

prayer books” began when he was nine (Biography 43). He heavily annotated the Book of 
Common Prayer and John Keble’s The Christian Year.
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vertical line, Isaiah 44-45, Hardy pencilled in the word “doubt,” then erased it. This 

is dated 11th September 1864 (Hands 30). 

In his poetry and prose, Hardy revisits various interpretations, or readings, of 

the  forces  that  mobilise  the  world.  This  propensity  is  already  in  Wessex  Poems 

(1898),  particularly in “Nature’s Questioning.” The speaker imagines the animate 

and inanimate nature around him as “chastened children” gazing at him. He fancies 

that he hears their “lippings” — “(As if once clear in call, / But now scarce breathed 

at  all)  —” — intoning a  question that  the  poet  himself  will  ask time and again 

throughout his life:  “We wonder,  ever wonder,  why we find us here!” The “We” 

merges  the  voices  of  nature  and  humanity,  feebly  flinging  a  question  at  some 

nebulous  presence  unknown  to  them.  The  poem  explores  various  vocabularies, 

searching for the meaning of existence and sentience: 

“Has some Vast Imbecility, 
     Mighty to build and blend,
     But impotent to tend,

Framed us in jest, and left us now to hazardry?

“Or come we of an Automaton
     Unconscious of our pains? . . . 
     Or are we live remains

Of Godhead dying downwards, brain and eye now gone?

“Or is it that some high Plan betides,
     As yet not understood,
     Of Evil stormed by Good,

We the Forlorn Hope over which Achievement strides?” 

Thus things around. No answerer I. . . . 
Meanwhile the winds, and rains,
And Earth’s old glooms and pains

Are still the same, and Life and Death are neighbours nigh.    
(TH 66-7)

The  speculative  conjunction  links  inconclusive  alternatives,  each  expressed  in  a 

different diction. The predominant sense of “Imbecility” is probably impotence or 
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weakness, but in the nineteenth century, the word was becoming more often applied 

to the mental faculties, especially in medical terms. This stanza imagines a limited, 

uncaring  force,  “jest”  suggesting  some  ill  intent,  like  the  “President  of  the 

Immortals” that played with Tess’s fate in “sport” (Tess 420). “Automaton” was also 

an evolving word — a precursor to the explosive expansion of vocabulary related to 

automatic technology in the latter half of the century — and works in a register of 

the mechanical and impersonal, merely a simulation of something living. The idea 

that they are part of a dying Godhead may hint at a more pantheistic way of thinking, 

simultaneously immaterial (as being a divine quality or nature) and physical (as a 

falling  body,  with  head,  brain,  and  eye).  The  “Plan”  brings  in  a  possibility  of 

betterment;  the  simple,  monosyllabic,  capitalised  words  colour  the  stanza  with 

religious allegory. The almost-rhetorical questions are insistent. None are answered. 

The pregnant pauses after each — in stanza breaks and in the deliberate ellipses — 

seem to increase their weight. It also leaves space for the mind to wander after each 

question, casting about for more possibilities. 

Throughout his life, Hardy lit on many more alternatives for such questions 

concerning what he calls the “Prime Force or Forces”; and this is inseparable from 

his religious doubt. The simplest way of categorising his various alternatives may be 

a speculative diagram that he himself drew in his “Poetical Matter” notebook (Figure 

5). He sometimes conjectured a “Maleficent Force,” though never with completely 

purposive malice: as in the “President of the Immortals,” or its variant in the serial 

version of Tess in the Graphic, “Time, the Arch-Satirist” (443). In 1901, he noted: “A 

suffering  God:  an  afflicted  God:  a  self-mortifying  God:  a  self-chastizing,  self-

chastening God: a self-punishing God (i.e. causing defects & pains in a world which 

is  a  manifestation  of  himself)”  (Poetical  Matter  72-3).  He  also  contemplated  a 

“Beneficent Force”: “a limited God of goodness.” In 1898, he jotted down: “Write a 

prayer, or hymn, to One not Omnipotent, but hampered; striving for our good, but 

unable to achieve it except occasionally” (Life 317). The “Neutral Force” includes 

the various versions of God or the Force(s) that he depicted as blind, irresponsible, 
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indifferent,  asleep,  or unconscious.  One of his earliest  poems from 1866, “Hap,” 

calls it “Crass Casualty” and “purblind Doomsters” (TH 9). The blind force leaves 

less hope for gradual improvement than the other alternatives. 

The Dynasts  — in which the Spirit  of  the Years classes Christianity as  a 

“local cult” (32) — considers variations of a neutral force. Hardy presents the Will as 

engaged in “an unconscious planning, / Like a potter raptly panning” (517).  The 30

drama’s worldview, he explains, is that the “Cause of Things” is “neither moral nor 

immoral,  but  unmoral”:  “loveless  and  hateless,”  it  knows  “neither  good  nor 

evil” (Life 439). The trilogy challenges the “Good-God theory”: with the “present 

[…] disgraceful state of Europe — that most Christian Continent! — a theory of a 

Goodless-and-Badless God (as in ‘The Dynasts’) might perhaps be given a trial with 

advantage” (406). Theories were only trials, not definitions or catechisms. He uses 

 Hardy may be channeling the image from Browning’s “Rabbi Ben Ezra” (1864): “note 30

that Potter’s wheel, / That metaphor! and feel / Why time spins fast, why passive lies our 
clay” (309). One of the poems Hardy requested on his deathbed, its stanzaic form is similar 
to the last stanzas of The Dynasts.
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diverse  names  throughout  The Dynasts  for  this  indifferent  or  unconscious  force: 

“Immanent Will,” “Prime Mover,” “All-mover,” “All-prover,” “Unconscious Cause,” 

“Great Necessitator,” “World Soul,” “rapt Determinator,” “Great Foresightlessness,” 

“Inadvertent Mind,” “unweeting Urger,” “that immense unweeting Mind,” and even 

“the  dreaming,  dark,  dumb  Thing.”  Each  phrase  necessarily  conveys  a  slightly 

different nuance. It shows how little stock he put in such names, and how he must 

have been exploring these ideas as he went along, to express the indefinable.

In 1907, Hardy believed himself to be the first writer to call the Will “It” in 

“any  literature,  English  or  foreign,”  using  the  neutral  pronoun  in  The  Dynasts 

(Letters 3:255). This reflects his wish to move away from words that consort with a 

tribal, personified God. In 1917, he writes: 

Fifty  meanings  attach  to  the  word  “God”  nowadays,  the  only 
reasonable meaning being the Cause of Things, whatever that cause 
may be.  Thus no modern thinker  can be an atheist  in  the  modern 
sense,  while  all  modern  thinkers  are  atheists  in  the  ancient  and 
exploded sense. (Life 406)

He subscribes to a certain interpretation of “God,” even if not the one presented by 

Christianity. The Dynasts personifies the “Cause” as it needs to function as a drama. 

But in prose, Hardy thinks in more neutral terms: an “indifferent and unconscious 

force” (Life 364); “non-rationality” (332); “a vague thrusting or urging internal force 

in no predetermined direction” (360); a “never-ending push of the universe” (398); 

an “unpurposive and irresponsible groping” (398).  At various times, he also hovers 31

between  believing  that  the  world  is  governed  by  “necessity”  (364)  and  being 

overwhelmed by the “non-necessity” of the world itself.32

 In an unsent letter in 1901, he wrote: “My own interest lies largely in non-rationalistic 31

subjects, since non-rationality seems, so far as one can perceive, to be the principle of the 
Universe […] a principle for which there is no exact name […]” (Life 332).

 “The more we know of the laws & nature of the Universe,” he told Clodd in 1902, “the 32

more ghastly a business we perceive it all to be — & the non-necessity of it. […] if nothing 
at all existed, it would be a completely natural thing […]” (Letters 3:5).
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 A crucial part of his perception of the world is its hopeful aspect, which in 

1922 he calls “evolutionary meliorism” (TH 557). In 1907, he succinctly describes 

this outlook:

That the Unconscious Will of the Universe is growing aware of Itself 
I believe I may claim as my own idea solely — […] what has already 
taken place in a fraction of the whole […] is likely to take place in the 
mass […] the whole Will becomes conscious thereby: and ultimately, 
it is to be hoped, sympathetic. (Life 360-1) 

Unlike the blind force, the unconscious one holds the potential to become conscious 

eventually. Hardy incorporates this notion in The Dynasts, which ends on a hopeful 

note, often overlooked. The Chorus notices how “a stirring thrills the air / Like to 

sounds of joyance there,” signifying that “Consciousness the Will informing, till It 

fashion all things fair!” (525). On the one hand, Hardy once admitted that he would 

have thought twice about this ending if he had known of the impending War (Life 

398).  On  the  other,  he  returns  to  melioristic  notions  in  much  later  poems.  In 

“Fragment,” from Moments of Vision (1917), the speaker enters a “long dark gallery” 

and hears the voices of the undead: 

“O we are waiting for one called God,” said they, 
     “(Though by some the Will, or Force, or Laws; 
     And, vaguely, by some, the Ultimate Cause);
Waiting for him to see us before we are clay.
     Yes; waiting, waiting, for God to know it.” . . .     

(TH 513-4)

This continuous state of waiting, expecting someone to arrive (often too late or in 

vain), is one of the most recurrent patterns in Hardy and de la Mare. The ellipsis 

forms a  charged pause,  amplifying the  air  of  suspense  in  the  “waiting”:  a  word 

repeated persistently, no less than eight times. In a turn of phrase that has a striking 

resemblance to Beckett’s Waiting for Godot (1952), Hardy expresses the belief that 

God will catch up with man and become “[conscious] of Life’s tears” — but only “If 
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the world goes on.” The poem trails off on a speculative “If,” without affirmation or 

denial; but it keeps the possibility open, nonetheless. As a “Fragment,” it begins in 

medias res (with “At last”), and ends in a conditional phrase (“If the world goes 

on”); it is incomplete, still awaiting the rest of its message to be spelled out.

“The Graveyard of Dead Creeds” (1925) recasts Hardy’s views of existent 

religious systems. The poet treads a graveyard dotted with stone sepulchres of dead 

beliefs, “In wistful wanderings through old wastes of thought.” The “Catholicons,” 

or  panaceas,  that  used  to  function  are  now  relics:  obsolete  records  on  stone. 

However, there is a sudden change when “in a breath-while,” the creeds’ “spectres” 

rise  and  prophesy:  “Out  of  us  cometh  an  heir,  that  shall  disclose  /  New 

promise!” (TH 724-5). As if the phantasmal voice is carried from one poem to the 

next,  an  almost  imperceptible  message  is  breathed  into  the  next  poem,  “There 

Seemed a Strangeness.” It envisages a similar promise: “I heard a Voice from I knew 

not where: — / ‘The Great Adjustment is taking place!’” (725). Significantly, Hardy 

imagines such intimations of possibility as carried by whispers from an unknown 

source. Imagined through the ear, without taking material shape, these whispers are 

elusive: fragile promises of a better condition for humanity. Yet these poems still 

await such amelioration.

What  Hardy  hoped  for  more  than  any  supernatural  revelation,  however, 

seems to have resided in human capability. In “God’s Education,” he even speculates 

that humans might be able to teach God what cruelty is (TH 278-9). “A Plaint to 

Man” from 1910 sees “the human heart’s resource” as paramount in confronting life: 

The fact of life with dependence placed
On the human heart’s resource alone,
In brotherhood bonded close and graced

With loving-kindness fully blown,
And visioned help unsought, unknown.     

(TH 325-6)
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The word “unknown” has a lasting resonance. The sole couplet,  after ten tercets, 

leaves an impression of something hanging, waiting for an answer that is lost in the 

blank  space  where  the  third  line  is  expected.  The  speaker  imagines  God’s 

disappearance; man does not even seek “visioned help” anymore. However, Hardy 

seems never to have relinquished a faint hope for this resourcefulness of the human 

heart.  Having  acknowledged  that  such  ethical  values  are  not  exclusive  to 

Christianity, he expresses on countless occasions a forlorn hope for the prevalence of 

“loving-kindness.” All the examples in the OED for “loving kindness” before 1956 

attach it to one divinity, whereas Hardy always connects it to human beings. These 

poems reveal  the often understated variety of his thinking; the melioristic voices 

contrast  with  others  that  speak  of  how the  poet  “past  doubtings  all,  /  Waits  in 

unhope” (“In Tenebris I,” 167).

One of Hardy’s primary concerns was to reconcile the existence of suffering 

and  evil  with  an  omnipotent,  benevolent  God.  In  1888,  Alexander  Grosart,  a 

Presbyterian minister, asked him about this question of theodicy. Hardy replied that 

he cannot suggest a probable hypothesis, but: “Perhaps Dr. Grosart might be helped 

to a provisional view of the universe by the recently published Life of Darwin, and 

the  works  of  Herbert  Spencer  and other  agnostics”  (Letters  1:174).  Notably,  the 

letter’s  manuscript  shows  that  he  had  changed  “true”  to  “provisional”:  another 

indication of  his  shying away from the  conclusive  and the  monotheistic,  instead 

embracing the “mournful many-sidedness of things” (“The Sick Battle-God,” TH 97-9).

When confronting irreconcilable problems, he could depend on at least one 

way of thinking. In 1915, challenging an analysis in “the Cambridge Magazine” that 

any  philosopher  or  scientist  now  would  more  readily  subscribe  to  Realism  or 

Pragmatism than Spencer’s “doctrine of the Unknowable,” Hardy proclaims: “I am 

utterly bewildered to understand how the doctrine that, beyond the knowable, there 

must always be an unknown, can be displaced” (Life 400). This was what he was 

affirming when he classified himself as an agnostic. With his own interpretations of 

words in their “modern” and “ancient” senses, it is tricky to pinpoint what “agnostic” 
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or “atheist” precisely meant for him. But this emphasis on the epistemological nature 

of agnosticism is close to Huxley’s original conception of it, focussing more on the 

inherent  limitation  of  knowledge  and  cognition  rather  than  being  anti-religious, 

which associates agnostic thinking with Hume and Kant (Lightman, Origins 13-16). 

In  1892,  Hardy  reminds  himself  that  “truth”  is  only  “the  true  nature  of  the 

impression that an object, etc., produces on us”: “the true thing in itself being still 

beyond  our  knowledge,  as  Kant  shows”  (Life  261-2).  At  the  heart  of  Hardy’s 

agnosticism was the exploration of limits between the known and the unknown. 

Consequently,  he  was  not  anti-religion  per  se.  He  retained  a  “churchy” 

sensibility throughout life: “not in an intellectual sense, but in so far as instincts and 

emotions  ruled”  (Life  406).  In  fact,  he  was  deeply  attached  to  the  elements  of 

Christianity that excluded its supernatural assumptions: the liturgical music and poetry 

in the Church of  England,  even the human associations on the façades of  ancient 

churches. In old age, he still harboured a slight hope that “our venerable old churches 

& cathedrals” might become “centres of emotional life they once were” (Letters 3:5). 

His sincere calls for readjustment arose out of his “forlorn hope, a mere dream” that an 

“alliance” between religion and “complete rationality” would come about through “the 

interfusing effect of poetry” (TH 561-2). For him, religion and rationality needed to 

coexist to bring about the world’s amelioration; and poetry was its key. 

Until his last poem, Hardy continued his “exploration of reality” (TH 557), in 

attitudes that  he associated with agnosticism: never shirking a look at  the worst, 

willing to make readjustments and compromises in his readings of the world. He 

wrote in a letter: “The Scheme of Things is, indeed, incomprehensible; and there I 

suppose we must leave it […]” (Life 440). His opinion resembles Huxley’s that “the 

problem of existence” is “insoluble” (qtd. in Lightman, Origins 11-2). Nonetheless, 

as his reluctant tone in “I suppose we must” indicates, Hardy was far from leaving it 

at that, and he was not entirely convinced that it was incomprehensible. Until the end 

of his life, he continued his “obstinate questionings” (TH 557). His impiety is best 

defined not as a lack of reverence, but as Kenneth Burke understands the term: “an 
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attempt  to  reorganize one’s  orientations from the past,”  which takes the form of 

“questionings” (Permanence and Change 80).  Hardy’s  works explore endless  re-

combinations  of  possibilities,  in  an  attitude  of  Burkean  “impiety”  against  the 

religious, ethical, and literary orthodoxies.

Harking back to Stephen’s “Apology” — in which the agnostic is one who 

admits he does not know the map of the universe as well as that of his parish — this 

detail shows an essential difference between Stephen’s agnosticism and Hardy’s. For 

Stephen, the map is complete, though one is far from having a clear, whole view of 

it. For Hardy, the map is still in the process of being drawn. As William James puts it 

in Pragmatism (1907): “for rationalism reality is ready-made and complete from all 

eternity,  while  for  pragmatism  it  is  still  in  the  making,  and  awaits  part  of  its 

complexion  from  the  future”  (99).  Hardy  appears  to  lean  on  the  latter  side. 33

Concordant  with  his  notion  that  the  Will  may  gradually  become  conscious,  he 

imagines a world always whirring in motion, in the middle of being shaped, like the 

potter’s spinning clay. As he wrote in his Apology to Late Lyrics and Earlier, he 

believed that all things must “keep moving, becoming” (TH 561).

The  essence  of  his  agnosticism  lies  in  his  awareness  that  existence  is 

incomprehensible  and  that  what  one  perceives  as  truth  and  reality  is  always 

incomplete, just as in Sue’s painful realisation of it after Little Father Time’s suicide 

and murder of her children: “the world resembled a stanza or melody composed in a 

dream; […] hopelessly absurd at the full waking” (Jude 361). The most significant 

aspect of this sense of the world — what made nature’s compositions unintelligible 

to him — was the irrational existence of suffering. In spite of his youthful intention 

to live a life of poetry and the Church, no religious creed could give a satisfying 

justification for the burden of consciousness that he felt in himself and in all around 

him. In the absence of a religion that he could rely on for the promise of salvation, he 

 James’ emphasis on process (“still in the making”) is congenial to Hardy’s “road to a true 33

philosophy of life,” though Hardy was critical of James (TH 892; Life 461). Both admired 
John Stuart  Mill;  James dedicates Pragmatism  to Mill,  from whom he “first  learned the 
pragmatic openness of mind.” 
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seems at times to have lost the thread to a narrative of existence that made sense. But 

he always endeavoured to make out more of the incomplete map of the unknown and 

to record his own impressions as he walked through life. In this, poetry and religion, 

or  at  least  a  will  to  believe,  intersected.  Always questioning through writing,  he 

remained faithful to this line in “Nature’s Questioning”: “No answerer I. . . .” 

De la Mare’s Questioning 

In his review of Hardy’s Collected Poems (1919),  de la Mare draws attention to 

Hardy’s questioning: he is “too imaginative a philosopher to venture a final answer 

to the great riddle. He asks and asks […]” (Private View 97). The great riddle, as he 

writes in another review in 1908, is “to catch fast Truth, though only during one of 

her myriad transformations […]. And Truth will  always reward her pursuer — if 

only by continuing to run away” (“The Dynasts” 111). This questioning tendency, 

which  turns  into  riddling  in  de  la  Mare’s  works,  is  encapsulated  in  his  “A 

Portrait” (1945). The poem depicts an old man, “Still eagerly enslaved by books and 

print”; he is “questing consciousness and will-to-be” every day, seeking “tongueless 

truth” that may hide “in fantasies,” and “Haunted by questions no man answered yet” 

(DLM 453-4). De la Mare pursued questions that may have no answer at all, and this 

shaped his outlook and his writing. 

His  unpublished  essay,  “Children  in  Letters,”  offers  a  starting  point  for 

comparing his perspective on religion with Hardy’s. He notes that Charles Kingsley, 

when “no older than four — like other innocents of the last century, Thomas Hardy 

among them — […] preached his first parlour sermon” (1). Although he later crossed 

out the clause about Hardy, it demonstrates how closely he read Hardy’s biography 

(then known as Florence’s work).  De la Mare’s copies of Hardy’s Early Life and 34

 Richard  L.  Purdy  revealed  its  authorship  in  1940,  then  more  fully  in  1954  in  A 34

Bibliographical  Study  (Life  x).  Considering  the  friendship  between  Florence  and  de  la 
Mare’s friendship which continued after Hardy’s death, as evident in their correspondence 
(Bodleian), he could have been in on the secret.
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Later Years (Eton), which Florence inscribed to him and his wife Elfrida, are heavily 

annotated, especially the former. He marks Hardy’s observations on various topics, 

such as  literary style,  poetry’s  purpose,  reality,  death,  the “First  Cause,”  and the 

consummate art of the Bible. The parlour sermon episode also suggests an affinity 

between the two poets. According to Theresa Whistler, once when de la Mare was 

four, he gathered his family in the parlour, announced the text for his evening sermon 

(“God  is  Love”),  and,  “his  nerve  failing,  burst  into  tears”  (23).  Young  Hardy 

wrapped himself in a tablecloth and “read the Morning Prayer standing in a chair, his 

cousin playing the clerk with loud Amens,  and his  grandmother representing the 

congregation”; his sermon was “simply a patchwork” of the vicar’s sentences (Life 

20). As “Tommy” recited to himself Isaac Watts’ “And now another day is gone” — 

struck by how the lines suited a certain “chromatic effect” that the setting sun would 

create on the staircase walls (20) — so Walter “Jack” poured over the hymn “Now 

the Day is Over,” exploring its every word (Whistler 23). 

De la Mare, like Hardy, cherished the literature and spirit of religion for its 

poetry. A reverence for the Bible was instilled by his mother Lucy: 

I was taught to revere the Bible, apart even from its contents, I mean, 
which I at least heard read, whether listening or not — at least five 
times over. I still, rather furtively, I fear, kiss its covers if it has the 
mischance to fall on the floor, and I feel uneasy at the sight of any 
book resting on top of it. (Early One Morning 335) 

As a choirboy at St. Paul’s Cathedral from ten to sixteen, he cultivated a habit of 

underlining passages from the Bible that  left  an impression (Whistler  92).  Many 

Biblical allusions and allegories are scattered throughout his works, and his retelling 

of episodes from the Old Testament, Stories from the Bible (1929), which attempts to 

maintain the original language, shows his veneration for its literary style. In a 1923 

letter to Amy Lowell, Hardy hesitated to embrace free verse and gave one possible 

reason  for  this  with  reference  to  the  Bible:  “there  is  no  expectation  raised  of  a 

response  in  sound  or  beat,  and  the  pleasure  of  its  gratification  […]  which  only 
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ancient poetry, like the English Bible, is able to dispense with because of its other 

character of antiquity” (Letters 6:186). Comparably, de la Mare had an exceptional 

appreciation  of  the  Bible’s  poetic  magnetism;  in  Poetry  in  Prose  (1935),  he 

proclaims that its “verbal music” is “as matchless as its meaning is profound.” The 

language of a favourite passage (“the almond tree”) has a transformative effect on 

him: “As we read, that spirit within us seems for the moment to have returned to a 

state of being and to an abode of which the earth with all its loveliness is only a 

partial and illusive reflection” (65).

It is a curious coincidence that — besides both being drawn to hymns that 

sing of the day’s close when they were young — one hymn charmed both writers. In 

1896, Hardy named John Henry Newman’s “Lead, Kindly Light” among “familiar 

and favourite hymns” that he always valued as poetry (Public Voice 139); he quotes 

it at a turning point in Far from the Madding Crowd. In “The Lost Track” (1926), de 

la Mare expresses the absorbing, “infinite” mystery that some individuals exercise 

over others: “A Will-o’-the-Wisp or a Kindly Light, whichever it may be, leads you 

on” (SS  1:398).  He rarely quoted another writer conspicuously in his poems, but 

Newman’s  hymn was  an  exception.  It  haunts  “Strangers,”  a  poem set  in  a  cold 

church:

Under the hollow roof
The strangers’ voices come — 
“The night is dark, and I 
       Am far from home.” 

(DLM 424)

The  hymn  may  have  resonated  with  how  de  la  Mare  and  Hardy  imagine  their 

impulse  to  poetic  creativity  (being  led  on)  and  their  existence  on  earth  (as 

wayfarers). De la Mare’s thoughts return time and again to being “far from home”: 

how it feels to be abandoned, and what it means in a spiritual sense. “Lone must 

every  spirit  be,”  he  writes  in  an  uncollected  poem of  this  title.  As  soon  as  he 
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imagines a solitary being — a restless spirit  searching for “some sure and secret 

clue,” “in fear and doubt” — strangers haunt his ears:

Strangers grace the quiet dust, 
Distant voices music make,
[ . . . . . . . . . ]
All things sweet and lovely must
Dream themselves awake.

 (DLM 699)

It is as if  the strangers’ voices are a call  to another world, where one dreams to 

become awake. He often expresses such restless wandering: seeking a “secret clue” 

to the riddle of life and death.

De la Mare’s agnosticism is  more difficult  to pin down than Hardy’s.  He 

wavered  between  despairing  unbelief  and  tentative  belief.  He  never  explicitly 

proclaimed himself an agnostic or chose any label. But he was “churchy” in feeling: 

attached to Christian ideals of character, such as fidelity, compassion, humility, and 

kindness (Whistler 62), though he may also have regarded these as universal values. 

Notably, he was not a regular church-goer. His grandson, Giles de la Mare, told me: 

“I  don’t  think  that  he  went  to  church  as  an  adult,  except  perhaps  on  special 

occasions” (personal correspondence). This is confirmed by Giles’s father, Richard, 

in an interview with Anne Bentinck (14). However, de la Mare once confided to 

Margaret Newbolt that he regularly knelt to pray before sleep (Whistler 62). Indeed, 

in “A Portrait,” the man’s tongue “thank heaven, was taught to pray […]” (DLM 

453).  When  asked  whom  he  would  choose  as  his  ancestors,  he  answered  John 

Wesley  and  Isaac  Watts  (Brain  64),  and  he  spoke  “as  if  faith  and  poetry  were 

indistinguishably one” (Whistler 376). For him, the literary elements of faith — the 

language of the Bible, hymns, and prayers — were always important.

His impassioned, perplexing letters to Elfrida, his future wife — resembling 

fragmentary poems — are suffused with doubt, especially in the 1890s and around 

1910. When he was twenty, he confessed to her: “I have no real God.” Her presence 
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may have been a substitute for faith: “You, Truth, and I — no other —.” He wistfully 

wrote: “Only to get away from the wretched overwhelming Doubt: to look a little 

beyond at what comes after” (qtd. in Whistler 59). The essence of this Doubt was the 

state of not knowing. He still pursues the same question in “Crewe” (1929): “Who 

wants to go, I should like to ask? […] And nothing known of what’s on the other 

side?” (SS 2:57). The phrase “nothing known” echoes on, resuscitated in “Strangers 

and  Pilgrims”  (1936):  “Nothing  known.  Not  buried  here”  (1:204).  “The  Dark 

Château” — which Hardy marked with an “x” in The Listeners — articulates his 

longing to “steal in” to the house of death, but its secret is inaccessible; the house is 

“All vacant, and unknown” (DLM 123-4). The sense of hollowness and absence is a 

perpetually recurring motif, arising from his sense of God’s abandonment. 

“Who’s That?” — Hardy’s favourite in The Veil (1921) (Letters  6:108) — 

delicately captures de la Mare’s uncertainties.  It  depicts  a fugitive experience,  in 

which a vague presence is almost discovered, hovering on the brink of revelation. 

          Who’s that? Who’s that? . . . 
          Oh, only a leaf on the stone;
          And the sigh of the air in the fire.
               Yet it seemed, as I sat, 
          Came company — not my own;

(DLM 236)

The sudden question is repeated in vain, as if in an empty echo. The charged silence 

of the ellipsis conveys the speaker’s taut nerves, as the reader also waits in suspense, 

with bated breath. The company may be mere fantasy — “the cheat is clear,” he tells 

himself — but in “the vague of my mind,” the eyes of the presence haunts him still. 

“One stands so near,” he feels:

          I could take his hand, and be gone: —
No more in this house of dreams to sojourn aloof, alone:
          Could sigh, with full heart, and arise,
               And choke, “Lead on!” 

(DLM 236)
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Remembering Newman’s refrain of “Lead, Thou me on!” which the lone traveller 

cries out, far from home, one can interpret this company as some otherworldly, even 

divine presence. But the presence that the speaker senses could be “only a leaf” or a 

“sigh of the air” — not even a whisper. For Hardy, these little touches of ghostliness 

may have evoked his favourite passage from the Bible (Letters 1:1), in which the 

“word of the Lord” comes to Elijah. When the Lord passes, a gust of wind rends the 

mountains and the rocks: 

[…]  but  the  Lord  was  not  in  the  wind:  and  after  the  wind  an 
earthquake;  but  the Lord was not  in the earthquake:  And after  the 
earthquake a fire; but the Lord was not in the fire: and after the fire a 
still small voice. (KJV, 1 Kings 19.12) 

An echo of this plays in de la Mare’s lines, as one imagines the leaf falling in a 

breeze: a feeble vestige of wind blowing over from the Biblical passage. A “sigh of 

the air”  can come from the wind or  a  faint  voice.  The leaf,  which is  not  in the 

Biblical passage, is only “a leaf”; but the definite articles in “the stone,” “the sigh,” 

and “the fire” imply an allusion. The sudden appearance of “the fire” would then be 

explicable. The vacillating emotions catch a wide spectrum of faith’s fluctuations: 

from  intuitive  expectancy  (“Who’s  that?”),  disappointment  (“Oh,  only  a  leaf”), 

tentative belief (“Yet it seemed”), disillusionment (“fantasy flown,” “from transient 

illusion grown”), hope (“I could”), to the strenuous effort to move forward, perhaps 

the will to keep believing (“sigh, with full heart,” “choke”). De la Mare noted down 

Newman’s  comments  on  “Kindly  Light”  that  such  poems embody “the  transient 

states of mind which came upon one when home-sick, or sea-sick” (“Pocket and 

appointment diaries”). The laboured breaths and faltering steps in “Who’s That?” 

suggest the poet’s urgent need for some “company” that leads on. Whether anyone 

answered the choking cry, the “could” (in “I could take his hand,” “Could sigh”) 

might indicate something that the speaker was enabled to do — but it might just as 

well be an unrealised possibility. 
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De  la  Mare  persistently  explored  ways  of  articulating  a  “wild  vacant 

solitude,” in which “none comes” (“De Mortuis,” SS 1:444). For instance, in “Echo” 

from Poems (1906), a question that is only answered by its own mocking echo leaves 

an uneasy sense of being lost, or abandoned:

“Who called?” I said, and the words
   Through the whispering glades,
Hither, thither, baffled the birds — 
   “Who called? Who called?”

[ . . . . . . . . . ]

“Who cares?” I bawled through my tears;
   The wind fell low:
In the silence, “Who cares? Who cares?”
   Wailed to and fro.

(DLM 94)

The cry loses its sense of direction, as the language itself vacillates. “Hither, thither” 

— de  la  Mare  apparently  liked  how these  words  sound — becomes  at  once  an 

imitative expression of the “whispering glades” and their rustling leaves, as well as 

uncanny birdcalls, as if translated into a human tongue. The cry may have baffled the 

birds, but it could also be the birds baffling the listener with their anthropomorphic 

echoes: “Hither, thither, baffled the birds — / ‘Who called? Who called?” It is not 

only the disorientating cries that are blown hither and thither by the wind, but also 

the speaker who seems to wander “to and fro,” unable to figure out the way, or 

whether anyone has summoned him. The poem enacts the “to and fro” of echoic 

sounds,  but  also this  spiritual  vacillation.  As Leighton has noted,  a  child’s  voice 

remains in “bawled” (“Recalling Walter de la Mare”). It conveys the keen, honest 

bewilderment and anxiety that a child might feel, if he suddenly found himself alone 

in the silent wood, where the glades are empty and the birds unseen. The one who 

should be caring for or about him is nowhere; and his desperate cries are lost in the 

wind, apparently unheard.
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“The Village of Old Age” (1896) portrays doubt’s onset and a child’s solitude 

in de la Mare’s idiosyncratic style: 

“But God is with you,” said I, and when I had said it I looked for Him 
at my side and found Him gone. I turned to the maid, and knew the 
child’s solitude, and heard the echoes of the talkers and the hovering 
winds. (SS 1:427) 

Written  not  long  after  his  own  grappling  with  Doubt,  the  suddenness  of  the 

disappearance is striking. As with the hollow roof in “Strangers” — or the vacancy 

in “Who’s That?” — there needs to be a hollowness for echoes to resound. And in 

echoes, ghosts of sounds dissipate, disorienting the listener. The enigmatic “talkers” 

are only sensed through echoes: blown by the “hovering winds” from somewhere 

unknown. These strange, murmuring voices haunt de la Mare’s imagination of death. 

On his death bed, he said: “All these onlookers! […] I wonder where they come 

from”  (Brain  127).  And  after  reciting  his  poem  “Fare  Well”  for  his  family,  he 

declared: “I can see them waiting for me” (G. de la Mare, “Life and Times” 17). 

These  “talkers”  or  “Strangers”  are  akin  to  the  “phantom  listeners”  of  “The 

Listeners.”  In  1944,  trying  to  remember  the  poem’s  rudiments,  he  thought  the 

knocking  Traveller  was  a  revenant,  “asking  the  same  old  unanswerable 

questions” (18). His characters find themselves in this spiritual “solitude,” in which 

their questions are unanswered — or rather, answered by strange echoes and silences 

that only baffle them.

In a  peculiar  novel,  Henry Brocken (1904),  de  la  Mare implies  that  such 

questioning  is  what  kindles  unbelief.  It  follows  Brocken’s  journey,  peopled  by 

characters  from  books.  In  a  section  linked  to  Bunyan’s  The  Pilgrim’s  Progress 

(1678), a character named Atheist recounts to Brocken (or Stranger) the story of how 

Christian discovered an old Bible at his neighbour Sceptic’s house. Enthralled by it, 

Christian frantically began to seek, “wailing and shivering,” future rewards and “the 

elixir vitae”: “The book inciteth ye to it,” explains Atheist, “It sets a man’s heart on 

fire” with its “far-away promises.” Atheist claims he also knows well “the bog” that 
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Christian  plunged  into,  but  he  knew  the  “stepping-stones”  better  (121);  he  has 

learned  to  see  Christian’s  pilgrimage  as  a  deluded  craze.  De  la  Mare  evidently 

experienced  Christian’s  agony  himself,  but,  like  Stranger,  stays  apart  from both 

Atheist and Christian, and instead keeps company with Reverie. 

When he said that his “idea of God” was similar to Hardy’s, he knew that 

Hardy was not an atheist either (Brain 41, 25). In contrast to Hardy, whose poems 

dramatise conversations with God, sometimes serious and sometimes droll, he does 

not personify God. “God” in his poems is often one to appeal to, or to be summoned 

by, but never present. He adopted and developed his own expressions of the concepts 

governing Hardy’s works:  for  instance,  Nature’s “utter  and habitual  indifference” 

and “the Universe which is the vesture of the Unseen — the Unwitting the Immanent 

Will” (“Truth to Life,” second typescript,  37-9); how humans  are “mere puppets, 

motes  of  chance,  the  flitting  phosphorescence  of  a  wave  that  follows  the 

moon” (“The Dynasts” 111). What made de la Mare sympathetic to Hardy was his 

tentative, provisional worldview. “What a small cage we live in!” he exclaimed in 

1954, “Our capacity to grasp anything is so limited, and there is so much of anything 

that eludes our grasp’” (Brain 42). While Hardy’s agnosticism was the belief that 

there is always an unknown beyond the known, de la Mare’s range of the known was 

even more limited.  In “Out of the Deep” (1923),  the story of a man haunted by 

something that may just be “absolutely nothing,” he bursts out: “My God, what a 

world! you can prove nothing” (SS 1:145). All meaning was unstable: as one narrator 

puts  it,  “I  can’t  be quite  sure  even of  what  I  mean by its  meaning” (“The Lost 

Track,”  1:374).  This constant  volatility of  world and self  — the impossibility of 

knowing anything with certainty, and the possibility that one’s reality might suddenly 

show itself to be an illusion — sparked his unanswerable questions. 

In the metaphorical tale that opens Come Hither, Simon perceives the “old 

stone house in the hollow” called THRAE (an anagram for Earth) as de la Mare may 

have perceived the world when he was most “engrossed in it”: “it seemed to be a 

house which might at any moment vanish before your eyes, showing itself to be but 
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the  outer  shell  or  hiding  place  of  an  abode  still  more  enchanting,”  as  in  a 

“Transformation Scene in a pantomime” (xviii). Even in this allegorical story, things 

are left unexplained; some threads are lost. Unlike an allegory, it does not set up a 

didactic interpretation. Simon would lie awake at night, unable to fall back asleep for 

thinking of Thrae, “solemn, secret, strange” (viii); he wonders whether Thrae “had 

not once in fact lain within the borders of East Dene” (East of Eden, where Cain was 

exiled by God), though he and Miss Taroone (Nature, actually spelled Tarune) are 

“unaware of it” (xiv); there is a windmill in the valley visible from Thrae, but Simon 

says, “Who owned the mill and what he ground I never heard” (xv). The only certain 

thing — or a key to it, at least — seems to be mortality. In THEEOTHAWORLDIE, a 

book of poetry gathered by Nahum Tarune (Human Nature), Simon comes across a 

picture of a maze, which seems to suggest how to exit life: “After repeated attempts I 

found to my disappointment that your only way out of the oasis and the maze was, 

after long groping, by the way you went in” (xxvi). It is through reading the scrawled 

pages of poetry that Simon almost touches the other world, as if in a waking dream 

— “how near understanding then the tongues of the wild birds” (xxxiv) — though 

the  penultimate  part  of  the  story  leaves  a  strangely  dark  impression  of  Simon’s 

crushing sense of his own ignorance and his wish that he had never come to Thrae. It 

ends on a more exhilarating note, as he sets forth on a journey that has not yet come 

to an end, casting a provisional view of life’s journey.

In de la Mare’s review of Lascelles Abercrombie’s Thomas Hardy: A Critical 

Study (1912), he acknowledges the battle of “the one against the many” that Hardy 

had been fighting — being called “pessimistic” and “immoral” interchangeably — 

and he clearly counts himself on Hardy’s side. Neither writer attended university for 

financial and social reasons; but considering the historical link between universities 

and Christian doctrine, their detachment from such institutions possibly encouraged 

their free-thinking tendencies. De la Mare was also impatient of restrictive labels. 

For instance, he regarded the binary “body-mind terminology” as “artificial,” and, 

like Huxley and Hardy, criticised “too many -isms” (Brain 34, 125). As a reflex to 
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the High Church discipline at St. Paul’s choir school, he developed a strong distaste 

for dogma. Once, he even advised a young couple against such a school “if they 

wanted [their child] to grow up a believer” (Whistler 34). He was sceptical of the 

conclusive and the authoritative: “Surely there’s no such thing as the truth,” he said, 

“what matters is our reactions to all the little truths out there” (Brain 125). In the 

words of one of his characters: “There are many philosophies and one may listen to 

all without being persuaded to accept any” (“The Connoisseur,” SS 1:264). 

One  of  the  philosophies  he  lent  an  ear  to  was  Roman  Catholicism.  His 

children thought he might even convert to it, despite the Huguenot ancestry in his 

paternal line — that of Protestant refugees from the Catholic-majority France in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries — elements of which found their way into his 

fiction.  In “All  Hallows” (1926),  the protagonist  thinks in a slightly critical  tone 

when  the  verger  hints  that  the  ancient  cathedral  is  haunted:  “and  what  does 

‘cartholic’ imply but  an infinite hospitality within prescribed limits?” (SS 1:350). 

Whether or not de la Mare would have used this obsolete, derisive term himself, he 

was drawn to this particular aspect of Catholicism, the “hospitality” to let things in, 

even ghosts. Richard Green-Armytage, who befriended him, told him that his poetry 

had a strong attraction because it holds a sense of “truth” that resonates with the 

Catholic spirit (Whistler 333). Possibly around this time, de la Mare read Edward 

Garesché’s  Communion  with  the  Spirit  World:  A  Book  for  Catholics  and  Non-

Catholics (1925). His light markings show his curiosity regarding ghosts and the 

world beyond (Senate House). Two ticks mark a passage about prayers for the dead: 

“the veil which parts them from their friends who died in the friendship of God is 

only a barrier to the eyes and the ears, not to the prayerful aspirations of the heart”; 

“In its lonely yearning to […] enter heaven, the soul in purgatory must often and 

again cast longing glances toward earth” (114). De la Mare felt no such certainty in 

God’s friendship, but the symbolism of the “veil,” the lingering presence of the dead, 

and the permeable border between worlds resonate with his writing.
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Although cynical about scientific spiritualism, he also read the findings of the 

Society for Psychical Research. He annotated his copy of Edmund Gurney, Frederic 

Myers, and Frank Podmore’s Phantasms of the Living (1918), especially the stories 

of occult experiences, recounted in letters to the Society. He is more doubtful of the 

Society’s  methodology,  however.  In  an  unpublished  essay,  “The  Supernatural  in 

Fiction,” he approaches spiritualism’s “insistence on a purely materialistic evidence” 

(8b) with some satire: “how ungentle a hospitality — with our mediums, our table-

rapping, our ectoplasm, our hysteria — we nowadays bestow on so distinguished and 

infrequent  a  guest”  (8b).  Meanwhile,  other  scientific discoveries  made him more 

keenly aware of the limitations of the human senses: “to certain light rays, magnetic 

influences,  electric  vibrations,  we  are  as  conscious  creatures  entirely 

insusceptible” (3b). He speculates that, after the telephone and the radio, we may 

soon be able to “over-hear” voices from the distant past, long before sound was ever 

recorded (3c). He was always open to the possibility of ghostly intimations beyond 

human perception, especially in reading. In “The Others,” he expresses his stance 

towards a possible communion with the spirit world; phantoms visit neither through 

elaborate séances nor prayers, but when “I sit and read” (DLM 542).

In  1918,  a  year  after  Hardy’s  “Fragment”  appeared  in  print,  de  la  Mare 

published  a  poem  of  a  strikingly  similar  tenor,  “The  Vacant  Day,”  which  also 

attempts  to  imagine  the  supernatural  through  listening.  The  speaker  hears  “the 

summer  noon  resound  /  With  call  of  myriad  things  unseen.”  But  as  he  listens 

spellbound,  he  realises  that  he  is  “Longing in  vain  for  him to  come /  Who had 

breathed such blessedness,” “yearn[ing] in spirit to learn, alas, / What kept him still 

away” (DLM 215). The blessedness he heard, after all, are only sounds of nature. 

This perpetual state of listening, waiting, is also expressed in “Dust to Dust”: “Yet 

the spirit, dark, alone, / Bound in sense, still hearkens on / For tidings of a bliss 

foregone” (212). He is bound by the limits of human perception that led agnostics to 

theorise God’s incomprehensibility. Bliss passes into disillusionment, but a tentative 

longing to believe persists in his listening. 
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Life,  as  with  de  la  Mare’s  stories,  is  a  tangle  of  riddles.  In  “Vain 

Questioning,”  the  speaker  cries:  “O burden of  life  that  is  /  A livelong tangle  of 

perplexities”; “O riddle of life that is / An endless war ’twixt contrarieties” (DLM 

205). He could not find the answer to life in religion, but the mental and emotional 

condition that belief generates was necessary to him. In 1951, he deplored “the decay 

of religion”; there was “no longer any belief in the supernatural” (Brain 22). By this 

“belief,” he meant something broader than a single doctrine: beliefs that were “not 

superstitious,” but “not knowledge” either (83). One form of belief was for the truths 

in poetic imagination. As an adolescent, a conviction of truth in poetry came to him 

as a “conversion of the mind” while reading the Iliad: “It was a revelation […] that a 

fine poem means every single syllable and iota of what it says. As may the Creation 

itself” (Early One Morning 169-70). Scientific facts were merely “knowledge,” and 

“superstitious” belief excessive; but he could believe in poetry’s meaning and in the 

pursuit of poetry. In 1944, he wrote to J. G. Sime: “In the finest poems the meaning 

fairly fizzles & rays out in every direction. It is the primal cell capable of infinite 

subdivision & of innumerable potentialities” (G. de la Mare, “Life and Times” 18).

A belief in poetry, and a believing through poetry, sustained both de la Mare 

and Hardy in times of suffering. In 1868, Hardy’s “cures for despair” was reading 

John Stuart Mill, Carlyle, and Wordsworth (Life 59). In 1917, he wrote to Sassoon: 

“I don’t know how I should stand the suspense of this evil time if it were not for the 

sustaining power of poetry” (Letters 5:213). He once quipped that despite being “cut 

out by nature for a ghost-seer” and “most anxious to believe” in the “supernatural,” 

he had never been able to see a ghost (Archer 37). It was only thinking in poetry that 

enabled him to believe in the immaterial. On 2 February 1915, he confides in a letter 

to Caleb Saleeby, a physician: “Half my time (particularly when I  write verse) I 

believe — in the modern use of the word — […] in spectres, mysterious voices, 

intuitions […] haunted places, etc.” (Life 489). His qualification of the “modern use” 

cuts the statement’s force, but it is crucial that this condition of belief was generated 

by the act of writing poetry. He merges these two forms of belief in his Apology to 
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Late Lyrics and Earlier: poetry and “religion, in its essential and undogmatic sense 

[…] touch each other,  or  rather  modulate  into each other;  are,  indeed,  often but 

different names for the same thing” (TH 561). De la Mare’s poems captivated Hardy, 

for they imagine the unknown and invoke unseen presences. De la Mare himself 

identified the same concern in his poetics: “All lyrical poetry […] springs from a 

height of living, however transitory […] a faith in all that is held most dear, a hope 

and hunger  for  an unknown that  transcends the known” (Behold,  This  Dreamer! 

105).  He  believed  that  “the  faith  of  a  poet  is  expressed  in  all  that  he 

writes” (Pleasures and Speculations 186); and his “faith” resided in poetry. For him, 

a poetry book was “an even more secure refuge than lawyer, doctor, or priest” (192). 

He returned to this idea in fiction: for instance, “Willows” (1929): “to some minds 

and to some spirits poetry is what religion is to others, the most precious, the most 

certain, the most wanted thing life has to give” (SS 2:44). Just as Hardy’s presence as 

a poet was a “saving-grace” for him, so did de la Mare’s poetry enable Hardy to 

journey to “ghostly places.” 

A tentative  believing  is  enacted  by  and  through  both  Hardy’s  and  de  la 

Mare’s writings. They strain to discover what lies beyond, listening for what may be 

absolutely nothing: never transcending into the realm of the supernatural, but always 

waiting to hear some fugitive sign. This listening — this endless search for answers 

— was intrinsic to their condition of wandering from the fold of religious belief and 

their understanding of human existence as a wayfaring, a strangeness. “A poet is 

born an exile, and an exile he must die,” de la Mare writes in 1916; as a “pilgrim,” 

he “must keep on recapturing solitude, and reiteratedly begin his task anew,” to keep 

“the living in touch with the dead” (Private View 75). If the poet’s purpose is to 

“stand back from the press of habit and convention” (75) and to renew perception, 

then the questions of belief that haunted both Hardy and de la Mare are an animating 

principle  of  this  renewal.  As spiritual  exiles,  they kept  questioning through their 

writings; and as they intertwined poetry and religion, these were also questions about 

the experience of reading.  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II 

Listening in the Vacant Church 

[…] — I outside, 
     Prayer denied. 

Hardy, “The Voice of Things” 

Homeless, I knock. In vain.  
De la Mare, “Nostalgia” 

An Empty House 

It is “very difficult to escape the fascination of an empty house” — Hardy exclaimed 

to  Cockerell,  discussing  de  la  Mare’s  Memoirs  of  a  Midget  (1921).  Hardy 35

associated  haunted  houses  with  de  la  Mare’s  poetry  more  than  with  any  other 

writer’s. In his first letter to de la Mare on 1 November 1918, Hardy confided how 

his poems “convey to me […] those delightful sensations of moonlight & forests & 

haunted houses which I  myself  seem to have visited,  curiously enough” (Letters 

5:284). On 28 June 1923, after visiting John Masefield’s house in Oxford, Hardy 

reported  to  de  la  Mare  in  an  eager  postscript  that  there  was  “a  haunted  house 

immediately opposite him!” (6:202). And on 6 June 1919: “We sometimes look for 

that old haunted house of your poems when we go hither & thither: but though I 

have one or two of my own they don’t seem so interesting as yours; so we shall go 

on hunting” (5:310). Hardy seems curiously attached to “that old haunted house,” as 

if  all  the empty houses in de la Mare’s poems culminate in one symbolic space, 

which he revisits whenever he reads them: a “house of dream-memory,” to borrow 

 Cockerell quoted this in a letter to de la Mare on 15 April 1923 (Bodleian).35
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Gaston Bachelard’s phrasing (15). Only once did Hardy mention a haunted house to 

another acquaintance in his letters, and never in this playful, personal tone that he 

slipped into with de la Mare.36

“The old house, for those who know how to listen,” writes Bachelard, “is a 

sort of geometry of echoes,” in which one can “recover not merely the timbre of the 

voices, ‘the inflections of beloved voices now silent,’ but also the resonance of each 

room in the sound house” (60-1). The old house in Hardy’s works is an echoic space 

where sounds and touches from the past cling to its “memoried face” (TH 643). In 

“A House with a History,” for instance, the “house’s tale” is expressed as the “call” 

of “former voices”; “Its floors were criss-crossed by their feet, / And their babblings 

beat / From ceiling to white hearth-stone” (643). In “The Two Houses,” which Pound 

solicited  for  The  Dial  in  August  1921,  the  “sense  of  the  have-beens”  become 

“print[ed]” on the old house; the house says that past presences “Throb in me now as 

once” (595-6), as if their heartbeats still echo within its walls, leaving traces of sound 

which are then read by those who know how to listen. An old house preserves this 

sound memory, and so does the poem that contains it. 

Virginia  Woolf  —  who  wrote  to  Hardy  on  17  January  1915,  obeying  a 

“nocturnal impulse” (Diary 26), that “The youngest generation, who care for poetry 

and literature, owe you an immeasurable debt, and in particular to your last volume 

of poems [Satires of Circumstance]” (Letters of Virginia Woolf 58) — may have had 

Hardy at the back of her mind when she speculated in “Sketch of the Past” (1939): “I 

shall fit a plug into the wall; and listen in to the past. I shall turn up August 1890. I 

feel that strong emotion must leave its trace […]” (81).  Her sense of past sounds 37

evokes Victorian theories of sound, such as the mathematician Charles Babbage’s 

notion in The Ninth Bridgewater Treatise (1837) that “waves of air” raised by voices 

leave “permanent impressions” on the atmosphere: “the air itself one vast library, on 

 The  one  instance  I  found  is  to  Arthur  McDowall  in  1925:  “that  famous  haunted  house 36

Littlecote” (Letters 6:315).

 In  Hardy’s  “The  Re-Enactment”  (Satires  of  Circumstance),  a  woman “trace[s]”  a  room’s 37

history: “some mighty passion / Once had burned, / Which still the walls enghosted” (TH 364). 
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whose  pages  are  for  ever  written”  everything  that  has  ever  been  uttered  (113), 

inscriptions  only  accessible  to  God.  Guglielmo  Marconi,  pioneer  of  wireless 

telegraphy, conceptualised sounds as having “eternal if ever-diminishing life” (Toop 

34).  These  ideas  entered  into  the  auditory  imagination  of  contemporary  readers, 

including Hardy.  Babbage’s “one vast library,” containing sonic traces of even the 38

softest  whispers,  is  a  useful  metaphor  for  considering  how Hardy  imagined  the 

memory of sound and emotions that linger in architectural spaces and in the air: 

reverberating  in  “visionless  wilds  of  space  […] /  In  the  full-fugued song of  the 

universe unending” (“In a Museum,” TH 430). Significantly, the lingering echoes are 

not only to be listened for, but also to be read. 

The “fascination of an empty house” made Hardy listen for traces of the past 

in its emptiness. A house with a history implies that something is missing. It does not 

hold what it used to; it is a shell without its occupant. Hardy, who once imagined 

“God’s Funeral” (TH 326), suggests an analogy between the empty house and the 

vacant church in “After the Burial.” The “hush” in a house after a father’s death 

expresses “a dim / Vague vacancy” (876), and the family’s mourning casts an ironic 

shadow over the cheery church bells heard from nearby. In various poems, Hardy 

sounds out  the implications of  vacancy,  and the hollowness it  leaves behind.  He 

evokes hollow voices, hollow pockets of time, hollow spaces of absence, and things 

hollowed out of meaning.  Gosse wrote of Jude the Obscure (1895): “We rise from 39

the perusal of it stunned with a sense of the hollowness of existence” (4). The sense 

of “hollowness” reflects Hardy’s sense of a Godless world governed by contingency. 

This, in turn, becomes the context for his haunted listening: a listening that evokes 

ghostly  presences.  Briggs  makes  the  connection  between  the  ghost  and  unbelief 

 Hardy would have known of Babbage, if only through Dickens. Dickens alludes to Babbage in 38

Dombey and Son (1848) and “Night Walks” (1860) (Picker 15-18).

 Examples include: “a voice still so hollow / That it seems to call out to me from forty years 39

ago” (“After a Journey,” TH 349); “in the hollow of years ago” (“Places,” 352); “I dwell in void 
rooms / Booming hollow as tombs!” (“The Glimpse,” 502); “the ocean, like a hammering in a 
hollow tomb” (“The Re-Enactment,” 361); “The yawning blankness” where a beloved had stood 
before her death (“The Going,” 338).
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explicit: that the ghost in Hardy’s poetry serves as “a figure of the lost past, of what 

might have been, or of that greatest of all  nineteenth-century spectres, the empty 

universe” (19). Of his eight poetry books, the word “hollow” appears most often in 

Moments of Vision (1917), which is arguably the most haunted collection.  These 40

implications of the ghost resonate in Hardy’s empty houses, which call the living to 

listen for vestiges of that which can no longer be seen. In The Woodlanders (1887), 

Melbury’s  dwelling  is  described  as  “a  house  in  whose  reverberations  queer  old 

personal tales were yet audible if properly listened for; and not, as with those of the 

castle and cloister, silent beyond the possibility of echo” (24). Hardy was attuned to 

listening to the barely audible, and for him, the empty house of God did not exist in 

anechoic silence. 

As Hardy discerned, de la Mare’s works also listen into the empty house in 

meaningful ways, alert to sounds at the edge of audibility. Memoirs of a Midget — 

which  Hardy  commended  for  the  writing’s  subtle  beauty  and  the  compelling 

character  Fanny (“You can touch her  with  your  hand almost”)  (Letters  6:98)  — 

begins with a vacant room. After  her parents’ deaths,  the “Midget,” or Miss M., 

listens to the “medley of furtive sounds ascend[ing] to [her] ear from the desolate 

rooms below”:

[…] light as the settling of dust, crack of timber, an infinitely faint 
whisper; and from without […] the hunting screech of some predatory 
night-fowl  over  the  soaked  and  tranquil  harvest  fields.  And  who, 
Who? — that shape? . . . (36) 

The  last  ellipsis  sustains  the  almost  inaudible  whisper,  which  spreads  rustling 

between its blank spaces after the bated breath of the dash. The pause makes space 

for  the  reader  to  imagine  the  unnamed,  nebulous  presence.  The  “who”  at  once 

sounds  the  call  of  an  owl  and  emphasises  a  question  that  is  only  echoed;  the 

 This excludes instances when “hollow” is used as a proper noun. By my count, Moments of 40

Vision contains the highest number of ghostly poems (around seventy). Haunted poems increase 
with each collection until this fifth one, then decrease in his later books.
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capitalised “W,” calling to mind a capitalised He, hints at something more significant 

in her “desolate” surroundings than a merely empty house. The answer, if any, is lost, 

as the question trails off. But the “furtive sounds” leave a lasting impression; they 

are peculiarly tangible,  imagined by analogy with “settling of dust” or “crack of 

timber.” Underneath her, Miss M. could “hear the dark, vacant house […] echoing 

and  murmuring  […]  sighing  through  all  its  crannies  and  keyholes”  (34).  This 

vacancy is compared with an abandoned church. Miss M. — “not only alone, but 

forsaken and infinitely solitary” — pauses in her room, which now seems “almost as 

cold and inhospitable as a neglected church” (34).

She  later  chances  upon  a  neglected  church,  its  door  ajar.  In  the  “empty, 

cavernous silence” (281) — where only the muffled sound of a pendulum is ticking 

from high above, keeping time for no one — she listens. She asks, again, the owl-

like question, who: 

Quiet began to steal over me — long centuries of solitude had filled 
this vacancy as with a dream.

It was as if some self within me were listening to the unknown 
— but to whom? I could not answer; I might as well have been born a 
pagan. (280-1)

In a church, it would seem natural enough if the answer to “whom” had been God; 

but this answer is inaccessible to her. Her imagination can only fill this “vacancy” 

with a nebulous “dream.” Her consciousness contains “some self within”: a delicate 

fracturing of her identity. “Pagan” had various implications in 1921, when this novel 

was  published.  Webster’s  English  Dictionary  emphasises  its  pejorative 

connotations.  The 1895 edition defines it  primarily as “one who worships false 41

gods” outside of the Abrahamic religions. Derived from paganus  (“peasant”), the 

term “is now more properly applied to rude and uncivilized idolaters, while heathen 

embraces all  who practice idolatry.” In the 1880 edition,  an example claims that 

 De  la  Mare  mentions  Webster’s  dictionary  in  several  manuscripts  (e.g.  “The  Medium of 41

Prose”). The edition he used is unknown. 
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“Men instructed from their infancy in the principles and duties of Christianity, never 

sink to the degradation of paganism.” Neopaganism emerged in the late nineteenth 

century  —  the  OED  cites  Hardy’s  Tess  of  the  d’Urbervilles  (1891)  as  the  first 

adjectival  use  (“The  æsthetic,  sensuous,  pagan  pleasure  in  natural  life  and  lush 

womanhood” that Angel Clare experiences at the dairy farm) — and was associated 

with fin de siècle decadence. To identify as a pagan is to consider oneself an outsider: 

an outsider whose identity is not coherent, with a mixture of falseness, barbarism, 

and moral  degeneration,  and defined by negations  as  a  non-Christian.  Miss  M.’s 

throwaway phrasing disguises a failure to answer what she feels she should be able 

to with her Catholic upbringing. A sense of incompleteness persists, of which her 

small physique is a constant reminder. 

A “neglected church” implies that it was once peopled and cared for. Miss 

M.’s  being  “forsaken  and  infinitely  solitary”  suggests  that  something  that  had 

accompanied her before has now abandoned her. The vacant house signifies the loss 

of her one place of belonging, literally (she loses her home and must seek refuge 

elsewhere) and spiritually (she loses her parents). But the resonance within the house 

— “echoing,” “murmuring,” “sighing” — emanates some sort of presence, an unseen 

and furtive shape. Comparably, in the empty house of God, there is still something to 

listen for, even if one cannot say “who.” The only response to Miss M.’s questions is 

“the  muffled  thumping  of  the  invisible  pendulum,”  which  quickens  a  “fluttering 

panic” as she remembers that “time never ceased to be wasting” (281). The church 

reinforces a chilling sense of mortality. Nevertheless, an inward self keeps “listening 

to the unknown,” for a hint of something beyond.

Listening for ghostly sounds plays a key part in Hardy’s and de la Mare’s 

representations  of  solitude  in  a  sacred,  or  once-sacred,  place.  In  contrast  to  the 

transcendental connotations of vision, the inherent uncertainty of auditory perception 

lends itself to their literary explorations of the unknown. Tracing the history of “a 

latent,  presupposed, and dominant visualism to our understanding of experience,” 

Don Ihde points out the link between thought and vision intrinsic to language (6). 
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Words for comprehension and realisation,  such as “wit” (to know),  “worldview,” 

“intuition,” “revelation,” “discovery,” and “clairvoyance,” often relate to the visual 

sense,  without  an  equivalent  aural  terminology  —  except  for  a  rare  term, 

“clairaudience,” the ability to mentally perceive sounds beyond the range of hearing 

under mesmeric conditions. A light bulb turning on is a typical visualisation of the 

thought  process.  Religious  epiphany  is  an  “appearance  of  some  divine  or 

superhuman being” (OED). Vision works by light. Hearing, on the other hand, is less 

locatable and more transitory — in terms of where the sound is and where hearing 

happens. Sound is amorphous. “Sound is a haunting, a ghost,” writes David Toop, 

“The close listener is like a medium who draws out substance from that which is not 

entirely there”; listening is “a form of eavesdropping” (xv). Hardy and de la Mare, 

who did not feel a sense of belonging to the church, tend to eavesdrop as outsiders in 

it. Straining to hear whispers from another world — and becoming close listeners in 

the process — they draw out something that is not entirely there. 

The  writers’ unease  in  the  church  translates  into  expressions  of  haunting 

sounds that act on the auditory imagination. On 15 February 1901, Hardy wrote to 

Florence Henniker: “We seem to have entered on a new tract of time […] with a 

general sense of the unknown lying around us” (Letters 2:279-80). The empty house 

was one metaphoric space that contained this sense. The condition that Hardy and de 

la Mare found themselves in is captured in the latter’s portrayal of another empty 

house: “It was as though the vacant house over his head were an echoing shell, and 

he its hermit crab” (“The House,” SS 2:280). Strangely displaced in his own house, 

he is solitary and placeless, as if he wanders in a salvaged, temporary, second-hand 

shell like the hermit crab. The empty house evokes the sense of being lost at sea, like 

an agnostic who can only access a second-hand knowledge of faith and its spiritual 

shelter. Both writers explore the experience of listening into the “echoing shell” — 

of hearing hollowness itself — and what might still be heard in the vacant church. 
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The Barn and the Church 

In “Church Going” (1955), Philip Larkin calls the church “this accoutred frowsty 

barn,”  wondering  what  would  become  of  it  once  it  falls  “completely  out  of 

use” (Poems 58). Larkin was a dedicated reader of Hardy. He sympathised with the 

“imaginative  note”  that  Hardy  “strikes  most  plangently”:  “the  sometimes  gentle, 

sometimes  ironic,  sometimes  bitter  but  always  passive  apprehension  of 

suffering”  (Required  Writing172).  About  eighty  years  before  Larkin’s  “Church 

Going,” Hardy made a similar analogy, presenting the church as an outmoded place 

in Far from the Madding Crowd (1874). He describes the shearing barn as having the 

form  and  antiquity  on  a  par  with  the  neighbouring  church,  its  ground  plan 

resembling “a church with transepts.” The barn is “superior” to the church, however, 

for it “embodie[s] practices which had suffered no mutilation at the hands of time”:

One could say about this barn, what could hardly be said of either the 
church or the castle,  its  kindred in age and style,  that  the purpose 
which had dictated its  original  erection was the same with that  to 
which it  was still  applied.  […] The lanceolate  windows,  the time-
eaten arch stones and chamfers, the orientation of the axis, the misty 
chestnut-work of the rafters, referred to no exploded fortifying art or 
worn out religious creed. The defence and salvation of the body by 
daily bread is still a study, a religion, and a desire. (126)

This account has a striking physicality: from the cruciform’s “transepts” (deriving 

from “septum,” an anatomical word) to “embodied,” “mutilation,” “hands of time,” 

the material features, and the “defence and salvation of the body” — as if the body 

was all that needed defending and saving. Hardy turns the Eucharistic symbol of 

bread to mere “daily bread” and, ironically, raises the physical need of food above 

the  value  of  religious  impulse  and  spiritual  nourishment.  This  barn-church  is 

described  from  a  mental  distance,  allowing  the  narrator  to  dissect  it.  Hardy’s 

portrayal of the church takes on a different tone when he draws nearer, experiencing 

the space more intimately. He saw Christianity as a “worn out religious creed” — in 
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the sense that its systems were in dire need of reform — but the church was far from 

being out of use in his writing.

Hardy valued the “human associations” (Personal Writings 215) of churches. 

As he put it in “Memories of Church Restoration,” a speech for the Society for the 

Protection of Ancient Buildings in 1906, the most important element in an edifice 

was  not  the  “architectural  interest”  but  the  “human  interest”  (207).  Preserving 

churches  meant  “the  preservation of  memories,  history,  fellowship” (215).  When 

Jude arrives in Christminster, with a stonemason’s eye and hand, he closely reads the 

“numberless architectural pages around him […] as an artizan and comrade of the 

dead handicraftsmen whose muscles had actually executed those forms” (Jude 84). 

Stroking  the  stonework  as  he  walks,  Jude  traces  the  dead  craftsmen’s  muscular 

movements.  What  drew  Hardy’s  attention  most  was  not  the  structure,  but  the 

“architectural pages” — comparable to Babbage’s “vast library” — on which the 

memories of numberless individuals are imprinted. At St. Mark’s Basilica in 1887, 

for  instance,  he  was  rapt  by  its  human  history:  “That  floor  […]  is  worn  into 

undulations by the infinite multitudes of feet that have trodden it, and what feet there 

have  been among the  rest!”  (Life  201).  The  past  was  always  present  for  Hardy, 

imagined as material bodies that touched and left their traces on architecture: traces 

to be read by the living. 

In Hardy’s fiction, churches are often spaces for public, social interactions. 

Placing the human over the divine, he expressed his wish for a “readjustment” in the 

Church  in  a  1902  letter  to  Edward  Clodd,  fellow  agnostic  and  writer  who 

popularised  scientific  naturalism.  If  the  Church  abandoned  “the  doctrines  of  the 

supernatural” and retained “reverence & love for an ethical ideal,” Hardy wrote, “our 

venerable old churches & cathedrals would become the centres of emotional life that 

they once were” (Letters 3:5). In 1907, he noted down his wish for secular services:

Required:  services  at  which  there  are  no  affirmations  and  no 
supplications. […] We enter church, and […] we have to sing, “My 
soul doth magnify the Lord,” when what we want to sing is, “O that 
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my soul could find some Lord that it could magnify!” Till it can, let us 
magnify  good  works,  and  develop  all  means  of  easing  mortals’ 
progress through a world not worthy of them. (Life 358) 

His primary concern is for suffering to be alleviated in the “mortals’ progress,” as 

though all  mortals  are  distressed  pilgrims.  Although he  suspects  others  may not 

repeat  these  articles  of  faith  “in  all  sincerity,”  he  also  thinks  no one else  in  the 

congregation realises this. He is isolated from the rest.  Then “we” takes the shape 42

of a quiet, singular figure, withdrawing from something in which he cannot share: 

[…] we are pretending what is not true: that we are believers. This 
must not be; we must leave. And if we do, we reluctantly go to the 
door, and creep out as it creaks complainingly behind us. (Life 358)

The strangely expressive sound,  the creak of  the complaining door,  indicates  his 

detachment from religious worship. The complaint does not come in a divine voice, 

but only as a creak: faint, negligible, with a tinge of the mechanical.

Hardy  interpreted  the  church  soundscape  in  unusual  ways.  Describing  a 

service in London in 1888, he tunes into the subtlest sounds, even the congregation’s 

living pulses.  He hears  “a rustling of  silks” and imagines how their  “real  life  is 

spinning  on  beneath  this  apparent  one  of  calm,  like  the  District  Railway-trains 

underground just by — throbbing, rushing, hot”; their thoughts are almost present in 

the building, “crowded like a heap of soap bubbles infinitely intersecting” (Life 219). 

The surreal scene interweaves the praying voices above ground with the industrial 

noises below, the pulsating hearts with the throbbing trains, the material with the 

immaterial. It ends in a somewhat bathetic sound of the litany:

Through this bizarre world of thought circulates the recitative of the 
parson — a thin solitary note without cadence or change of intensity 
— and getting lost like a bee in the clerestory. (Life 219)

 Blair, in her insightful account of the importance of traditional liturgical forms to Hardy, reads 42

this passage differently, interpreting “we” as his perception of “himself as part of a community of 
unbelievers, […] who share a sense of the importance of Anglican forms” (120).
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The parson’s recitative is rather lifeless, becoming “lost” in the air in the face of all 

the busy concerns of the modern city: “a thin solitary note.” The phrasing recalls one 

of Hardy’s favourite Biblical passages, which he quotes in the first line of his first 

extant letter from London, addressed to his sister Mary on 17 August 1862: “‘After 

the fire a still small voice’ — I just come from the evening service at St. Mary’s 

Kilburn & this verse, which I always notice, was in the 1st Lesson” (Letters 1:1). In 

contrast to the “still small voice” from the Book of Kings, in which the presence of 

God can be discovered, the parson’s “thin solitary note” is insubstantial, fading away 

into thin air.  This misplaced sound — like the complaining creak of the door — 

conveys a quiet discord between believer and unbeliever. It reduces what should be a 

meaningful sound (the still small voice of a recitative) into a mere murmur, the faint 

drone  of  a  lost  bee.  The  congregation  responds  in  prayers  “as  if  under 

enchantment” (Life 219), but Hardy is disillusioned. Out of place, he cannot hear the 

litany nor participate in the customary responses in the same way.  

Hardy’s  expressions  of  agnosticism focus  on the  inability  to  perceive  the 

transcendental. In “A Sign-Seeker,” the “eyeless countenance of the mist” pervades 

the poem and gradually becomes the speaker’s own condition of being figuratively 

eyeless. What he seeks are signs to be seen: “tokens,” “radiant hints,” “scope.” He 

walks among his friends’ tombs and calls them “to shape a sign.” “Shape,” at first, 

seems to  be  used in  the  sense  of  making an  external,  visible  form.  The poem’s 

emphasis on vision shifts, however, as the verb also implies shaping a sound:

And panted for response. But none replies; 
    No warnings loom, nor whisperings
    To open out my limitings,
And Nescience mutely muses: When a man falls he lies. 

(TH 50)

The stanza extends his inability to see to an inability to hear, and even to speak, as 

“Nescience mutely muses.”  Even though he cannot  hear  any responses  from the 

dead, it is significant that, after yearning for vision and revelation, the last sign that 
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he seeks is a sound that would almost escape perception: “whisperings / To open out 

my limitings.” A certain wistfulness, and perhaps the expectation of something more 

to come, cling to the ringing near-rhyme of “whisperings” and “limitings,” which 

retains the ongoing sense of the present participle. Hardy keeps listening for such 

“whisperings” — for a whisper that “takes the voice / Of a Spirit’s compassionings,” 

or a “soul’s voice” (“In a Whispering Gallery,” 522) — as if haunted by the ghostly 

voice of a “worn out religious creed.”

De la Mare’s version of the church-barn metaphor, which originates from the Bible, 

inherits Hardy’s emphasis on the hunger for and the absence of spiritual salvation. 

“Selina’s  Parable”  (1919)  juxtaposes  the  sacred  and  the  downright  secular  in  a 

Hardyesque  manner.  Selina  —  whose  name  coincides  with  the  protagonist  in 

Hardy’s “Enter a Dragoon” in A Changed Man and Other Tales (1913), which de la 

Mare  reviewed — looks  out  on  a  farmyard’s  “low stone  barn,”  “kneeling”  at  a 

narrow window in a seaside house. For some unknown reason, the farmer goes into 

the granary-barn at an unusual hour. The chickens flock around, expecting to be fed, 

in their “faith, instinct, habit, and stupidity”: “in mute concourse […] precisely like 

an assemblage of humanity patiently waiting to be admitted into the pit of a theatre 

or into the nave of a church.” He comes out empty-handed, and without “so much as 

a glance of compassion or even of heed,” he passes the “congregation” and leaves 

the door carelessly open behind him. Selina delights that the chickens will “go in and 

help themselves!” They rush in; but emerging unfed, they flutter down “the shallow 

familiar disenchanted steps.” Unable to help themselves, they cannot have “the bread 

of life” (SS 1:51-53). 

With the conspicuous parallels between these chickens and humans, the story 

becomes de la Mare’s own uncomfortable parable:

“They had believed in him — that was the point. Now they won’t: 
they can’t  — at least not for ten minutes. Though they are always 
hungry.  Yes,  they  had  climbed  up,  lured  on  by  sheer  indifference 
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masquerading  as  generosity  […] only  to  discover  — nothing,  just 
cool inner darkness and odoriferous vacancy.” (SS 1:53-4)

The farmer’s “indifference” and the weighted words, “nothing” and “vacancy,” are 

worth noting. The stress on hunger draws a line from Hardy’s “salvation of the body 

by daily bread” down to Larkin’s “A hunger in himself to be more serious” (Poems 

59). The hunger in “Selina’s Parable” is for food, or help. The problem is not merely 

that the birds are not fed when they expect it, instinctively and faithfully, but also 

their state of not knowing. “How very like poor human beings,” she ponders: 

“[…] they go to church (some of them), not attempting to guess, or 
not capable, I suppose, of really knowing, what for; but confident that 
the bishop or rector or somebody will be in the pulpit and that they 
will be fed.” (SS 1:54)  

“Selina’s  Parable”  does  not  provide  a  neat  correspondence  between chicken and 

human, farmer and God. Selina, or rather, “that still small voice within in far-away 

tones,” continues her soliloquy — that “still  small  voice” echoed again from the 

Book of  Kings.  Giving her  story a  further  spin,  she speculates  that  neither  the 43

chickens nor the farmer knows what he is after. She hypothesises a presence that 

might be capable of “really knowing, what for”:

“Suppose there’s someone, a kind of unseen circumspectious spirit, 
kneeling crunched-up there at a little square staircase window […] 
omniscient, I suppose, though that, of course, must be omni — omni-
sensitive, too — […].” (SS 1:54)

But just as she is listing everything that such a presence would be watching over in 

“sheer joy and interest,” her attention is caught by a “whiff of hot baked ‘splitters’” 

— “only just in time to dissever the philosophical net in which poor Selina’s soul 

was  definitely  strangling.”  Immediately,  the  story  ends,  as  “Selina  with  an 

exclamatory ‘Lawks!’ […] remembered her tea” (1:54-5).  This  whimsical  ending 

 De la Mare also uses the phrase in “Widen Your Calls” (DLM 713), published posthumously.43
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sweeps the philosophical tangle under the carpet, almost like a nonsense verse turned 

into prose, with the wordplay in “Lord” and “Lawks,” “dissever” and “splitters,” 

“flying hand flung up.” An easy interpretation might be that even the one who is 

supposedly omniscient and omni-sensitive (as she was the one watching from the 

staircase window) is forgetful; rather than pursuing the question of “what for,” her 

interest flits elsewhere, and she would run downstairs to feed herself. 

Regardless of the answer to the riddle, the significance of the chickens, unfed 

and unknowing, remains. The barn’s “odoriferous vacancy” leaves a dark hole in the 

seemingly light-hearted tale. In its evasive way, the story encapsulates his conception 

of the church: the unsated spiritual hunger of the congregation, who will always be 

hungry, even after disillusion; God’s indifference and, possibly, unknowing; the “still 

small voice” that is only the voice of one’s self; and the “nothing” and “vacancy” in 

the barn-church. A sudden vacancy is characteristic of his writing: puncturing the 

narrative unexpectedly and expressed in blank, detached, or matter-of-fact ways. In 

Memoirs of a Midget, when a carpenter says, “there’s one looking down on us could 

tell a tale,” Miss M. looks up “past his oblong head at the ceiling, but only a few flies 

were angling round the chandelier” (51). An uneasy awareness of absence shadows 

an ordinary, trivial scene. The odd phrase, flies “angling,” puns on the carpenter’s 

name (Mr. Bates and fishing baits), but it also suggests they are seeking something. 

One angles for something, but the flies angle round, without a clear object — like 

Selina’s human beings that flock to church, incapable of “really knowing, what for.” 

There is no one looking down on them that either Miss M. or Selina can discern.

De la Mare’s “obsession with death,” as Graham Greene wrote in a tribute for 

his seventy-fifth birthday, filled his writing with the “whisper of ghosts.” Christianity 

in  his  stories  is  “like a  dead religion of  which we see only the enormous stone 

memorials,” “empty” and “haunted” (73-4). But if the religion is dead, it continues to 

persist in strange forms, something more than an empty shell. In an eerie story, “Mr 

Kempe”  (1925),  about  a  man  obsessed  with  proving  “man’s  possession  of  a 

‘Soul’” (SS 1:229), a traveller happens on an abandoned chapel. On its roof is “a 
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stunted stone cross, with one of its arms broken away”: a “curious relic” (1:225). 

Relics  are  body  parts  of  saints  and  martyrs,  or  articles  associated  with  them, 

venerated in Catholic traditions. It is as if the metaphorical “arm” of the cross is a 

broken relic, no longer embodying any miraculous abilities. “Relic” derives from the 

Latin  reliquiae  (remains):  mere  left-over  matter.  However,  a  relic  still  retains 

meaning,  especially  in  the  nineteenth-century  culture  of  death:  memories  of  the 

living body and its life. Hardy’s The Pursuit of the Well-Beloved (1892) begins with 

the chapter “Relics” — fittingly so, for a novel about a sculptor’s infatuation with his 

ideal, reincarnated in three generations of women. The protagonist burns away letters 

and  a  lock  of  hair  from old  lovers,  which  recalls  their  forms  to  his  mind  (10). 

Victorian relic culture, according to Deborah Lutz, disappeared after the Great War, 

with the rise of secularism, changing conceptions of death, and new technologies for 

recording memories (5, 12). De la Mare’s story from 1925 is a ghostly relic of this 

relic culture. The “curious relic” is not merely an obsolete structure with a broken 

symbol, but a hidden key to the narrative. 

“Music” (1952) imagines another relic. A doctor visits the house of a dying 

man, where there are “immense mutterings and echoing out of the starry vacancies 

above” (SS 2:365). The servant tells him about a haunting music, which is not the 

sounds of the sea, but something ineffable: 

“Sometimes, to humour him, I say it’s all out of the past. Hollows in 
the air. Relics, as you might call them. Why not? There’s a full-sized 
church under the sands over yonder. When my grandfather was a boy 
he used to listen to its bells.” (SS 2:367) 

His  description seems simple  at  first,  since he speaks  as  if  his  listener  is  surely 

following  him:  “Why  not?”  But  the  somewhat  fractured  sentences,  lacking 

predicates, are puzzling. One vacillates between reading “Hollows” as holes or cries. 

“Hollows in the air” could describe the space left behind by the collapsed church, but 

it is strange to speak of emptiness as relics. “Hollows” can mean cries, but it makes 
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just  as  odd  an  analogy,  between  a  material  object  that  survives  over  time  and 

evanescent sounds. 

De  la  Mare  was  aware  of  the  etymological  ramifications  of  “hollow.” 

“Hollow” is associated with the Old English holh (hole). As a cry, it also connects to 

“hollo” and “holla,” which then link to “hallo” and “hallow”.  “Hallow,” in this 44

derivation,  means  to  call  or  summon (usually  in  hunting),  but  it  also  brings  its 

homonym into this constellation of words: “hallow” — from the Old English hálga 

(holy) — meaning the shrines or relics of saints. These etymological lines connect 

the music of the “Hollows” with “Relics.” Even if they contain nothing, hollows can 

also be relics: obsolete, yet retaining significance. The music signifies the emptiness 

left behind by the submerged church: an immaterial relic of a lost faith, evoking 

memories of its bells from two generations ago. The hollows call out of nothing.

The  remembered  sounds  of  bells  also  recall  Hardy’s  bells  of  “sunk 

Lyonnesse” (TH 342). In light of this association, the church subsumed by the sands 

of time may derive from Hardy’s seaside church in A Pair of  Blue Eyes (1873), 

which “seemed a monolithic termination, of one substance with the ridge, rather than 

a structure raised thereon” (24); or the church on the Isle of Portland in The Well-

Beloved (1897), which “had slipped down with the rest of the cliff, and had long 

been a ruin” (186). These are obsolete relics, eroding on a cliff edge or disintegrated 

along  with  natural  structures.  The  strange  calls  that  echo  through  their  vacant 

hollows — the empty shells of a once-hallowed place — continue to haunt both 

writers.

Bells and Whispers  

When Hardy met Matthew Arnold, he noticed Arnold’s “manner of having made up 

his  mind  about  everything  years  ago”  (Life  137),  so  antithetical  to  his  own.  In 

 “Hollo” is a call of mortality in Hardy’s “The Upper Birch-Leaves”: the autumn leaves cry, “O 44

we remember / At each wind’s hollo — / […] We go hence soon” (TH 507).
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contrast  to Arnold’s “Dover Beach” (1867) — in which the withdrawing “sea of 

faith” is heard not just by the speaker but also “you,” and provides a clear metaphor 

for receding faith as a historical process that “we” are in the midst of (401-2) — 

Hardy tends to listen alone, unable to hear what others hear, and instead hearing 

strange sounds that resist interpretation. In April 1871, he noted: “The sibilants in the 

responses  of  the  congregation,  who  bend  their  heads  like  pine-trees  in  a 

wind” (Personal Notebooks 9). He evokes the same sound in “The Impercipient,” 

originally titled “The Agnostic.” Standing in a “bright believing band” at evensong, 

the  speaker  feels  as  Hardy  did  when  he  irresolutely  stepped  out  of  a  church, 

reproached by the creaking door. The congregation’s “faiths” seem “fantasies”; he is 

blind to their “sights,” for “He who breathes All’s Well to these / Breathes no All’s-

Well to me” (TH 67). Clare recalls the same words when he banishes Tess — “God’s 

not in his heaven: all’s wrong with the world!” (Tess 273) — reversing Browning’s 

famous lines from Pippa Passes (1841). As Blair observes, “The Impercipient” uses 

“hymn-like stanzas ironically” (120). Hardy weaves the jarring tone between those 

who can see and those who cannot within the very texture of the poem. Such a 

zestful congregation is rare in Hardy’s works, but the speaker cannot take part in it. 

Whereas the believer would cry “Hark! hark! / The glorious distant sea!” he can only 

feel: “Alas, ’tis but yon dark / And wind-swept pine to me!” (TH 67). An “outcast,” 

he is deaf to glory; the service mutates into indistinct murmurs, and the poem comes 

to an abrupt stop:

O, doth a bird deprived of wings
Go earth-bound wilfully!

. . .
Enough. As yet disquiet clings

About us. Rest shall we.45

(TH 68)

 The ellipsis is in Gibson’s 2001 edition. Hynes’ has seven dots (Poetical Works 1:88).45
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In the manuscript, Hardy revised “confusion” to “disquiet,” “We shall see” to “Rest 

shall we”: an ending that silences, rather than looks forward. “As yet” places the 

poem in the continuous present; he is still waiting for something to change. The odd 

pause comes suddenly after five sestets, as if he could not go on, forcibly terminating 

the poem and leaving the rest unsaid.

Hardy and de la Mare translated their sense of “disquiet” in the church into 

haunting sounds and silences. In Hardy’s “Copying Architecture in an Old Minster” 

from Moments of Vision (1918), listening in an empty church triggers an uncanny 

experience. In de la Mare’s story, “All Hallows” (1926), listening turns the empty 

cathedral into a charged space of sinister presences. These texts are animated by a 

generative listening.  They make the reader  alert  to  the strange voices  within the 

narratives as well as in the language. In their respective ways, they are “Hollows in 

the air,” calling to ghosts in the vacant space that no longer houses the supernatural.

For  Hardy,  tracing  architectural  lines  meant  re-experiencing  the  maker’s 

physical movements, precipitating a tactile communion with the dead.  “Copying 46

Architecture” begins with tracing, accompanied by the clock’s measured strokes: 

     How smartly the quarters of the hour march by 
        That the jack-o’-clock never forgets;
     Ding-dong; and before I have traced a cusp’s eye,
Or got the true twist of the ogee over,

       A double ding-dong ricochetts.
(TH 438)

Unlike the speaker’s scrupulous tracing, the poem modifies common metre, which, 

according  to  Taylor,  is  “one  of  the  earliest  forms  Hardy  knew  from  Tate  and 

Brady” (Hardy’s Metres 225), the volume of psalms for which Hardy had a long-

standing affection.  As the familiar metre is distorted, the poem turns the church, 47

 Somerset imagines the “original performance” of dead craftsmen while taking measurements 46

(Laodicean 3). Jude reads the stonemasons’ movements by touch (84).

 It extends the duple rising common metre, a4b3a4b3, into a4b3a4c4b3, with a “predominantly 47

triple rising or anapaestic” pattern (Taylor, Hardy’s Poetry 4). 
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which the subtitle specifies as Wimborne (where Hardy lived from 1881 to 1883), 

into an unfamiliar place. Haunted by the bells and the ghost of a psalmic metre, the 

present slips away into an obscure temporal frame. The obscurity of the language, 

including  the  architectural  diction,  contributes  to  this  defamiliarising  effect.  The 

unusual double “t” in “ricochetts” makes a sharper echo, as if to perform the smart 

blows  of  the  “jack-o’-clock.”  It  ensures  that  the  reader  will  pronounce  the  “t,” 

tracing the path of the rhyme and making the echoes almost tangible. “Ricochet” is 

rare in Hardy’s works. When its variants are used, they express uncanny sounds that 

are not easily transcribed: the chaotic sound of hailstones in “A Tryst at an Ancient 

Earthwork” (1885), and the gusts of wind chiming over Egdon in The Return of the 

Native (1878). The word also suits the bell’s continual ringing over the years, as in 

chanson de ricochet (a song with endless repetition). Like the “double ding-dong,” 

the poem itself continues a pattern of double sounds in alliteration, assonance, and 

rhyme; the same words return, as in “Just so did he clang here before I came, / And 

so will he clang when I’m gone” (TH 438). The ricochets make an echoic space 

within the poem itself.

The “cavernous hollows” and the “speechless midnight and dawn” convey an 

empty silence, save the pencil’s scratching and the clanging. It is devoid not only of 

a living presence, but of the divine. Although “deliver” is a verb associated with God 

(“deliver us from evil”), here it is only time, or even, on a mechanical level, the 

“jack-o’-clock” that “deliver[s]” these “Tales of hours.” The automatic figure may be 

a poor substitute for God. The darkness emphasises this absence, just as the “sunless 

church” in “Her Dilemma” — where silence fills its ancient mildewed walls and 

“nothing broke the clock’s dull monotones” (TH 13) — uses the sun-Christ image of 

hymns to remove any “sense of a divine presence,” as Blair notes (119). But echoes 

make  ghosts  of  sound:  as  R.  Murray  Schafer  writes,  “every  reflection  implies  a 

doubling of the sound by its own ghost, hidden on the other side of the reflecting 

surface”  (218).  The  poem’s  echoic  repetitions  gradually  draw  out  something 

preternatural in this absence.
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The speaker wills himself to hear something more in these bells:

     I grow to conceive it a call to ghosts, 
        Whose mould lies below and around.
     Yes; the next “Come, come,” draws them out from their posts,
And they gather, and one shade appears, and another,

       As the eve-damps creep from the ground.
 (TH 438)

“Grow to conceive” is a strange phrase. The ghosts are what Hardy calls elsewhere 

“A phantom of his own figuring” (TH 354), as if the listener is gradually placing 

himself under a spell, or becoming willingly enchanted by the monotonous sounds. 

He grows to believe his own conception, as the “eve-damps” creeping out touch the 

living like the clammy hands of ghosts. In contrast to common metre, the fourth line 

in  each  stanza  makes  the  poem’s  beats  somewhat  unbalanced.  Especially  in  the 

second and third stanzas, one is uncertain where to place the stresses, or how to keep 

time. The unsteady feel also arises from the undulating pattern of indentations, which 

deviates from Hardy’s usual practice of aligning lines that correspond metrically. The 

intonation of the lines are realised as tentatively as the speaker “grow[s] to conceive” 

the bells as “a call to ghosts.” 

After this third stanza, the beats stabilise. Engrossed in his reverie, as if the 

repetitive chimes take him in their swing, his speech is quickened, and the poem’s 

patterns change. Until the fourth stanza, the c  end-rhyme (“-ver,” “-ther,” “-ber”) 

returns. In the fifth, the poem diverges from its promise, as he attempts to fathom the 

phantoms’ messages. Rather than human voices, he hears something strange: 

     I catch their cheepings, though thinner than
The overhead creak of a passager’s pinion

       When leaving land behind.  
(TH 439)

The inaudible becomes audible: like the ghost of a sound, or the tap of the “t” in 

“ricochetts.”  Hardy  often  depicts  sounds  that  cannot  be  heard  by  the  human 
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physiological ear. The “creak” of a bird’s wing can only be heard, if at all, with one’s 

ear pressed close to it (and it might require a stethoscope, even then). The ghosts’ 

“cheepings,”  even  “thinner”  than  the  creak,  are  undefinable.  The  noun  itself  is 

recorded only in the sixteenth century, and never in the plural (OED). Hardy makes 

things strange through elusive sounds as well as analogies. “Passager” is an unusual 

term for the passenger hawk, or as Taylor puts it, “an obsolete form of an obsolete 

word” (Literary Language 203); and the poem is the first of only three examples that 

the OED cites.  The “passager” replaces the manuscript’s “puffin.” As in “Beeny 48

Cliff,”  where  Hardy  changes  “puffins”  to  “pale  mews,”  the  bird  is  made  more 

ghostly: more obscure and hence less accessible to a reader’s mind. The sound of the 

word evokes the sense of something passing: perhaps another hint of transitory life, 

in which one is a passenger, a traveller. In French, passager means passing, brief, 

temporary. Remarkably, the “passager’s pinion” may never have been heard were it 

not for Cockerell. I discovered Hardy’s humorous allusion to this revision in a letter 

to Cockerell on 26 September 1917: 

Please  don’t  let  the  spectre  of  that  puffin  haunt  you  any  longer. 
Indeed, he cannot, for he is annihilated, […] the act of annihilation 
having been carried out last night at nine of the clock on the revised 
proof which came a day or two ago. (Eton) 

Cockerell  later  bound this  letter  with the proof  of  “A Call  to  National  Service.” 

Millgate  and Wilson assume that  it  refers  to  this  war  poem (Letters  8:161),  but 

nothing in it suggests a puffin would be mentioned, and neither Gibson nor Hynes 

record the revision in their editions. As the manuscript of Moments of Vision was 

sent to Macmillan in August 1917, and the first edition published in November 1917 

(Purdy 207),  Cockerell  must  have seen this  manuscript  around the same time as 

Macmillan  and  remarked  on  the  “puffin”  in  “Copying  Architecture.”  While  the 

sounds within the poem evoke phantoms in the listener’s imagination, these word-

 A passenger hawk is “a hawk that has been caught for training as an immature adult.”48
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sounds evoke ghosts of meanings in the reader’s. Hardy personifies the bell’s call as 

“Come, come.” The phrase could suggest a call to worship, or even a mild rebuke to 

recover his thoughts and practice faith — but in this sunless absence, it draws out the 

uncanny. Although the poem depicts a moment of vision, it is first and last a moment 

of listening. The ghostly shapes act through and on the auditory imagination.

The speaker  listens,  not  for  God,  but  for  the  phantoms’ solicitous  words, 

wishing to  “better  ail-stricken mankind.”  But  their  speeches,  of  course,  are  only 

ventriloquised  by  him  —  accentuated  by  “Maybe”  and  “Or  perhaps”  —  and 

ultimately ineffectual: mere “cheepings.” In the end, the phantoms swiftly dissipate:

     They waste to fog as I stir and stand, 
        And move from the arched recess,
     And pick up the drawing that slipped from my hand,
And feel for the pencil I dropped in the cranny,

       In a moment’s forgetfulness.
(TH 439)

The linguistic complexity in the previous stanzas also ebbs away, as words become 

monosyllabic and the syntax monotonous. And, and, and — the repetition seems to 

mark the minutes that slipped away in his absentmindedness. The speaker emerges 

from the recess of time: a hollow, as it were, in experience. Yet the ghostly lingers as 

he  reaches  in  the  “cranny,”  touching  the  ground  from which  “eve-damps”  were 

creeping,  almost  as  if  he  is  touching  the  world  beyond.  The  cranny  might  hide 

something  more  than  a  pencil  — though it  may just  as  well  be  a  mere  cranny. 

Hardy’s sense of the dead lying around beneath the church pervades this poem, as in 

his illustration for “Her Dilemma,” with its skeletons and catacombs underground 

(Figure 6). However, with the “eve-damps,” the passager’s “creak,” and the “fog,” 

Hardy always leaves room for the possibility that there actually could have been 

nothing there, that these were only imaginings triggered by natural causes.

The  poem invokes  ghosts  through  the  tactile  imagination,  as  well  as  the 

auditory. As the speaker traces the lines made by those gone before him, the poet 
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recalls  the  psalmic  metres:  lines  of  verse  weighed  with  associations  of  human 

histories. These acts of remembering and resuscitating — and the mesmeric rhythms 

of the bells and of the poem — become, altogether, a “call to ghosts.” The reader 

also  becomes  a  listener  and  “grows  to  conceive”  the  phantasmal.  The  poem 

generates,  through its  words  and  word-sounds,  the  sense  of  a  damp touch.  It  is 

almost always from a sound, rather than a vision, that ghostly presences begin to 

press on the limits of perception and belief in Hardy’s writing. These otherworldly 

moments of listening is Hardy’s own way of embodying his estranged condition as 

an  “outcast”:  an  eavesdropper  in  the  church.  The  listening  reaches  outside  the 

bounds of the material, natural world. It lulls the poet and the reader into imagining 

the dead rising from beneath. Just as the speaker imagines clanging bells continuing 

after his death, ghosts linger in the memory as long as the reader keeps listening into 

the world of the poem.

In de la Mare’s short story “All Hallows” from The Connoisseur (1926), strange 

calls  transform the  vacant  cathedral  into  something more  sinister  than  hallowed. 

After an arduous journey, a traveller reaches All Hallows, “couched in its natural 
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hollow”  (SS  1:338)  in  a  seaside  cliff,  and  is  at  once  struck  by  its  unearthly 

atmosphere. Thrilled by the solitude, he sneaks in to find an old verger, standing still 

and visibly listening. The traveller admits to being less a “regular churchgoer” than a 

“mere  sightseer”  (1:343),  “A visitor  […]  who  hasn’t  been  inside  the  door  of  a 

church, except in search of what is old and obsolete,  for years” (1:360). But the 

verger ventures to disclose to him the cathedral’s secrets. His fragmented narrative 

reveals  that  the  cathedral  is  haunted  by  enigmatic  forces.  Dean  Pomfrey  was 

“abducted” (1:346), which is the verger’s way of saying that he suddenly fell into 

“oblivion”  (1:344).  The  story  never  clarifies  what  this  means,  or  what  exactly 

happened. Led through the pitch-black cathedral, the traveller hastens to the roof and 

witnesses  how demonic  agencies  are  repairing the  timeworn edifice “in  order  to 

destroy” (1:360). In other words, something has transformed the saintly carvings into 

grotesque shapes. Although the verger claims “they” had almost captured him, he 

never explicitly says that he has seen anything. He has only heard sounds. Without 

ascertaining the nature of these forces — though half putting it down to the verger’s 

“intelligible  but  monstrous  hallucination”  (1:360)  —  the  traveller  retires  to  the 

verger’s home for the night. 

“All Hallows” lies in the trajectory of the gothic ghost story’s resurgence in 

the late nineteenth century, which, according to Luke Thurston, assumes a sceptical 

reader in an “ironically disenchanted” style and avoids “stylistic extravagance” (2). 

While  there  are  clamorous  noises  in  “All  Hallows,”  and  the  style  verges  on 

extravagance at times, there is something askew about de la Mare’s haunted houses. 

The verger’s description of the sounds, for instance, stunts the power of their menace 

with analogies that do not quite fit: “a sound like clanging metal — but I don’t think 

it was metal.” His roundabout, inchoate phrasing is not chilling or ghostly: “a noise 

like the sounding of a stupendous kind of gibberish. A calling; or so it seemed — no 

human  sound.  The  air  shook  with  it”  (SS  1:356).  The  traveller  is  sceptical, 

exasperated: “It was tedious to be asking questions that received only such vague 
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and evasive replies” (1:349). The labyrinthine narrative also frustrates the reader, 

who struggles to sift through reality and imagination, sense and non-sense. 

The “sounding of a stupendous kind of gibberish” is a profounder fear than 

the usual ghost-story chill. Gibberish means “unintelligible speech belonging to no 

known language,” from “to gab,” with etymological connotations of deception and 

mocking  (OED).  Hearing  gibberish  captures  the  state  of  not  knowing,  not 

understanding — and of being an outsider, who can only hear a babel of voices in a 

foreign land. It is this condition that makes the traveller most overwrought: “This 

nebulous insinuatory talk! […] ‘I can’t, for the life of me, understand what you are 

saying,’ I exclaimed in a voice that astonished me with its shrill volume of sound 

[…]” (SS 1:360). Stupendous derives from the Latin stupēre (to be struck senseless). 

The traveller is besieged by sensory stimuli, but he cannot determine their source and 

nature. Befuddled, he becomes incapable of sensing anything with certainty. As the 

verger  blows  out  the  candle,  they  are  “instantly  marooned  in  an  impenetrable 

darkness” (1:354),  as if  abandoned in some desolate place.  The story elaborately 

enacts the “hidden action of the mind within itself,” to use a phrase de la Mare 

marked in Gurney’s Phantasms of  the Living  (liii).  It  steps aside from the ghost 

story’s  typical  objective  to  scare  the  reader  by  making  supernatural  occurrences 

believable. Rather, he is interested in realising that the senses play tricks on their 

possessor, that they are far more precarious than one is ordinarily aware — and that a 

text  can  also  play  tricks  on  its  reader.  “All  Hallows”  induces  the  condition  of 

unknowing in both the characters and the reader.

In  “The  Supernatural  in  Fiction,”  an  unpublished  lecture  given  on  22 

February 1923 as part of his Clark Lectures at Trinity College, Cambridge, de la 

Mare draws attention to this function of the artist: 

By furtive, insinuating, cumulative touches he lulls and drowses the 
rational mind, convincing it  of the precariousness of the senses, of 
their slender grasp on what we call actuality. He thins and pares and 
shreds away the seemingly unsubstantial walls of the familiar. […] 
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The stealthy airs of the unearthly stir cold on the cheek; […] a far 
shrill decoy pierces the hush […]. (29)

The verb “lull” is inextricable from his experience of literature. The walls of the 

familiar that are shred away are also, for him, the body that one inhabits, which “for 

the  most  part  we  are  conscious  in  normal  health  only  of  the  walls”  (3c).  What 

remains when the walls dissolve away is the pressing thought that there is so much 

the human senses are  “entirely insusceptible” to  — “certain light  rays,  magnetic 

influences, electric vibrations” (3b). A person is no more than “the aggregate of so 

many sensuous contacts, so much merely physical vibration” (6). The atomic theory 

developed in the early twentieth century, as he writes in another unpublished essay, 

was “a masterly ^but, as it has proved, an appalling^ achievement” (“Poetry” 2). The 

inserted “appalling” shows how immensely this affected him: the realisation of a 

universe  formed  of  incessantly  rotating  particles  beyond  the  range  of  human 

perception. The verger in “All Hallows” senses this volatility, when he hesitates to 

“trust” his own “evidence of the outer senses” — “our all-in-all, so to speak” — and 

notices that “conscience cannot see as clear in the dark” (1:353). As solid a structure 

as All Hallows appears to be, it  embodies de la Mare’s precarious world: always 

vibrating, changing and decaying, physically and spiritually insecure.

This sense of insecurity arises from the traveller’s intense listening, which 

makes him uncertain whether a sound comes from within or outside himself: “So 

close  sounded the  whispered syllables  the  voice  might  have been a  messenger’s 

within my own consciousness.” When his “ear was haunted by what appeared to be 

the droning of an immense insect” — a more sinister version of Hardy’s lost bee in 

the  clerestory  —  he  fancies  “it  was  internal  only”  (SS  1:355-6).  The  strangely 

charged vacancy of All Hallows quickly begins to affect his perception. Just as the 

verger  cannot  formulate  what  he  had  heard,  the  traveller  can  never  grasp  what 

exactly he is, or thinks he is hearing. Only a profound “hush […] faintly swirled in 

the labyrinths of my ear,” but: 
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[…] suddenly,  without  the slightest  warning,  I  became aware of  a 
peculiar and incessant vibration. […] It suggested the remote whirring 
of  an  enormous  mill-stone,  or  that  —  though  without  definite 
pulsation — of revolving wings, or even the spinning of an immense 
top. (SS 1:355)

His metaphors shift  from one to the next in an attempt to capture the sound. As 

elusive as the wing’s creak in Hardy’s “Copying Architecture,” the ghostly sounds of 

“All Hallows” are described in terms of things that cannot be physically heard, or 

easily imagined. The traveller’s ears catch the slightest sounds — “every ancient 

edifice has voices and soundings of its own: there was nothing audible that I could 

put  a  name  to,  only  what  seemed  to  be  a  faint  perpetual  stir  or  whirr  of 

grinding” (1:357). It is as if his own breathing, heartbeats, and rushing blood are 

echoing in his own ears, his senses heightened by the immense silence and darkness. 

These furtive sounds could be the constant vibrations of physical matter, but also the 

sounds of the imagination itself. When he crosses the threshold into the cathedral, he 

thinks: “Here, the wings of the imagination need never rest in their flight out of the 

wilderness into the unknown” (1:342).

The narrative theorises its own attention to the limits of sensory perception. 

As the verger’s tale and the cathedral’s darkness begin to affect him, the traveller 

increasingly distrusts his own senses:

Nothing  is  more  treacherous  in  certain  circumstances  —  except 
possibly the eye — than the ear. It magnifies, distorts and may even 
invent. As instantaneously as I had become aware of it, the murmur 
had ceased. And then — though I cannot be certain — it seemed the 
dingy and voluminous spread of canvas over there had perceptibly 
trembled, as if a huge cautious hand had been thrust out to draw it 
aside. No time was given me to make sure. (SS 1:356)

No amount of “time” will allow him to “make sure,” perhaps, though he might like 

to think he can. The sentences reflect his perplexity, qualified by agitated insertions 

hindering the flow of  thought.  His  perceptions as  well  as  their  meaning and the 
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causal relation between them are confounding. The narrative becomes treacherous 

with  such a  storyteller.  The sounds reverberating in  All  Hallows — and in  “All 

Hallows” — may all be just an invention of the ear. De la Mare often hid the clue to 

his  stories,  and  in  the  second  manuscript  of  “All  Hallows,”  he  struck  out  a 

description of the verger’s confession, when he looks cautiously around him, “almost 

as if he were in apprehension of listeners” (34). The characters obsessively listen for 

something listening back to them — whether  it  is  one’s  consciousness,  heart,  or 

unnatural presences. The author, aware of listeners to his own story, took out the 

keyword, “listeners,” as if to leave the space even more vacant.

The  story  also  listens  to  the  dissolution  of  faith.  When  he  first  sees  the 

cathedral,  the  traveller  somehow recalls  the  words  of  an  old  preacher  from the 

Salvation Army on a street corner: “Now at this very instant if you listen close, you 

can hear the nibblings and frettings of the moth and rust within — the worm that 

never dies. It’s the same with human causes and creeds and institutions” (SS 1:339). 

He regards All Hallows as a “monument of the bygone centuries” (1:340),  a legacy 

of  a  “half-forgotten  past”;  and the  “passion  that  inspired  and conceived them is 

incomprehensible”  (1:337-8).  The  “faith  of  which  it  was  the  shrine”  is  now 

inaccessible, or “a weariness and a commonplace” (1:341). “An institution may be 

beyond saving,” says the verger, “when the faith and life within is tottering to its 

fall” (1:360). The cathedral joins those other churches in de la Mare and Hardy that 

are obsolete relics: standing on the brink of a precipice, or slipped beyond it, even 

submerged underwater.  “All  Hallows,  vague and enormous,  lay beneath us in its 

hollow, resembling some natural  prehistoric outcrop of that  sea-worn rock-bound 

coast; but strangely human and saturnine” (1:361). No longer housing the saints, its 

hollow evolves into the lair of a saturnine creature. The portrayal of the cathedral as 

“prehistoric” removes it from human history and suggests that it is intractable, but it 

also emphasises that the structure and what it houses are irretrievably out of date.

De  la  Mare’s  stories  often  stage  a  story-telling  within  them:  a  literary 

confessional.  One  character  unburdens  his  tale  onto  a  half-hearted  or  frustrated 
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listener until the speaker ends in fatigue. It is the traveller, a stranger, who brings a 

little solace to the verger: not the clergymen, nor the scientists who made hasty visits 

in an attempt to decode the cathedral’s mysteries. Towards the end of the story, there 

is an ambiguous respite, as the traveller observes the “innocence” (SS 1:361) of the 

verger’s  baby  grandson,  asleep  and  protected  by  his  mother.  But  the  verger 

foreshadows the fleeting fragility of such “peace and paradise,” comparing a child’s 

growth with the Fall of Man and “Fallen Angels” (1:352). A faint sound in the last 

sentences insinuates another riddle into the story:

And from out of the distance, there came the first prolonged whisper 
of a wind from over the sea. It was eleven by my watch […] but All 
Hallows, apparently, had forgotten to wind its clock. (SS 1:361-2)

The whisper seems blown from the cathedral, like a breath from a living creature. 

The passage imbues All Hallows with an agency it should not have. An unwound 

clock implies a loss of order, as if the cathedral exists outside of human regulation or 

comprehension. The story harks back to its beginning, when the traveller expects to 

hear the “‘lin-lan-lone’ […] ringing to evensong,” but “No bell […] loosed its tongue 

that stagnant half-hour” (1:339). All Hallows does not deliver the sounds that one 

expects to hear.  The bell’s tongue, strangely organic,  does not speak. Instead, its 

walls  reverberate  with  whirring  sounds  — sounds  that  become indistinguishable 

from those in the listener’s own body and tenaciously haunt his ear from within, as if 

to  amplify  the  “frettings  of  the  moth  and  rust”  inside  the  body,  making 

impermanence and decay audible in the hollow echo chamber.

In  the  vacant  church,  listening  generates  a  tentative,  transitory  believing  in 

immaterial presences, even if what is heard amounts to hollows in the air. Hardy’s 

“Copying Architecture” and de la Mare’s “All Hallows” both explore the condition 

of not knowing, of being impercipient. In the former, Hardy’s sense of an incomplete 

universe shapes the poem, as the reality that the speaker weaves into being is merely 
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something that he grows to conceive: an illusory scene which swiftly dissipates as he 

comes to himself. The problems that concern the speaker even in his reverie — how 

to alleviate the suffering of mankind or to warn the unborn not to enter a world so 

burdened with afflictions — are far from being solved, as they are only discussed by 

immaterial, imagined phantoms in thin, unintelligible cheepings. Their murmurs are 

merely  ventriloquised  by  the  speaker,  lacking  in  substance.  In  the  latter,  the 

cathedral’s utter darkness forces the traveller to rely solely on the senses of touch and 

hearing,  which  prove  to  be  hardly  reliable.  Although in  Hardy’s  poem,  it  is  the 

speaker’s  dream that  evaporates,  in  “All  Hallows,”  it  is  the  traveller’s  perceived 

reality that transpires to be an unexpectedly flimsy construction. No one in the story 

can ascertain what they perceive through the senses; they cannot comprehend their 

own  stories.  In  a  world  apprehended  through  restricted  senses,  unanchored  to 

Christian narratives of existence, the unknown encroaches upon the known. Reading 

both writers  constitutes  an encounter  with a  half-expressed world,  which is  only 

partially intelligible. A story such as “All Hallows” turns the reader into a fellow 

traveller, absorbed in its intricate labyrinth and attempting to untangle its riddle.  

To return to Memoirs of  a Midget:  Miss M.,  standing alone in the empty 

church, asks herself in dismay: “Was this church merely the house of a God? […] 

Was it a house of the God? Or only of ‘their’ God?” (281). She cannot answer:

And it seemed that life was a thing that had neither any plan nor any 
purpose; that I was sunk, as if in a bog, in ignorance of why or where 
or  who  I  truly  was.  […]  What  was  the  meaning  of  it  all  — this 
enormous ocean of time and space in which I was lost? Never else 
than a stranger. (320)

This reference to a “stranger” brings out  its  obscure connotations:  “a person not 

belonging  to  the  parish,”  “unaware,”  “something  alien;  something  that  has  no 

place” (OED). In Webster’s dictionary, which both writers consulted, the etymology 

of  “strange”  means  “extraneus”;  a  “stranger”  is  “one  not  admitted  to  any 

communication,  fellowship,  or  acquaintance”  and,  in  law,  “a  mere  intruder  or 
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intermeddler.” A Greek and English Manual Lexicon to the New Testament, which 

Hardy owned, uses “stranger” synonymously with “foreigner” (10),  an “alien; an 

enemy”  (11),  “a  heathen”  (63),  “a  sojourner”  (168),  a  “convert”  (191).  Being  a 

“stranger”  signifies  not  having  a  place  in  the  world;  of  being  extraneous  and 

excluded; of being lost,  wandering yet attached to a community; of existing in a 

transitory state; and of being unaware, or “sunk […] in ignorance,” marooned in the 

ocean of existence.

Hardy’s and de la Mare’s writings induce a haunted state of mind through 

their fascination with the precariousness and limitation of human perception. In the 

estranging mechanism of their language, the reader is also drawn out of the security 

of the familiar, to share in their secret listening. The reader thus becomes a fellow-

passenger of their stories — a traveller who comes into contact with the strange, 

following the convoluted narrative paths without knowing where they end, or what 

they ultimately signify — but is also a stranger to them, as they frustrate the reader’s 

attempts at a satisfying interpretation. Listening to the various hollows that the texts 

sound out, the reader tries to read these sonic traces, but they leave ambiguities that 

unsettle hermeneutic logic.  They place the reader in a condition of not knowing: 

uncertain  of  the  texts’ full  implications,  readjusting  interpretations  with  each  re-

reading, while always aware that something escapes every time. The texts transfer 

the sense of unease and of precariousness that affected both Hardy and de la Mare as 

they listened in the vacant church: the experience of being a stranger. By making the 

reader listen closely with them, however,  the texts also convey the possibility of 

fleeting, otherworldly encounters mediated by literary language.  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III 

Reading Graves 

The souls of the dead are the spirit of language: 
you hear them alight inside that spoken thought.  

Denise Riley 

The Inscribed Voice 

“Pause, Traveller!” Wordsworth writes in his first “Essay Upon Epitaphs” that these 

words are often found on churchyard gravestones, inviting the passer-by to stay for a 

moment and to lend an ear to the stone (54). It translates siste viator, a conventional 

address in Roman epitaphs, which developed from their practice of burying the dead 

by highways.  In contrast  to another  customary trope,  hic iacet  (“here lies”),  this 

vocative epitaph is intended to represent words spoken by an absent person — either 

the buried dead or the mourner — and suggest their presence. Wordsworth recalls 

“meet[ing] with” (93) inscriptions on gravestones as if they were sentient selves. The 

rural churchyard, both a place of worship and burial,  is a space for “communion 

between the living and dead” (66).  This  communion is  activated by reading.  He 

reads the “engraven record” (59) on stones as though they were books, “lying open 

to the eyes of all” (64). The epitaph’s address conjures up a picture of a wayfarer 

leaning on a tomb to rest; Wordsworth imagines how its epitaph would offer “lively 

and affecting analogies of life as a journey […] and heart-stirring remembrances, 

like […] the taste of the waters of an unexpected fountain.” These impressions give a 

“voice”  to  “the  language  of  the  senseless  stone”  (54):  a  voice  punningly 

characterised as “lively.” It stirs the reader’s heart by evoking memories and affects 

the  reader  as  if  through  touch  and  taste.  The  call  to  the  traveller  embodies  the 
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traditional purpose of the gravestone: to stop the living in their tracks, to make them 

pause and read its inscription — in the same way that a poem might arrest the reader. 

Wordsworth’s “Essay Upon Epitaphs”  (1810) was part of a series of three 

essays.  Hardy read all three in William Knight’s edition of Prose Works (1896). In 49

1918, he traced a lineage of graveyard poetry: “It bridges over the years to think that 

Gray might have seen Wordsworth in his cradle, and Wordsworth might have seen 

me in  mine”  (Life  417).  In  his  “Essay,”  Wordsworth  strikes  at  the  core  of  the 50

questions that matter to Hardy and de la Mare.  He postulates that human beings 

engage in epitaphs because of their “consciousness of a principle of immortality in 

the human soul” (50). In other words, this engagement comes from the same impulse 

that  makes children ask about “the whence” and “the whither” (51).  De la Mare 

poses this very question in an unpublished essay, “Poetry”: “We try, on and on — 

then  mystery.  We  come  into  this  world  of  ours;  we  go  out  of  it.  Whence? 

Whither?” (early typescript, 2). “Whither?” leads to an impenetrable unknown that is 

both  a  fear  and a  fascination.  Because neither  de  la  Mare  nor  Hardy could find 

consolation  in  the  Christian  hope  of  resurrection,  these  potentially  uneasy,  even 

despairing  questions  resound  through  their  texts  that  attempt  to  remember  and 

commune with the dead — by listening for a call from them. 

Calling and recalling,  attempting to give voice to the dead, is  a recurring 

pattern in their works. This one-way dialogue is a suggestive metaphor for reading 

and writing poetry. Eric Griffiths states that “All writing […] is an act of supplication 

to an imagined voice.” It is a supplication — verging on the language of prayer — 

for there are “doubts and difficulties” (12) in ascertaining what we hear in writing; 

and the reader who attempts to resuscitate the writer’s “imagined voice” is always 

“in  search of  lost  accents”  (92).  To supplicate  a  voice  imagined by oneself  is  a 

circular act. This circularity also characterises Michel Collot’s poet as a “caller” (“un 

appelant”): “he answers the call of things by evoking them, that is by calling them in 

 My quotations are mainly from the first essay, but also the latter two.49

 Taylor (“Hardy and Wordsworth”) and Peter Casagrande have studied Hardy’s Wordsworth. 50
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return to come to language from their far-off absence” (qtd. in Estanove 38). The 

“imagined voice” — the “call of things” as they speak from their “absence” — is 

given life in the poet’s language. As W. S. Graham wrote in 1970, “I am always very 

aware that my poem is not a telephone call. The poet only speaks one way. He hears 

nothing back. His words are not conditioned by a real ear replying from the other 

side” (360). The idea that an ear might reply makes a categorical leap and reinforces 

the empty silence. But hearing “nothing” still means something.  If not a “real ear,” 51

then an imagined ear might be listening, like the presence of “an imagined voice.” 

Graham, though aware that nothing replies, still speaks as if there were someone to 

call. Not knowing whether one’s call is heard, let alone receiving a reply, worries 

both Hardy and de la Mare. Although they may at times think it, they do not wish to 

say conclusively that they hear nothing back. They keep open the possibility of a 

returning call, however tentative, conflicted, or occasional.

Epitaphs, especially those that call to the reader, are prosopopoeic, for they 

are meant to be read as if the dead speaks again. Hardy’s ear for hearing “the voices 

of inanimate things” (Tess 134) is part of his tendency towards prosopopoeia, which 

J. Hillis Miller defines as “the ascription of a name, a face or a voice to the absent, 

the inanimate, or the dead” (“Prosopopoeia in Hardy and Stevens” 245).  For Hardy, 52

this was almost a compulsion: “I sometimes look upon all things in inanimate Nature 

as pensive mutes”; “I cannot help noticing countenances and tempers in objects of 

scenery, e.g. trees, hills, houses” (Life 117, 302). Vern Lentz counts forty-six Hardy 

poems in which “a disembodied voice” (57) speaks; he argues that Hardy’s “use of 

spirits  to  supply  the  answers  to  human  problems  may  be  an  agnostic’s  way  of 

indicating that there are no answers” (64). Indeed, Hardy’s poems do not provide any 

definite  answers,  and  ghostly  voices  often  mediate  his  own  speculations  of  the 

unknown. However,  Lentz’s theory of Hardy’s “use of spirits” positions the poet 

 In 1956, de la Mare speculated about Macbeth’s “signifying nothing”: “it signifies nothing, 51

nothing-ness, a world of nothing-ness” (qtd. in Ford 29).

 Hillis  Miller,  David  Sweeney Coombs,  and Satoshi  Nishimura  discuss  the  prominence of 52

prosopopoeia in Hardy’s works, though they focus on the face rather than the voice.
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above and in control of the supposedly omniscient spirits. It flattens out the intricate 

relationship  between  the  rememberer  and  the  remembered,  the  caller  and  the 

recalled. While Hardy’s poems imagine voices of the dead, he is aware that he may 

only  be  imposing  his  own  reading  of  what  they  might  say.  Such  doubts  and 

difficulties framed in the inscribed voice come to the fore in the notion of poetry as 

epitaph  —  “Every  poem  an  epitaph,”  in  Eliot’s  words  (221)  —  and  poetry  as 

monument: an old, enduring trope in literature.  53

Hardy’s and de la Mare’s graveyard texts — where the grave is an echoic 

hollow in which they listen for whispers from the unknown — are painfully aware of 

the absence that the grave makes present, but also the presence of that absence, and 

the  possibility  of  a  presence  in  poetry’s  calling.  Their  poetic  memorials  have  a 

textual  concern,  absorbing  the  nineteenth-century’s  intensified  awareness  of  the 

relationship between poetical remains and the remains of a poet’s body (Matthews 

11). Gravestones in Hardy’s works are, crucially, inscribed objects: texts to be read. 

In one poem, he mentally roves “Mid text-writ  stones and grassy heaps /  Round 

which  a  curious  silence  creeps”  (“The  Fading  Rose,”  TH  772).  He  revised  the 

manuscript’s  “storied  stones”  to  “text-writ”:  emphasising  the  textual,  while  also 

distancing himself from Gray’s “storied urn” (89) in “Elegy Written in a Country 

Churchyard”  (1751).  De  la  Mare  likens  books  to  gravestones.  In  “The  Green 

Room” (1925), the protagonist wanders among dusty volumes and imagines them 

cry out: “What are we all but memorials of the dead?” (SS 2:135). The motif of 

reading gravestones is one avenue of considering how texts affect the reader and 

how reading can be a haunting experience. Just as the dead call to the traveller to 

pause  before  their  graves,  these  poets’ works  invite  the  reader  to  pause  at  their 

words: to trace the echoes between their texts and to probe what they were listening 

for when they called into the vacancy.

 Hardy  developed  his  own poetic  practice  of  “re-envisioning  aspects  of  personality”  from 53

Horace’s concept of “poetry as the security against oblivion in his Ode 3.30” (Charlwood 193-4). 
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Reading Names, Recalling Voices 

Epitaph  collections  are  a  manifestation  of  the  “Victorians’ obsessive  interest  in 

death” (Wheeler 28): an obsession which gains significance, as Francis O’Gorman 

points  out,  by  “the  period’s  restless  probing  of  theological  conceptions  of  the 

durability of the soul and the Christian notion of the resurrection of the dead” (“The 

Dead”  256).  Although  existent  in  the  seventeenth  century,  epitaph  anthologies 

proliferated  in  the  long nineteenth  century.  An Athenaeum  reviewer  of  Horatio 54

Edward  Norfolk’s  Gleanings  in  Graveyards  (1861)  delighted  in  its  “food  for 

laughter,” but complained that it is incomplete and quoted his own favourites from 

memory (“Our Library Table” 829). A Saturday Review article on William Fairley’s 

Epitaphiana (1873) appreciated the “entertainment  which [our  churchyards]  have 

afforded  to  the  lounger  from  time  immemorial”  (“Churchyard  Literature”  611). 

Another asked in 1885, “When one has to ‘do’ an old country church, is there most 

fun to be got out of the graveyard or the belfry? […] everybody is aware that curious 

inscriptions are to be found in nearly all old country churchyards” (“The Belfry v. 

the Churchyard” 112). Hunting for churchyard curiosities was apparently a popular 

pastime; people visited graveyards with an intent to read its inscriptions.

Hardy owned three books connected to epitaphs: W. H. Howe’s Everybody’s 

Book of Epitaphs; John Eadie’s edition of A New and Complete Concordance to the 

Holy Scriptures, on the rear endpaper of which Hardy drafted possible epitaphs; and 

an inscribed copy of de la Mare’s Ding Dong Bell (1924).  There are only a few 55

markings in Ding Dong Bell, but Hardy corrected a misprinted dash in one epitaph, 

 John  Weever’s  Ancient  Funerall  Monuments  (1633)  is  the  first  of  its  kind  (Vita  15). 54

Anthologists include James Hervey, George Wright, William Pulleyn, George Mogridge, William 
Andrew, and Eleanor Brougham.

 The drafts are not Hardy’s own composition, but about twenty Biblical phrases that he copied 55

down (e.g. “I call to remembrance. Ps LXXVII. 6”) (Eton).
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which  alters  the  poem’s  rhythm  and  demonstrates  his  attentive  reading.  He 56

preserved  records  of  burials,  epitaphs,  and  family  connections  by  copying  them 

down from the  Stinsford  Register  in  January  1921  (Personal  Notebooks  44-46). 

Besides designing memorials for himself, his family, and several others — with the 

precision of a stonemason’s son, trained as a draughtsman and architect — Hardy 

prepared headstones for his pets. As Millgate deduces from Hardy’s 1904 letter to 

Hamo Thornycroft requesting a sculptor’s chisel, Hardy sometimes carved the name 

with his own hands (Public Voice 475). One engraving reads: “The Famous Dog 

Wessex : Aug 1913 – 27 Dec 1926 : Faithful, Unflinching” (Figure 7). Wessex was 

indeed famous, as de la Mare fondly remembers, for being “Always on the edge of 

biting  visitors,”  except  versifiers:  perhaps  reflecting  Hardy’s  own  unspoken 

preferences.  Hardy was especially careful to make engravings durable. Letters in 57

1916 to the stonemason, Walter Hounsell, show his care for the depth of the chiselled 

lettering on his sister Mary’s stone — “so that when the rain splashes up from the 

ledger it will not wash out” (Public Voice 478) — and his preparatory sketch for 

 The original reads: “Is all my history but what — / A fool hath — soon as read forgot?” (42); 56

Hardy moved the dash to after “read” (CUL). 

 De la Mare mentions this anecdote in a manuscript (“Thomas Hardy” 5).57
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Wessex’s headstone in 1927 is annotated, “Portland Stone. Edges & Back may be 

left rough — letters to be cut deep” (482). He habitually scraped the tombstones 

clean with a wooden handmade tool; once, he was amused to find that de la Mare 

preferred the gravestones green (Whistler 313). The Churchyard remained a regular 

destination for Hardy’s walks till the end of his life: to preserve the gravestones, and 

with them, the memories of those lying beneath. 

After designing a headstone for his sister in 1915, its apparently conventional 

inscription of “Sacred to the Memory” led him to write a poem of this title: 

They know not and will never know
That my full script is not confined 
To that stone space, but stands deep lined 
Upon the landscape high and low 

(TH 671) 

It is as if the poem itself is carving out this “full script” on the imagined landscape as 

he writes — just as her history, embodied by his script, leaves a trace there. In “Her 

Immortality” from Wessex Poems (1898), the only way for someone’s spirit to return 

to the world of the living is through remembrance. The speaker lies down on “the 

heated sod,” pressing his body on a spot where he had last seen her “living smile”: 

not where she is buried, but a more personal grave. He hears her say, “You draw me, 

and I come to you” (55). In chiasmic expressions that closely link the living and the 

dead in their interdependence, and that forms a pattern of reprisal throughout the 

poem, she urges him to stay alive: 

“A Shade but in its mindful ones
       Has immortality;
By living, me you keep alive,
       By dying you slay me.” 

(TH 56)

Hardy’s  endeavour  to  conserve  tombstones  derives  from  his  wish  to  preserve 

memories. He values the process of remembering, which accompanies his native, 
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anthropological, and antiquarian wish to preserve the local tales, the dialect, and the 

time-worn architecture housing individual histories. The commemorative stones and 

their inscriptions are not merely a physical mark that locate the dead, but an object 

through which one can remember, and allow oneself to be haunted by a voice calling 

out from the silence. The voice comes to him as he likes to remember it, in “the 

moving tone / It bore ere she was wed” (55). The spirit’s words — “You draw me” 

— suggest a simultaneous act of tracing (as he traces her form in his imagination, her 

presence in his writing), moulding (as he shapes her out of thin air), and drawing 

forth. His drawing of her is at once a representation of something intangible, made 

living again — and an invocation which summons her voice into his expectant ear. 

By evoking with words things that  occupy the vague space of absence,  the poet 

imagines  hearing  lost  voices;  he  calls  in  return,  but  is  returning  a  call  that  was 

evoked by himself in the first place. He calls to an absence: an absence that, in a 

pregnant pause, begins to hold the possibility of a presence.

Reading inscribed names — and, more generally, words — are a catalyst for 

remembering past presences. In a speech on 16 November 1910 when Hardy was 

awarded  the  Freedom of  the  Borough  of  Dorchester,  he  stated  that  the  “human 

Dorchester” that he had once known cannot be preserved; and to find the Dorchester 

familiar to him, he only has to visit the cemetery, where “the names on white stones, 

one after the other, recall the voices cheerful and sad, anxious and indifferent, that 

are missing from the dwellings and pavements” (Public Voice  322).  The peculiar 

effect that names exercised on Hardy is registered in this ostensibly simple sentence. 

It is the “names” — specifically, the act of reading the names — that “recall the 

voices,” not only in the sense of bringing to mind or causing one to recollect, but 

also in the sense of calling or summoning: a re-invoking of the past. The recalling, 

moreover, takes on an almost involuntary nature; it is not the poet who recalls, but 

the names.  The “names on white  stones” form an image analogous to  letters  on 

paper; or the landscape on which lines of memory are inscribed in Hardy’s “poetry of 

place,” as the blankness of the landscape’s “weathered face / Formed a convenient 
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sheet whereon / The visions of his mind were drawn” (“After a Romantic Day,” TH 

641).  In  her  reading  of  Hardy’s  speech,  Mary  Elizabeth  Hotz  emphasises  his 

anthropologist  side,  for  whom  the  “contemplation  of  death  and  burial  and  the 

commensurate conjuring of forgotten voices from the past” (99) carries a didactic 

function for the living. However, the passage’s conjuring language also shines a light 

on Hardy’s deep-seated wish to hear the voices of the dead. 

In January 1898, he listens for the voices that graves recall in a note for a 

poem never written: “P. Town ch. yd. ‘Remember us!’ .  .  .  .  People buried there 

address me thus. ‘We knew Weatherbury,’ &c” (Poetical Matter 22). The specificity 

of place — Puddletown Churchyard (Weatherbury in Wessex) — is significant, for 

the voices issue from those who belong to the land, who possessed personal, local 

knowledge themselves: “We knew.” Two weeks later, Hardy revisits this theme: “All 

things speak incessantly; will keep on addressing; cannot escape them” (22). Hardy 

imagines the poet as one who calls, or summons such voices. In November 1898, he 

recorded another idea for a poem: 

Man,  in  churchyard,  or  elsewhere,  calls  up spirits  of  local  people, 
whom nobody else remembers. They might argue that the great are so 
continually called that they are always alive; but themselves only now 
& then. He might have said, “I am a museum of dead men’s souls.” 
When he  relinquishes  them they ask  him to  wake them up again. 
(Poetical Matter 22)

This also remains a ghost of a poem, never realised in verse. It is as if Hardy feels 

responsible for calling up spirits of the nigh-forgotten dead. The poet’s role is to 

serve as a reservoir of memories, or a receptacle of voices. Hardy’s note chimes with 

a passage beside which he drew a line in de la Mare’s Ding Dong Bell. Among a 

long row of epigraphs, which themselves invoke the voices of dead writers, Thomas 

Browne’s  Urn  Burial  is  quoted:  “Who  knows  […]  whether  there  be  not  more 

remarkable persons forgot, than any that stand remembered in the known account of 

time? . . .” (vii). By calling up the ordinary, “local people” unknown to others, the 
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poet  keeps  these  “souls”  from fading  into  oblivion,  just  as  a  museum preserves 

objects to be remembered. Although he could not believe in a Christian resurrection, 

Hardy was committed to drawing, or calling lost people back into a poetic life.

“Voices  from Things  Growing  in  a  Churchyard”  is  Hardy’s  poetic  museum that 

remembers the ordinary people of Stinsford Churchyard. It played a significant part 

in his first meeting with de la Mare in June 1921. “T.H. is just what I always divined 

he was,” de la Mare wrote to Elfrida during his visit; “Now T.H. is going to take me 

to his favourite churchyard, in which he knows most of the company. So we share 

that hobby” (qtd. in Whistler 312). In a letter on 5 July 1924, Hardy’s voice still 

echoed  in  his  memory:  “I  wish  I  could  tell  you  how  I  treasure  those  days  at 

Dorchester, and go back, again and again, over our talk, and return to muse in the 

churchyard” (DCM). Hardy introduced him to the graveyard’s “company”; and one 

of them was a little girl named Fanny Hurden. Hardy had always wanted to make 

amends to her for when he pushed her at school, and she accidentally burned her 

hand  on  a  stove.  But  in  a  turn  of  events  that  resembles  his  plots  of  missed 

opportunities  and belated timings,  he  never  had the  chance,  for  she  died young. 

Afterwards, Hardy shared with de la Mare a draft of an unfinished poem, in which he 

imagines Fanny speaking to the living from her grave. “Voices from Things Growing 

in  a  Churchyard” was published soon afterwards  in  Squire’s  London Mercury,  a 

dominant literary magazine at the time. Hardy told Squire that he would “never have 

ventured to send it” if not for de la Mare’s encouragement, since he had supposed the 

piece “too fanciful for a magazine” (Letters 6:113, 108). Near the end of his life, de 

la Mare reminisced how Hardy had asked him whether he could think of a better 

word in a certain line. “That,” he exclaimed, “was like God asking one to name an 

emu!” (Brain 31). In an anthology about childhood, Early One Morning (1935), he 

recounts how he could sense Hardy’s “self-reproach”: “the time, the place and the 

child herself were still vividly present in his mind.” He believes that Hardy’s poem 

immortalises her: “if poetry can, makes her ever lovable” (213). The poem creates 
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the illusion of a communion between the girl and the listening reader. It attempts 

transiently to revive her imagined voice, which lodged itself in Hardy’s memory. 

The poem begins with a call from Fanny Hurd:

These flowers are I, poor Fanny Hurd,
     Sir or Madam,

A little girl here sepultured.
Once I flit-fluttered like a bird
Above the grass, as now I wave
In daisy shapes above my grave,

     All day cheerily,
     All night eerily!

(TH 623)

The  lines  ring  out  in  a  peculiarly  cheerful  tone,  almost  like  a  jingle,  especially 

because of the refrain that returns in all seven stanzas. The archaic word “sepultured” 

(/ˈsɛpəltjʊəd/) gives a childlike ring to the voice (as if she was too little to pronounce 

the crisper “sepulchred”), and it lets the chirp of a bird into her imagined voice. The 

lines also adopt the playfulness of a little girl, her light steps embodied in the word 

“flit-fluttered,” which makes the tongue tap at the palate while catching a little of the 

whooshing of rustling garments that Hardy often noticed. “Flit-fluttered,” apparently 

his coinage, expresses the movement of things that come and go in the frame of 

perception in a breath’s moment, like brief life itself. It nicely captures the poem’s 

patterns — the dead transitioning from one state to another, the flowers and leaves 

waving like greeting hands, the metaphors and similes lighting from one to the other 

in swift succession — while the shift between four- and two-beat lines accentuates 

these swaying movements. 

Each stanza introduces a different character and resembles epitaphs, unbound 

by quotation marks, as if the dead are speaking directly to the reader. By beginning 

the poem deictically (“These flowers,” “here sepultured,” “now”) and with a vocal 

address (“Sir or Madam”), Hardy engages with both epitaph traditions — hic iacet 

and siste viator — and transforms them into his own expression. 
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— I am one Bachelor Bowring, “Gent,”
     Sir or Madam;

In shingled oak my bones were pent;
Hence more than a hundred years I spent
In my feat of change from a coffin-thrall
To a dancer in green as leaves on a wall,

     All day cheerily,
     All night eerily!

[ . . . . . . . . . ]

— I’m old Squire Audeley Grey, who grew,
     Sir or Madam,

Aweary of life, and in scorn withdrew;
Till anon I clambered up anew
As ivy-green, when my ache was stayed,
And in that attire I have longtime gayed

     All day cheerily,
     All night eerily!

— And so these maskers breathe to each
    Sir or Madam

Who lingers there, and their lively speech
Affords an interpreter much to teach,
As their murmurous accents seem to come 
Thence hitheraround in a radiant hum,

     All day cheerily,
     All night eerily! 

(TH 623-5)
 

The  poem  is  the  mouthpiece  of  six  personae  —  including  a  possible  suicide 

(“Aweary of life, and in scorn withdrew”), who would have been buried apart from 

the rest — and the dead from various periods, classes, and personalities converge on 

a level plane of existence. The fate of every living thing is to decompose and merge 

into  plant  life  as  varied  as  humans:  daisy,  oak,  yew,  laurel,  ivy-green,  and 

“withwind”  (another  term  for  bindweed,  fallen  into  dialect  use  when  this  was 

written). The refrain formalises the cyclical pattern of transformations, of permanent 

“change.” This notion — which treats death not as sleep, but as a metamorphosis 

from bodily matter into energy coursing through the veins of vegetation — is similar 
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to the atheistic interpretation of death in Hardy’s time, though he seeks to preserve 

the individuality of the dead rather than dissolve it.58

As with the epitaph’s “Pause, Traveller!” the reader is made to “linger there” 

in  order  to  listen.  Since  “these  maskers  breathe  to  each”  passing  traveller,  each 

reader  is  directly  addressed.  Coupled  with  the  intimacy  in  “these,”  “here,”  and 

“now” — and the sense of tactile proximity in how “Lady Gertrude” is “this laurel 

that shades your head” (624; my emphasis) — the language makes these personae 

familiar to the reader, as if they were known. These characters live on in the readers’ 

memory: especially Fanny Hurd, whose stanza is the only one that does not begin 

with a dash. The poem is made more complex by the apparent absence of a speaker, 

or rather a listener, within the scene; there is no “I” or “we,” and whoever is listening 

is effectively effaced from the poem. The reader imagines that these voices speak of 

their own accord: as Hardy picks up from Wordsworth’s wordplay in “Essays Upon 

Epitaphs,” theirs is a “lively speech.”

Yet there is a catch; something disingenuous creeps in with the intrusion of 

“an interpreter.” The line takes a sudden turn towards the didactic in “Affords an 

interpreter  much  to  teach,”  as  if  the  interpreter  is  taking  the  ghostly  words  and 

assigning his own meanings to them in order to teach others. This is made more 

perplexing by the portrayal of these voices as “murmurous accents,” which implies 

that they are almost inaudible and indistinct, a continuous sound not of individuals 

but  of  a  mingled crowd.  What  is  more,  their  accents  only  “seem  to  come” (my 

emphasis). Perhaps the poet only hears what he wants to hear. The last lines draw the 

voices  into  a  nebulous  space.  “Thence  hitheraround”  — “hitheraround”  Hardy’s 

coinage, using the slightly archaic “hither,” which de la Mare also liked to use — is 

an awkward phrase that slows down the reader. The phrase disperses the murmurs 

and keeps them moving, hither and thither, not bound to a certain place. The poem’s 

 For instance, in “Transformations” (TH 472) and “Drummer Hodge” (90-1). James Thomson’s 58

“The City of  Dreadful  Night” (1874),  published in Bradlaugh’s National Reformer,  takes an 
atheist view: “We fall asleep and never wake again; / Nothing is of us but the mouldering flesh, / 
Whose elements dissolve and merge afresh / In earth, air, water, plants, and other men” (37). 
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prosopopoeia — which attributes voices to the dead, ascribes countenances to the 

vegetation,  and invokes  a  “Sir  or  Madam” who is  only  speculatively  present  — 

generates  a  subtle  doubt  about  the  nature  of  these  voices,  and the  possibility  of 

hearing them is more difficult than it first appears.

This ambiguity contrasts with “Friends Beyond” in Wessex Poems (1898). 

The  speaker  listens  to  the  buried  villagers  of  Stinsford,  who  have  “a  way  of 

whispering to me / […] In the muted measured note / Of a ripple under archways, or 

a lone cave’s stillicide” (TH 60). As one of twenty-seven rare words for which Hardy 

is the last citation in the OED (Taylor, Literary Language 152), “stillicide” makes 

the  reader  pause,  defamiliarising  the  homely  scene  of  the  small  churchyard. 

Although it  means “a falling of water […] in drops;  a succession of drops,” the 

ending of “-cide” calls to mind “suicide.”  The arcane word keeps the reader in the 59

dark. “Stillicidium,” of which “stillicide” is an Anglicised form, can have a morbid 

(as in pathological) definition of the dropping or trickling of bodily fluids. Hardy 

may have intended to evoke such dark associations. The graveyard is transmuted into 

a damp hollow: the whispers sound as wet echoes under an arch or in a cave. This 

“association of concavity with a lurking and invisible vocal presence,” Hollander 

states,  “is  central  to  what  the  imagination  has  made  of  the  phenomenon  of 

echo”  (Figure  of  Echo  2).  The  whispers  are  almost  imperceptible,  yet  almost 

tangible, exuding vibrational ripples and felt as measured drops. The poem begins 

and ends with reading names: “William Dewy, Tranter Reuben, Farmer Ledlow late 

at plough, / Robert’s kin, and John’s, and Ned’s, / And the Squire, and Lady Susan, 

murmur mildly to me now” (TH 60). Reading them out loud is a form of incantation 

that recalls these lost voices. The interlocked rhymes in terza rima and the rumbling 

octa- and tetrametric lines make the poem itself  a murmuring chant in a “muted 

measured  note.”  In  contrast  to  “Voices  from  Things,”  these  murmurs  are  not 

ambiguous.  They  appear  in  quotation  marks,  set  off  as  the  words  of  other 

 The “-cide” in “stillicide” derives from cadere, “to fall,” and “suicide” from caedere, “to kill.”59
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individuals, not of a single poet; rather than a dislocated “interpreter,” the poem’s 

“me” is the addressee of the dead.

However, the relatively content tone of “Friends Beyond” is an exception. 

The reservation in “Voices from Things” modulates Hardy’s other poems which find 

only muteness in the graveyard. In “Paying Calls,” the speaker visits old friends now 

buried; “I spoke to one and other of them,” he says, “But they spoke not to me” (TH 

507).  Hardy repeatedly  portrays  death  or  the  grave as  a  vacancy.  When a  ghost 

revisiting her old house is disturbed by its changed state in “His Visitor,” she hastens 

back to her grave to “rejoin the roomy silence, and the mute and manifold / Souls of 

old” (347). “Manifold” evokes an image of many leaves of paper, the sedimented 

layers of history in the burial ground. Though murmurs may reach the poet’s ear 

when  he  is  musing  on  a  community  of  dead  people,  the  graveyard  becomes 

ominously silent when he is listening for someone he has lost, when he is desperate 

to hear a sign from beyond the veil. Then the grave becomes a void hollow that holds 

only a “roomy silence,” the old souls “mute” to the living ear. The muteness reflects 

Hardy’s inability to embrace the Christian promise of a possible reawakening. 

In “A Sign-Seeker” — written around 1890, just as Hardy was returning to 

poetry  — the  speaker  seeks  signs  from beyond  the  limits  of  human perception, 

which would offer an alternative to never rising again:

— There are who, rapt to heights of trancelike trust,
   These tokens claim to feel and see,
   Read radiant hints of times to be —
Of heart to heart returning after dust to dust.

Such scope is granted not to lives like mine . . .
  I have lain in dead men’s beds, have walked
  The tombs of those with whom I had talked,
Called many a gone and goodly one to shape a sign, […]

(TH 50)

The speaker calls and waits for a response from the dead — as the enjambment after 

“a sign” draws out the tension — but nothing responds. Remarkably, Hardy uses the 
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same  adjective  to  depict  the  “trancelike  trust”  of  those  who  can  believe  in 

resurrection — “Read radiant hints” — as for the whispers that he imagines hearing 

in “Voices from Things”: “Thence hitheraround in a radiant hum” (625). “Radiant,” 

then,  is  key  in  Hardy’s  diction  of  revelation.  Neither  poem makes  the  radiance 

accessible. The “radiant hum” comes close to illuminating that death is not the end; 

but  the  poem’s  language  leaves  uncertainties.  Significantly,  in  both  poems,  the 

“radiant hints” are things to be “read” or “interprete[d],” as if they are inscriptions. 

The poet’s act of reading gravestones is analogous to his attempt to read signs from 

the unknown. By calling to absence through verse, he endeavours to preserve the 

memories of the dead. Whatever may be recalled — whatever “radiant hints” that 

may be perceived — the possibility of attaining it lies in the act of reading, as well as 

of listening in to the “radiant hum”: the elusive murmurs that reading evokes.  

In de la Mare’s working library, there were two books of epitaphs: Thomas Joseph 

Pettigrew’s Chronicles of the Tombs (1857) and Charles Wallis’s Stories on Stone 

(1954). Although a few decades past the heyday of epitaph anthologies, de la Mare 

made a collection of his own epitaphs in Ding Dong Bell (1924): a series of stories in 

which characters read epitaphs to each other. He was drawn to the genre because, 

like Hardy, he knew that inscriptions raise ghosts. In fact, Fanny Hurd’s voice, as he 

reimagined it from reading Hardy, may echo on in an epitaph in Ding Dong Bell, for 

a short-lived girl, Fanny Meadows, who flits out of life as if out of a children’s game. 

Hardy’s “Voices from Things” also haunts de la Mare’s “A Portrait.” The portrait 

appears to be of de la Mare himself, but one can find Hardy’s shadow in some of its 

features. The speaker speculates that if “the imagined is the breath of life,” 

[…] the alone may their own company find, 
And churchyards harbour phantoms ’mid their bones, 
And even a daisy may suffice a mind 
Whose bindweed can redeem a heap of stones; 

(DLM 454) 
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This combination of ghostly churchyards teeming with bones, a daisy and bindweed 

(both plants named in “Voices from Things”), and a heap of stones invokes Hardy’s 

presence. The poem calls to Hardy in a secretive way, using “bindweed” instead of 

Hardy’s more obscure “withwind.” In light of these links, “A Portrait” reveals how 

de la Mare may have interpreted Hardy’s poem. The poet’s imagination may allow 

the living to find “company” in a “heap of stones” — phantoms suggested by a mere 

daisy — at least for a little while when one reads the poem.

The evocative experience of reading is crucial in de la Mare’s encounters 

with epitaphs. In an annotation in Come Hither, he quotes an epitaph that he came 

across in a Welsh village: 

Not much better than doggerel; and yet it is not easy to forget such 
things — chancing on the weathered stone in the long grasses in the 
summer sunshine — birds, bees, and butterflies one’s only company 
and the distant lully of the sea. (659) 

The  onomatopoeic  “lully”  carries  the  reader  back  to  the  bygone  age  of  “the 

weathered stone.” In the OED, “lulla” appears around 1450 in Ludus Coventriæ; and 

in  James  Orchard  Halliwell-Phillipps’  mid-nineteenth  century  edition  of  these 

mystery plays, “lullay” is noted as “a very common burden to the old nursery songs” 

(414). De la Mare idealised the anonymous composers of nursery rhymes.  Come 60

Hither  includes  a  medieval  carol  that  begins,  “Lully,  lullay,  lully  lullay”  (491), 

known as “The Falcon.” The poem gradually draws the scene of a knight’s death, a 

weeping  maid,  then,  suddenly,  a  stone  standing  by  the  bed,  with  the  inscription 

“Corpus Christi.” De la Mare may have been remembering the melody of this old 

carol, its high, lilting tones that linger in the memory, in the distant murmurs of the 

sea. The lone tombstone that he met with in Wales was also an unexpected presence, 

like  the  stone  by  the  bed:  its  epitaph  made  anonymous  by  time’s  passing,  as  if 

merged with its natural surroundings. The charm of a chance encounter with what is 

 Howarth discusses this theme in depth in a chapter on de la Mare’s “ideal reader” (108-114).60
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almost an objet trouvé and the words’ corresponding capacity to wedge themselves in 

one’s memory are intrinsic to his fascination with epitaphs. When one stoops to read 

the  “engraven  record”  of  a  gravestone,  writes  Wordsworth,  “the  stranger  is 

introduced  through its  mediation  to  the  company of  a  friend”  (59).  The  epitaph 

“should speak, in a tone which shall sink into the heart […]” (57). But for de la 

Mare, such moments of reading graves are much more ambiguous, even sinister, and 

subject to chance. He writes that “epitaphs with poetry in them” are rare: 

It is, therefore, an unusual and haunting experience to chance on an 
epitaph in church aisle or yard that calls as if with a human voice out 
of the silent past. (Come Hither 671) 

This voice calling out of the silence is an essential mystery in his graveyard texts. He 

searches for an apt metaphor — his uncertainty in “as if” — questioning the nature 

of the voice and whence it came.

In contrast to Hardy’s writing, recalling voices in de la Mare’s has less to do 

with memories of personal acquaintances, and more with the voices within things he 

has read, or voices that are only ever accessible in the imagination: for instance, the 

unknown, innumerable dead. He rarely, if at all, indulges in imagining the call of 

someone he had personally known. His epitaphs read more like allegories or nursery 

rhymes than lines that commemorate particular personalities. They are often vague 

and universal, almost faceless. An epitaph might call to him “as if with a human 

voice,” but it is an unknown voice attached to no one. Indeed, the moments in which 

he  most  effectively  experiences  recalling  voices  are  when  he  is  reading  books, 

imagining the voices of the characters and the echoes of other texts.

In his 1908 review of Hardy’s The Dynasts  in The Bookman,  de la Mare 

describes how its title affects him: “‘The Dynasts, a Drama of the Napoleonic Wars, 

in three parts, nineteen acts, and one hundred and thirty scenes.’ So runs Mr. Hardy’s 

simple and austere title; but whose are the voices that faintly re-echo on one’s ear at 

its recital — the Spirits’ Ironic, or the Spirits’ of the Pities?” (110). De la Mare’s 
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choice of the word “re-echo,” rather than “echo,” adds a further ghostliness to the 

summoning effect of reading. It is comparable to the image of repetition or refolding 

in Hardy’s metaphors for the murmurs of the dead: the tones of a ripple or a stillicide 

in a cave. “Re-echo” articulates the manifold, reverberating quality of the voices — 

not just a single voice. It subtly captures the nature of literary echoes: as Hollander 

puts it,  “most  poetic echoes are far  from hollow,” but  “crowded with sound and 

rebound” (Figure of Echo 43). In de la Mare’s “‘Benighted,’” two wanderers peer in 

at  an  epitaph  for  a  child  asleep,  on  “a  little  odd  stone  […]  almost  hidden  in 

brambles.” The narrator thinks: “Words have strange capricious effects. Now, it was 

as if I could actually recall in memory itself the infant face in its white frilled cap — 

icily still, stone-like” (SS 1:185). The memory the epitaph evokes is retrieved from 

the mind’s depths “as if” it were the reader’s own memory. Only certain words can 

cause such effects.  When reading an epitaph of  an anonymous,  childless  woman 

supplicating  “Blessed  Mary”  for  pity,  they  experience  “Just  a  message  out  of 

nothingness,  for the words summoned no picture,  scarcely even the shadow of a 

human  being,  into  the  imagination”  (1:185).  The  “strange  capricious  effects”  of 

words, occurring by whim or chance, are reflected in how they stumble upon each 

inscription, groping in the dark and striking matches. The emphatic “Now” conveys 

the immediacy of the summoning effect. As one reads inscriptions, the re-echoing of 

(imagined) voices or the recalling of a (non-existent) memory is instantaneous. 

A hypersensitive awareness of re-echoing sounds (and the charged silences 

that  must  also  be  present  for  such  sounds  to  be  heard)  permeates  de  la  Mare’s 

writing. Hardy noted down in 1871: “Lonely places in the country have each their 

own peculiar silences” (Personal Notebooks 9). On several occasions, de la Mare 

stressed the need to listen to such silences. In June 1956, he said in conversation: 

“We all need far more silence than we get […] we need to learn how to listen to 

silence” (Ford 31). In an unpublished essay from around 1918, “Poetry & Meaning 

and Emily Brontë,” he frowned at the ever-increasing rush and noise around him: 

“We are in danger of forgetting not only what the word dark means, but silence, too; 
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& solitude” (27).  His graveyard texts  are a series of  experiments to explore this 

darkness, silence, and “solitude of the mind” (27).

The title  of  de  la  Mare’s  Ding Dong Bell  calls  to  mind funereal  knells  and the 

haunting bells of Hardy’s “Copying Architecture” (discussed in Chapter 2) — as 

well as those distant, underwater bells that he continued to imagine, associated with 

Hardy’s “sunk Lyonnesse” (TH 342). Comprised of epitaphs framed in prose, the 

book was published with three stories in 1924 (“Lichen,” “‘Benighted,’” “Winter”), 

then four in 1936 (with “Strangers and Pilgrims” inserted as the penultimate story). 

“Lichen” (1907)  follows a  conversation between an old  man and a  woman who 

happen to sit together on a bench at a railway station; the man recites to her the 

epitaphs  that  he  knows  “by  heart,”  from  the  graveyard  that  he  calls  “my 

museum” (SS 1:169-70). In “‘Benighted’” (1906), a pair of travellers happen on an 

old  graveyard  in  the  dark,  utterly  “lost”  without  “the  least  doubt  in  the 

world” (1:179).  “Strangers and Pilgrims” (1936) depicts a verger’s meeting with a 61

stranger, apparently a suicide’s revenant, in the dusky hours just as he is about to 

lock up the church. Finally, “Winter” (1924) concerns a traveller who wanders into a 

desolate graveyard and encounters a peculiar apparition-like figure.

These stories function as a museum of epitaphs, just as the graveyard for the 

old  man  in  “Lichen”  is  “my  museum,”  made  personal  by  his  memorising  its 

inscriptions. It is as if de la Mare had somehow known about Hardy’s idea for a 

poem about a man who is “a museum of dead men’s souls” (Poetical Matter 22), 

recalling the voices of the dead in a local graveyard. It is worth pausing at the word 

“museum.” While the Greek mouseion originally meant “seat of the Muses” (and 

hence a building dedicated to them), the culture of museums changed dramatically as 

they began to proliferate in the latter half of the nineteenth century. One driving 

force  was  the  instinct  to  collect  and to  preserve:  a  facet  of  Victorian  culture.  A 

 The title is in quotation marks, possibly alluding to Milton’s Comus: “He that hides a dark 61

soul, and foul thoughts / Benighted walks under the mid-day Sun” (56).
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museum, like a graveyard, is a place for dead things that lie in wait for a living 

passerby. A museum is also an echoic space: a concavity that resounds not only with 

the footsteps and rustles  of  the living inside it,  but  also the voices of  inanimate 

things. In Hardy’s “In the British Museum” (1914), an anonymous labourer stops by 

a “time-touched stone” from the Areopagus to listen for echoes of St. Paul’s voice 

that had once “Pattered upon” the stone. Considering what Paul preached at this spot 

— he declares God to those who “ignorantly worship” him before “an altar with this 

inscription, TO THE UNKNOWN GOD” and explains the “resurrection of the dead” 

(Acts 17.23-32) — it is symbolic that the labourer imagines how Paul’s “intimate 

accents  /  […]  were  wide  reflected,  /  And  then  were  gone”  (TH  382).  Paul’s 

proclamation is reduced to nothing, gradually becoming silent.  Yet its faint echo is 62

still heard, or at least listened for, by one man, who agnostically claims to know 

“nothing at all” (382). The ancient voice, mediated by the living listener, blends into 

what Hardy calls, in “In a Museum,” “the full-fugued song of the universe unending” 

(430).  A museum can  hold  infinite  echoes  of  past  voices,  as  long  as  the  living 

remember what to listen for. If Hardy imagines the poet as a “museum of dead men’s 

souls,” the key function of his poems is to contain these voices of the dead and 

resuscitate them in the reader’s memory, in order to continue their echoing. 

De la Mare’s graveyard museums do not contain enduring echoes; rather, the 

voices  of  the  dead  are  silent  or  almost  imperceptible.  The  call  of  the  living  is 

answered only by a  charged silence,  or  a  strange sound from an unseen source, 

which draws the scene into the preternatural. “Winter” encapsulates this quality: 

In surroundings like these — in any vast vacant quiet — the senses 
play uncommonly queer tricks with their possessor. The very air, cold 
and ethereal and soon to be darkened, seemed to be astir with sounds 
and shapes on the edge of complete revelation. Such are our fancies. 
A curious insecure felicity took possession of me. (SS 1:207)

 This  Biblical  passage  was  meaningful  for  Hardy;  the  phrase  appears  in  an  earlier  poem, 62

“’ΑΓΝΩΣΤΩI ΘΕΩI” (“To the Unknown God,” TH 186-7).
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What is almost a “revelation” is, in fact, only “fancies,” “queer tricks”; yet later, the 

narrator comes face to face with an ethereal figure, possibly from another world. It is 

as if the “senses” are autonomous, escaping the control of their “possessor.” The 

preposition  “with”  instead  of  the  idiomatic  “on”  lessens  the  sense  of  someone 

playing a mischievous joke on another person; it turns the “tricks” into something 

internal. In de la Mare’s graveyards, the air is suffused with a sense of insecurity, 

where something indiscernible stirs “on the edge” of revelation. “The vast, taciturn 

silence of night haunted the ear; yet little furtive stirring sounds kept the eyes wide 

open” (1:180). Ears are susceptible to such hauntings; it is impossible for them to be 

anything other  than wide open.  The narratives  invite  the  reader  into  this  hollow 

vacancy, in the same way that an inscription in “Lichen” calls to the reader. It is 

engraved on a stone sill of water, underneath “the figure of a boy standing there, in 

cold stone, listening. […] And yet, no bones there; only a passing reminder”:

Finger on lip I ever stand
     Ay, stranger, quiet be;
This air is dim with whispering shades
     Stooping to speak to thee.

(SS 1:178)

This stone monument of a child — eternally poised in the attitude of listening — 

gives shape to what de la Mare, his characters, and his readers do within his texts. 

Anything that “stoops” (one of his favourite verbs) in his writing is often something 

enigmatic and difficult to identify: something that has, in his phrasing, a “cast or 

warp of strangeness” (1:205). He plays with the homonyms of “I” and “Ay,” a motif 

in  poems  of  Echo;  the  stone  figure  itself  is  a  stranger,  as  much  as  the  passing 

traveller. Placed at the end of “Lichen,” this inscription sets the tone for the rest of 

the book: the stranger, in silent solitude, pauses to listen and strains his ear to catch 

the whispers of stooping shades. Such whispers escape the certainty of a “complete 

revelation,” just as a supernatural or divine revelation remains elusive.
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Furtive sounds are always on the periphery, but no voices call from the dead 

—  at  least,  not  in  an  overt,  self-professed  manner  as  in  Hardy’s  “Voices  from 

Things.” The epitaphs in de la Mare’s Ding Dong Bell are read from stones and are 

set  off  in  the  text  as  block  quotations,  accentuating  their  literariness  and  their 

presence as enclosed monuments.  In certain moments,  however,  something seeps 

through  the  veil,  which  may  be  felt  through  the  touch  of  some  dankness.  For 

instance,  in  “‘Benighted,’”  when reading an epitaph,  the silence becomes almost 

tangible: “Silence, dense as the milky mist that wreathed the neighbouring water-

meadows, now enwrapt us” (SS 1:185). Or a sudden sound from nowhere may cross 

borders: “A thrush broke into song, as if from another world” (1:186). The boundary 

between worlds becomes permeable through the intertwined effects of reading and 

listening; an ephemeral sense of communion with the dead occurs in unexpected 

moments. 

In “Winter,” after a long journey, when the traveller has read through several 

epitaphs, he finds himself exhausted, his mind hospitable to haunting presences:

[…] my mind like a vacant house with the door open — so vacant by 
now that  I  had  read  over  and  over  the  first  two or  three  lines  of 
Asrafel  (or  was  it  Israfel?)  Holt’s  blackened  inscription  without 
understanding a single word; and then, suddenly, two dark eyes in a 
long cadaverous face pierced out at me as if from the very fabric of 
his stone. (SS 1:211)

As suddenly as the thrush’s call, the stone or the lines of inscription morph into a 

face: the face of a person that he has never met and could only have imagined from 

reading the words. As the engraving becomes more legible, he recognises the eyes 

and face; as Asrafel becomes Israfel, and then “seraphic Israfel” (1:211), he moves 

from incomprehension to a sharp comprehension. The “very fabric of his stone” is at 

once the gravestone’s material façade, as well as the woven fabric of the text. This 

moment of recognition, of finding faces in lines of text, is significant in de la Mare’s 

works.  For  instance,  in  The Return  (1910),  when Arthur  Lawford stoops to peer 
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closely into the gravestone of a stranger and read its weatherworn epitaph, he meets 

the eyes of a large spider in the stone’s “gaping cranny” (9). Not only does he see the 

stranger’s face, but turns into it, the dead man’s features and voice transferred onto 

the living. In de la Mare’s experience of reading, ethereal faces can also “[smile] out 

of the words of a poem” (Come Hither 685). The name Israfel itself is connected to 

the notion of returns as well as of song. Israfel is the Islamic angel who is said to 

blow  his  trumpet  from  a  holy  rock  in  Jerusalem,  announcing  the  Day  of 

Resurrection. In a note to his poem “Israfael,” Edgar Allan Poe writes of him “whose 

heart-strings are a lute, and who hath the sweetest voice of all God’s creatures” (24): 

so spellbinding that,  according to legend, even the singing stars become mute to 

listen. De la Mare, who admired Poe, compares the sudden peal of a blackbird’s 

“solemn  voice”  to  the  seraph’s:  a  “rapturous  song”  in  the  hush  of  a  “void 

street” (“Israfel,” DLM 459). If Israfel’s voice was one expression of Poe’s ideal of 

poetic art, the name also represents the power of poetic language for de la Mare — 

strange, but also harmonious, and able to invoke a face from another world.

An inscribed poem has the potential to call forth an otherworldly presence. 

“O passer-by, beware!” the epitaph calls, and reminds the reader of his transitory 

existence:

Not that I bid thee fear:  
Only, when thou at last lie here,
Bethink thee, there shall surely be
     Thy Self for company.

(SS 1:212-3)

There is a slight jolt from the sudden indentation, as if one were walking up a flight 

of stairs in the dark, and one’s foot fell on empty air where another stair had been 

expected. The traveller realises the presence of “company” just as he comes to the 

epitaph’s last line:

And  with  its  last  word  a  peculiar  heat  coursed  through  my body. 
Consciousness  seemed  suddenly  to  concentrate  itself  (like  the 
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tentacles of an anemone closing over a morsel of strange food), and I 
realized that I was no longer alone. […] Intense awareness, a peculiar 
physical,  ominous  absorption,  possibly  foreboding;  but  not  actual 
fear. (SS 1:213)

This suspended awareness is distinctly de la Mare’s — as well as the sensation of not 

being alone in solitude,  of  a  concentrated consciousness  that  seems to gropingly 

touch something beyond the mortal realm: “a morsel of strange food.” This epitaph 

and its effect is de la Mare’s provisional answer to a question that remained in his 

memory from reading Chaucer: “What is this world? what asketh men to have? / 

Now  with  his  love,  now  in  his  cold  grave  /  Allone,  with-outen  any 

companye . . .” (Moynihan 50).  De la Mare’s “Self for company” could mean many 63

things: the sleeper’s dreams, passions, and memories from their living days.  In this 64

scene,  the  epitaph  invokes  a  ghostly  company,  whose  voice  confounds  the 

distinctions between self and other, inside and out, dream and dreamer: “the voice 

that fell on my ear — as if from within rather than from without — echoed cold and 

solemnly […]” (SS 1:213). All that the “being” says, its face a “sheet of whiteness” 

like the white stones of Hardy’s graveyards or the page of a book, is a question: 

“Which is the way?” (1:214).

An epitaph in “‘Benighted’” expands on this question of “whither.” On the 

first  gravestone  that  the  lost  wayfarers  illuminate  with  a  match,  four  letters  are 

engraved: “M. O. R. S.” One of them asks what it means, and the other answers: 

“It means — well, sleep,” I said. “Or nightmare, or dawn, or nothing, 
or — it might mean everything.” I confess, though, that to my ear it 
had the sound at that moment of an enormous breaker, bursting on the 
shore of some unspeakably remote island; and we two marooned. (SS 
1:182)

 In a 1940 letter to Michael Moynihan, de la Mare shared his love of these lines from 63

Chaucer that Moynihan had quoted. 
 De la Mare’s “At Last” (DLM 435) and Hardy’s “Not Only I” (TH 782) explore this theme.64
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So  much  is  condensed  into  these  four  letters:  at  once  the  Latin  mors,  meaning 

annihilation, death, and corpse; yet defamiliarised by the stops between each letter. 

As  an  acronym,  its  meaning  is  ciphered  and  lost.  It  is  a  word  that  can  contain 

“nothing” or “everything,” like life itself. “Marooned” — a keyword in de la Mare’s 

writing — is burdened by the meanings of being lost in solitude, both literally and 

spiritually. At first, “M. O. R. S.” seems to apply only to the one buried underground, 

and  the  breaker  seems  to  sound  from  a  “remote  island,”  far  away  from  the 

wanderers; but the end of the passage takes the reader by surprise. It is not them, but   

us: “we two marooned.” It is the wanderers themselves who are lost on the island of 

mors, with nothing to save them.

The dead, abandoned and remote, cannot answer back. This niggling anxiety 

permeates  these texts  that  listen for  the dead.  “Strangers  and Pilgrims” puts  this 

conundrum into words, when the wanderer warns the verger: “You forget […] that 

every syllable inscribed on these walls was put there by the living. None by, but only 

of  the  dead.  […]  do  they,  do  you  suppose,  never  come  back?”  His  question 

reverberates, articulating this obsession:

The  last  few  hollow,  challenging,  half-stifled  words  had  rung  out 
oddly in the silence of the church […]. Back, back, back, had quietly 
fainted  away  the  echo  — as  if  indeed  the  masons  of  the  ancient 
building  when  fitting  stone  to  stone  had  childishly  so  adapted  its 
acoustics as to ensure a device of which the Elizabethan dramatists 
and the old poets never wearied. A long pause followed. But the set 
black eyes in the expressionless face were still apparently expecting 
an answer. (SS 1:198-9)

Like the cold stone statue of the listening boy, this passage enacts the author’s own 

preoccupations.  The  crucial  word  —  “back,”  signifying  return  —  returns  itself, 

repeated persistently in echoes.  But as the traveller  reminds us that  the syllables 

inscribed on the walls are the workmanship of the living, the echoes’ ethereal effect 

is  exposed as  a  conjuring trick.  The narrator  nearly  dismisses  any possibility  of 

hearing  echoes  from  the  dead  with  this  digression  from  the  tense  pause.  The 
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acoustics  device  also  implies  that  “the  old  poets”  conjured  voices  by  artifice. 

Although the narrator calls it childish, de la Mare was apparently just as absorbed as 

the poets in listening to the trick of returning voices, as well as creating it in his own 

writing. The wanderer keeps waiting in the “long pause” — undecided and in limbo 

— still “expecting an answer.” This is the condition of the poems and the stories 

themselves. The poet calls out into the cavernous hollow, expecting an answer; but 

like an echo of a lost voice fading away into nothing, only the same questions return, 

now incoherent: “Back, back, back.” The poet — and the reader — can only follow 

the  caution  from  the  stone  figure,  “Finger  on  lip”:  to  listen  for  the  speech  of 

“whispering shades,” to keep questioning as if something might call back in answer.

As with these texts that attempt to recover the voices of the dead, the reader 

listens  for  lost  voices  in  the  silence  of  the  page.  For  Hardy  and  de  la  Mare, 

remembering  the  dead  and  calling  their  voices  back  into  being  are  intimately 

associated with the act of reading. Through writing, they recover the words of past 

writers and listen for the echoes that their own language can set off, in their own 

imaginations as well as in the reader’s. In this sense, inscriptions and their effects 

take on further metaphorical significance. Inscriptions are crucial to these writers not 

only as an enduring remembrance, or a message on a gravestone; they also represent 

words on a page, as well as lines of memory traced on literal and mental landscapes. 

The experience of remembering the dead is analogous to that of being haunted by 

words  from  past  literary  texts.  Reading  graves,  in  their  works,  is  profoundly 

concerned with reading, remembering, and imagining through the words of other 

writers; and with the intricate dynamics of answering back that can occur between 

writer and text, text and reader. 

An Indecipherable Gravestone 

Just as reading gravestones generates encounters across time, between the living and 

the dead, these graveyard texts hark back to the words of past writers. One writer 
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who haunts  them is  Thomas Browne.  In  de  la  Mare’s  “De Mortuis”  (1901),  his 

uncertainties about life after death is condensed into a quote from Browne: “A rain-

darked stone, a pace or two beyond, echoes shrilly that desperate cry in the Urn 

Burial — ‘Even such as hope to rise again . . .’” (SS 1:445). And in “The Lost Track” 

(1926), remembering Browne’s Religio Medici (1643) prompts him to depict life as 

having no sequel: “Life […] emanates from no discernible whence, and vanishes out 

into no detectable whither” (1:378). Especially for de la Mare, Browne’s words were 

deeply linked to the anxiety of not knowing what lies beyond. Key phrases trigger 

echoes, sounding across the centuries.

Browne’s Hydriotaphia: Urn Burial (1658) and other essays were important 

texts for both de la Mare and Hardy. Hardy annotated John Addington Symonds’ 

edition of Religio Medici, Urn Burial, Christian Morals, and Other Essays (1886) 

(Beinecke). Yet his engagement with Browne has never received critical attention. 

For example, Millgate’s His Career as a Novelist mentions Browne only to indicate 

the  breadth  of  Hardy’s  reading  (39),  and  Browne’s  name  disappears  in  his 

subsequent biographies. In Hardy’s Literary Notebooks, begun in 1867 (when he was 

around twenty-seven), he took notes from Pater’s “Sir Thomas Browne” and from 

Browne’s “Letter to a Friend” in Religio Medici: on matters such as being a “student 

of perpetuity” and the religious “veneration of relics” from the former; and from the 

latter, how the “mighty nations of the dead,” “that dark society” keeps growing every 

hour (Literary Notebooks 2:18, 476). Hardy was attentive to Browne’s idiosyncratic 

expressions of death. In his copy of Browne, he drew a line beside “in our retreat to 

earth” (182), “where death had set his broad arrow” (183), and “this deliberate and 

creeping progress unto the grave” (193).  He also marked a passage on how one 

might  sense  intimations  of  the  death  of  a  close  friend,  “by  dreams,  thoughtful 

whisperings,  mercurisms”  (181);  “mercurisms”  is  Browne’s  coinage,  meaning  a 

message  “as  brought  by  the  god  Mercury,”  for  which  the  OED  cites  only  this 

sentence. On 17 July 1893, in a letter to Lena Milman, a literary acquaintance, he 

compares Browne’s Urn Burial to Herbert Spencer’s book of agnostic philosophy, 
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First Principles (1862). Spencer’s work, says Hardy, “acts, or used to act, upon me 

as a sort of patent expander when I had been particularly  narrowed down by the 

events of life. Whether the theories are true or false, their effect upon the imagination 

is unquestionable, and I think beneficial.” Browne’s essay had “a kindred effect” on 

him. Although its scope is “limited to the human race” and therefore, compared to 

Spencer’s, “gives the feeling of a clipped canvas,” “the literary rank of the work is 

immeasurably higher” (Letters 2:24-25).

De la Mare read Browne at least as early as 8 January 1897 (when he was 

twenty-three),  as  the  date  in  his  copy  of  Religio  Medici  and  Urn-Burial  (1896) 

suggests. Many annotations mark this book as well as his copy of English Prose from 

Maundeville to Thackeray (1888), edited by Arthur Galton (Senate House). Since 

marginalia in ink and in pencil are interspersed through both, he appears to have read 

them on  more  than  one  occasion;  he  also  marked  out  passages  on  dreams  (e.g. 

Religio Medici 112), evidently for his anthology, Behold, This Dreamer! (1939). He 

read  Browne  closely,  marking  out  verbal  patterns,  disagreeing,  or  making  lively 

comments,  as  if  in  dialogue  with  Browne.  He  marvelled  at  Browne’s  “dreamy 

exaltation  of  mind,”  as  he  wrote  in  the  margin  of  Religio  Medici  (181),  and 

underlined  the  passage  in  which  imagining  futurity  “maketh  Pyramids  pillars  of 

snow, and all that’s past a moment” (English Prose 111). As I discovered in a small 

faded manuscript, de la Mare used “Pyramids of Snow” as an earlier title of the story 

“Winter”  (“Ding  Dong  Bell  MSS  &  TSS”).  He  was  particularly  interested  in 

Browne’s  contemplation  of  mankind’s  reaction  to  the  transitory,  marking  how 

Christianity operates in “humbly pursuing that infallible perpetuity, unto which all 

others  must  diminish  their  diameters,  and  be  poorly  seen  in  Angles  of 

contingency” (English Prose 114). In the margin, he pencils this estimation: 

In majesty & richness of style Browne has no equals. […] Yet even 
with  these  gifts,  with  all  this  gloom,  this  splendour,  this  torchlike 
lustre, this interstitial inquisitiveness, how small a beauteous flame is 
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this for Doctors soul & the good order of his eloquence! How vast the 
edifice; how faltering and transitory the human footfall! (115)65

His annotations reveal that, like Hardy, he had appreciated Browne’s literary gift and 

the sensation of expansion that his prose afforded. It made them imagine the vastness 

of existence (and the beliefs and ideas of human history) but also its ephemerality.

W. G.  Sebald calls  Browne’s  style  “spiralling prose” (19).  As much as  it 

spirals to astronomical heights, it also spirals downward, plunging from the very first 

sentence of Urn Burial “In the deep discovery of the subterranean world” (119).  In 66

a visceral anatomy of the world’s mortuary rituals, Browne carries the reader on a 

mental  excavation  of  urns,  bones,  and  language  itself.  Browne’s  texts  offer  an 

illuminating gloss on the two writers’ agnostic perspectives, especially concerning 

the hope for a future life. The faith in “resurrection to eternal life” is woven into the 

service for the burial of the dead in the Book of Common Prayer: the only legal form 

of  worship  in  England  since  the  sixteenth-century  Acts  of  Uniformity,  until 

nineteenth-century legal  reforms. In a passage that  Hardy marked in Urn Burial, 

Browne contrasts the outlook on death before and after Christianity: “Happy are they 

which live not in that disadvantage of time, when men could say little for futurity, 

but from reason: whereby the noblest minds fell  often upon doubtful deaths, and 

melancholy dissolutions” (159). Those who live only from “reason” are “lost in the 

uncomfortable  night  of  nothing”  (166).  This  fear,  as  well  as  Browne’s  words 

themselves, haunted de la Mare. In one version of his poem “Last Night” that was 

never published in his lifetime, he dreams about death in words that echo Browne: 

“Lost in that nought of night I stood […]” (DLM 769).

Hardy and de la Mare thus imagined death through another writer’s words, 

which lived again by their  engagement  with  them. Tracing these connections  — 

 This is my conjectural transcription, incorporating suggestions from Giles de la Mare (personal 65

correspondence, June 2018) and retaining the original spelling.

 Henceforth,  unless otherwise stated,  quotations of Browne are taken from the edition that 66

Hardy read.
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unearthing their inscriptions upon old texts — is one form of listening for lost voices 

in the graveyard. They listen for Browne’s tones and converse with his texts in the 

margins; in turn, Browne’s haunting words can be heard by the reader who seeks 

them in their texts. These traces are another kind of inscription to be read by the 

living. Like “M. O. R. S.,” engraved as though in a secret code, an inscription needs 

a reader who knows its language to decipher it. In Hardy’s works, whether it is the 

lives and memories of past individuals, their “prints of perished hands” on “ancient 

lands” that are “lettered as a tomb” (“On an Invitation to the United States,” TH 

110), nature’s patterns of “hieroglyphs” (Woodlanders 331), voices of bygone people 

lodged in “every clod and stone” (Jude 9), all things leave traces that are waiting to 

be read and deciphered by those who can understand the language. Names recall 

voices in the presence of a listener who remembers them.

In de la Mare’s works, the key to the language is often lost. Any attempt at 

deciphering it only leads to more questions — as with his stories themselves. “The 

Vats” (1917) is one such story. During a long walk, two friends — considered to be 

de la Mare and Edward Thomas, whom he met in 1907 — chance upon the “Vats,” 

or sunken reservoirs of water, beneath “the sunless blue of space,” in “Silence” and 

“Solitude”  (SS  1:165).  De  la  Mare  depicts  them  in  a  strange  way,  slightly 

periphrastic and burdened with abstract metaphors:

In the utmost depths of our imaginations it was clear to us that these 
supremely solitary objects, if not positively cast out of thought, had 
been abandoned. 

But by whom? My friend and I sometimes talked of the divine 
Abandoner; and also (if one can, and may, distinguish between mood 
and person, between the dream and the dreamer) of It. Here was the 
vacancy of His presence; just as one may be aware of a filament of 
His  miracle  in  the  smiling  beauty  that  hovers  above  the  swaying 
grasses of an indecipherable grave-stone. (SS 1:165)67

 The “vacancy” is from the first edition of The Riddle (1923); it is misprinted as “vacany” in SS.  67
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This narrator attempts to comprehend something below the ground, out of human 

reach. The Vats, like the imagined grave, are abandoned under the “sunless,” perhaps 

Godless, space of vacancy: utterly forsaken. The marine analogies also enter this 

passage: “Theirs was the semblance of having been lost, forgotten, abandoned, like 

some foundered Nereid-haunted derelict of the first sailors, rotting in dream upon an 

undiscovered shore” (1:165). The “divine Abandoner” and “It” brings The Dynasts 

(1904-8) into converse; Hardy believed that he was the first writer ever to call the 

Will “It” (Letters 3:255) in this work. Since both de la Mare and Thomas had written 

about Hardy, it is likely that The Dynasts was in their minds, especially as the time of 

their talk overlaps with the trilogy’s publication. To say that “the vacancy of His 

presence” is “Here” — that it is present in this spot — seems paradoxical, as though 

to suggest that because the vacant absence makes itself felt so clearly “here,” one 

may be assured of “His presence” elsewhere. Or that, like echoes of other writers in 

a literary text, and like language itself, the presence and absence of their object is 

experienced  at  once.  It  may  also  suggest  that  this  vacant  spot  confirmed,  or 

materialised, their conception of an Abandoner — almost a sublime revelation, yet 

one that paradoxically confirms the absence of the divine. That “His miracle” should 

manifest  itself  over  an  “indecipherable  grave-stone”  is  just  as  puzzling.  The 

indecipherable  introduces  an  element  of  alterity,  something  that  escapes  human 

conception, in this vacant presence. 

An  “indecipherable”  inscription  also  sparks  the  reader’s  curiosity;  it 

generates the desire to decipher the secret code and makes the reader search for its 

key. It is because they are uninterpreted that the Vats carry so much significance: 

It is indeed the unseen, the imagined, the untold-of, the fabulous, the 
forgotten that alone lies safe from mortal moth and rust; and these 
Vats — their very silence held us spellbound, as were the Isles before 
the Sirens sang. (SS 1:166)

“What  song  the  Syrens  sang”  (Browne  162)  is  a  question  that  captured  the 

imagination of Browne as well as of de la Mare (SS 1:8). It could be that the “untold-
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of” and “forgotten” parts of an indecipherable engraving appealed to de la Mare 

because it does not spell out everything. It speaks in an obscure language. It allows 

for  something to  be  kept  back from the bounds of  mortal  comprehension,  in  its 

silence that seems to hold something unknown and infinite. As soon as the unseen is 

revealed, the secret told, the fable demystified, the forgotten grasped and understood, 

it comes within the bounds of “mortal moth and rust.”

The Sirens’ song directs the reader to another text by Browne that illuminates 

de la Mare’s story. The latter likens the atavistic Vats to gravestones in a peculiar 

expression: “We merely stood in dumb survey of these crusted, butt-like domes of 

stone, wherein slept Elixir Vitae, whose last echo had been the Choragium of the 

morning stars” (SS 1:166). In the OED, the word “choragium” is itself somewhat 

abandoned and untouched, as the online version warns its viewer that the entry has 

not been fully updated since 1889. There is only one citation for the word (meaning a 

choral  dancing-ground),  dated  1682,  from  Browne’s  Christian  Morals  (1716): 

“acquaint thyself with the choragium of the stars, and consider the vast expansion 

beyond  them.”  In  this  passage,  Browne  urges  the  reader  to  imagine 

“incomprehensibles,” “immaterials,” and “invisibles” (248). In his copy of English 

Prose,  de la  Mare  drew a  line  beside  the  sentence  on  “incomprehensibles,”  just 

below the “Choragium of the Stars” (108). On the endpaper, at the top of a short list 

of phrases, he jotted down “choragium of the stars Browne.” For the travellers in 

“The  Vats,”  this  chance  encounter  with  the  gravestone-Vats  stimulates  them  to 

imagine an “echo” from the choragium of the stars that, even if it is silent now, gives 

them the sensation of coming face to face with the indecipherable. It is a literary, 

rather than supernatural, transcendence. The power of the choragium lies in how its 

echo  is  heard  through  the  words  of  another  writer.  In  de  la  Mare’s 

“Quincunx” (1906) — a story about a dead woman’s secret buried in the garden, its 

title  recalling  Browne’s  The  Garden  of  Cyprus  (1658),  which  investigates  the 

quincunx lozenge and its numerous manifestations in nature — it  is  again at  the 

signal of unseen birds breaking into song that a transition occurs: “The May-morning 
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choragium of  the  wild  birds  had  begun,  every  singer  seemingly  a  soloist  in  the 

enraptured medley of voices” (SS 2:442). The singing of the morning stars does not 

only  hark  back  to  Browne,  but  also  to  Biblical  passages.  Just  as  Hardy  noted 68

Browne’s “mercurisms,” de la Mare was drawn to “choragium,” as they all shared an 

interest in inventing words. These echoes of meanings reverberate within the recalled 

phrase — “the Choragium of the morning stars” — and the associations form a 

ghostly “medley of voices” within the new text of “The Vats.”  

The Vats’ silence holds the travellers “spellbound” — as the Sirens are poised 

to  sing,  there  is  a  hint  of  danger  in  the  pause.  They  are  alert,  listening  for  the 

otherworldly, deadly song that is about to commence. At the same time, this silence 

has an exhilarating force. The pair of wayfarers are “refreshed in spirit” by having 

“tasted the untastable” (SS 1:166) — a sensation more directly, physically felt than a 

vision — as if they have apprehended the “vast expansion beyond.” The Vats are 

tombs, receptacles of infinity: “within the lightless bellies of these sarcophagi were 

heaped up […] the waters for which our souls had pined” (1:165-6). Intertwined with 

this exhilaration is the communication between one mind and another, a sharing of 

thoughts: not only between the two travellers, but also, more secretly, between one 

writer and another from more than two centuries ago.

De la Mare elaborates on the spellbinding silence of the Vats in remarkably 

textual and aural terms:

But how, it may be asked. No sound? No spectral tread? No faintest 
summons?  And not  the  minutest  iota  of  a  superscription?  None.  I 
sunk my very being into nothingness, so that I seemed to become but 
a shell receptive of the very least of whispers. But the multitudinous 
life that  was here was utterly silent.  No sigh,  no ripple,  no pining 
chime of rilling drop within. Waters of life; but infinitely still.  (SS 
1:166)

 In the Book of Job, for example: “the morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God 68

shouted for joy” (Ferber 140, 214-8).
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It is revealing that the expected signs of a “superscription” are all linked to the aural 

senses: “sound,” “spectral tread,” “faintest summons,” as if sound is the means of 

apprehending  the  “divine  Abandoner.”  In  the  utter  silence,  the  travellers  keep 

listening for a sigh, a ripple, or a chime of a drop: a stillicide in a lone cave. The 

“nothingness” he sinks into are the waters of the Vats themselves, in hollow, grave-

like receptacles.  A “superscription” is  a  “text  written,  printed,  or  inscribed on or 

above something,” and “in figurative contexts, orig. and chiefly religious” (OED). In 

the Vulgate, its Latin root superscriptio is sometimes used to translate the ancient 

Greek  word  for  inscription  or  epigraph  (which,  in  its  broad  sense,  includes  the 

epitaph). Along with the “ripple” and the “rilling drop,” which both evoke an image 

of  small  trenches  of  waves,  these  words  bring  to  the  passage  a  textual  focus, 

associated  with  engraving  and  writing.  There  is  no  scripture,  or  clearly  defined 

inscription, to assert its meaning, but there seems to be an expansion of the self as it 

becomes “receptive of the very least of whispers,” able to sense “the multitudinous 

life” of the past, in a space that is ultimately indecipherable.

There is one superscription, however, which escapes the narrator, but may 

have been playing in de la Mare’s mind: the superscription of the story itself, over 

Browne’s aged texts. As the “last echo” within the Vats had been “the Choragium of 

the morning stars,” the story embodies the only echo of Browne’s phrase since 1862. 

De la Mare recalls, or re-inscribes, Browne’s language and listens to the choragium 

re-echo  in  his  own  writing.  One  quality  that  attracted  him  to  Browne  was  his 

openness to  listen for  things beyond conjecture.  Through echoing Browne,  de la 

Mare expands the narrator’s imaginative perception as well as the resonance of his 

own story. The encounter with the Vats is an experience that the protagonists had 

been pining for from the beginning of the story: “a brief spell of an eternity of it 

[Time],” a spell  of silent  solitude in which they can speculate about “riddles we 

should  never  so  much  as  hear  put,  much  less  expounded”  (SS  1:162-3).  The 

“indecipherable gravestone” is the ultimate riddle. While they pause to decipher it, 

they are mentally drawn into a strange spatio-temporal vacuum, as if cast under a 
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“spell.” What the Vats signify, finally, is a riddle that will never be “expounded”; but 

it has, at least, been “put.” The story itself is a riddle. It makes a hollow of time in 

which the reader pauses in an attempt to decipher the inscriptions and to trace out — 

to excavate, as it were — the filamentary connections and meanings of lost words, 

buried within the strata of its language.

These metaphors that connect geographical strata and the strata of language 

also resonate in Hardy’s writings.  The sense of abandoned vacancy — in a space 69

imbued with the abstruse mystery of the “antediluvian” (to use Browne’s coinage) — 

can be traced back to Hardy’s Egdon Heath in The Return of the Native. Egdon has 

an “ancient permanence” that shuns any human influence; its barrows are “almost 

crystallised to natural products by long continuance” (RN 12). The ancient tombs, 

though “untameable” (12), are not completely indecipherable; things still whisper to 

those who listen. When Clym walks alone, the Heath evokes phantoms:

[…] the past seized upon him with its shadowy hand, and held him 
there to listen to its tale. […] he could almost live among them, look 
in their faces […]. Those of the dyed barbarians who had chosen the 
cultivable tracts were, in comparison with those who had left their 
marks here, as writers on paper beside writers on parchment. Their 
records had perished long ago by the plough, while the works of these 
remained. (RN 373)

Egdon Heath is a graveyard: not only because of the ancient burial mounds, from 

which the living excavate urns (189), but also because Clym lost both women he 

loved to the Heath.  In his nearly blind state, he is prone to hearing ghosts. It is the 70

records left on the landscape by past inhabitants — one generation superscribing the 

 Hardy’s “literary language is a deliberately heterogeneous assortment of words from many 69

layers of historical usage,” which reflects the Victorian comparison between “the strata of the 
mind to geological strata” (Taylor, Literary Language 11). As Linda Shires notes, Hardy’s diction 
often makes the reader “stop and excavate meanings buried in archaic, obsolete, or compound 
words” (744); but she emphasises how this ruptures the reader’s experience.

 Clym’s mother dies while walking on the Heath in the belief that she was cast away by her 70

son; Eustacia drowns in a weir after Clym drives her away from their home.  
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lines of another — that recall them to the imagination of the living. All inscribe their 

records on the “tracts”:  a  word which encompasses land and text.  It  is  precisely 

through reading inscriptions on the “tracts” of the Heath, as if they were records on 

parchment, that Clym encounters the dead. He does not actively recall the past, but 

the past seizes him and makes him pause to “listen to its tale,” just as the gravestone 

seizes the wanderer. Although it is only through his “imagination” that the phantoms 

live, it is “almost” a resurrection; their “tale” is as close to a sequel to life as Hardy 

comes to presenting in his novel. 

The  memoried  landscape  is  a  tract  to  be  read,  as  in  Hardy’s  curious 

illustration for “In a Eweleaze near Weatherbury” (Figure 8): a poem of a man who 

remembers his youth and imagines Time’s “little chisel,” defacing “The blazon of 

my prime” and “boring sly / Within my bones” (TH 70-1). At first, the spectacles 

drawn by Hardy seem to represent the perspective of a viewer standing on this side 

of  the  printed  page;  indeed,  this  is  how  critics  have  interpreted  the  image.  71

However, it can also make a ghostly face out of the weathered landscape. With a 

shift in perspective, the reader might impose a face over the tract — perhaps an aged 

face, lined with the marks of the years — and moreover, it is a tract that might look 

 For Paulin, the superimposed spectacles represent Hardy as an old man, looking at the scene or 71

his past (24). Gatrell focusses on Hardy’s view of the real and the fictional (Vision of Wessex xii). 
Holly Corfield-Carr sees the “observer’s private frame of vision” (17) layered over the landscape. 
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back  at  the  reader  through  its  inscriptions.  Texts  evoke  faces  in  the  reader’s 

imagination, but they can also look back into the reader, or at least create an illusion 

that they do. If the eyes of the reader and the text are able to meet, as it were, across 

the page — and if the former can imagine hearing the voice of the latter — then the 

text can awaken a response in the reader, and the reader can renew the meanings of 

the text in their response to it.

My own commentary consists of inscriptions on paper, upon epitaphs and 

graveyards,  both  literal  and  metaphorical.  Following  the  invitation  to  “Pause, 

Traveller,” I have listened to the sounds of the words and the echoes of past texts 

buried within them; I exhumed old, at times obsolete words in the dictionary to trace 

the roots and connections between them; I have paused over the tracts of Hardy’s and 

de la  Mare’s  graveyard texts,  as  well  as  the  superscriptions  in  their  hand in  the 

margins of books, whose words they had also revived in their imaginations as they 

read and conversed with them, speaking back in annotations. In this sense, these 

inscriptions occasion a communion between the living and the dead: a one-way yet 

intimate  dialogue  that  sometimes  seems  to  invoke  a  voice  that  calls  out  of  the 

silence.  The  reader  excavates  literary  language,  making  hollows  through  which 

words may resonate. Words and phrases are unearthed like urns: concave relics filled 

with  bones  chiselled  by  time,  embodying  and  accumulating  meanings,  their  ink 

never so dry as not to live again, at least in the reader’s mind. Meeting with epitaphs 

and reading names recalled voices for Hardy and de la Mare.  In turn,  their  own 

inscriptions call ghostly voices to alight in their language, which is always listening 

to sense the incomprehensible, to imagine the indecipherable.  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IV 

Words from the Absent and Absent Words 

[…] killing yourself amounts to confessing. 
Albert Camus 

The Suicide and the Stranger 

In “Where Three Roads Joined,” Hardy imagines a crossroads that “nightly sighs 

like a laden soul” (TH 588). The speaker, who once “halted there,” remembers:

I am sure those branchways are brooding now,
With a wistful blankness upon their face,
While the few mute passengers notice how
Spectre-beridden is the place;

(TH 587)

Crossroads in Hardy and de la Mare are a place to pause and to listen for voices of 

those who are absent, but whose presences still linger. The folkloric association of 

crossroads and restless spirits — as the traditional burial place for suicides, before 

they  were  allowed  to  be  interred  in  consecrated  ground  in  1882  — imparts  an 

unspoken meaning to Hardy’s poem. The speaker envisions phantoms of a couple 

who “haunt there and drink the wormwood cup / They filled for themselves” (588). 

The wormwood plant symbolises bitterness and is potentially toxic. In this context, it 

implies that they poisoned themselves on the crossroads. The phrase calls to mind 

the Biblical passage in which a star, burning like a lamp, falls into water: “the waters 

became wormwood; and many men died of the waters,  because they were made 

bitter” (Rev. 8.11). Indeed, the poem contains the central themes in Hardy’s and de la 
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Mare’s literary preoccupation with suicide. The story of suicide is one of unfinished 

business,  and  this  is  imprinted  in  the  poem’s  language:  the  phantoms  eternally 

reenact  their  demise,  as  they  “drink”  in  the  present  tense;  the  strangely 

anthropomorphic  paths  “are  brooding  now,”  in  the  ever-present  participle. 

Significantly, it  is the “passengers” who notice the spot’s haunted air — in other 

words, a traveller,  a stranger who is only passing by the spot and is a transitory 

presence  in  the  world.  The  phantoms  are  strangers  to  the  passengers,  who  are 

themselves  strangers  to  the  spot  and  its  history.  Like  the  sighs  that  form  no 

perceptible,  recognisable  language,  the  “branchways”  present  only  a  “wistful 

blankness upon their face.” It is wistful, as the phantoms seek rest and, perhaps, a 

sympathetic listener; but blank, as their narrative remains inaccessible to the living 

passenger, or the reader.

Hardy and de la Mare wrote when suicide was still an ethical and legal transgression, 

but when dynamic changes were occurring in its treatment and conception. Suicides, 

along with strangers, paupers, the unbaptised, and those who died a violent death, 

were buried at the northern “backside” of the churchyard without a full Christian 

service from at least the seventeenth to the nineteenth century, especially in rural 

England  (Anderson  234).  Moreover,  suicides  had  to  be  buried  on  unconsecrated 

ground between the sunless hours of nine and midnight on the coroner’s order, until 

the Internments (Felo de Se) Act was passed in 1882 (Anderson 221, 275). Even 

under this act, however, it hung on the clergy to decide what kind of rite the suicide 

deserved. As it was still unlawful to use the Burial Service itself, a specific service 

approved under the Burial Laws Amendment Act of 1880 had to be used. Suicide 

was classed as homicide until  1879 in English secular law; one London resident 

witnessed a brutal  hanging of an attempted suicide in 1860 (Alvarez 63),  only a 

couple of years before Hardy began working for an architect in the city at twenty-

two.  Although the  maximum sentence for  attempted suicide  was  reduced to  two 

years in 1879 (Gates 152), suicide remained a crime as late as 1961 (Anderson 222, 
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263). As Olive Anderson states, the “dishonourable burial” forced on suicides before 

1882  was  “no  light  matter  to  that  extremely  funeral-minded  generation”  (221). 

Although  public  opinion  about  suicide  was  ambivalent,  and  it  was  increasingly 

theorised in psychological, medical, and sociological terms, the ingrained view of it 

as a shameful act persists in the verb “to commit” that often accompanies it, even 

today.

Hardy’s crossroads poem in Late Lyrics and Earlier (1922) is one indication 

of how the suicide folklore continued to haunt the literary imagination long after 

these legal reforms, despite what Andrew Bennett outlines as “the ‘normalization’ of 

suicide in the late nineteenth century” (21).  The potent symbol of the crossroads 

arose  because suicides’ bodies  were  consigned to  the  public  highway until  1823 

(Anderson  221).  Crossroads  were  a  site  of  ancient  sacrificial  rites  and  public 

execution,  and  it  was  hoped  that  its  “steady  traffic”  may  prevent  the  suicides’ 

“restless wanderings as lost souls” (Gates 6). Their cross-shape was thought to have 

the power to exorcise the “evil energy” in the suicide’s corpse (Alvarez 67). The fear 

that suicides would return as restless ghosts is reflected in the custom of placing a 

stone over the corpse’s face, or driving a stake through the heart (Alvarez 64; Gates 

3). In Suicide Century, Bennett argues that in contrast to earlier writing, in which 

motives for suicide were unrealistically lucid and precise, “twentieth-century writing 

implicitly confronts this challenge by imagining the state of mind of the suicide”; 

they  “seek  to  know  suicide,  to  experience  suicidality  from  the  inside”  (53), 

attempting to comprehend its meaning that is “always just out of reach” (20). Hardy 

was already confronting this challenge as early as the 1870s, in significantly fluid 

ways, especially in The Return of the Native (1878). De la Mare took this exploration 

further in The Return (1910) and other works. Their figure of the suicide is as much 

about restive ghosts as about literary haunting and the problem of reading. Their 

most resonant works concerning suicide listen for and attempt to comprehend the 

words of the absent.
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For both poets, the loss of their most important friendships was associated 

with suicide. In 1856, Hardy met Horatio Mosley Moule, son of an Anglican priest in 

Fordington,  Dorset.  Hardy  was  sixteen,  Moule  twenty-four.  Regardless  of  the 

difference in their social backgrounds, Moule became a close friend and mentor. He 

is said to have suffered from depression and alcoholism, and on 21 September 1873, 

he died in his bedroom in Queens’ College, Cambridge, cutting his throat with a 

razor that he had kept under his pillow, while his brother was in the adjacent room. 

This was three months after Hardy had visited him there, and only a month after 

Moule had written a guarded but admiring review of Hardy’s A Pair of Blue Eyes in 

the Saturday Review.  Since the coroner’s jury delivered the verdict of suicide while 72

temporarily insane, rather than the crime of felo de se, he narrowly escaped being 

consigned to unconsecrated ground and was buried in Fordington Churchyard. Hardy 

used black-lined stationery for all  correspondence until  the beginning of the new 

year, as if Moule was a family member (Letters 1:22-25). But his private mourning 

continued much longer, in the marginalia of his books and in his own writing. 

Moule’s burial place became another one of Hardy’s haunted spots, which, 

like the sighing of the crossroads, continued to sound in the poet’s imagining ear. In 

“Before  My Friend  Arrived”  from Human Shows  (1925),  Hardy  recalls  how he 

visited the freshly dug grave and sketched its “white chalk mound” in his notebook. 

The first stanza recounts how he had “sat on the eve-lit weir, / Which gurgled in sobs 

and sighs,” so many years ago; he returns to this sound in the last stanza, when “The 

weir still gurgles nigh” (TH 821-2). Although no critic, to my knowledge, has yet to 

comment on the peculiarity of this sound, it is an unsettling one to associate with a 

friend who had cut his own throat — especially since “gurgle” derives from the Latin 

for “gullet” (the œsophagus or the throat), and it is close to “guggle” (a dialect slang 

for the windpipe, or the sound of liquid pouring through a narrow opening). The 

weir’s gurgling sighs make Moule’s despair and death uncomfortably tangible in the 

 Although anonymous, it is almost certainly Moule’s, as Pamela Dalziel asserts (Pair of Blue 72

Eyes  xxiii).  Mark Ford also  notes  the  similarity  between the  criticism in  the  review and in 
Moule’s letter to Hardy (183). 
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landscape.  The  liquid  sounds  became  part  of  how Moule’s  memory,  as  well  as 

Hardy’s unease with his suicide, persisted in his writing.

Hardy had a slight fixation with dripping sounds, which may have started 

with Moule’s suicide. The trickling that Charles Moule heard that night — which 

puzzled him at first, but was the sound of his brother’s dripping blood — haunted 

Hardy.  Although Moule is known as a possible model for Angel Clare in Tess of the 73

d’Urbervilles, critics have never taken full account of how traces of his suicide may 

be found in the novel. A “regular beat” of “Drip, drip, drip” breaks the “dead silence” 

(404)  in  the  house  after  Tess  stabs  Alec,  using  a  breakfast  carving  knife.  The 

householder hears the dripping and discovers that blood has run down from Alec 

lying in bed. This scene, with the fatal cut made by a seemingly innocuous domestic 

object, recalls the strange sound heard from Moule’s deathbed and his cut from a 

razor. The gradual, insinuating way in which the householder learns of Alec’s death 

upstairs — at first, noticing a blot of red spreading in the middle of the white, oblong 

ceiling; touching the wet spot; then eavesdropping with her ear against the door — 

suggests that Hardy could not help imagining Moule’s last moments, and how he 

might have discovered his friend had he been there.74

In an intertextual haunting, Hardy weaved his own mourning into the voices 

of past elegiac poetry. In his copy of The Golden Treasury (DCM) — a gift from 

Moule in January 1862, in which Hardy inserted a newspaper cutting of Moule’s 

poem from the same year — Hardy inscribed “Sept 25. 73” next to Shakespeare’s 

Sonnet 32, in which the speaker reads the dead friend’s poems not for “their style,” 

but for “his love” (58). Hardy heard the news of Moule’s death on the 24th, and this 

 From Robert Gittings’s biography: “After a few minutes he heard a sound, which at first he 73

could not  place,  a  kind of  trickling” (179).  Michael  Russell,  a  contributor  to  Dorset  Online 
Parish Clerks, confirmed that this detail came from Charles Moule (personal correspondence).

 In Hardy’s writing, dripping is often associated with the burden of regret: for instance, the rain 74

“Decended darkly,  drip,  drip,  drip,”  in  a  poem about  an  enigmatic  couple,  who brood over 
“things which had been or might be” (“Beyond the Last Lamp,” TH 315). The sound is echoed in 
de la Mare’s “In Disgrace” (1938), which portrays a person in fearful solitude: “And a spout 
dripping rain from the roof: — / Drip — drip . . . till the light is gone” (DLM 362).
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inscription memorialised the day when he visited the grave — still merely a hollow, 

awaiting the corpse to be buried there on the 26th. When revisiting Queens’ College 

for the first time in 1880, Hardy linked his mourning for Moule with Tennyson’s for 

Arthur  Hallam.  Beside  LXXXVII  of  In  Memoriam  (1850),  Hardy  wrote 

“(Cambridge) H. M. M.,” and drew a thin double line against “Another name was on 

the door: / I linger’d; all within was noise” (Taylor, “Hardy’s Copy of Tennyson’s In 

Memoriam” 58).  In CVIII, he similarly marks: “And on the depths of death there 75

swims / The reflex of a human face” (61). Left behind, the living cannot reach the 

dead; the dead remain silent, as if behind a locked door. The ghost of a face, only 

indirectly seen as a “reflex,” could be merely a trick of light. Obscured by death’s 

watery depths, it evinces a strange blankness; the living cannot read its expression. 

Hardy’s “Standing by the Mantelpiece,” subtitled “H. M. M., 1873” (Moule’s 

initials and the year of his death), is an impenetrable poem. An enigmatic man speaks 

of his frustrated love and bitter disillusionment to a silent listener. Hardy withheld it 

from publication  until  his  last  volume,  Winter  Words  (1928),  which  suggests  its 

highly personal nature.  Although it  is  ambiguous who the interlocutors are,  the 76

subtitle invites one to read the poem in Moule’s voice, predicting his own death:

This candle-wax is shaping to a shroud
To-night. (They call it that, as you may know) — 
By touching it the claimant is avowed,
And hence I press it with my finger — so.

(TH 887)

This ominous image, originating from Dorset folklore, recurs in the last stanza, to be 

pressed onto the reader’s memory. “I have heard it said,” writes John Symonds Udal 

 Taylor’s  article  reproduces Hardy’s markings typographically.  Millgate documents Hardy’s 75

response to Moule’s death (Biography 142-4); Ford also elaborates on their literary relationship 
(176-184). 

 It  is  unclear  even  whether  they  are  a  man or  a  woman.  Critics  used  to  assume that  the 76

addressee was a woman, but Millgate argues that it could have been Hardy himself, and the poem 
may be portraying Moule’s confession of love (Biography 143-4).
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in Dorsetshire Folk-Lore (1922), prefaced by William Barnes, “that the overhanging 

red-hot  wick,  or  ‘spark,’ of  a  candle  is  a  sure  indication  of  the  advent  of  a 

stranger” (274),  and that  “if  a  ‘winding-sheet’ is  observed in  a  candle” (182),  it 

portends  death.  A  candle  as  a  person’s  soul  is  a  recognised  folkloric  motif 

(Thompson 513). According to Ruth Firor, this omen of the shroud- or coffin-shaped 

tallow is also called the “coffin-spehl,” or in ancient Germanic tribes, the “wolf in 

the candle” (15). The phrase “as you may know” implies that the speaker expects the 

addressee to be familiar with the symbol, strengthening the case that Moule’s last 

meeting with Hardy may have given rise to this poem. 

It is significant that Hardy draws on this stranger-symbol so emphatically in 

his only poem that carries Moule’s initials, especially as the speaker seems on the 

verge of suicide, telling the mute listener: “all’s lost, and nothing really lies / Above 

but shade, and shadier shade below” (TH 887). The stranger is a capacious metaphor. 

At  its  root,  it  means  “one  who  comes  from  without”;  according  to  Joseph 

Worcester’s dictionary, which Hardy owned, its etymological derivation is the “most 

singular formation in our language” (1424), as it entered English from Latin (“ex”), 

was prolonged (“extra,” “extraneous”), passed into French (“estranger”), and finally 

returned  as  “stranger.”  “Stranger”  signifies  one  who  is   placeless  in  a  given 

community and, in old parochial registers, does not belong to the parish. Foreigners, 

like suicides, could be consigned to a separate burial place, as in the “Strangers’ 

Burying-Ground” (Firor 284) in Portland, the setting of Hardy’s The Well-Beloved. 

“Stranger,” connoting the unknown, is also a name for the signs that foretell 

the advent of an absent one, an unexpected visitor: “a floating tea-leaf in the cup; an 

excrescence on the wick of a candle, causing guttering; a piece of soot flapping on 

the bar of the grate; a moth flying towards one” (OED; Wright 805). It is “the sole 

unquiet thing” in Coleridge’s “Frost at Midnight” (1798): “that film, which fluttered 

on the grate, / Still flutters there,” “the fluttering stranger!” which makes him hope 

to “see the stranger’s face” when he glances up from his “swimming book” (454-5). 

Coleridge’s  poem  shares  the  same  fireside  solitude  as  Cowper’s  “The  Winter 
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Evening” in The Task (1785), in which the “sooty films” stir “strange visages” in the 

poet’s “indolent vacuity of thought” (189). Coleridge’s “stranger” is symbolically 

aligned  with  the  baby,  the  church  bells,  and  God’s  “eternal  language”  (456). 

Conversely, the stranger can also be the “wolf in the candle,” and, in turn, suggest 

the wolf-devil that attacks the church’s faithful flocks. De la Mare inherited Hardy’s 

symbolism, and it appears in a moment of despair in Memoirs of a Midget: “My 

smoky little candle had long since begun to gutter and sputter and enwreathe itself in 

a winding sheet” (290). The sense of something intractable, outside the bounds of 

order — as well as the sensation of waiting for someone to come — is encapsulated 

by the word “stranger.” These connotations crowd into Hardy’s “Standing by the 

Mantelpiece,” even though the poem never mentions the word “stranger”: as if, like 

the speaker’s possible suicide, it is too strange to be named. 

Hardy’s  tangible  unease  regarding  Moule’s  death  is  reflected  in  how the 

poem keeps the reader at a distance, as a slightly uncomfortable eavesdropper. The 

lines  are  awkward  to  read,  their  uneven  speech  dotted  with  abrupt  stops  and 

hesitating syntax: “And hence I press it with my finger — so. / To-night. To me twice 

night […]”; “Let me make clear, before one of us dies, / My mind to yours, just now 

embittered so” (TH 887).  The poem is  saturated with a  sense of  thick,  stagnant, 

arrested time. The silence that cannot be broken on the part of the addressee (since 

Hardy was neither present on the night of Moule’s death, nor can he speak to him 

now) becomes all the more poignant if this was a poem written or revised years after 

the suicide.  In 1917, Hardy noted his “faculty […] for burying an emotion in my 77

heart or brain for forty years, and exhuming it at the end of that time as fresh as 

when interred” (Life  408).  Something remains unresolved in Hardy’s  memory of 

Moule,  and this  is  precisely why he exhumes the disquieting encounter  with his 

 The poem was possibly written half a century after Moule’s death. Hardy prepared Winter 77

Words in his late eighties. According to Hynes, most of it was written after Human Shows (1925); 
“As late as 27 November 1927, only some six weeks before his death, Hardy spent ‘almost all 
the day’ revising poems,” as recorded in Florence’s diary (Poetical Works 3:321). 
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friend’s strangeness in this abstruse poem. As if  Moule’s death evades the poet’s 

grasp, the speaker keeps back his words: 

I say no more: the rest must wait till we
Are face to face again, yonside the tomb.

(TH 887)

The face of the dead eludes the poet; the living can never hear or understand what 

was left unsaid, however he wishes to make sense of the death and find a conclusion. 

Hardy seems to be continually listening for those missing words: the words of the 

absent friend, turned Stranger.

Missing  words  also  leave  the  story  unresolved  in  de  la  Mare’s  “Strangers  and 

Pilgrims” (1936). A stranger — implicitly, a revenant of a suicide — wanders into a 

churchyard, looking for a certain grave in vain. After he disappears, the verger finds 

the name that the stranger was seeking in the worn Register of Burials, but a thin red 

line crosses through it, with a scrawled note: “Nothing known. Not buried here.”

 “Strange . . . Why not, then . . . ? And where?”  
 “Where?” an excessively faint voice from nowhere had 
muttered as if in reply. (SS 1:204) 

Whenever there is an implication of suicide in de la Mare’s writing, the “Strange” 

returns.  The  stranger’s  inscrutable  face  conveyed  “only  the  sediment  of  an 

unspeakable obsession.”  At  being “momentarily  severed and estranged” from his 

familiar church, the verger hears “A sound that was no more than a whisper, as of a 

minute clot of plaster falling from the roof onto the flags beneath” (1:204-5), as if the 

“sediment” of the stranger’s obsession was also falling in through a chink in the 

verger’s mind. The story’s obsession is in the question, “Where?” — a barely audible 

echo which only sounds “as if  in  reply,” a  reticent  “mutter” offering no answer. 

Where does a suicide find rest, when they are exiled from consecrated ground? For 
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de la Mare, all are “strangers and pilgrims on the earth” (Hebrews 11.13). But this 

story  emphasises  the  particularly  uncertain  state  of  the  suicide:  a  strange,  and 

estranging, enigma. The “obsession” could just as well be his as the stranger’s.

In the chapter “Night-Fears” in Early One Morning, de la Mare recounts his 

earliest memory of suicide: 

[…] any mere stimulus to fear in childhood may resemble that of a 
speck or two of strychnine (from the bitter silky seed of the Koochla 
tree),  a word which made its memorable entry into my vocabulary 
when I was about five years old. Standing at my mother’s side, my 
head hardly up to her elbow, I overheard: “He thought he was being 
continually followed. . . . His body was arched up on the bed — like 
this.” (289-90)

As paranoia suddenly transforms into a rigid body, the elliptical pause is somehow 

disquieting.  “Strychnine”  —  a  highly  toxic  alkaloid,  which  causes  muscular 

convulsions leading to asphyxia — and the shape of the “arched up” body slip into a 

story  in  his  fifties,  “The  Green  Room”  (1925),  as  Whistler  and  Leighton  have 

noted.  The dusty parlour of an antique bookshop is haunted by a woman who had 78

killed herself out of frustrated love; and the shopkeeper describes her death: 

“Strychnine, sir  — […] it  isn’t exactly the poison I myself should 
choose for the purpose. It erects up the body like an arch, sir. So.” 
With a gesture of his small, square hand Mr Elliott pictured the effect 
in the air. (SS 2:147)

De la Mare was fascinated with the shape of death, and how a simple gesture can be 

so indelible. In Memoirs of a Midget, Miss M. asks Mr. Anon about the “secret” of 

why a certain house is vacant: “My words dropped into the silence, like a pebble into 

a vast, black pool of water.” He tells her a vague story about a woman who had 

hanged herself upstairs: “He made a movement with his hands; at which I saw the 

 Leighton shows the peculiar  significance of  the word “arch,”  which “has its  own strange 78

afterlife in the story” (Hearing Things 152); it reappears to portray the poise of the phantom 
woman’s shoe, subtly exposing the protagonist’s slanted perception of her.
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poor creature up there in the darkness, suspended lifeless, poor, poor human, with 

head awry” (151). The gesture of the contorted body becomes a symbol in de la 

Mare’s writing that captures the “unspeakable obsession” of suicide and the fear that 

is bound up with it: a pictographic letter made by the body, only recognisable to 

those who know the language.

When he was reading over his own manuscripts, de la Mare was surprised by 

how much they spell out death: 

[…] I was struck by a certain insistence on old Mors as if being old 
one could not but sit with one’s eyes fixed on the further bank. And 
then I came across a MS. of about 1900 also full of Mors, so it seems 
to have been an inveterate habit. (qtd. in Whistler 438)

The manuscript that he came across, I believe, is “The Art of Dying”: an unpublished 

essay written on eight sheets,  each about the size of an outstretched hand.  The 79

handwriting and the loquacious style suggest that it could have been written earlier 

than 1900, even before he had begun to publish as a professional writer. The quaint 

title has a ring akin to Jeremy Taylor’s The Rule and Exercises of Holy Dying (1650), 

which de la Mare alludes to in The Return and elsewhere. Overall, the essay spurs 

everyone on to face death “jauntily” (7) with wit and humour — not with “tears & 

groans,” but with “a witty line of goodbye a nonsense rhyme challenging blame” (3) 

— but he betrays an ambivalence. Death is always present, but it is wise, he says, “to 

ignore as far as may be the skeleton hand outstretched in menace from the raised 

corner of the veil which shadows the future,” and to seek “not to excite to actual 

pains the uncertain pleasures of the frying pan in which he lies by musing upon the 

horrors of the fire in which perchance he shall eternally fall” (1). Leaping from the 

frying pan is Robert Burton’s metaphor for suicide in The Anatomy of Melancholy 

 The following are my transcriptions from the unpaginated manuscript.79
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(1621), a work that de la Mare associated with Hardy.  The imagery of deep waters, 80

breakers, and the lull of voices that would accompany “Mors” in his mature writings 

are  already in  his  language:  “when the  end comes they may be  lulled  to  placid 

slumber by the immemorial voices of the beating surf […]” (6). 

De la  Mare  once  took his  own advice  and wrote  on suicide  in  nonsense 

rhyme.  There  is  an  untitled  limerick,  gathered into  a  sheaf  labelled  “Rubbish  in 

Rhyme,” which I chanced on in a box teeming with miscellaneous papers: 

There was an old man said ‘E. B., 
The fogy referred to, viz me,

Is sitting, I think,
By a tank full of ink,

Contemplating felo de se.’

The verse ends with “Mind empty and bare / And nothing around him but bucks.” If 

read as an abbreviation — like “E.  B.,” which immediately calls  to mind Emily 

Brontë — “bucks” puns on Buckinghamshire, where de la Mare lived during parts of 

his life. Although he published a few other poems concerning suicide, both serious 

and whimsical,  this  one was kept  private,  perhaps because there  is  too much of 

himself in it, or because it seems too contrived. It is telling that he uses the term 

“felo de se,” which designates suicide as a crime punishable by law. It appears that 

de la Mare did not alight on “felo de se” merely for the sake of rhyme, but rather that 

he found the preceding words (“E. B.,” “viz me”) in order to end on it. Even so, the 

phrase sits uncomfortably in the rhyme scheme. The legal term reminds the reader of 

suicide’s criminality, but it also sounds as though it is a euphemism, shying away 

from spelling out “suicide,” which conveys the act of killing (from caedere, “to kill”) 

more directly than “felon.” The old man may be “Contemplating” suicide with a 

 “[…] as Aesop’s fishes, they leap from the frying-pan into the fire itself, yet they hope to be 80

eased by this means” (Burton 283). In a review of Hardy’s Collected Poems (1919), de la Mare 
imagines Burton,  John Webster,  and Emily Brontë coming to “rap at  the door” of  Hardy’s 
poetry (Private View 100). 
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probable intention to act upon it, or he may be ruminating on its meaning. A “tank 

full of ink” suggests that suicide and “old Mors” are topics of endless writing.

As he aspired toward a literary career while drudging in the Anglo-American 

Oil Company, de la Mare confided to Elfrida that “the imp Suicide” was always 

following him. “How excellent a climax is Death when life is pelting through the 

body” (qtd. in Whistler 77), he wrote, echoing himself from “The Art of Dying.” In 

an 1894 letter, he was paradoxically frustrated with God for not giving him someone 

to pray to: 

Will it never come, […] is it always to be hopeless cold dark, a dream 
that knows no waking […]. 

How I shudder at the endless tomorrows . . . 
God how I think — […] the Lord has need of me somewhere I 

will be blind and believe — I will cease to think — and trust It is 
impossible! (62-3)
 

“Will it never come.” This phrase captures so much of the crucial turns of waiting for 

someone to come in de la Mare’s and Hardy’s stories. De la Mare’s thoughts fret 

restlessly; the blind reach towards “trust” is flung away as soon as it is touched. Such 

volatility pours into his fiction, in characters that seem unable to “cease to think,” 

and in disjointed dialogues that leave loose ends.

The “endless tomorrows” of Macbeth re-echoes in his language, at times set 

off by the most ordinary repetitions. In a manuscript play, “Night-Piece,” Mr. Keith’s 

simple announcement of bedtime evokes the passage — “it’s half-past-ten again . . . 

Again, again, again . . .” (1) — and he shuffles towards his bookshelves to look for 

Macbeth. The “endless tomorrows” forms part of the pattern of repetitions in de la 

Mare’s literary explorations of death. In “The Intervention” — an unpublished play 

about a father, his daughter, and the absence of her dead mother — the dead return 

persistently, as if they are never quite gone:

There  are  no  dead  — no dead  selves,  no  dead  thoughts,  no  dead 
mistakes, no dead compacts: they rise, re-arise, they rise like a sea, 
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when  all  seems  trivial  and  cry  — like  a  hawk.  […]  We must  be 
prepared for the absent always […]. (21) 

The  words  themselves  are  reiterated  as  insistently  as  the  dead’s  re-arising,  both 

taking on the  rhythms of  the  ever-recurring tides.  Suicide  was  a  powerful  motif 

because they might rise and re-arise, in search of a resolution. The figure allowed the 

writer to push into that untravelled, luring world. It is not only the dead that linger as 

haunting presences. If selves, thoughts, mistakes, and compacts also rise and re-arise, 

there can be hauntings by altered versions of a character, or a character at various 

stages of a book; of words struck out in the process of revision; of thoughts left un-

pursued; of things that might be, or might have been; of promises that a text can 

make, whether it keeps them or not.

Edward Thomas was an important friend for de la Mare — and remained so 

even after death. They had an immediate rapport when they met in 1907, and their 

shared fascination with “Mors” is apparent in Thomas’ gift of a skull, which de la 

Mare named Moses and kept in a Viennese cake-box (Brain 34). Thomas had picked 

it up from Dunwich beach, where the ruin of All Saints Church finally slipped over 

the cliff, along with the bones in the churchyard in 1919 (Sebald 157). Five years 

younger, Thomas introduced de la Mare to The Anatomy of Melancholy, his great 

favourite,  early  in  their  acquaintance  (Whistler  360).  Suffering  from depression, 

Thomas would sometimes plunge into the woods at night with his revolver; and at 

least on one occasion, de la Mare talked him out of suicide (225). Their complex 

friendship — cut short when Thomas enlisted in the army and was killed in battle on 

9 April 1917 — can be charted, as Leighton has done, on figurative and real-life 

crossroads, since both poets had a habit of “listening in to these uncanny places, 

where the human spirit refuses its religious allotment of grace” (Hearing Things 124).

Thomas also spoke of Mors, though of a different kind. After he had sent 

drafts of his first poems to ask for de la Mare’s comments, he wrote: 
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Yours  is  the  only  interesting  criticism  I’ve  had.  But  I  think  it  is 
probably too fundamental, considering that I wrote (if anything) with 
a feeling that I did use the Morse accent. This is a fact. I only hope 
someone  beside  myself  will  catch  the  accent.  They  all  seemed 
speakable tho none chantable. (Poet to Poet 202)

To the polysemic capaciousness of the word “Mors” that de la Mare explored over 

numerous  texts,  Thomas  thus  adds  “Morse,”  signifying  a  secret  code  that  can 

communicate only to those who can decipher it: those who can “catch the accent.” It 

is a striking analogy for how a poem conveys messages, in combinations of long and 

short sounds. The code, invented by Samuel Morse in 1837 for electrical telegraphy, 

is  written out in dots,  dashes,  and spaces.  In appearance, it  is  comparable to the 

“verse skeletons” (Life 324) — consisting of marks for syllables, accentuations, and 

stops — which both Hardy and de la Mare used in their notebooks (Figures 9, 10). 

Even if de la Mare may not have caught this “Morse accent” in Thomas’s poems 

then, he keeps listening for it, to try to understand — just as he listened to Thomas’s 

suicidal confessions. He could be listening for a phantom of Thomas’s verse in “The 

Tomtit” (1945), its title perhaps punning on “Thomas.”

Twilight had fallen, austere and grey,
The ashes of a wasted day,
When, tapping at the window-pane,
My visitor had come again,
[ . . . . . . . . . ]
What ancient code, what Morse knew he —
This eager little mystery — 
That, as I watched, from lamp-lit room,
Called on some inmate of my heart to come
Out of its shadows […]

(DLM 470)

The “visitor” returns: not merely “come,” but “come again.” According to Friedrich 

Kittler, the Morse code’s invention was soon incorporated into séances in the shape 

of tapping spectres (12). This tapping visitor, calling on “some inmate of my heart,” 

seems to trouble the listener  with a  telepathic  communication.  That  the tappings 
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come in the “ashes of a wasted day” emphasises the touch of death that the poem 

conveys. The “mystery” is an “ancient code”: the time-worn secret of death. The bird 

mystifies him “Scarce less than had he angel been”:  

Suppose, such countenance as that,
Inhuman, deathless, delicate,
Had gazed this winter moment in — 
[ . . . . . . . . . ]
Well, it were best for such as I
To shun direct divinity;
Yet not stay heedless when I heard
The tip-tap nothings of a tiny bird. 

(DLM 470)

The listener shies away from accessing the divine, the answer to the “ancient code.” 

The “tip-tap nothings” are more than nothing – yet also just nothing. He is compelled 

to listen, but elicits no decipherable message. The code has lost its receiver, its key 

hidden. Just as de la Mare missed the “Morse accent” of Thomas’s poems at first, the 

tapping remains a mystery. Death’s riddle, as well as the dead friend’s elusiveness, 

are embedded in this coded wordplay of “mors,” “M. O. R. S.,” and “Morse.” 

Hardy’s  and  de  la  Mare’s  suicide  narratives  are  patterned  by  returns, 

repetitions, revisions — as well as the re-arising of the absent as strange visitors. The 

stranger, like the candle omen, carries tidings that are not always comprehensible, 

but speak in a perplexing code.  The suicide-figure carries the same metaphorical 

implications as the stranger and the outcast: the sense of being placeless, especially 

in a society still governed by Christian perspectives. These texts very often trace the 

process of self-estrangement: how one can turn strange to oneself, how one’s own 

thoughts can become perplexing to read. Two longer narratives, which are at some 

level  based  on  the  fact  and  fear  of  suicide,  offer  insight  into  how  both  poets 

expanded on this figure in strikingly similar ways.
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Figure 9: Hardy’s verse skeleton (Poetical Matter 43-44).

Figure 10: De la Mare’s notes on “Stanzaic Verse” (“Word Studies”).



Returning, Revising, and Reading Faces  

Hardy’s  The  Return  of  the  Native  (1878)  and  de  la  Mare’s  The  Return  (1910) 

ostensibly have little in common, save their titles. The former depicts the tangled 

relationships between two couples,  a mother,  and a meddling outsider,  set  in the 

desolate landscape of Egdon Heath; the title appears to refer to Clym Yeobright, a 

successful diamond merchant who returns to his native country from Paris with an 

intent  to  become  a  schoolmaster  for  the  rural  poor.  The  latter  features  an 

unexceptional, listless man — married to a conventional woman, living in a middle-

class London home — who becomes possessed by a revenant of a Huguenot suicide 

from centuries ago. Although these novels have never been linked by critics, both are 

books of  returns:  certainly about  much more than the return of  a  native or  of  a 

foreigner’s ghost. Reading them together reveals new dynamics within and between 

them, since both are complex explorations of suicide.

The Return of  the Native was one of the most influential  books for de la 

Mare.  In  an  unpublished  essay,  “Truth  to  Life,”  he  acknowledges  the  novel’s 

powerful effects, “attained solely through that style”: “We cannot read the book and 

remain indifferent. We must either reject it or be dominated by it” (second typescript, 

38).  He  was  clearly  “dominated.”  This  essay,  which  he  still  revised  after  1940, 

derives from de la Mare’s Clark Lecture on 9 November 1922 at Trinity College, 

Cambridge — which, in turn, derives from a lecture he gave for the Royal Society of 

Literature in 1916, “Truth and Life.” It  is evident,  then, that he was reading and 

thinking profoundly about The Return of the Native over many decades. He fully 

absorbs Hardy’s worldview: “our only certain goal that grave, the very thought of 

which so much engrosses and even stimulates the poet who wrote this novel” (39). 

Considering the novel’s undertones of suicide, the phrase he uses to describe the 

characters’ deaths is suggestive: they “are all ‘of this parish,’” as “the Heath in utter 

and habitual indifference hides their dust” (37). While a stranger — a label in old 

parochial registers for people not of the parish, though “parish” itself derives from 
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the Hellenistic Greek for “sojourn in a foreign land” (OED) — could be consigned to 

a separate burial ground from parishioners, de la Mare sees the Heath’s inhabitants as 

all “of this parish,” regardless of their societal status or how they died, as if it is a 

burial mound that can indiscriminately contain anyone. Through reading The Return 

of the Native and The Return as narratives of suicide, I  unravel how de la Mare 

absorbs and augments certain preoccupations of Hardy’s novel, and gives his own 

twist to listening for the words of the absent — sharpening a mode of reading that 

attends to absent words.

The Return  of  the  Native  is  shaped by returns.  The  manuscripts,  the  serialised 81

version, and the published editions show just how much Hardy returned to it himself, 

making revisions at  each step.  The stalking presence of sorrow in the epigraph 82

from Keats’ Endymion (1818) — “To sorrow / I bade good morrow, / […] But ah! 

she is so constant and so kind” — is a fitting superscription, for the novel deals with 

the psychology of overwhelming despair. Just before writing this novel, Hardy read 

“Ethics of Suicide” in the Saturday Review. He noted down contrasts between pagan 

and Christian attitudes to suicide: the act as “a duty” to escape the “risk of moral 

deterioration” in Marcus Aurelius’s view; a “refuge to the oppressed & suffering” in 

Seneca’s and in the “Stoic system, which held out no hope of immortal joys […] & 

acknowledged  no  duty  of  obedience  to  a  superior  will”;  and,  in  the  Christian 

perspective, the “new idea of suffering as the righteous penalty” of “sin, & a kind of 

reparation  for  it”  (Literary  Notebooks  1:48).  Hardy’s  interest  in  contemporary 

 Unless otherwise indicated, quotations are from the Penguin Classics edition, which takes its 81

main text from the 1878 version published in volume form.

 On  the  manuscripts  alone,  Gatrell  distinguishes  “two  (very  occasionally  three)  layers  of 82

revision through combination of variety of ink color and pen nib” (RN-Facsimile xv). 
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discussions  of  suicide’s  ethical  implications  is  evident.  When  Clym  Yeobright 83

returns to Egdon, he is almost suicidal:

He had reached the stage in a young man’s life when the grimness of 
the general human situation first becomes clear; […]. In France it is 
not uncustomary to commit suicide at this stage; in England we do 
much better, or much worse, as the case may be. (RN 187) 

Clym is burdened by the world’s suffering: “I get up every morning and see the 

whole  creation  groaning  and  travailing  in  pain,  as  St.  Paul  says  […]”  (175). 

Underlying this passage may be Hardy’s knowledge that in France, the forfeiture of 

suicides’  property  and  their  defamation  ceased  in  1791:  much  earlier  than  in 

England, where forfeiture was abolished in 1870 (Gates 152). Written just before  

1879, when suicide became a lighter crime than homicide in English secular law, the 

novel registers the ambivalence towards it.

 The Heath looms as a “half-explored continent,” to use de la Mare’s phrasing 

(“Truth to Life” 33), for it is figured as a stranger, as well as an entity which makes 

strange those that it consumes: “The untameable, Ishmaelitish thing that Egdon now 

was it always had been” (RN 12). Egdon is an outcast, an exile. It is like Ishmael — 

the son of Abraham and his Egyptian slave, Hagar, who was cast away by his father 

(Genesis 21) — a familiar turned stranger.  But Egdon cannot even be contained in 84

this metaphor, as it is made more formless in the peculiar, indecisive phrasing, the 

“Ishmaelitish thing”: both human and non-human, personified and un-personified. 

 
Then it became the home of strange phantoms; and it was found to be 
the hitherto unrecognised original of those wild regions of obscurity 
which are vaguely felt to be compassing us about in midnight dreams 
of flight and disaster,  and are never thought of after the dream till 
revived by scenes like this. (RN 11) 

 Frank  Giordano  Jr.  categorises  suicides  in  Hardy’s  novels  and  argues  that  Hardy’s 83

understanding of suicide precedes the “chief insights of the first ‘suicidologists,’” such as Emile 
Durkheim, Sigmund Freud, and Karl Menninger (xvi). 

 In Memoirs of a Midget, Miss M. calls herself “an Ishmael” (191, 299). 84
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Egdon has the evocative power to “revive,” to make things return and haunt the 

imagination. It transforms into anyone’s darkest dreams, recognised by the reader as 

if  already  known.  A traveller  on  Egdon  can  encounter  strange  visitors,  such  as 

migratory birds from afar; as the narrator observes, he can “feel himself to be in 

direct communication with regions unknown to man” (88). From the beginning of 

the novel, Hardy establishes the Heath’s strange, estranging existence.

Of all the strangers in this novel — including Clym, who eventually becomes 

an itinerant preacher; Mrs. Yeobright, who believes she was cast away by her son; 

and  even  Christopher  Cantle,  a  social  outsider  who  is  called  a 

“maphrotite” (hermaphrodite)  and admits to being afraid of dying “by my hand” 

because he gets so “terrible down” (RN 37) — Eustacia Vye is the most significant 

and evasive. Through various revisions, Hardy shapes and reshapes the dynamics of 

her  character.  Her  characterisation  shifts  from  the  earliest  draft  (submitted  to 

Blackwood’s Magazine for an initial response) to the later ones. John Paterson makes 

a persuasive but exaggerated case for the earlier Eustacia being an anti-Christian, 

black witch figure. Gatrell refutes this (Susan Nunsuch is still the only character who 

suspects Eustacia’s witchery in the early draft), but a strange quality of the other 

remains a defining aspect of her. In fact, this is made more prominent in the revised 

version. Eustacia and the reddleman, Diggory Venn, become “weird,” to use Hardy’s 

expression.  In  the  early  draft,  when  the  narrative  first  introduces  Eustacia,  the 85

reader shares her point of view on the hill; in the later version, the reader sees a 

silhouetted figure from Venn’s distant  perspective.  The latter  increases Eustacia’s 

strangeness by isolating her from the reader. The manuscript title of this chapter is 

“Old  chords  are  effectively  touched”  (RN-Facsimile  72),  but  it  turns  into  “The 

Figure against the Sky” (RN 55); the affective chords are muted and replaced with a 

 Venn is made more alien, akin to the intractable Heath. He was originally Grandfer Cantle’s 85

grandson and Christian’s nephew, but he becomes a “mysterious creature in red” (Paterson 337), 
at  once  “devil,  outcast,  and  workaday familiar”  (Beer,  Can the  Native  Return? 21),  and  an 
anachronism  in  the  age  of  “modern  inventions”  (RN  79).  The  “erratic  young  man”  (148) 
transforms into “this Ishmaelitish creature” (415n4) from the 1895 edition onwards.
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remote, impersonal outline, while her form becomes assimilated into the uncanny 

landscape as “an organic part of the entire motionless structure” (17-8).86

Eustacia’s  increasing  immersion  in  Egdon  is  conveyed  by  a  language  of 

sound and listening. The Heath’s phantasmal sounds resemble “the ruins of human 

song” (RN 56), as if they are whispers of the dead, buried in the barrows. Eventually, 

her voice joins the chorus:

Suddenly, on the barrow, there mingled with all this wild rhetoric of 
night  a  sound  which  modulated  so  naturally  into  the  rest  that  its 
beginning  and  ending  were  hardly  to  be  distinguished.  […]  her 
articulation was but as another phrase of the same discourse as theirs. 
Thrown out on the winds it became twined in with them, and with 
them it flew away. (RN 57)

The substitution of “phrase” for the manuscript’s “line” (RN-Facsimile 75) endows 

the mingling of sounds with a musical coherence, for “phrase” can mean “a short 

sequence of notes” forming a “unit or pattern” within a piece (OED). It also gives off 

a hint of her breath, her “lengthened sighing” (RN 57). One characteristic that makes 

her a stranger among the neighbours is her propensity to sigh and listen, her mind 

straining elsewhere, far away from this obscure parish: “there were sighs between 

her words, and sudden listenings between her sighs” (62). 

Eustacia’s solitude and amalgamation into Egdon is most discernible in the 

scenes leading up to her death. Effectively abandoned by Clym, who blames her for 

his mother’s death (though it was an outcome of unfortunate coincidences), she can 

only  imagine a  future  in  which she  “would have to  live  on as  a  painful  object, 

isolated, and out of place” (RN-Norton 341-2). While she had been regarded as an 

aloof eccentric who rarely attends church, she now feels herself  to be a stranger 

anywhere in the world. Losing her place among the living, she becomes peculiarly 

close to the buried dead,  as if  she is  embedded in the “untameable,  Ishmaelitish 

 She is also evasive on the level of language. Beer observes that readers are “shifted unendingly 86

between  microscopic  and  telescopic,  between  very  old  dialect  words  and  very  up-to-date 
references, particularly in relation to Eustacia” (Can the Native Return? 15).
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thing”  (RN 12).  When she  wretchedly  contemplates  her  chances  of  escape  from 

Egdon, it is portrayed as a bizarre corpse: 

[…]  she  followed  the  path  towards  Rainbarrow,  occasionally 
stumbling over twisted furze-roots, tufts of rushes, or oozing lumps of 
fleshy fungi, which at this season lay scattered about the heath like the 
rotting liver and lungs of some colossal animal. (RN 345) 

The rotting residue is not merely a simile for the vegetation, but something buried 

within. She feels an intense “isolation from all of humanity except the mouldered 

remains inside the tumulus” (346). When she is illuminated by the light from an 

open door, the manuscript’s narrator observes how “the moment passed, & she ^was 

absorbed in night^ [illegible] again” (RN-Facsimile 422). The absorption into night, 

inserted above the line, foreshadows how she will soon be consumed by despair and 

the Heath itself. As she realises that she does not have enough money, and her only 

alternative would be to compromise herself by fleeing as a mistress of her old lover 

Wildeve (now married to Thomasin, Clym’s cousin), “the chaos of her mind” comes 

into  perfect  “harmony”  with  “the  chaos  of  the  world  without”  (RN  345);  she 

gradually crouches down, “as if she were drawn into the Barrow by a hand from 

beneath”  (346).  Egdon,  which  only  in  the  previous  paragraph  seemed to  be  the 

carcass of a “colossal animal,” littered with rotting organs, comes alive and draws 

her in, as if of its own will. The dark hole in the middle of Egdon in Hardy’s “Sketch 

Map” seems to visualise the sinister spot where “a hand from beneath” draws her in 

(Figure 11): the “yawning blankness” of death (“The Going,” TH 338).

As she nears her death, the sinister dripping sounds enter Hardy’s language, 

which recalls Moule’s death and the dripping sound of his blood:  

Between the drippings of the rain from her umbrella to her mantle, 
from her mantle to the heather, from the heather to the earth, very 
similar  sounds  could  be  heard  coming  from  her  lips;  and  the 
tearfulness of the outer scene was repeated upon her face. (RN 346)
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The cascading  “drippings”  seem to  have  the  effect  of  gradually  dismantling  her 

individuality, as if she is dissolving into the night and the ground. This passage fulfils 

Egdon’s potential to be “aroused to reciprocity” (11): how at nightfall, the “sombre 

stretch of rounds and hollows seemed to rise and meet the evening gloom in pure 

sympathy” (10).  In Eustacia’s complete isolation, Egdon is the only creature that 

reciprocates her anguish. Just as her sighing voice mingles with its rhetoric of night 

towards the beginning of the novel, the rain, her tears, and her murmurs merge into 

one  sound-metaphor.  The  falling  motion  of  these  “drippings”  — as  the  reader’s 

attention moves down by degrees from her umbrella to the earth — reinforces the 

burdened, downward movements of her stooping down and sinking into despair.
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Hardy reimagines Eustacia’s gradual psychological breakdown and her death 

through revisions, making her escalating hopelessness more elaborate. For instance, 

in her last, cataclysmic confrontation with Clym, in which he violently accuses her 

of killing his mother, the inserted phrase parallels how she later crouches down on 

the Barrow: “she [illegible] cried, breaking into shaking sobs which choked her, ^& 

sinking on her knees.^ Will you have done!” (RN-Facsimile 401). In her solitary 

scene on Egdon, one alteration of a verb strikes home her irreparable state: “The 

wings of her soul were clipped broken by the cruel obstructiveness of all without 

about  her”  (427).  “Broken”  conveys  a  more  internal,  irreparable  fracture  than 

“clipped.” Yet another critical change occurs at the moment of her death. Alarmed by 

Eustacia’s absence from her grandfather’s house, Clym and Wildeve await a signal 

from her:  “While they both hung thus in hesitation a dull  sound became audible 

above the storm and wind. Its origin was unmistakable — it was the fall of a body 

into  the  stream adjoining,  apparently  at  a  point  near  the  weir”  (RN 360).  In  the 

manuscript, “fall” replaces another verb that has been crossed out — “plunge” (RN-

Facsimile 445) — altering the balance of volition and accident. Earlier scenes hint at 

her suicidal thoughts. When she leaves Clym and returns to her grandfather’s, she 

gazes at the pistols on the wall: 

Eustacia regarded them long, as if they were the page of a book in 
which she read a new and strange matter. Quickly, like one afraid of 
herself,  she  returned  downstairs  and  stood  in  deep  thought.  (RN 
327-8)

What she sees turns into a page of “strange matter.” Significantly, her first intentional 

thought of suicide comes in a form analogous to inscriptions, parallel to the novel’s 

own writing. To carry out her decision, she returns to the pistols, but a boy who 

noticed her gaze has already hidden them away. Their “absence” affects her as “a 

sudden vacuum” (328). The reader is reminded of this incident when her grandfather 

tells Clym: “people who think of that sort of thing once think of it again” (353). 

However, just as there is a slight possibility that Susan Nunsuch’s black magic of 
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burning Eustacia’s effigy on the fateful night caused her demise, the narrative does 

not commit to a final decision on whether or not she killed herself.

Other revisions make her decision more ambiguous. The chapter heading of 

Eustacia’s solitary wandering is altered from “A night at Mistover which brought no 

rest” (RN-Facsimile 422) to “The Night of the Sixth of November” (RN 341). On the 

one hand, Hardy may be stressing the narrative’s circularity, for the date is exactly a 

year  from  when  it  began;  but  on  the  other,  the  original  title  implies  spiritual 

restlessness. In the 1912 edition, her self-questioning as she crouches down on the 

Barrow is haunted by endless tomorrows: 

“Can I go, can I go?” she moaned. “[…] And if I could, what comfort 
to me? I must drag on next year, as I have dragged on this year, and 
the year after that as before. […] O, the cruelty of putting me into this 
ill-conceived world! […] O, how hard it is of Heaven to devise such 
tortures  for  me,  who have done no harm to  Heaven at  all?”  (RN-
Norton 275-6)

The manuscript and 1878 versions read: “‘I can’t go, I can’t go!’ she moaned. ‘No 

money: I can’t go!’” and the passage ends with an exclamation mark, rather than a 

question (RN-Facsimile 427; RN 346). The formulation in the final edition allows for 

the possibility for it to edge into a different question by the end of this soliloquy; 

“Can I go away from Egdon Heath?” morphs into “Can I efface myself from this 

world?” Some words are left unsaid, as a whole sentence is crossed out after this 

soliloquy:  “Having  exhausted  herself  by  this  outburst,  she  [illegible]  thought  of 

Clym” (RN-Facsimile 427). The rest is cut short. The reader comes to the bottom of 

the manuscript and expects to follow her on the next, but, turning the page, only 

finds the word “[Space]” and a new section on Susan’s effigy (428). The interruption 

excludes the reader from her most intimate thoughts in her last moments. 

In  the  description  of  her  corpse,  peace  gives  way  to  what  is  almost  a 

confession of surrender in the shape of her mouth: “Eternal rigidity had seized upon 

it  during that  [hours]  breadth of ^in a momentary^ transition between fervour & 
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tranquility resignation” (RN Facsimile 452). However, her rigidity resists any further 

interpretation; the dead cannot speak. Unlike Venn, who ends up a well-to-do farmer 

and marries Thomasin — albeit with Hardy’s cautionary footnote in the 1912 edition 

that Venn “was to have retained his isolated and weird character to the last, and to 

have disappeared mysteriously from the heath, nobody knowing whither,” and that 

readers  can  choose  the  more  “consistent”  conclusion  (RN  427n7)  —  Eustacia 

remains the stranger. Her last moments are shrouded in obscurity, and the crux of the 

novel’s ambiguity lies in her possible suicide. She is an outsider of the community, 

an exile from her husband’s home, an outcast from heaven (if she had intentionally 

“plunged” in the weir), and a stranger to all around her, including the reader. The 

reader cannot know her, just as the other characters can never fully comprehend her 

interiority and her motives. She is finally consumed and absorbed by the Ishmaelitish 

Heath.  Her death precludes her  domestication,  and she preserves her  untameable 

quality, made increasingly evasive through Hardy’s revisions.

Things that  may have happened, words that  could be written,  continue to 

haunt the book as much as they do Hardy’s characters. This is particularly pertinent 

in a novel that listens so keenly to the voices of the absent. Just as Egdon becomes 

“the home of strange phantoms,” the book itself contains shadowy presences, from 

the  whispers  of  the  “mummied  heath-bells”  (RN  56)  and  the  “soft,  strange 

ventriloquisms” (336) of tiny hollows in the land, to the regrets and the unanswered 

questions that the dead leave behind them. The most significant deaths can be read as 

suicides — not only Eustacia’s, but also Mrs. Yeobright’s, who journeys to Clym’s 

house  on  one  of  the  hottest  days  of  August,  “the  air  around  her  pulsating 

silently” (269), and dies as much from her despair as from the physical strain and an 

adder’s bite. Unresolved lines that do not commit to one conclusion haunt the book; 

the dead are at loose ends, wandering restlessly in their unresolved condition. 

Listening  for  lost  people  is  one  obsession  of  the  novel.  As  Clym awaits 

Eustacia’s return on the night of her death, echoes of their tender past, and even the 

past which he does not personally know, come seeping back: “The little gate […] 
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continually  opened  & clicked  together  again,  ^but  when  he  looked  out  eagerly, 

nobody was there; it was^ as if the invisible shapes passed through ^of the dead were 

passing in^ on their way to visit him” (RN-Facsimile 432). The revisions emphasise 

an absence (“nobody was there”), as well as absent presences (“the invisible shapes 

of the dead”). Even a passing detail becomes phantasmal: “The rain still continued, 

the candlelight falling upon the nearest drops and making glistening darts of them as 

they descended across the throng of invisible ones behind” (RN 354). The “invisible 

ones”  is  more  ghostly  than  the  manuscript’s  “across  the  darkness  behind”  (RN-

Facsimile 437). These revisions shape a landscape in which the reader expects to 

hear or sense something more than what is physically present. 

The characters keep listening wistfully for the words of the absent.  Clym 

desperately wishes to converse with the dead, to find out why his mother’s last words 

were that she was “a broken-hearted woman cast off by her son” (RN 281): 

If  there  was  one  thing  wanting  to  bewilder  me  it  was  this 
incomprehensible thing! . . . Diggory, if we, who remain alive, were 
only allowed to hold conversation with the dead — just once, a bare 
minute, even through a screen of iron bars […] what we might learn! 
[…] But the grave has for ever shut her in […].  (RN 248)

He will never find out the exact circumstances of the deaths of Mrs. Yeobright and 

Eustacia. The unbreakable silence of the dead and the unbreachable gap between the 

known and the unknown weigh down the ellipsis. One can read Mrs. Yeobright’s 

death  by  an  adder’s  bite  in  light  of  the  myth  of  Eurydice  and  Orpheus.  When 

Eurydice dies from a snakebite and Orpheus ventures to the underworld to make her 

return, he loses her for the second time because he turns to look back at her. Clym 

loses his chance of communicating with his mother because he has neglected to meet 

her, face to face, until it was too late.  With all the strange phantoms of the Heath, 87

the novel’s title comes to hint at its preoccupation with the “Return” of the dead.

 The Eurydice-Orpheus myth and the story in the Aeneid of Dido’s suicide following Aeneas’s 87

abandonment  are  important  contexts  for  Hardy’s  elegies  after  Emma’s  death.  Armstrong 
(“Thomas Hardy: Poems of 1912-13”) and Melissa Zeiger discuss this in detail.
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The  novel’s  tragedy,  driven  by  miscommunications,  culminates  in  the 

incomprehensibility  of  a  loved  one  turned  stranger  —  in  the  sense  that  she  is 

permanently estranged, and the suicidal nature of her death makes her all the more 

perplexing. Like the “strange matter” that Eustacia reads on the wall when she thinks 

of suicide, the faces of these unresolvable characters were strange even in life. Mrs. 

Yeobright’s face is first described in odd terms: “She had something of an estranged 

mien: the solitude exhaled from the heath was concentrated in this face that had risen 

from it” (RN 36). When Johnny Nunsuch, a child who hears her last words, tries to 

comprehend her misery, he “gazed into her face in a vague, wondering manner, like 

that of one examining some strange old manuscript the key to whose characters is 

undiscoverable” (281). The Heath itself is a face that is difficult to read, sometimes 

resembling a “protracted and halting dubiousness” (16).  When Clym is  returning 

home to confront Eustacia, he sees that instead of Eustacia’s “pale face […] there 

was  only  the  imperturbable  countenance  of  the  heath,  which  having  defied  the 

cataclysmal onsets of centuries, reduced to insignificance by its seamed and antique 

features the wildest turmoil of a single man” (317). The faces of Mrs. Yeobright and 

Eustacia,  either  illegible  or  erased,  become  all  the  more  indecipherable  in  their 

deaths.  The  novel  itself,  with  its  intricate  layers  of  revisions,  morphs  into  an 

“untameable,  Ishmaelitish thing”: a “strange old manuscript” that  keeps from the 

reader the key to a certain resolution. 

De la Mare’s The Return, written about three decades after The Return of the Native, 

leaves open the question of what is  returning.  Its  non-committal  title was once 88

tentatively  called  The  Change.  Arthur  Lawford,  convalescent  from  a  bout  of 

influenza, wanders into an overgrown part of Widderstone churchyard. He stoops 

down to decipher the engravings of  a  cracked tombstone:  “Nicholas Sabathier,  a 

Stranger to this Parish / who fell by his own Hand on ye / Eve of Ste Michael and all 

Angels” (8). As he tries to make out the nearly effaced inscriptions, he meets the 

 Unless stated otherwise, quotations are from the 1945 edition.88
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eyes of a large spider peering out from the dark fissure. After briefly falling asleep 

with a peculiar weight on his heart, he returns home to find himself apparently in an 

unfamiliar  face and body,  which he comes to  believe belonged to  Sabathier,  the 

suicide. The novel traces how Lawford and the people around him come to terms, or 

do  not  come to  terms,  with  this  change.  The  book ends  on  the  same night  that 

Sabathier  killed  himself,  28  September,  which layers  Lawford’s  internal  struggle 

with a hidden analogy to the war in heaven, when St. Michael defeats Satan (Rev. 

12) — though the denouement of Lawford’s battle is neither a clear win nor loss, for 

the boundaries between good and evil are ambiguous.

The Return has been published in three editions: 1910, 1922, and 1945. Its 

theme of possession revisits a story that de la Mare had written twelve years ago, “A. 

B. O.”:  a code which stands for “Abortion.” Like Hardy with The Return of the 

Native, de la Mare returned to this novel over a span of thirty-five years, even though 

many of his revisions are slight, refining his expressions with paragraph division, 

punctuation, or an additional word. He disliked the story at first. On 3 November 

1909, he wrote to Ella Coltman: “I so hated Lawford that if  it  had not been the 

madness of wasting so much time I should have liked to destroy it” (qtd. in Whistler 

148). Upon re-reading it, he complained it was “choke full of crudities and slices of 

Saharaness” (167), even coining a word to express deserted, forsaken barrenness. 

When finishing its proof alongside The Three Mulla-Mulgars (1910), he wrote with 

“indescribable remorse,” “If only I could rewrite both the horrible things — or better 

still, unwrite them” (170-1). The idea of unwriting is significant, recalling Hardy’s 

lines: “I cannot bear my fate as writ, / I’d have my life unbe […]” (“Tess’s Lament,” 

TH 177). Can written words be unwritten? Can a life be “unbe,” cancelled out as if it 

was never begun? The novel, itself obsessed with suicide, was untameable enough to 

make its writer wish for a kind of literary suicide.

While Hardy’s characters in The Return of the Native try in vain to decipher 

the face of the stranger, Lawford’s change is triggered when he tries to decipher the 

engraving on Sabathier’s tombstone. Reading Hardy’s novel — and returning to it 
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over many decades, to write about it (“Truth to Life”) and to discuss it even in his 

eighties (Brain 77) — transferred its  preoccupation with reading faces into de la 

Mare’s book.  It is not only Sabathier’s suicide that suggests the stranger is key. A 89

few  annotations  in  de  la  Mare’s  proofs  attest  to  this.  For  instance,  beside  the 

sentence, “Then he turned and once more confronted the glass,” he wrote, in my 

conjectural  transcription,  “The  face  that  was  the  face  of  a  stranger”  (15).  This 

became, in published editions, “the changed strange face in the glass” (13). A few 

pages later, “She could not, try as she would, bring herself to look at him” carries the 

side note, “the strange face” (26). Elsewhere, he added above the line: “He gave that 

quite immobile long, dark ^stranger’s^ face tricks to do” (18). Remarkably, the latter 

two  annotations  did  not  survive  in  the  published  versions,  even  though  they 

articulate what must be the novel’s keyword — or precisely because they made the 

key too accessible. These pencilled words are part of the novel’s lost, absent words: 

never to be read unless a reader excavates them from the archive.  

The  book disinters  the  “something”  in  the  beginning  of  the  narrative:  “a 

vague thought that behind all these past years, hidden as it were from his daily life, 

lay something not yet quite reckoned with” (6). It explores what it means to be a 

stranger  in  an  “incomprehensible  world”  (152):  an  “inextricable  riddle,”  “all  so 

devilishly  empty”  (155).  Lawford  comes  “face  to  face  with  the  unknown” (16), 

literally  and  figuratively.  The  suicide-figure  provides  an  opening  to  search  for 

something that makes sense of the world outside the Christian framework. It is the 

encounter with the stranger — when Lawford sees his own unfamiliar face in the 

mirror  —  that  makes  him  experience  “vacancy  and  meaninglessness”  (13), 

instigating his search to give meaning to this “inscrutable life” (37). 

 Besides his lectures and essays that serve as evidence of his engagement with the novel in 89

1916, 1922, and after 1940, it is unmistakeable that he read Hardy closely from a young age. 
He lists many of Hardy’s novels in an unpublished account of his Max Gate visit: “I was at 
home — how happily at home! — with such […] tragic things as The Return of the Native 
and Jude the Obscure — each one of them thronged with human beings almost alien to most 
novels because they are so completely natural” (“Thomas Hardy” 2).
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The region of  the  unknown is  in  fact  the  decrepit,  unconsecrated  part  of 

Widderstone graveyard: “I went down into that old shadowy hollow, and came back 

— well — this” (110). It is as if Lawford returned from death, as if reading those 

inscriptions  and looking into  the  spider’s  eyes  was  some sort  of  passage over  a 

threshold.  In  the  graveyard,  a  voice  like  the  “ecstatic  sound”  of  Hardy’s  “The 

Darkling  Thrush”  (TH  150)  reaches  Lawford:  “the  voice  of  some  evening  bird 

singing with such an unspeakable ecstasy of grief it seemed it must be perched upon 

the confines of another world” (199). The question that haunts the book is whether 

anything can “Answer back” from beyond these confines. When Lawford meets a 

stranger in Widderstone (Herbert Herbert, who may be imaginary), he asks:

“[…] and  supposing,  when  a  man  dies  — supposing  it  was  most 
frightfully  against  his  will;  that  one  hated  the  awful  inaction  that 
death brings, shutting a poor devil up like a child kicking against the 
door  in  a  dark  cupboard;  one  might  — surely  one  might  — just 
quietly, you know, try to get out? Wouldn’t you?” […]

And a sheer enormous abyss of silence seemed to follow the 
unanswerable question. (84-5)

The spattering of “supposing,” “might,” and dashes that interrupt his words evince 

his uncertainty. The book obsessively probes this “abyss of silence” — indeed, the 

whole business begins when Lawford peers into a gravestone’s abyss-like fissure. 

The grave as a narrow bed may be a commonplace, but the “cupboard” adds a sense 

of claustrophobia and captivity, in an oddly domestic analogy. Herbert makes the 

image even more sinister  when he touches  on the folktale  in  which a  man kills 

several successive wives and locks up their corpses in a cupboard: “It’s the old story 

of  Bluebeard.  And  I  confess  I  too  should  very  much  like  a  peep  into  his 

cupboard” (86). Peeping in the cupboard entails not only peeping into the grave, but 

also understanding the turmoils of the suicide before he took his own life. Lawford 

entreats Herbert — and the book challenges the reader — to “think of the fret and 

fever he must have been in — just before. Imagine it” (85).
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Imagining  the  Stranger,  Sabathier,  is  Lawford’s  gateway  to  becoming  a 

stranger himself:  he changes into one physically, turning into an outcast,  literally 

estranged from his family, as his wife and acquaintances assume he is insane. As 

Eustacia realises she is “out of place,” Sabathier is a “friendless old Huguenot,” and 

a “Stranger to this Parish” (12): an outsider to the Anglican Church, a sojourner in a 

foreign land. Sabathier eludes one’s grasp, with his polysemic, shape-shifting name. 

Its connotations, which have never been discussed by critics, prevaricate between the 

witches’ sabbath (“a midnight meeting of demons, sorcerers and witches, presided 

over by the Devil”) and, ironically for such a restive spirit, the Sabbath as the day of 

rest and religious observance in Judaism and Christianity (from the Hebrew, shābath, 

to  rest).  The  surname is  likely  connected  with  the  French  Protestant  theologian, 

Louis Auguste Sabatier (1839-1901), who spoke of human limitations: “Man cannot 

know himself without knowing himself to be limited” (qtd. in Reardon 209). But it 

could also be linked to the Sabatier effect in photography: the reversal of tones due 

to partial exposure of a negative to light, described by (though not discovered by) Dr. 

Sabatier in 1860. Dr. Sabatier is an arcane figure, whose first name and history is still 

unknown, though many sources, including major reference titles, have mistakenly 

identified him as Armand Sabatier (1834-1910), a French zoologist.  There was also 90

a contemporaneous Jean-Baptiste Sabatier, a Parisian daguerrotype portraitist, but he 

was not the Sabatier who wrote of the effect (Jolly 142). A slippery name itself, 

Sabatier is often misspelled as Sabattier. The Sabatier effect is an evocative metaphor 

for Lawford’s transformation from fair to dark, his innermost thoughts turned inside 

out. Like a negative processed into a photograph, his personality seems to become 

fully realised by the end; the “something not yet quite reckoned with” surfaces. In 

the Sabatier effect, writes Beaumont Newhall, “The unreality of the negative throws 

emphasis upon shapes and contours not usually seen” (206); or as László Moholy-

Nagy observes, “The transposition of tones transposes the relationship, too” (qtd. in 

 William Jolly, who convincingly refutes the identification of the Sabatiers, concludes that “we 90

know nothing of the background, and not even the first name” of this Sabatier, except that he was 
“a doctor of medicine from the village of Saint-Mammers” (142-3). 
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Newhall 206). De la Mare was clearly interested in the capaciousness of Sabathier’s 

name, for the novel itself creates a new definition. Lawford turns the name into a 

verb, and Herbert defines “to Sabathier”: 

“‘To deal with histrionically’; or,  rather, that’s what it  will  mean a 
couple of  hundred years  hence.  For  the moment  it  means,  ‘To act 
under the influence of subliminalisation’; ‘To perplex, or bemuse, or 
estrange with otherness.’” (166)

Herbert  uses an unfamiliar  form of “subliminal,” meaning the subconscious,  or “a 

sensory stimulus […] below the threshold (limen) required for conscious perception,” 

which  was  only  recently  passing  into  usage  through  Psychical  Research  (OED). 

“Sabathier” becomes a shorthand for the sheer “otherness” that the novel explores: 

an otherness that estranges all that comes into contact with it. It is not only Lawford 

who perplexes those around him and is  perplexed by his change; the book itself 

Sabathiers the reader with its indeterminate meanings and unanswerable questions.

The name of the graveyard, Widderstone, also estranges with its equivocality. 

It calls to mind “widdershins,” or “withershins”: one of de la Mare’s favourite dialect 

words, for “moving in an anticlockwise direction, contrary to the apparent course of 

the sun (considered as unlucky or sinister),” “relating to the occult” (OED). Briggs 

suggests  more  meanings  — “wither-stone,”  or  “whither?-stone”  (189)  — which 

capture  the  novel’s  concern  with  the  unnatural  and  where  one  goes  after  death. 

“Widder” is a sixteenth-century form of “wither,” meaning “to be hostile; to offer 

resistance,  fight,  struggle”  (OED),  which  implies  Lawford’s  struggle  against 

captivity, or the dead kicking against the door in a dark cupboard. It also means “to 

cause to decline, decay, or waste.” In the overgrown, rotting graveyard, “wither” as 

in  to  “become  dried  up  or  shrivelled,”  or  “fall  into  decay”  is  also  part  of 

Widderstone’s connotations.

Sabathier  is  not  only a  “Stranger  to  this  Parish”;  if  he is  a  Huguenot,  as 

Lawford guesses, he is also an exile, expelled from his country for his Protestant 

faith.  Under  persecution  by  the  Catholic  majority  of  France,  Huguenot  refugees 
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emigrated from 1685, when Louis XIV revoked the Edict of Nantes, putting an end 

to  seven years’ toleration of  Protestants.  Lawford recalls  having “even played at 

‘Huguenots’ once,”  pretending to be “Coligny” (8),  the famous leader  of  French 

Protestant  Reformers,  slain in a  massacre.  It  is  eventually revealed that  Lawford 

himself had some foreign blood. Miss Sinnet, a school friend of his dead mother, 

startles him by recalling “the foreign strain” in her: “‘The foreign strain?’ Lawford 

glanced  with  a  kind  of  fleeting  fixity  at  the  quiet  old  figure.  ‘The  foreign 

strain?’” (241). It reminds him that his mother Mary’s maiden name was Dutch (Van 

der Gucht); her unassimilated name is the mark of a stranger. De la Mare himself had 

Huguenot ancestors. Jean Baptiste from Normandy, born in 1691, was only Walter’s 

great-great-grandfather (Whistler 7). The surname had been anglicised to Delamare, 

but interestingly, Walter changed it back to the French spelling as soon as he could. 

The  Huguenot  context  is  crucial,  for  Lawford  comes  to  regard  his 

transformation as a conversion. From the start, his graveyard meandering is branded 

as straying from the flock. When Mr. Bethany, his friend and vicar, discovers the 

change, he tries to lighten the mood: “the malady has taken a graver turn — eh, 

Lawford, an heretical turn? I hear you have been wandering from the true fold” (28). 

Sheila,  Lawford’s  wife,  considers  it  “absolutely  mad”  for  “a  gentleman,  a 

Churchman” to loiter in an overgrown churchyard (26). For a novel from 1910, they 

are surprisingly sensitive about impropriety,  and moreover,  suicide.  Herbert,  who 

claims  to  know  Sabathier’s  “history  almost  by  heart,”  insinuates  the  parish’s 

treatment of him by pointing out the state of the unconsecrated ground: “‘Haven’t 

you noticed,’ drawled the other, ‘how green the grass grows down here, and how 

very sharp are poor old Sabathier’s thorns? Besides, he was a stranger, and they — 

kept him out.’” Because he was a suicide, “our Christian countrymen have buried 

him outside of the fold. Dead or alive, they try to keep the wolf out” (83). This 

“lupus” (144) possesses Lawford. It is as if he were bitten by a werewolf: a devilish 

creature that attacks the faithful flock, changing under the full moon, like a lunatic. 

Or as one of those uncanny omens, a “wolf in the candle,” the “lupus” pulls him 
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towards death. He begins to see himself as “an outcast from decent society” (158). 

The isolation and lethargy he had already felt, which lay trampled under his daily 

occupations, surface as he becomes “Sabathiered,” or estranged with “otherness.”

On a September Sabbath, as he hears church-goers outside, he thinks of “the 

end” as the only way to terminate his struggle. He longs for “freedom, on and on, a 

keen  craving  for  the  open  sky,  for  solitude,  for  green  silence,  beyond  these 

maddening walls” (77): the “green silence” of an overgrown grave. The “incessant 

changing  roar  of  falling  water”  from the  Widder,  a  haunted  river  by  Humbert’s 

house, becomes associated with death’s attraction. Lawford is so “absorbed” by it 

that his “eye and ear became enslaved by the roar and stillness” (105). The sound 

haunts him when he strives to “disentangle the perplexity of his  thoughts”:  “His 

pulses  were  beating  in  his  ear  with  a  low  muffled  roar.”  Eventually,  Lawford 

confesses to Herbert: “Well, I have been converted to Sabathier’s God” (209). He is 

converted  into  a  stranger,  and  the  pull  towards  suicide  is  a  crucial  part  of  this 

conversion — though “Sabathier’s God,” a cryptic riddle, could signify whatever 

meanings the phrase has accumulated for the reader. 

The  Return’s  epigraph,  from  Browne’s  Christian  Morals  (1716),  sets  off 

echoes of another kind. The lines are shaped like an epitaph in the 1945 edition:91

‘Look not for roses in Attalus in his gar-
den, or wholesome flowers in a venomous
plantation. And since there is scarce any-
one bad, but some others are the worse for
him; tempt not contagion by proximity,

and hazard not thyself in the
shadow of corruption!

SIR THOMAS
BROWNE  

 This could have been de la Mare’s intention, since his son, Richard, was “responsible for book 91

production and design” as director of Faber & Faber (Mullan). The stray single quotation mark is 
in my copy.
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The incantatory passage forms a part of Browne’s warning to the reader to be careful 

in choosing one’s company. Attalus,  the last Attalid king of Pergamon in ancient 

Greece, made a garden of venomous plants. Attalus is a strange, enigmatic figure 

(Hansen 142), who “elude[s] a historical perspective and understanding,” his legacy 

passed on through “anecdotal literary tradition” (Allen 1). He tested his poisonous 

plants on condemned criminals, gave some away as gifts to friends, and used them 

for medical studies. The “shadow of corruption” that seeps into Lawford through 

Sabathier in the overgrown Widderstone churchyard links The Return with Browne’s 

passage.  But  the  keywords  lie  in  what  is  left  unquoted:  “Be  able  to  be  alone,” 

Browne  warns,  for  “they  whose  thoughts  are  in  a  fair,  and  hurry  within,  are 

sometimes fain to retire into company, to be out of the crowd of themselves.” For 

those  prepared  to  be  alone,  “the  day  is  not  uneasy  nor  the  night  black  unto 

him” (242-3). After his change, Lawford says grimly, “I can see in the dark” (33); 

but it is a striking recasting of Browne’s vision in the dark. In de la Mare, to be in 

“the crowd of themselves” is a resonant theme — for the self always senses some 

inward  self  or  selves  to  commune  with,  and  a  multitude  of  voices  crowds  into 

consciousness. Lawford’s most intimate companions, Herbert and Grisel, seem to be 

projections of himself; his transformation appears to amplify those other voices busy 

in his own mind. Browne urges the reader to pursue a spiritual journey to be “alone 

and single with Omnipresency” (243), but Lawford’s journey is to learn to be alone 

without it.

Browne expresses an urgent sense of mortality in Christian Morals: “Attend 

with patience the uncertainty of things, and what lieth yet unexerted in the chaos of 

futurity” (214). Hardy underlined this phrase in his own copy (Beinecke). According 

to  George  Minois,  Browne is  “one  of  the  English  authors  who devoted  the  most 

thought to the problem of suicide […] over the longest span of time” (130-131). In 

contrast  to  his  predecessors,  who  “reasoned  as  pure  theologians  and  abstract 

moralists,” his confrontation of life’s problems register the “changes and contradictions 

within the individual” (131).  He even coined the term “suicide” in Religio Medici 
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(1642). In a work that is clearly uneasy about the soul’s permanence, as Brooke Conti 

points  out,  it  is  curious that  he mentions suicide three times,  while “two of these 

references are deleted in later versions” (165). Browne acknowledges that suicide is 

forbidden to Christians, but as a physician, he knows “what tender filaments that 

fabrick [of the parts of man] hangs,” and his outlook is bleak: “Certainly there is no 

happiness within this circle of flesh; nor is it in the opticks of these eyes to behold 

felicity.  The  first  day  of  our  jubilee  is  death  […]”  (65-6).  Despite  outwardly 

condemning the Stoic’s elevation of suicide, he sees death as a choice in his own 

hands, easing misery by the promise of ending it. These words are absent from the 

pages of The Return, but the epigraph calls them into its consciousness. 

Lawford desires to be out  of  the crowd of himself  — for,  as  de la Mare 

writes, “every soul” is “never less alone than when alone” (“Winged Chariot,” DLM 

557). He confesses to Herbert: “I wouldn’t mind if it was only myself. But there are 

so many of us, so many selves, I mean; and they all seem to have a voice in the 

matter. What is the reality of this infernal dream?” (198). The selves seem to speak in 

inexplicable  murmurs:  “a  low  multitudinous  tumult  as  of  countless  inarticulate, 

echoing  voices”  (110).  Lawford’s  consciousness  becomes  densely  crowded  as 

Widderstone makes him hypersensitive to “the invisible flocking presences of the 

dead” (98); in the churchyard, “The viewless air seemed to be flocking with hidden 

listeners”  (10).  Widderstone’s  solitude,  like  Egdon  “thrilling  silently”  (RN  278), 

always seems to hold something that is invisible, yet emanating listening presences. 

These “so many selves” foreground the novel’s shifting multiplicity of meanings that 

coexist without cancelling each other out. Sabathier is both real and unreal: an other 

within and outside the self. After a confrontation in the darkness of his own house, 

Lawford tells Grisel: 

That — that presence, that shadow. I don’t mean, of course, it’s a real 
shadow. It comes, doesn’t it, from — from within? As if from out of 
some unheard-of hiding place […]; at least, so it seems to me now. 
And yet although it does come from within, there it is, too, in front of 
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you,  before  your  eyes,  feeding  even  on  your  fear,  just  watching, 
waiting for — What nonsense all this must seem to you! (160)

The vacillation of his words — interspersed by uneven pauses, unfinished sentences, 

rhetorical questions, conditional phrases — reflects the indecision of the novel itself. 

What is “it” waiting for? This is only one of the countless sentences that are cut short 

with a dash or an ellipsis, consigning the rest to silence. As de la Mare held back the 

“stranger” that he had pencilled in the proof, the narrative also keeps back words at 

pivotal moments. Lawford says to Sheila: “But I don’t quite see what suicide has got 

to  do  with  it;  unless  —”  (127).  While  they  wait  for  answers  to  unanswerable 

questions, the reader, suspended, waits for those missing words.

The only evidence of Herbert and Grisel’s existence is the tattered French 

book that Herbert gives Lawford; while no one else has seen Herbert’s house, this 

book is visible to others. The book contains Sabathier’s portrait and chronicle of his 

own  life.  Although  Lawford  does  not  know  his  language,  “The  man  himself, 

breathing, and thinking, began to live for Lawford even in those few half-articulate 

pages […]” (154). De la Mare wrote to Henry Newbolt, a close friend and mentor: “I 

felt very shaky indeed about the novel — the idea was sensational and all along it 

proved  rather  a  burden  and  a  handicap.  […]  I  kept  on  rebelling  against  its 

sensationalism — I detest it — And now I don’t know quite whether to be glad or 

sorry that it proved too strong for me” (qtd. in Whistler 146-7). It is as if Sabathier 

has taken possession of the novelist himself, instilling an obsession which is then 

passed  onto  the  reader.  For  the  questions  that  Lawford  neurotically  attempts  to 

unravel — whether the dead can return; whether one’s perception of oneself and of 

reality  is  reliable;  what  awaits  beyond  — become problems  for  the  reader  who 

attempts to decode Sabathier’s estranging possession. Reading his epitaph transfers 

Sabathier’s face to Lawford’s; reading The Return translates Lawford’s experience 

into the reader’s own. The Return materialises de la Mare’s enduring fascination with 

the potential of a book not only to let the reader keep company with its characters, its 
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author, and past writers; but also to evoke the book’s “memoried experience,” as if 

the reader was remembering it from her own memory.92

A communion between selves is  the most important experience that  these 

characters  seek.  When  Lawford  is  beset  by  night-fears,  he  imagines  Grisel’s 

presence: “They paused in the darkness face to face, the silence of the sky, arched in 

its vastness […], the only witness of their triumph” (122). “Face to face” appears at 

least eight times throughout the book. The phrase from St. Paul’s epistles signifies 

knowing God: “For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I 

know in part; but then shall I know even as also I am known” (1 Corinthians 13.12). 

It indicates a revelation: to see God directly, rather than as an imperfect reflection in 

a mirror, or through an obstruction; to understand God clearly, rather than in riddles. 

In The Return, however, the characters are perennially groping in the dark. Lawford 

can hardly recognise himself in the mirror, and in a trick of the senses, or of a ghost, 

a  face  can  quickly  morph  into  another.  Along  with  the  slipperiness  of  punning 

names, the transposition of Sabathier’s face onto Lawford’s is a punning on faces. 

Every use of the phrase multiplies the pun; Lawford comes “face to face with the 

unknown” (16), and turning to the mirror is to come “face to face with the sheer 

difficulty of living on at all” (37).

For Lawford, seeing himself, “face to face,” is the same as seeing “through a 

glass,  darkly”:  Sabathier’s  face  only  perplexes.  However,  a  peculiar,  telepathic 

connection occurs between Lawford and the strange face in the mirror:

Something  deep  in  those  dark  clear  pupils,  out  of  that  lean 
adventurous  face,  gleamed  back  at  him,  the  distant  flash  of  a 
heliograph,  as  it  were,  height  to  height,  flashing  “Courage!”  He 
shuddered, and shut his eyes. (20)

 In a fragmentary note, he wrote: “Compare the experience […] of actual scene, travel, danger, 92

company etc., with that derived from the reading of books — […] and the memoried experience 
of the one with the other” (“Notes and fragments”).
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A heliograph’s  message  is  a  kind  of  Morse  code:  a  wireless  solar  telegram that 

communicates with a movable mirror reflecting flashes of sunlight from a distance, 

often for militaristic purposes. The term became current from 1877.  Writing with 93

the sun seems incongruous with Sabathier’s darkness, but this fleeting message that 

flashes  from  within  the  reflection  of  his  own  eyes  is  expressive  of  Lawford’s 

attempts to catch and read signs from beyond: to strike a light into the inaccessible 

region of death. This distant signal from the stranger within the self is embedded in a 

larger network of passwords in the novel. 

At first, Lawford tries to prove his identity with a secret code. Before Sheila 

sees him, he asks her (from behind a locked door) to fetch from a drawer an old 

letter, her response to his marriage proposal, and tells her the initials she had written 

in the corner: “Y. S. O. A.,” for “You Silly Old Arthur” (17). Such codes, in de la 

Mare’s  favourite  method  of  acronyms,  is  one  way  of  knowing  another  person. 

Echoes of particular phrases are another kind of password between characters, and 

between  the  book  and  the  reader.  “What  dreams  may  come”  — a  phrase  from 

Hamlet  that  de  la  Mare liked  —  is  repeated at  least  twice in  different  passages, 

forming a kind of telepathic link between Herbert’s words and Lawford’s thoughts: a 

hint to the reader that Herbert speaks through Lawford. 

One  passage  encapsulates  a  theme that  is  so  vividly  transcribed  in  de  la 

Mare’s works. Herbert imagines calling out for a password from the unknown:

We are so much the slaves of mere repetition. Here is life — yours 
and mine — a kind of plenum in vacuo. It is only when we begin to 
play the eavesdropper; when something goes askew; when one of the 
sentries on the frontier of the unexpected shouts a hoarse “Qui vive?” 
— it is only then we begin to question; to prick our aldermen and 
pinch the calves of our kings. (116)

 Heliography,  in comparison,  is  a  photographic process,  invented around 1826,  in which a 93

chemical exposed to sunlight makes engravings on a plate.
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When we begin to eavesdrop on inarticulate voices from nowhere, something stirs in 

the emptiness, and the endless tomorrows are not “mere repetition” anymore. We 

strain to perceive beyond the confines of the known and the expected: alert,  ears 

pricked,  calves  pinched  as  if  they  had  been  asleep  all  along.  “Qui  vive?”  — a 

question that sentries ask to challenge a stranger, meaning “who goes there,” or more 

literally,  in its  older usage, “(long) live who” (OED)  — gains another inflection: 

“who lives?” and “can the dead ever return?” The French is a reminder of Sabathier, 

who may have awakened from sleep, kicking open his dark cupboard, and returning 

to  the  world  in  the  face  of  another.  This  idiom,  meaning  “on  the  alert;  on  the 

lookout,” is turned into a literal question.  The novel, like so much of de la Mare’s 94

writing, returns to those moments when the habitual becomes askew, in language as 

well as in perceptions of the world. 

The Haunting Reflex of a Face 

If  the  crossroads  is  a  spot  from which  whispers  of  the  dead  can  be  disinterred, 

reading inscriptions functions as such a crossroads in Hardy and de la Mare.  This 95

focus  uncovers  a  new  dimension  to  their  works.  Hardy’s  “An  Imaginative 

Woman” (1894) and de la Mare’s “The Green Room” (1925) have never been linked, 

but both trace the emotional history of a suicide-poet,  whose thoughts cannot be 

known  by  the  living.  These  stories  explore  the  intricate  intersections  between 

haunting and reading. Reading — an intimate engagement with the words of the 

absent — summons a haunting face to the reader’s recognition and resuscitates the 

absent. De la Mare surely knew Hardy’s story, for he mentions Mrs. Marchmill in his 

notes  for  a  review of  Lascelles  Abercrombie’s  Thomas  Hardy:  A Critical  Study 

 A posthumously published poem (“Are you asleep? Then listen, dreamer”) poses the same 94

question: “To every thought that stirs a faint Qui vive?” (DLM 697).  

 In Hardy’s short story, “The Grave by the Handpost,” the crossroads is a place to “disinter 95

more  memories”  of  the  dead  by  listening  to  “the  whispers  of  that  spot,”  so  that  those 
memories “may claim to be preserved” (102). 
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(1912).  Although de la Mare makes no overt references to Hardy, Hardy’s words 96

return to and stimulate de la Mare’s narrative in yet another literary haunting.

In Hardy’s “An Imaginative Woman,” Ella Marchmill — a young mother of 

three,  mildly neglected wife,  and aspiring poet — comes to the seaside with her 

family and chances to stay in the lodgings of Robert Trewe, whom she admires as 

her rival poet. When she re-reads his verses in his own copy, the book seems to come 

alive, “as if it spoke aloud to her” (12). Before she can meet him, however, Trewe 

kills himself. The story’s ghostliness, especially its strange obsession with reading, 

has  been  neglected,  while  other  themes  —  such  as  disillusionment, 

embourgeoisement,  parental neglect,  gender and desire,  and photography — have 

been  discussed  by  critics,  including  Kristin  Brady,  Sophie  Gilmartin  and  Rod 

Mengham,  Michael  Peled  Ginsburg,  and  Sarah  Hook.  Trewe’s  suicide  has  been 

passed over as merely a plot device. But his aesthetic suicide note published in a 

London  newspaper  suggests  that  the  story  was  sparked  by  an  actual  suicide.  In 

summer 1893, Ernest Clark, a carpet maker, announced his own death in the Daily 

Chronicle and killed himself, setting off a flurry of sensational articles, which Stokes 

maps out as part of the decade’s “suicide craze” (115). That winter, Hardy retouched 

a manuscript (Life 276) of what became “An Imaginative Woman,” published in the 

Pall Mall Magazine in April 1894. Clark’s letter was written in a Liverpool Street 

waiting room. Waiting rooms stirred both Hardy’s and de la Mare’s imaginations as a 

place of chance encounters and indeterminate expectations.

Reading Trewe becomes a peculiarly intimate, entrancing act for Ella. “She 

had  read  till  she  knew by  heart  Trewe’s  last  little  volume  of  verses,”  and  “his 

customary environment […] literally whispered of him to her at  every moment,” 

stirring a “waiting emotion” (14). By the time she sees his face for the first time in a 

photograph, she considers him a personal friend. She reprehends herself for letting 

“her mind stray to a stranger,” but — “No: he was not a stranger! She knew his 

thoughts and feelings as well as she knew her own; they were, in fact, the selfsame 

 His handwritten notes are inserted in his copy of Abercrombie’s book (Senate House). 96
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thoughts and feelings as hers […]” (19). The phrase is used again by Hardy in 1908, 

when he first writes to de la Mare, expressing a fondness for his poetry: signing off 

as  “not  a  stranger,  though  we  have  never  met  except  at  the  ghostly  places 

aforesaid”  (Letters  5:284).  Although the  slightly  cynical  narrator  undermines  her 

imaginary  relationship,  the  intimacy reaches  its  zenith  when Ella  reads  his  faint 

scribbles on the wallpaper: fragments of verse that he had jotted down while they 

were  fresh  in  his  mind.  Ella,  “anxious  to  read  the  inscriptions  alone”  (14), 

orchestrates the scene in an almost ritualistic manner, turning first to his “touching” 

poems, then contemplating his photograph as she lay on the bed, and finally:

[…] she scanned again by the light of the candle the half-obliterated 
pencillings  […]  — phrases,  couplets,  bouts-rimés,  beginnings  and 
middles of lines, ideas in the rough, like Shelley’s scraps; yet the least 
of them so intense, so sweet, so palpitating, that it seemed as if his 
very breath, warm and loving, fanned her cheeks from those walls 
[…]. He must often have put up his hand, so — with the pencil in it; 
— yes, the writing was sideways, as it would be if executed by one 
who extended his arm thus. (19) 

As if the inscriptions become a lover, they breathe from “beside her head” and “[fan] 

her  cheeks.”  His  breath,  which  seems  to  emanate  from  the  inscriptions,  has  a 

strangely tactile intimacy; his verses become “touching” in more ways than one. The 

scraps of  writing are “palpitating,”  as  if  they have a beating heart.  Even though 

“warm and loving” foists Ella’s own enthusiasm onto Trewe’s imagined breath, her 

ecstasy overflowing in a rush of words, the intensity of her reading experience is 

remarkable.  She  “scanned”  the  writing  — a  verb  linked  with  reading  poetry,  of 

course — and this ritual disinters whispers. The “half-obliterated pencillings” are 

only  recovered  because  of  this  sympathetic,  devoted  reader.  The  reverence  with 

which  she  traces  his  lines,  and  the  particular,  muscular  movements  that  she 

reimagines, almost bring her into the writer’s physical presence. 

Just below this passage, Shelley’s lines are set off as a displayed quote, as if 

they were Trewe’s, and the story’s page was the wall: “Forms more real than living 
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man, / Nurslings of immortality” (19). Trewe’s private thoughts — “thoughts and 

spirit-stirrings which had come to him in the dead of night when he could let himself 

go” (19) — assume a form “more real than living man,” as Ella grows more intimate 

with his words than her own family. This intimacy then becomes manifest as a face. 

His face has an unnatural power over Ella, who feels “something ecstatic to come” 

as she waits for the moment to see his photograph alone. His “large dark eyes” in the 

portrait “looked out […] as if they were reading the universe in the microcosm of the 

confronter’s  face”  (18).  Both  Ella’s  and  Trewe’s  eyes  read  with  an  intense 

absorption. What is more, by a “trick of Nature” (32), the features of his face become 

transferred to the child she conceives with her husband in that same room, Trewe’s 

photograph  hastily  hidden  away  under  the  pillow.  The  child  is  born  long  after 

Trewe’s death, and Ella dies from the birth. Whether or not the resemblance is true, 

the narrative realises the potency of reading. It can make the writer almost tangible 

to the reader, and even transpose one face onto another.

Trewe’s  suicide  note  reveals  that  what  drove him to  death  was  his  futile 

search for the “undiscoverable, elusive one,” to whom he addresses his final volume, 

“Lyrics to a Woman Unknown” (27). His dying words are all the more poignant for 

Ella  because he ended his  life  mid-sentence,  as  it  were,  without  having met  the 

sympathetic woman who might have saved him. The narrator settles the mystery of 

the face as a mere “trick of Nature.” But in effect, it is Trewe’s poetical remains that 

haunt  Ella,  as  she  reads  and internalises  his  verses.  It  is  as  if  the  presence  that 

touches her — metaphorically,  from within his words — takes possession of her 

imagination and traces the writer’s lineaments onto the face of her child, continuing 

his tale in a different form. 

De  la  Mare’s  “The  Green  Room”  amplifies  the  preoccupation  with  reading 

inscriptions, imagining a face, and being haunted by words of the absent in a room 

where  those  words  were  written.  As  Alan  reads  in  the  back  parlour  of  an  old 

bookshop, the words of a dead poet invoke a phantasmal face. He idly turns the 
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pages  of  Robert  Herrick’s  Hesperides,  whose  words  “soon  became  vocal.”  The 

reading process is deliberately emphasised; he reads slowly, “muttering the words to 

himself,” even “over-reading what he had read — and what he had read again and 

again and again.” In this blurred inattention, suddenly, “out of some day-dream, it 

seemed, of which until then he had been unaware, there had appeared to him from 

the world of fantasy the image of a face.” The sentence doubles — repeating where 

the face comes from — making his confusion palpable, and subtly transferring the 

sensation of “over-reading” to the reader. It was “No known or remembered face — 

a phantom face, as alien and inscrutable as are the apparitions that occasionally visit 

the mind in sleep” (SS 2:127). It is an “image of a face,” like a reflex: something 

removed from the original, if an original exists. The face is seen through a glass, 

darkly — except the glass, in this case, is a book. For Alan, it is mediated through 

Herrick’s words; for the reader, through Alan’s subjective experience in de la Mare’s 

words. The “face he had shared with Herrick’s Hesperides” (2:132) is an “intangible 

company”  (2:135),  lingering  in  the  memory  like  “the  after-image  of  a 

flower” (2:151). This face belongs to no one that Alan remembers from his own life 

— but somehow, as if  the book makes him remember a visitor from a forgotten 

dream, he comes to share it with Herrick’s book. 

The books, the accumulated past in the “apple green” parlour, seem to cry to 

Alan: “What are we all  but memorials of the dead?” (SS 2:135).  He discovers a 

remnant of the dead in an adjoining room: a fusty exercise book — “E. F. cut out 

with a clumsy penknife at one of the top corners” (2:136) — filled with passionate, 

personal poems, some barely legible.  And with it,  a  faded photograph,  which he 

comes to believe is the “phantom face.” He learns from Mr Elliott, the shopkeeper, 

that the house had once belonged to Dr Marchmont, who lived with his niece or 

ward. When Alan contemplates publishing E. F.’s poems to “exile” (2:150) the ghost, 

he hesitantly shows them to Mr Elliott, who then discloses how she had killed herself 

with strychnine. The notebook constitutes a suicide note that was never meant to be 

read by anyone else. Shadows of Hardy’s story hover behind this one: an obsessed 
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reader tracing the private lines of a suicide; the phantoms that reading summons; the 

uncanny face of a photograph; even the names, which seem like a hidden code, with 

E.’s suggestion of Ella, and Marchmont’s closeness to Marchmill. E. F. also recalls 

the “E. B.” of de la Mare’s unpublished limerick on suicide. Both stories attend to 

the written fragments left behind by the suicide, “memorials of the dead”: reminders 

of who they were, but also of how they remain strangers to the reader. 

The green room is like a grave to these poetical remains. Alan passes through 

a “steep and narrow vacancy” (SS 2:129) — the dark, enclosed staircase — to find 

the  notebook.  As  Leighton  notes,  E.  F.’s  poem,  “Lines  on  Ophelia,”  hints  at  a 

possible meaning of the short story’s title: “She to an earthly green-room sped.” One 

implication  of  the  “green-room”  is  “the  suicide’s  destined  bed  of  earth,  outside 

consecrated ground” (Hearing Things 156).  As a  playwright  and former amateur 

actor, de la Mare would also have had in mind the theatre’s green room: a waiting 

room for performers. Waiting rooms have a singular significance. For example, in his 

notes for “Crewe,” a story in the same collection, On the Edge (1930), he scribbles: 

“a Waiting Rooms, the sinister & comfortless sort […] of travellers marooned or in a 

hurry.” In this room, the “Traveller” — in other words, the “Stranger,” or a “bird of 

passage” — experiences  a  “chance encounter”  (“Notes  on ‘Crewe’” 3).  As Alan 

obsessively anticipates the apparition,  the green room turns into a waiting room. 

Here, he encounters a certain otherness: an uncanny experience that he cannot fully 

comprehend, which becomes his own secret. E. F. used to wait, in vain, for her love 

to come. And her ghost is marooned there, unable to find rest — as if she is still 

waiting.

Reading E. F. is like stepping halfway into death: “They were a voice from 

the dead. It was as if he had trespassed into the echoing cold of a vault” (SS 2:137). 

“Trespassed”  suggests  a  transgression,  a  breach  of  privacy.  In  one  poem,  she 

addresses a secret-sharer: “My midnight lamp burns dim with shame, / […] Sweet 

sharer  of  its  secret  flame  […]”  (2:137).  Perhaps  “E.  F.”  calls  to  E.  B.  In  an 

unpublished essay, “Poetic Craftsmanship: Emily Brontë,” de la Mare quotes Emily’s 
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poem that resonates with E. F.’s: “Burn, then, little lamp; glimmer straight and clear / 

Hush!  a  rustling  wind  stirs,  methinks,  the  air  .  .  .”  (36).  For  him,  the  “secret 

sharer”  (35)  is  paramount  in  poetic  experience.  The  poem  is  a  “means  of 

communication between self and inward self” (31) for the poet. Through reading, the 

reader can share the poet’s meaning “within our compass.” Outside it, however, “she 

remains a Stranger, and defies any answer to our whence, and, to our whither, though 

she herself had her own answer . .  .” (35). Just as Emily eludes the reader as “a 

Stranger,”  E.  F.’s  deepest  meaning is  inaccessible.  No matter  how greedily  Alan 

drinks in her “call-notes” (SS 2:138) — reading so intensely that he even notices how 

the point  of her pencil  “must have broken in use” (2:141) — he cannot answer: 

“How far  are  poems true? […] What  had been left  out?  You can’t  even tell  — 

yourself  —  what  goes  on  in  the  silent  places  of  your  mind  when  you  have 

swallowed, so to speak, the dreadful outside things of life” (2:151).

“Swallowed” sits uncomfortably in the sentence, recalling the strychnine that 

E. F. had drunk. The “outside things” are what drove her to suicide — they are what 

he cannot share. In her poems, she is an outcast:  “Lost in that nought of night,” 

“Exiled  from  hope  and  God”  (SS  2:148).  “No  rue?  No  myrrh?  No 

nightshade?” (2:140), she asks, naming bitter plants: the last one poisonous, linked to 

the genus “Strychnos” (OED). The call to suicide, the burden of endless tomorrows, 

comes insistently from within her self: “I see myself dragging on and on — and that 

other sinister mocking one within rises up and looks at me […]” (SS 2:141). The 

gaze of “the imp Suicide” (as de la Mare called it in a letter) is refracted, transformed 

into the gaze that  Alan imagines from the phantom. Like a  heliographic flash,  a 

signal gleams from her eyes: 

The  darkening,  glittering,  spectral  eyes  were  once  more 
communicating  with  him  with  immense  rapidity,  and  yet  were 
actually conveying about as empty or as mindless a message as eyes 
can. (SS 2:152-3) 
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Alan cannot read her message. Despite all his sleuthing — and the reader’s attempts 

to decode the narrative — something unaccountable is left over. When the parlour’s 

ceiling falls in, destroying the printed books of E. F.’s verses, Alan remembers: “The 

heart  knoweth  his  own  bitterness;  and  a  stranger  doth  not  intermeddle  with  his 

joy” (2:154).  This Biblical passage (Proverbs 14.10) implies that a stranger,  or a 

passing reader, can never know the full interior of another. The taste of bitterness can 

only be known to those who have swallowed it.

De  la  Mare  persistently  returned  to  the  suicide-figure  to  write  about  the 

“outside  things  of  life”  (SS  2:151).  Trewe’s  and  E.  F.’s  suicides  cut  short  their 

longing  for  “the  undiscoverable,  elusive  one”  (“An  Imaginative  Woman”  27). 

Having  experienced  the  “outside  things,”  they  become  outsiders  through  their 

deaths: strangers who cannot be buried inside the bounds of consecrated ground, 

who cannot stay within the “true fold” of the parish. Their textual remains make the 

reader cast about for outside things — “What had been left out?” — attempting to 

pin down the meaning of an act that may ultimately have no meaning. These suicide 

narratives embody this restless seeking. Just as Alan listens again at the end — “so 

intently that it might be supposed the faintest stirrings even on the uttermost outskirts 

of the unseen might reach his ear” (SS 2:154) — the stories attend to the traces of 

suicides’ voices; and the reader keeps listening, to catch the missing words.

The key to  all  of  these texts  is  reading faces.  The possibility  of  communication 

between two people goes hand in hand with that between reader and writer, or reader 

and  written  words.  Besides  the  cryptic,  illegible  faces  of  Eustacia  and  Mrs. 

Yeobright, the Heath’s face is burdened, foreshadowing what is to come: “solitude 

seemed to  look  out  of  its  countenance.  It  had  a  lonely  face,  suggesting  tragical 

possibilities” (RN 11). It is also a haunting face, which “returned upon the memory 

of those who loved it […]” (10; my emphasis). The scored landscape records the 

memories  of  past  inhabitants,  and  its  whispers  make  the  traveller  imagine 

phantasmal faces. Eustacia haunts Hardy himself when he adopts her name from the 
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early manuscript,  Avice,  in The Well-Beloved,  thus resuscitating her face to fill  a 

different  shape  —  comparable  to  how  Jocelyn  Pierston’s  elusive  ideal  migrates 

through three generations of Avices. In The Return, Sabathier’s face is resuscitated 

when Lawford reads his corroded epitaph with a straining intensity. Lawford’s own 

spiritual longing — imploring Grisel to be “the face, the friend I’ve never seen; the 

voice that every dream leaves echoing” (193) — translates into his imagination of 

Sabathier’s death: that Sabathier died while “pining […] for the face, the voice, of 

some ‘impossible she’” (115). Lawford’s longing has the same emotional shape as 

Ella’s and Alan’s obsessions with evasive poets, Pierston’s pursuit of the ideal, and 

even Clym’s agonizing wish to converse with the dead. They seek to comprehend 

those who have passed to the other side, whose secrets, silenced by death, cannot be 

shared.  Each  obsession  leads  them to  read  the  traces  of  the  past,  or  the  textual 

remains of a life cut short — reading so intensely that the breath of the dead may be 

tangibly felt.

Just as reading Tennyson makes Hardy see the reflex of a face, Herrick’s lines 

impress  E.  F.’s  face  onto  Alan’s  memory.  As  reading  a  gravestone  transposes 

Sabathier’s face onto Lawford, Trewe’s words transmit his face onto Ella’s child. 

Eustacia  becomes  part  of  the  fabric  of  the  land  that  is  then  read  by  Clym,  the 

narrator, and the reader. Her face returns in another novel and, moreover, leaves an 

indelible mark in de la Mare’s memory. In his copy of Ruth Head’s Pages from the 

Works of Thomas Hardy (1922), he jots down several page numbers inside the back 

cover, three of which (154, 143, 157) correspond to passages that depict Eustacia’s 

face after she drowns (Senate House). 

These texts probe how much a reader can hear the stranger’s confessions in 

writing: in writing on the page, in writing that expresses itself in the lines of a face, 

in  writing  one’s  own  death.  De  la  Mare  refines  this  in  his  unpublished  play, 

“Sympathy.” None of the characters can feel a deep enough sympathy for a servant, 

Maisie Eustacia Moffatt, to notice her imminent suicide — until they are too late. 

Eustacia is a “good name” with “character,” says Udall; “I’ve never struck it before 
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— outside a  book.  Do you know the old rhyme?” (2).  The “old rhyme,” to  my 

knowledge, is non-existent: a decoy to distract the reader from an echo, which de la 

Mare  kept  more  private.  It  indicates  how much of  his  writing  is  animated by a 

literary  haunting,  imagining things  through his  memory of  reading the  words  of 

another  writer,  and placing his  own words in conversation with them. When the 

obscure presence of death offstage calls Maisie Eustacia away, only Udall, after she 

has already gone, realises that “There was something I missed.” The play ends with a 

miscommunication, a missed line, as Tom returns from a telephone that had been 

ringing in the distance: “No good. Nothing. Wrong number” (8).

Suicide narratives draw lines that are cut. A life is cut short. The living can 

only attempt to trace and retrace the story left behind. The missed beat of a wrong 

number  embodies  the  elusiveness  of  something  that  escapes:  the  truth  of  the 

suicide’s last moments, the meaning of their death, or a secret message from the 

other side.  When the suicides make an exit,  they leave behind strange matter — 

missing pieces, or missing an ending — which the living try to read. It is a secret 

writing, which speaks in its own Morse code. In their own ways, these texts prove 

intractable, or “Ishmaelitish,” also for the reader. For they instil a sense of having 

missed something — and every attempt to write about them must involve leaving 

things out. But this can apply to the experience of reading any literature. One shapes 

the narrative just as the characters try to make their own interpretations of what the 

dead, and death, might mean; just as they cannot converse with the dead, one cannot 

ask dead writers what they meant. Hardy and de la Mare condense this experience of 

reading, and misreading — and of words returning in literary echoes — in the figure 

of the suicide. It underpins writings that continually listen for words from the absent, 

in which absent words signify as much as those that are present.  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V 

Ghostly Sounds 

this is how the wind works hard at thinking 
this is what speaks when no one speaks 

Alice Oswald 

Listening to Absence 

The  question  that  begins  de  la  Mare’s  “The  Listeners”  —  “Is  there  anybody 

there?” (DLM 126) — is answered only by the absence of an answer. Hardy heard 

this  poem  read  aloud  only  three  days  before  his  death  in  January  1928.  It  is 

significant that he felt an impulse to re-experience this particular poem so close to his 

death, as if to throw his own question out into the unknown, wondering what awaited 

him “there” when he would finally cross the threshold. As he wrote in a letter on 1 

November 1918, the mere sound of de la Mare’s name had grown to convey to him 

“those delightful sensations of moonlight & forests & haunted houses which I myself 

seem to have visited, curiously enough.” He signed off as “not a stranger, though we 

have never met except at the ghostly places aforesaid” (Letters 5:284). The moonlit 

door of “The Listeners” was surely one of these “ghostly places.” Why did Hardy 

believe it could be “the finest poem of this century”? How did it convey to him those 

“sensations,” as if  experienced through the body, and bring him into the writer’s 

presence, so that he was “not a stranger”? “The Listeners” encapsulates both writers’ 

literary explorations of what happens when a traveller calls and listens, waiting for a 

signal  and  uncertain  whether  there  is  anything  on  the  other  side;  when  nothing 

answers,  yet  something  sounds  in  an  untranslatable  or  inexplicable  language, 

between sense and non-sense; when something speaks when “no one” speaks. 
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In a literal sense, nothing answers the Traveller’s call. But there are answers 

that evade semantic interpretation. The first comes in the fifth line: “And a bird flew 

up out of the turret,  /  Above the Traveller’s head.” The only living creature that 

crosses the threshold, the bird seems to symbolise all that the poem’s knocking might 

awaken in the reader’s imagination. As the “phantom listeners” stand “Hearkening” 

in silence, the Traveller does the same: 

And he felt in his heart their strangeness,
     Their stillness answering his cry, 
[ . . . . . . . . . ]
Never the least stir made the listeners,
     Though every word he spake 
Fell echoing through the shadowiness of the still house
     From the one man left awake:
Ay, they heard his foot upon the stirrup,
     And the sound of iron on stone,
And how the silence surged softly backward,
     When the plunging hoofs were gone. 

(DLM 126)

His call is answered only by “strangeness” and “stillness,” then by a “silence” so 

thick that it can surge back in the atmosphere. The absence of sound is felt as a wave, 

like a fog rolling back in a soft current of air: a materialised sound wave of silence. 

These  not-quite-responses  skew  logic.  In  the  Traveller’s  final  words,  another 

expectation, which adds a temporal depth to the poem, is misdirected: “‘Tell them I 

came, and no one answered, / That I kept my word,’ he said.” A promise previously 

made  falls  unregarded.  Even  the  echoes  of  his  own  voice  sound  in  a  delayed 

response. His words begin to fall “echoing through the shadowiness” three lines after 

his utterance, while the peculiar syntax creates a lagging, doubling effect, returning 

the lines to the source of the sound, “the one man left awake.” Promises within the 

poem’s  narrative  as  well  as  in  its  language are  not  fully  met.  Instead,  puzzling, 

indirect answers escape from the house of the poem, disrupting expectations. These 

interruptions — even the “no one” that peeps out from the sill “into his grey eyes” — 
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cannot be corralled into a single coherent interpretation. The poem only generates 

more questions. 

This sense of things going awry is also felt in the poem’s fluctuating rhythm: 

a  “rhythmic character  not  quite  like  that  of  any other  poem,” as  Derek Attridge 

observes,  which  challenges  any  attempt  to  scan  it  “by  means  of  classical 

feet” (Moving Words 181-2). Although his scanning of the first several lines in dolnik 

rhythm  reveals  a  suggestive  pattern  of  silent  beats,  it  misses  something  of  the 

wavering loss of conviction that Leighton catches: “The three-beat rhythm of the 

second line, which raps out the Traveller’s call and knock, is quickly dispersed in 

uncertain accentual stresses in the lines that follow, as the silence spreads” (Hearing 

Things 129). The reader’s expectations arising from the poem’s metre — especially 

in the knocking beats of the first lines that make the poem so memorable — soon go 

astray. The same goes for the syntax and punctuation. For instance, this startling 

repetition in describing the phantom listeners:

Stood listening in the quiet of the moonlight,
     To that voice from the world of men:
Stood thronging the faint moonbeams on the dark stair,
     That goes down to the empty hall,
Hearkening in an air stirred and shaken
     By the lonely Traveller’s call.

(DLM 126)

The poem does a kind of double take: seemingly moving on, but returning to the 

same verb and, as if by a magnetic pull, back to the Traveller’s call. The lines almost 

seem extraneous, delaying the effect of his voice, while gradually detaching the lines 

from their subject. The awkward syntax amplifies the strangeness of the listeners. 

The colons and semicolons, rather than following a logical structure, act as cues for 

slight changes or pauses in the breath: subtle signals from the writer to the reader.

As  Philip  Pullman  remarks,  reading  “The  Listeners”  aloud  calls  for  a 

“thinking voice” (1): one never quite knows how to sound out the poem. Hardy once 

speculated  on  the  back  of  a  volume  of  American  poetry  that  the  “expectancy” 
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engendered by “measure or rhyme” is what goes missing in free verse: “The great 

charm of poetical form, as of music, lies in […] its relation to something received or 

expected”  (qtd.  in  Taylor,  Hardy’s  Metres  193-4).  This  explains  why  he  was  so 

attentive to the rhythmic texture of de la Mare’s poetry. To my knowledge, Hardy’s 

sole specific comment on another poet’s prosody on record, in his own writing, is a 

brief memorandum from 1920: “The only previous instances I know of the redundant 

long syllable at the end of a line, used by Walter de la Mare, occur in Beaumont & 

Fletcher,  & Leigh  Hunt”  (Personal  Notebooks  40).  Although  this  seems  an  odd 

comment, he was not so off the mark in sensing some affinity between these writers; 

de la Mare quotes from Beaumont and Fletcher’s Philaster (1620) before discussing 

a poem by Hardy in an unpublished essay, “Story in Verse.” Hardy could have had in 

mind such lines as “Stood thronging the faint moonbeams on the dark stair,” which 

ends in a stressed hypermetrical beat. The line can be compressed into the poem’s 

four-beat pattern, but it is tricky to read it this way without making the word “faint” 

unnaturally faint, or taking an uneasy pause between “dark” and “stair.” Hardy’s note 

attests to how he was intrigued by such peculiarities in de la Mare’s prosody, which 

play with the readers’ expectations and keep them listening.

“The listening dark,” to use de la Mare’s phrase (“Haunted,” DLM 541), is 

what is at work in “The Listeners,” drawing the reader into its rapt attention. It is a 

listening that seems to speak — a hollow shell that speaks when the tenant is gone, 

an  emptiness  that  seems  to  be  continually  listening.  The  “listening  dark”  also 

pervades Hardy’s texts: “dark” in the literal sense of the unseen and obscure, as well 

as in the figurative, agnostic sense of being kept in the dark, apprehending things 

through a glass, darkly. Hearing “The Listeners” on his deathbed turns it into a poem 

that strains to hear the other side: loosening it from the specific story of a man and a 

haunted  house,  and  opening  it  up  to  encompass  questions  about  death  and  the 

unknown.  What  caught  Hardy’s  attention  may  well  have  been  the  question  left 

unanswered, or only answered in equivocal ways: “Is there anybody there?”
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After all, this question is one that haunts Hardy through many of his haunted 

poems, in which he tries to see or hear the dead. “Can it be you that I hear?” — the 

poet  wonders  in  “The Voice,”  listening for  “the  woman calling” (TH 346).  This 

listener is irresolute, “faltering” between believing and not believing that it is indeed 

her voice. The calling could merely have been precipitated by the “Wind oozing thin 

through  the  thorn  from  norward”  (346);  yet  something  wet  almost  comes, 

laboriously, through the narrow gaps in the thorn, to faintly touch the speaker who 

waits and listens. The poem finds its unclosed end in the continuous tense of “And 

the woman calling” in the last line: neither terminating the speaker’s tentative belief, 

nor affirming it. In “The Shadow on the Stone,” when the “shifting shadows” from a 

“rhythmic  swing”  of  a  nearby tree  “shaped in  my imagining”  the  contours  of  a 

familiar figure, he does not turn to see whether there is anyone behind him, lest he 

“unvision /  A shape which, somehow, there may be” (530).  This imagined shape 

seems  to  speak  in  a  strange  non-answer.  The  speaker  asks  with  his  back  still 

unturned, “Though how do you get into this old track?” — 

    And there was no sound but the fall of a leaf   
    As a sad response; and to keep down grief
I would not turn my head to discover
    That there was nothing in my belief. 

(TH 530)

The familiar way of talking that he slips into makes the exchange more poignant; 

“this  old track” imparts  the tender  associations embedded in the garden’s  beaten 

paths,  shaped by well-known footprints.  Although nothing answers,  the  fall  of  a 

“leaf” draws the rhyme to fall on a fragile “belief.” A single leaf would barely make 

any sound in its fall.  It  only accentuates the air’s strangeness and stillness in the 

absence of an answer. Yet it also has the effect of a breath’s touch — the kind of 

touch which Hardy remembers again in “A Night in November,” written around the 

same time, when dead leaves blow into his room and alight upon his bed: “One leaf 

of them touched my hand, / And I thought that it was you” (352-353). Wavering 
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between  dream-vision  and  unvision,  “belief”  and  “grief,”  the  poet  retains  the 

possibility of her “shape” behind him, “somehow” — a presence that may still be 

brought back to life, figuratively, if he only refrains from looking back, as Orpheus 

should have done for Eurydice.  As if to trace the turns of a falling leaf, the poem 97

turns between belief, doubt, and unbelief when one reads and re-reads its verses.  

Hardy wrote “The Voice” and “The Shadow on the Stone” within two years 

of  the  publication  of  “The  Listeners”  in  the  Saturday  Review (11  March  1911), 

collected  in  Satires  of  Circumstance  (1914)  and  in  Moments  of  Vision  (1917), 

respectively. Continuing this echo, de la Mare re-imagines a transient “company” in 

“Who’s That?” in The Veil (1921), which he inscribed to Hardy. “Who’s That?” — 

Hardy’s favourite in this collection (Letters 6:108) — reframes the same question as 

“The Listeners.” The turns of presence and absence are embedded with even more 

subtlety in its language: 

Who’s that? Who’s that? . . . 
Oh, only a leaf on the stone; 
And the sigh of the air in the fire. 

(DLM 236)

The ellipsis  mutely marks out  the listener’s  waiting heartbeats  and an unrealised 

beat, felt as one reads the next triple-beat lines: a hidden presence in the folds of the 

lines. It is not a coincidence that these poems were written so close to each other in 

the  1910s.  Their  echoes  reveal  just  how  much  Hardy  and  de  la  Mare  were 

responding imaginatively to each other’s craft.

These  questions  return  again  and  again  out  of  an  uncertainty  between 

presence and absence: “Who’s that?” “Can it be you that I hear?” “Is there anybody 

 This tentative, ongoing belief in Hardy’s poetry has been under-appreciated by critics, but 97

recently,  Nickerson has  taken a  fuller  account  of  this  tendency,  calling  “somehow” and 
“elsewhere” a part of his “lexicon of closed mysteries” (Frontiers of Consciousness  71). 
Charles Lock observes that the “effect of ‘conscious illusion’ is characteristic of Hardy’s 
poetry”;  but  in  contrast  to  Nickerson,  he  claims  that  “Hardy  would  not  be  at  all 
disappointed” even if it became certain that the shadow on the stone was not Emma’s, since 
the illusion only serves as the “occasion” or the “‘enabling’ of the poem” (138).
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there?” Such questioning — which calls to the lost presence of a loved one and, in a 

more abstract sense, an elusive, supernatural being — echoes in the emptiness left 

behind by an absent God. Rather than closing off this vacancy, these questions keep 

it open as a space of possibility: as soon as they are uttered in poetry, they turn an 

absence into the possibility of a presence.  The moments in their texts that fluctuate 98

between this riddle of presence-absence are “eerie” in Mark Fisher’s sense of the 

word:  concerned  with  “the  (highly  metaphysically  freighted)  opposition  […] 

between presence and absence” (61), when a “sense of alterity” (62) arises from a 

feeling that there is “something where there should be nothing: nothing where there 

should be something” (65). In Hardy and de la Mare, “something” and “nothing” 

often seem to merge into each other — just as John Cage’s “talk about something” is 

“naturally also a talk about nothing” (129) — and both possibilities coexist in an 

instability akin to Schrödinger’s cat. “Nothing,” as Leighton writes, is “a word which 

already toys with its own content, enjoying the hologram effect of being a thing and 

an  absence,  a  sound  and  an  emptiness,  there  and  not  there”  (On  Form  203). 

However,  Fisher’s  terms for  the eerie  are  constructive:  a  mode of  the “strange,” 

suffused with a  “fascination for  the outside,  for  that  which lies  beyond standard 

perception, cognition and experience” (8). The eerie experience of listening out into 

another  world  —  waiting  for  an  answer  that  never  comes,  or  comes  only  in 

perplexing ways — is a pattern that grew as much out of the poets’ ways of thinking 

as from how they absorbed each other’s writings.

They share this distinct style of rhythms arising from a call and a displaced 

response, or an absence of response. They keep listening when “no one” answers, or 

when a skewed response issues from a vacancy, signifying something and nothing. 

Such sounds come in various forms, from a bird’s wing creaking to a leaf falling, or 

 Hillis Miller argues that the “romantic artist” confronts this “empty space” and attempts to 98

“bring God back to earth as a benign power inherent in the self, in nature, and in the human 
community” (Disappearance of God 13-5). In contrast, Hardy and de la Mare sound out this 
emptiness  and  search  for  other  possibilities  of  belief  that  do  not  revolve  around  the 
personified, monotheistic idea of “God.” 
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water quietly dripping. Almost hollowed of meaning, these ghostly sounds activate a 

mode of reading which resists interpretation, unmooring the text from its semantic 

meanings. The writers’ listening to ghostly sounds — the strange, indirect sounds 

that complicate narratives of experience — intertwines with their attention to the 

sounds of words before they acquire meaning, closer to noise than language. These 

sounds are intrinsic to their fascination with messages in a coded language that may 

be indecipherable.

“An unknown tongue” 

De la  Mare’s  ear  was attuned to  ghostly  sounds in  Hardy’s  writing:  the  kind of 

“strange ventriloquisms” (RN 336) that Clym hears as he waits for Eustacia’s return. 

It was reading Hardy, more than any other writer, that cultivated the tendency in his 

writing  to  listen  for  inarticulate  voices,  when  the  very  medium of  air  seems  to 

become a “listening dark” (DLM 541) — just as Egdon seems “slowly to awake and 

listen”  as  “other  things  [sink]  brooding  to  sleep”  (RN  3;  my  emphasis).  His 

engagement with Hardy in his essays, notes, and marginalia almost always gravitate 

towards such sounds. Tracing his reading of Hardy elucidates how and why ghostly 

sounds were so significant for both writers. 

In “Truth to Life,” an unpublished essay based on one of his Clark Lectures 

on 9 November 1922, de la Mare writes reverently about Hardy’s style, particularly 

The Return of the Native (1878).  When Hardy’s characters die, he says,99

the Heath in utter and habitual indifference hides their dust. […] Yet a 
presence changeless and aloof continually haunts it. Even its withered 
harebells  under  the  night  wind  are  “voices  of  its  unseen  spirit 
lamenting in an unknown tongue.” (37)

 This second typescript is likely from after 1940, since the coversheet bears his Montpelier 99

Row,  Twickenham address.  Another  typescript  has  Taplow,  Buckinghamshire,  where  he 
lived from 1925 to 1940.
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This is not the only time that de la Mare invokes this “unknown tongue.” The exact 

phrase returns in “Ghosts and Others,” an essay which became the Introduction for 

They  Walk  Again  (1931),  an  anthology  assembled  by  his  son  Colin.  In  these 

references  to  “an  unknown  tongue,”  de  la  Mare  recalls  Hardy’s  “acoustic 

pictures”  (RN 87)  of  the  Heath’s  “wild  rhetoric  of  night”  (57):  a  “ricochet”  of 

varying choral tones, marked by a “linguistic peculiarity” (56). The sound of the 

Heath’s  untranslatable language — heard in a  kind of  vacant  space,  devoid of  a 

human perspective — haunts de la Mare’s memory, symbolising the ghostliness in 

Hardy’s writing. 

De la Mare’s allusions to the harebells present a puzzle, however. “Voices of 

its unseen spirit lamenting in an unknown tongue”: although he puts this in quotation 

marks, there is no such phrase anywhere in Hardy’s works. This is clearly not a mere 

misquotation, considering de la Mare’s attachment to the novel. He believed that its 

opening chapter is “one of the most imaginative and memorable fragments of prose 

in English fiction” (“Truth to Life,” second typescript, 31); he proclaimed, near his 

death, that it was “one of the best pieces of prose written in the last century” (Brain 

77). The manuscripts of “Truth to Life,” “Ghosts and Others,” and his printed copy 

of They Walk Again (Senate House) are all riddled with revisions in pencil and ink. 

But this quotation of a nonexistent phrase — a phrase he likely composed himself — 

is left untouched. Compared with the accuracy of his other quotations of Hardy, this 

echoic  paraphrase  is  intriguing.  It  lets  Hardy’s  voice  into  the  writing,  but  as  an 

inflection of his  own. As if  acting as a medium for words that  might have been 

written by another writer, de la Mare sometimes concocted quotes that have no exact 

source. In a manuscript essay, “The Supernatural in Fiction,” for example, he adds a 

few lines to a poem by Tennyson (Kajita 378). The “unknown tongue” is a ghostly 

collaboration, reimagining Hardy’s novel in de la Mare’s own words, albeit disguised 

as another’s.

Through  this  re-creative  quotation,  de  la  Mare  seems  to  be  listening  for 

several voices that mingle in the “unknown tongue.” One is the imagined presence 
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that breathes into Egdon’s windy rhetoric. The “mummied heath-bells of the past 

summer” make sounds that are barely audible: “only just emerged from silence […] 

a  shrivelled  and  intermittent  recitative”  (RN  56).  While  he  also  anatomises  the 

natural mechanism of this sound, Hardy goes slightly beyond the merely natural to 

evoke a nebulous presence that may or may not be there:

 
“The spirit moved them.” A meaning of the phrase forced itself upon 
the attention; and an emotional listener’s fetichistic mood might have 
ended in one of more advanced quality. […] It was the single person 
of something else speaking through each in turn. (RN 56-7)

The invocation, if it can be called such, is awkward, only naming “the spirit” within 

a quotation, then paraphrasing it periphrastically as “the single person of something 

else.” The “something else” outlines a vague vacancy: a non-committal placeholder 

for an absent presence. Comparable to how this absent ventriloquist speaks through 

the  heath-bells,  Hardy’s  quotation  —  “The  spirit  moved  them”  —  embodies  a 

peculiar  absence.  Remarkably,  this  quotation  also  lacks  a  definite  source,  even 

though the quotation marks are there in all versions of the novel.  It has a Biblical 100

ring  —  evoking,  for  instance,  “the  Spirit  of  God  moved  upon  the  face  of  the 

waters”  (Genesis  1.2),  or  “It  is  the  spirit  that  quickeneth” (John 6.63)  — which 

weighs  this  absent  presence  with  metaphysical  significance.  As  Hillis  Miller 

observes, Hardy employs the “triple incarnating figuration” embodied in psyche, the 

Greek  for  “wind,”  “breath,”  and  “soul”  (Communities  in  Fiction  99).  Despite 

Hardy’s animistic language that almost invokes the Spirit of God in the breath of the 

wind, any sensation of the supernatural is limited to speculation: a listener’s mood 

that  only  “might  have”  been.  The  quotation  marks  keep  it  from  becoming  the 

 Beer points to Edward Tylor’s Primitive Culture (1871) as a possible source (“Can the 100

Native Return?” 14). Tylor’s definition of Fetishism — “the doctrine of spirits embodied in, 
or  attached  to,  or  conveying  influence  through,  certain  material  objects”  (2:132)  —  is 
pertinent, but in fact, he does not use the exact phrase. Bruce Johnson cites Hardy’s interest 
in Comte, who theorised Fetishism as the primary, animistic stage of theological thinking, 
but no critic has identified the source of the phrase.
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narrator’s direct statement. It is not a spirit but “a meaning of the phrase” that does 

its work; rather than the meaning, it is only a meaning. A God-like presence eludes 

the writer and the reader; yet one cannot conclude, as Hillis Miller does, that Hardy’s 

wind is “only air in motion,” “not the breathing of a secret spiritual presence”: that 

“earth is only earth” (Distance and Desire 87). However vague and un-transcendent, 

there is still  a possibility of “something else” that speaks through the “mummied 

heath-bells” — a nothing that could be something. Hardy’s quotation is fetishistic, in 

its etymological sense of being made by art; it creates the illusion that “something 

else” speaks through the heath-bell’s whispers, just as it makes the reader imagine 

the voice of the quoted person, though it is actually no one. It opens up a space of 

possibility  beyond  the  merely  natural.  Through  these  creative  misquotations  — 

ghostly  voices  from an  unknown source,  holding  both  presence  and  absence  — 

Hardy and de la Mare listen for “something else” that speaks when no one is there.

De  la  Mare  imagines  hearing  “an  unknown  tongue”  of  “a  presence 

changeless  and  aloof”  that  “continually  haunts”  the  Heath:  something  “praeter-

human” (“Truth to Life” 37-8), beyond human perception or cognition. The voices 

that resound in his memory of Hardy’s novel seem to converge with those that he 

remembers from Hardy’s other works — passages that listen for voices sounding in 

the absence of human selves, from the dead or partially lost, from an absent presence 

that is waited for or tenaciously recalled. For instance, the phrase “unknown tongue” 

may be an echo of Hardy’s “The Waiting Supper” — from A Changed Man, which 

de la Mare reviewed for the Saturday Westminster Gazette on 1 November 1913 

(“After the Wessex Edition”) — as if disinterred from the winter of 1888 when it was 

published in Murray’s Magazine.  This is another story of waiting. An abandoned 101

wife  of  high birth  (Christine)  and her  premarital  lover  of  lower  birth  (Nicholas) 

finally plan to marry after waiting for her husband (Bellston) for more than a decade. 

But  on  their  wedding  eve,  while  she  waits  for  Nicholas  to  come  for  supper,  a 

 De la Mare was then fifteen, in his penultimate year at St. Paul’s and already interested in 101

literary pursuits, setting up a Chorister’s Journal the following year.
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shadowy  porter  from  the  station  announces  Bellston’s  return.  She  waits  for  his 

knock, “listening for a footfall in a state of mental tensity” (62), but he does not 

come. The waiting stretches on for years, until Bellston’s skeleton is discovered in a 

little waterfall nearby. By the time his burial is over, the couple has waited too long 

to marry. Nicholas wonders, “How we sat over him, […] bewailing our fate, when all 

the time he was ironically hissing at us from the spot, in an unknown tongue, that we 

could marry if we chose!” (67). The reader realises that the incessant sound from the 

cascade has accompanied the narrative: it “hissed sarcastically” (41); its “faint roar 

formed a sort of calling voice […] to direct their listlessness” (65). While Egdon’s 

wind scours the heath-bells, this stream’s “rush was a material rendering of time’s 

ceaseless scour over themselves,  wearing them away without uniting them” (66). 

This “unknown tongue” — “a sort of calling voice” — resonates with de la Mare’s 

obsession with unseen voices, especially inexplicable calls.

In “Under the Waterfall,” Hardy imagines another “sort of calling voice” that 

emanates  from  a  waterfall,  hinting  at  a  secret  message  (TH  335-7).  The  poem 

attempts to recall a chalice, dropped into the waterfall “past recall” at a lovers’ picnic 

on a “fugitive day.” The “hollow boiling voice” of the cascade — which “speaks / 

And has spoken since hills were turfless peaks” — forms a ceaseless “love-rhyme,” 

“sung by the fall above” as well as by the poem itself: a voice that doubly “speaks” 

and “-s peaks,” in one of Hardy’s rhymes that let something hidden sound through 

the language. In The Woodlanders (1887) — which resounds with “uncanny music,” 

such  as  the  “whirr  of  the  night-hawk”  (144)  and  the  “creaking  sound”  of 

“overcrowded branches” (16) — nature’s “hieroglyphics” are a “runic obscurity,” 

only intelligible to Giles Winterborne and Marty South: “a tongue that nobody else 

knew” (331). When Giles is delirious from a fatal fever, Grace hears from the woods 

his “low mutterings”: “varieties of one voice” to which “nobody replied.” “It was an 

endless  monologue,  like  that  we  sometimes  hear  from inanimate  nature  in  deep 

secret places where water flows, or where ivy leaves flap against stones” (312-3). 
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What makes these untranslatable voices most peculiarly Hardy’s, and most 

intriguing to de la Mare’s ear, is when they speak when no human consciousness is 

present: when no one else speaks, hears, or remembers. This occurs, for example, in 

one of de la Mare’s favourite passages from The Dynasts,  portraying Napoleon’s 

retreat from Moscow: 

[…]  the  fires  of  the  bivouacs  shine  up  ruddily  […]  throwing  a 
flapping glare into the heavens. As the night grows stiller […] The 
two multitudes lie down to sleep and all is quiet but for the sputtering 
of the green wood fires, which, now that the human tongues are still, 
seem to hold a conversation of their own. (343) 

“Human tongues” are silent, while the strange, “flapping” tongues of the fires seem 

to speak, “sputtering” incoherently. De la Mare quotes this passage in “Poetry in 

Prose”  as  evidence  of  a  “supremely  original  poet,”  for  certain  words,  including 

“tongues,” are made “uniquely individual” (Pleasures and Speculations 170). As if 

he needed a more private space to write about Hardy, this passage does not appear in 

the version he gave as the Warton Lecture at the British Academy in 1935. Another 

passage  that  he  admired  from The  Dynasts,  a  description  of  a  squad  ploughing 

through snow, also attends to non-human sounds: “icicles dangling from their hair 

that clink like glass-lustres as they walk” (357). In remembering this coded language 

— secretive noises that might easily remain unheard, even if anyone was there — de 

la Mare listened for the echoes that linger in the mind after reading. 

In “Ghosts and Others,” de la Mare associates the “unknown tongue” with 

Hardy’s “The Phantom Horsewoman,” written in 1913 after Emma’s death. It depicts 

a man gazing at a horse-riding girl by the sea: “A phantom of his own figuring” (TH 

353-4), wilfully imagined into presence. De la Mare remarks: “Neither his deathless 

girl-rider nor his ever-blue harebells were ‘ghosts’” in the usual sense; “But they 

sharply recall in their reflection in his pages […] the look that is like the look on the 

face of the phantasmal” (41). The indirect language — “recall,” “reflection,” “like,” 

“look on,” “face of” — makes a ghostly impression out of the effects of Hardy’s 
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pages. By recalling “ever-blue harebells” — instead of Hardy’s “mummied heath-

bells,”  now “washed colourless”  (RN 56)  — de la  Mare  seems to  listen  for  the 

echoes of other literary harebells: perhaps most keenly, Emily Brontë’s remembered 

“heather-bell” on the “purple heath” (“The bluebell is the sweetest flower,” Poems 

71-2) and the hare-bells growing by the graves of Heathcliff, Catherine, and Edgar, 

moths fluttering around (Wuthering Heights 337). De la Mare makes these echoes of 

Brontë  even  more  elusive,  for  the  word  “ever-blue”  only  appears  in  the  essay’s 

manuscript. It is lost in the published version, leaving a ghostly trace of an echo.

The “strange phantoms” (RN 11) of Egdon — and of other literary texts — 

are overheard, by those who listen closely, in de la Mare’s creative misquotations. 

This space of traces,  reflections,  and echoes resembles what Hollander calls “the 

cave of creativity-as-response” (Figure of Echo 90). More aurally “personal” to the 

writer than an allusion, echoes between literary texts are an effect that a reader might 

“overhear,”  constituting  “a  kind  of  underground cipher-message  for  the  attentive 

poetic ear, or perhaps a private melody or undersong hummed during composition by 

the poet” (Hollander ix).  This “underground cipher-message” is  what de la Mare 

listens  for.  His  ghostly  sphere  —  “that  region  of  consciousness,”  as  he  puts  it 

(“Ghosts and Others” 41), recalling Hardy’s “wild regions of obscurity” (RN 11) — 

reverberates with echoes of voices that linger in one’s memory of reading, and with 

the  ghostly  sensations  generated  through reading.  In  other  words,  the  “unknown 

tongue” is not simply the uncanny murmurs in the natural world of the Heath; it is 

concerned  with  the  “cipher-message”  that  can  travel  between  writer  and  reader, 

across space and time, and the ghostly touch that may be experienced in reading. 

This touch from an absent presence, and the possibility of a communion with 

a writer’s mind, is their alternative to religious belief. As in St. Paul’s phrase, to see 

“through a glass, darkly” (1 Corinthians 13.12), the words of God and of the Bible 

can be riddles, or ciphers, in which a believer attempts to find coherent meaning. In 

this sense, de la Mare’s listening for the cipher-message in Hardy’s texts approaches 

a practice of belief. God may be, for de la Mare, “the divine Abandoner” (SS 1:165), 
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but Hardy’s presence is woven into his writing, to be continually invoked through 

reading. When he heard of Hardy’s death, de la Mare wrote in language that verges 

on personal faith: “It was a saving-grace — an assurance of more than can be put 

into words merely to remember that he was here” (Temple University). Poetry, as 

Michael Hurley argues, has often been “read as a secular surrogate for lost religious 

belief” (Faith in Poetry 5), associated with Coleridge’s “poetic faith,” or the “willing 

suspension  of  disbelief”;  and  this  has  been  current  since  at  least  the  nineteenth 

century, exemplified by Arnold’s “The Study of Poetry” (1880), which claims that 

“we have to turn to poetry to interpret life for us, to console us, to sustain us” (2). 

Hardy and de la Mare both participate in this dialogue. In his Apology to Late Lyrics 

and Earlier (1922), Hardy states that “poetry and religion touch each other, or rather 

modulate  into  each  other;  are,  indeed,  often  but  different  names  for  the  same 

thing” (TH 561).  In a story about a solitary poet,  “Willows” (1931),  de la Mare 

writes: “to some minds and to some spirits poetry is what religion is to others, the 

most precious, the most certain, the most wanted thing life has to give” (SS 2:44). 

Yet the poetic belief in their works is different from the forward-thinking, uplifting 

solace that Arnold pictures. It turns backward, as one awaits the ghostly touch of the 

dead;  and  it  is  not  exactly  gratifying,  as  one  keeps  on  listening,  waiting  in  the 

absence of an answer.

In the silent  communications of de la Mare’s stories,  listening for cipher-

messages occurs within the narrative and on the level of readerly experience. After a 

strangely charged conversation in “Disillusioned” (1926), two men part as something 

goes  unuttered:  “His  lips  moved  a  little,  as  if  in  an  attempt  to  express  the 

inexpressible.” One man raises his hat and the other his hand: 

These, of course, were but gestures of common courtesy. And yet, in 
the quiet damp air, in that darkening spring twilight, they seemed to 
be pregnant signals rushing to meet and to cross and to combine — 
like secret messages in the sphere of the telepathic. (SS 1:306)
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“Telepathy” was coined in 1882 by Frederic Myers, a poet, amateur psychologist, 

and a founder of the Society for Psychical Research; the word combines distance 

(tele-)  with  intimacy  or  touch  (pathos).  According  to  Luckhurst,  the  concept  of 

“thought-reading”  transformed  into  “telepathy”;  the  “Victorian  ear  would  hear 

distant yet physical touch in tele + pathos (sympathy had the same Greek root in 

physiology)  […]  the  touch  of  ‘muscle-reading’  was  embedded  in  the  very 

term”  (70-71).  De  la  Mare’s  metaphor  of  rushing  “signals”  shares  a  similar 

vocabulary with other  scientific analogies  for  the community of  sensation across 

empty  space:  for  instance,  in  the  late  nineteenth  century,  the  physicist  William 

Barrett  found  a  model  for  telepathic  sensation  in  electrical  induction  and  in  the 

sympathetic resonance of sound waves (Luckhurst 75-6).  De la Mare emphasises 

touch (signals that “meet”) as well as thought- and muscle-reading (gestures that set 

off  signals).  The signals,  laden with “secret  messages,” spark a different  kind of 

reading than the merely textual. Trotter argues that, by the 1920s, after the telegraph 

replaced written words with pulses from a distance, “the telephone demanded from 

writers  an  exploration  of  […]  alternatives  to  textuality”  (Literature  in  the  First 

Media Age 5). The signal evolved conceptually in the late nineteenth century from “a 

pre-arranged gesture, action, or sound” which prompts an action to “a variation in an 

electric  current  or  electromagnetic  wave”  through  which  “information  can  be 

conveyed”  between  two  places  (Trotter,  “The  Yellow  Mackintosh”  12).  This 

complicates the odd half-communication in de la Mare’s passage; the signals neither 

prompt an action, nor convey information, nor, for that matter, cause any tangible 

consequence. And yet, something crosses the air. It  is as if the “inexpressible” is 

transmitted as “pregnant signals,” in the pre-linguistic impulse of brainwaves. The 

signals, with formulaic gestures, assume a tactile quality, as they rush “to meet and 

to cross and to combine.” Pulses of signals, like the tapping of the Morse code, can 

only become messages through their reception by those who know the secret to their 

deciphering. 
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Hardy’s and de la Mare’s close listening concerns reading cipher-messages in 

ways  that  are  alternative  to,  or  auxiliary  to  communication  by  text.  The  secret 

messages conveyed by a literary text are much more varied, elusive, and proliferative 

than the semantic meaning formed by the arrangement of words. In the modes of 

reading that these writers explored, the smallest linguistic units that convey meaning 

are not discrete words that  can be logically interpreted,  but rather,  pre- or extra-

linguistic elements of language. Both poets were always attentive to other kinds of 

immaterial signals, and the sense of a ghostly, distant touch that can be generated by 

literary language.

“Material minutiæ” 

“Can touch be suggested by sound […]?” (13) — de la Mare poses this question in 

an unpublished essay, “Craftsmanship in Poetry,” written around 1920. Hardy did not 

explicitly theorise about the tactile imagination, but his awareness of how the sound 

of words can suggest a ghostly touch, and how one can recall things through touch, 

shapes his style.  Egdon’s whispering voices, for example, are peculiarly tangible:102

It was a worn whisper, dry and papery, and it brushed so distinctly 
across the ear that, by the accustomed, the material minutiæ in which 
it  originated  could  be  realised  as  by  touch.  […]  They  were  the 
mummied  heath-bells  of  the  past  summer,  originally  tender  and 
purple,  now washed colourless  by  Michaelmas  rains,  and  dried  to 
dead skins by October suns. […] one perceived that each of the tiny 
trumpets was seized on, entered, scoured and emerged from by the 
wind as thoroughly as if it were as vast as a crater. (RN 56) 

It is not the wind that touches the ear, but the “whisper”: the sound the heath-bells 

make.  The  whisper’s  description  quickens  tactile  sensations  —  “worn,”  “dry,” 

 For instance, tactile memory animates “Under the Waterfall” and “Old Furniture.” As 102

Marion Thain states, his poetics is one of “knowing things through touch” (132), but her 
discussion separates the senses: “touch is the preferred access to a history that is there to be 
felt, but not heard” (133).
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“papery,” “brushed” — reminding the reader that hearing is a kind of touch. Sound 

waves push on the eardrum, and in turn, the tiny bones behind it, to cause vibrations. 

Hardy evokes the sensations of a hand brushing over the plants and of being touched 

in  the  hollow of  the  ear  by the  whisper,  as  the  hollow of  the  flowers’ bells  are 

“scoured” by the wind. This strange collocation makes the listener’s ear experience 

the  wind  as  though it  has  been  transformed into  one  of  the  “heath-bells”  itself. 

Material shapes are realised in the imagination by translating the aural to the tactile. 

That  the  petals  are  “mummied,”  rather  than  the  more  usual  and  less  direct 

“mummified,” keeps the attention close to the skin. As the material minutiae become 

magnified out of proportion — “as vast as a crater” — the reader imagines not only 

the “worn whisper,” but also the texture of the “dead skins,” as if brushing a finger 

over these dried heath-bells, to hear the sounds they make. 

When  Clym  waits  impatiently  for  Eustacia’s  return,  echoes  of  their  past 

“tender  words”  come to  him “like  the  diffused murmur  of  a  seashore  left  miles 

behind.”  A lingering impression of  her  absence  is  left  through eerie  sounds  that 

apparently have natural causes, but also seem to let something else seep in: 

When a leaf floated to the earth he turned his head, thinking it might 
be her footfall. A bird searching for worms in the mould of the flower-
beds sounded like her hand on the latch of the gate; and at dusk, when 
soft, strange ventriloquisms came from holes in the ground, hollow 
stalks,  curled  dead  leaves,  and  other  crannies  wherein  breezes, 
worms,  and insects  can work their  will,  he fancied that  they were 
Eustacia,  standing  without  and  breathing  wishes  of  reconciliation. 
(RN 336) 

This time, the listener does turn his head at the fall of a leaf — though it is only a 

leaf. The language conveys a sense of “soft, strange ventriloquisms,” a “breathing” 

that almost seems to touch the listener’s face. “Worms in the mould,” “holes in the 

ground,” “hollow stalks,” even “curled” — with their long, liquid vowels that curve 

the tongue — accentuate the wormy hollows through which the air passes thickly. 

The  “breathing”  carries  Eustacia’s  presence  into  the  scene  like  a  living  ghost. 
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However  clearly  each  sound  and  its  natural  cause  is  explained,  the  “crannies 

wherein” things “can work their will” raises the question of agency. It is as if the 

phantoms of those buried in the barrows, or the Heath itself, which is compared to 

the rotting corpse of “some colossal animal” (345), is speaking (loquī) through its 

belly (ventri-). A cranny — as minute a gap as a comma’s pause between “soft” and 

“strange” — lets a strange breath into the writing.

Hardy consciously explored how verbal textures can convey a sense of touch. 

In  1868,  he  attempted  to  transcribe  “the  exact  sound  of  the  song  of  the 

nightingale”  (Life  57).  In  “On  Sturminster  Foot-Bridge”  —  which  begins, 

“Reticulations creep upon the slack stream’s face / When the wind skims irritably 

past” (TH 484) — he had “intended to convey by their rhythm the impression of a 

clucking  of  ripples  into  riverside  holes  when  blown  upon  by  an  up-stream 

wind” (Life 484). Ford Madox Ford also witnessed Hardy’s interest in onomatopoeia. 

At  a  tea  party,  Ford  mentioned  his  recent  book,  The  Brown Owl  (1891).  Hardy 

immediately weighed the title’s effect: “he put his head on one side and uttered, as if 

he were listening to himself, the syllables: ‘Ow . . . Ow . . .’” (Portraits from Life 

92). Noticing Ford’s consternation, Hardy went on, “But of course you meant to be 

onomatopoeic. Ow — ow — representing the lamenting voices of owls. . . . Like the 

repeated double O’s of the opening of the Second Book of The Aeneid” (93). Hardy 

speculated that “instead of two ‘ow’ sounds,” he “could have found two ‘oo’s. . . . 

And he reflected and tried over the sound of ‘the brooding coots’ and ‘the muted 

lutes’” (94).  Comparably,  Hardy’s preface to his selection of William Barnes’s 103

poetry praises the latter’s “verbal dexterities” and “searchings for the most cunning 

syllables” that go beyond his poems’ ostensible intention of preserving the Dorset 

dialect: “His ingenious internal rhymes, his subtle juxtaposition of kindred lippings 

and vowel-sounds, show a fastidiousness in word-selection” (Personal Writing 80). 

 Taylor  discusses  Hardy’s  interest  in  onomatopoeia  (Hardy’s  Metres  106,  154);  Lock 103

quotes this episode as a testimony to Hardy’s “acoustic awareness” (141n16). 
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This can clearly be applied to Hardy himself. He was attuned to the aural subtleties 

of word-sounds both in his own and in others’ writing.

As  an  aspiring  poet,  Hardy  made  meticulous  notes  on  word-sounds, 

classifying vowels and consonants into different kinds and combinations. In the back 

of John Walker’s A Rhyming Dictionary of the English Language, he organised letter 

sounds  (“stopped,”  “open”;  “kindred”;  liquids,  mutes,  sibilants,  aspirants)  and 

systematically listed consonant combinations (Figure 12) (DCM). He drew “verse 

skeletons”:  “outlines  and  experiments  in  innumerable  original  measures,”  which 

were  “mostly  blank,  and only designated by the  usual  marks  for  long and short 

syllables,  accentuations,  etc.  but  […]  occasionally  made  up  of  ‘nonsense 

verses’” (Life 324).  Semantic meaning becomes unhinged from Hardy’s verbal 104

exercises in interesting ways. The “Studies, Specimens &c.” notebook — begun in 

1865, as he felt his way into a career in poetry — treats words almost as if they were 

material  things:  “Specimens”  to  be  experimented  with.  In  his  idiosyncratic 

recombinations  of  phrases  excavated  from  various  texts  (from  the  Bible  to 

Swinburne’s poetry), one can trace how he developed his tactile style, especially his 

use  of  verbs  with  sonic  effects.  Under  the  heading  “Inv.”  (supposedly  for 

“Inventions”), he plays with present participles: “a toning — : a shaping — : a curing 

— : a nerving — : a leafing — : a quenching — […]” (32). On a leaf transferred 

from  another  notebook,  he  builds  on  such  experiments  with  dynamic  verbs: 

“clanging  thunder  […]  :  pealing  waves  [line  break]  whooping  storm  :  clicking 

twigs : flapping of leaves : creaking of trunks, & wrenching of branches” (83). These 

convey an on-going movement, an accompanying sound, and even a certain kind of 

contact, all at once. His unusual collocations, such as “strumming wind, rain” and 

“drumming storm,” converge natural  forces with bodily action, using verbs often 

associated  with  fingers  striking  on  an  object.  Even  his  handwriting  reveals  his 

attempts to materialise sound: 

 To situate Hardy’s “verse skeleton” in nineteenth-century prosody, Taylor suggests its 104

link to the terminology of Robert Bridges and George Saintsbury, which may derive from 
John Thelwall’s “skeleton rhythmus” (Hardy’s Metres 65).
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Figure 12: Hardy’s copy of A Rhyming Dictionary.
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Figure 12: Hardy’s copy of A Rhyming Dictionary.
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Figure 12: Hardy’s copy of A Rhyming Dictionary.



     drops           upon
Rain   snapping at the window-panes : 
        ^
clicking gravel stones scud along the road : 
sleet clicking against the pane :
waves snapping at the boulders : clashing  (83)

That he inserts “drops” after “Rain” and considers “upon” over “at” is another telling 

detail of his tendency to amplify the physical, rather than abstract. It is worth noting 

that Hardy’s sense of sound evolved from his youthful “adventures with the fiddle,” 

playing dances at village gatherings (Life 28); his violin and his family’s two string 

instruments were kept in his study until the end of his life. In other words, sounds 

were very much felt as vibrations and made by the touch of skin on material: the 

wood of the instrument’s body, the hair of the bow, and the catgut of the strings.

Hardy’s early experiments are resuscitated in passages that captivated de la 

Mare. De la Mare’s essay, “Story in Verse,” for example, picks up on the material 

minutiae of Hardy’s “She Hears the Storm.” In the poem, a widow remembers how 

she used to worry about her wayfaring husband when she heard the “pricking rain” 

outside, but no longer minds for he “has won that storm-tight roof” (TH 276). De la 

Mare observes how the words are prosaic yet “astonishingly poetic and condensed,” 

and those he highlights all have a certain physicality: “that thuds, that storm-tight, 

the drone of the trees, the ‘sooty wick’d’; the flicked, too, skin-close to its meaning 

here” (15). “Skin-close” implies how these words appealed to his sense of touch. He 

was also intrigued by Hardy’s appreciation of the rhythms of language apart from 

semantic meaning. For example, inside the back cover of his copy of The Early Life 

of Thomas Hardy, which Florence had presented to him and Elfrida in November 

1928 (Eton), he noted down a page number for a passage in which Hardy remembers 

his childhood, when he had “found a certain poetry in the rule for the extraction of 

the cube-root, owing to its rhythm, and in some of the ‘Miscellaneous Questions’ of 

Walkingame” (31).  Beside  the  page  number,  de  la  Mare  wrote  “Craftsmanship,” 
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perhaps to remind himself to include this anecdote in his essay of this title, though it 

is not mentioned in extant drafts. As these points of intersection indicate, both poets 

were  committed  to  dissecting  and classifying  word-sounds,  always  curious  as  to 

what effects they can create; and their working methods were strikingly similar.

“When I was a child,” de la Mare writes in “How I Became An Author,” “I 

listened  to  the  sound  of  words  — that  secret  language  — no  more  consciously 

perhaps,  but  with  no  less  delight  than,  say,  to  the  running  of  water  over  its 

pebbles” (qtd. in Whistler 50). Although he seems to alight on the metaphor of water 

by chance, it corresponds to the unknown tongue of watery voices in his writing and 

his  fascination  with  a  “secret  language”  that  arises  from apparently  meaningless 

sounds. In an unpublished essay, “Poetry,” he remarks that to read a poem with any 

decency,  “it  must  be  closely  marked  […].  Enjoy  its  ‘sound,’  its  labyrinthine 

vocalization, in the throat and on the lips. And in the solar plexus” (later typescript, 

7). Also called the “inner ear,” a labyrinth is a system of cavities within the ear’s 

bone structure. The experience of poetry is distinctly corporeal, its process located 

not only in the ear and vocal organs, but even in the solar plexus: “a complex of 

nerves situated at the pit of the stomach” (OED). 

Accordingly,  he  classified  word-sounds  with  subtle  attention  to  muscular 

movements. One notepad lists these labels: “L - the water-letter”; “S sibilance”; “au, 

o on / deep & hollow”; “struggle / wrestle = difficulty of utterance”; and “Muscular 

exertion,” regarding “breath,”  the movement of  “lips,”  and the effects  of  “b and 

p” (“Word Studies,” first folder). A small notebook, speculatively dated 1892, holds 

more  classifications,  such  as  “musical”  for  L;  “abrupt  sounds”  for  P  and  K; 

“continuous  sounds”  for  B,  D,  and  G;  and  “X  harder  than  P”  (“Notebooks”). 

Elsewhere,  he copied out Isaiah 1.1-13 and made diacritical  marks for effects of 

assonance,  alliteration,  intonation,  stress,  and  certain  letter  sounds,  especially  L 

(“Word Studies,” third folder). On a large sheet which looks as though it came from 

his accounting office at the Anglo-American Oil Company, he even counted how 

many times  certain  sounds  appear  in  certain  texts  and turned it  into  a  tabulated 
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analysis (Figure 13) (“Word Studies,” first folder). It includes vowel and consonant 

combinations, with other categories (“Long,” “Short,” “Words,” “Letters,” “Vowels,” 

“Vow: unsounded[?],” “Nouns,” “Adj,” “Adv:,” “Verb,” “Pron:,” “Prep[?],” “Prop:

[?],” “S.V.E Letters,” “do - Words”). The works analysed are the Song of Solomon, 

Shakespeare’s Henry V, Chaucer, Milton’s Lycidas, Spencer’s Epithalamion, Keats’ 

“La Belle Dame sans Merci,” Tennyson’s “Enoch Arden,” Swinburne’s “Hesperia,” 

Johnson’s The Rambler, and the initial “M.” (possibly “myself”).

This analysis is rather more methodical and obsessive than a child listening 

with delight, but even in later essays, he shows the same enthusiasm for the material 

minutiae of letters, especially their watery sounds. In “Craftsmanship in Poetry,” he 

is engrossed in hollow word-sounds:

Vowels then in varying degree suggest space, extension; consonants 
restriction,  limits,  outlines,  edges.  [...]  Take the  word hollow — a 
breath, a vowel, a double liquid trill, a similar vowel. [...] Does every 
word with containing the sound oll faintly evoke in the mind a vague 
sense of  hollowness,  and does  the addition of  consonants  seem to 
bound, delimit that hollowness? Loll, folly, doll, jollity, frolic, polish, 
solitude,  solace,  mollify,  molly-coddle.  Can  touch  be  conveyed 
suggested  by  sound,  velvet,  slimy,  pricking,  gash  — [...]  Can  the 
reactions of taste, colour, density [...]? Can temperature? (13)

He was intrigued by this “liquid trill.” His choice of “hollow” as an example reflects 

how the words are half hollowed of semantic meaning, as he casts about for ways to 

grasp the “vague sense” that is “faintly evoke[d]” by meaningless linguistic units 

such as “oll.” The synaesthetic effects he explores do not stop at “touch,” but rapidly 

spread to “taste, colour, density,” even “temperature.” His multi-sensory and spatial 

apprehension of word-sounds, combined with his attention to the physical, visceral 

sensations of reading, form the peculiar materiality of his sound expressions. Always 

aware of the “ghostly sensations” (“Craftsmanship” 6) of reading — imagined in the 

mind, heard in the ear, and sensed through nerve fibres — he refined his own style of 

evoking the strange and the phantasmal.
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Figure 13: De la Mare’s tabulated analysis of word-sounds.
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Figure 13: De la Mare’s tabulated analysis (enlarged left).
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Figure 13: De la Mare’s tabulated analysis (enlarged right).



He gained much from these analyses of word-sounds. For instance, in “The 

Giant” (1901),  written under his early pseudonym Walter Ramal,  he conveys the 

texture of a spectral sound heard by a boy: “his ear caught a sound in the room like 

the wintry shaking of dry reeds at the brink of a pool”; “a gentle rustling rain was 

falling,” and he “could hear the waterdrops running together and dripping down from 

leaf to leaf” (SS 1:443-4). The rustling and gradual dripping is reminiscent of Hardy. 

In “Crewe” (1929), de la Mare amplifies the sound of a single letter. In an empty 

railway waiting room, a disconcerting stranger — a murderer,  in fact — tells an 

unwilling listener about the “peculiar habit” of sitting on the ashes of the dead: “I’ve 

been told, sir, that after what they call this cremation, and all the moisture in us gone 

up in a steam, what’s left would scarcely turn the scales by a single hounce!” The 

listener thinks to himself, “If sitting is a peculiar habit, it was even more peculiar 

how etherealizing the effect of my new acquaintance’s misplaced aspirate had been 

— his one and only lapse […]” (2:64). This lapse is only the difference of an “h” — 

“a breath,”  as  de la  Mare calls  it  in  his  dissection of  the word “hollow” — yet 

something of the cindery quality of ashes is augmented, and a sensation of the throat 

drying up in prolonged and excited speech, or desiccated in a fire. It also affects 

muscular movements: the mouth opens slightly wider to pronounce “hounce” than 

“ounce.” In rough sketches for the story, underneath a note on someone’s suicide, de 

la Mare jotted down: “‘strangeness’ etc in his throat” (“Notes on ‘Crewe’”).  The 

deliberate expression, though such a minute detail, is already there. 

Words — or rather, words reduced to their sound, that “secret language” with 

and without meaning — manifest like an almost material ghost, when the stranger, 

Blake, relates his eerie experience: 

[…] we heard some words said. Not what you could understand, but 
still, words. I couldn’t tell from where, except that it wasn’t from the 
Reverend, and I  couldn’t  tell  what.  But they dropped upon us and 
between us as if there was a parrot in the room, clapping its horny 
bill, so to say, motionless in the air. […] But except for a cockling up 
inside of me, I didn’t make any sign I’d heard. (“Crewe,” SS 2:68)
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A servant to the dying Reverend, Blake is paranoid after the supposed suicide of the 

gardener, with whom he had altercations. The sound of words heard by “we” operate 

dissociatively from any human lexicon or semantic meaning.  The sound is  made 

physical  through prepositions:  “Upon us and between us,” as if  the word-sounds 

were drops of water. The passage becomes even stranger when a parrot enters — 

clapping its bill  but weirdly motionless — through a subjunctive metaphor. Such 

deviant  “as  if”s  are  ubiquitous  in  de  la  Mare.  The  elusive  source  of  the  sound 

becomes oddly present as a parrot, but it is a disjointed ventriloquism, in which the 

speaker is absent and the marionette only incompletely imagined. And what to make 

of  this  “cockling”?  “Cockling”  can  convey  various  sensations:  puckering  and 

wrinkling,  unsteady  oscillating,  “breaking  into  short  irregular  waves,  tumbling, 

‘chopping’  [of  the  sea]”  (OED),  or  even,  perhaps,  the  crackling  of  molluscs 

(cockles). It also recalls the phrase “to warm the cockles of one’s heart,” conjuring 

up the curves of the heart’s ventricles or the ear’s cochlea. One imagines a nervous, 

churning sensation; and “cockling up” suggests a sound that some organs or bones 

might  make if  they are  crumpled up.  But  it  is  puzzling how this  uncomfortable 

sensation “inside of me” could have been conveyed as a “sign.”

De  la  Mare  plays  with  minute  noises  that  are  not  readily  conducive  to 

interpretation,  whether  it  is  the  sound of  a  “misplaced  aspirate”  or  the  tones  of 

speech cut  off  from words.  His experiments can be understood in terms of John 

Cage’s choice to use noise in his compositions, breaking loose from tonality and the 

logic  of  intervals:  “They had not  been in-tellectualized;  the ear  could hear  them 

directly and didn’t have to go through any abstraction a-bout them” (116). Noises 

subvert expectations: a “secret language” that does not necessarily have a translation. 

De  la  Mare  was  drawn  to  moments  when  a  mutable  pattern  of  the  “rhythm of 

motion” combined “accidentally” with the “rhythm of sound,” such as when he was 

listening to a symphony on a gramophone and, at the same time, watching a horse 

canter in the meadow outside, “not to music […] but merely with music.” If it had 

been  to  music,  it  would  have  been  an  intellectualised  pattern,  and  not  an 
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“unexpected” one (“Craftsmanship” 12-13). Through the example of the Morse code 

— “Perhaps the simplest method of conveying a message by sounds is a sequence of 

taps” (13) — he breaks down the units  of language, “speech sounds,” into mere 

“tumtitumtiness” (14). Even though the sound of a letter does not convey a message 

by itself, he was certain that there were meanings to be felt from them: “mere sound-

sense,” or “sounse” (25), as he put it.105

Word-sounds become strange signals in his writing. He explores how closely 

language can approach direct touch and communication. His texts activate a mode of 

listening analogous to Barthes’ listening to the “beats” of Schumann’s music:  “it 

needs to be heard not so much with the mind, but with the feet, the hands, and the 

blood streaming through the heart” (qtd. in Erlmann, Reason and Resonance 188). 

The mind and the body need not be mutually exclusive. De la Mare’s and Hardy’s 

texts call the reader to listen with the mind, the ear, as well as a range of somatic 

perceptions. Their writings are alert to the “sounse” in the words, even on the level 

of muscular exertion. Their attempts to convey touch through language — not only 

the sounds they portray, but also the sounds of the words themselves — drew them 

together in their mutual concern for imagining a touch from another world. 

Birds and Bell-pulls 

Hardy and de la Mare tapped into the potential of word-sounds to make the reader 

imagine  hearing  a  sound,  and  in  turn,  feeling  the  ghost  of  a  touch.  Climactic 

moments often beat awry, triggering an eerie effect of absence or miscommunication. 

In de la Mare’s “Disillusioned,” a patient tells a doctor about a story he had written, 

and the coincidences between the story and the doctor’s life make him ask how the 

tale ends. A charged pause follows this critical question:

 Leighton connects this idea to Frost’s “sound of sense” (Hearing Things 133).105
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The  question  was  hardly  audible  even  in  the  quietness  of  this 
habitually  quiet  room.  The  sound  of  the  words  indeed  hardly 
interrupted  the  capricious  little  air  which  the  restless  water  was 
tapping  into  its  basin  behind  the  screen.  Mr  Pritchard  had  leaned 
forward in his chair as if he were momentarily uncertain if the doctor 
had spoken at all. (SS 1:304)

The  reader  misses  a  beat,  when  Pritchard  answers  that  he  had  never  written  an 

ending. The sound of words — the words themselves hardly discernible — mingle 

with a secret, liquid language. Pritchard’s apparent uncertainty is augmented by the 

ambiguities of the text, full of sounds on the verge of perception (“hardly” repeated 

twice). Why does a “habitually quiet room” have anything to do with the present 

moment’s  “quietness”?  The  startling  phrase,  “capricious  little  air,”  seems  to  be 

describing the taut air until it becomes apparent that the water is tapping out a tune. 

Does the water have agency and personality? Does the tapping signify anything? His 

uncertainty itself is uncertain, qualified by “as if.” These all happen “momentarily,” 

but this moment forms an odd gap in the narrative’s timings. This kind of irregular 

rhythm, a turn-taking that does not quite match up, is a distinctive feature of de la 

Mare’s writing. Although not as conspicuous, such moments can also be found in 

Hardy. Reading each other instilled this stylistic tendency in both writers.

In  Hardy’s  writing,  minute  noises  or  eerie  silences interrupt  the listener’s 

expectations. Take, for instance, Hardy’s silent birds. In “Copying Architecture in an 

Old Minster,” the phantoms’ “cheepings” mingle with another fugitive sound: “The 

overhead creak of a passager’s pinion / When leaving land behind” (TH 439). The 

“creak” is not a sound of the present, only imagined conjecturally; even if it was, it 

would  be  beyond  the  range  of  human  hearing.  The  sound  seems  more  foreign 

because it is attributed to an unfamiliar bird. Daniel Karlin argues that poetry tends 

to assimilate birdsong to human intentions and to “affirm the primacy of human 

language, with all its failures and defects, over the ineffable ideal of song to which it 

claims to aspire” (60). In contrast, Hardy’s birds sometimes present a more troubling 

case of speaking in an unknown tongue — not through song, which is aesthetically 
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patterned, but through some indescribable,  unexpected noise — sounds that edge 

over the threshold of human perception and comprehension.

A silent bird takes flight in “On a Heath,” also from Moments of Vision. This 

bird emits another strangeness: a displaced response to a call. The poem begins with 

a sound: “I could hear a gown-skirt rustling / Before I could see her shape.” The 

speaker “hearkened, lips agape”: 

And the town-shine in the distance
   Did but baffle here the sight, 
And then a voice flew forward: 
   “Dear, is’t you? I fear the night!” 
And the herons flapped to norward 
   In the firs upon my right.

There was another looming 
   Whose life we did not see;
There was one stilly blooming
   Full nigh to where walked we.
There was a shade entombing
   All that was bright of me. 

(TH 470)

There is something eerie about the herons, not only because their flapping replaces 

the human answer that should have followed the question, but also because the line 

comes as a kind of repetition, a déjà vu between “a voice flew forward” and “the 

herons  flapped to  norward” — perhaps  purposely  brought  closer  by Hardy,  who 

changed “came” to “flew” in the manuscript. Although what actually happens in the 

poem is simple, the words make it strange. It seems disoriented, shifting directions in 

each line: “in the distance,” “here,” “forward,” “upon my right.” Only two instances 

in Hardy’s poetry does “norward” appear: here and in “The Voice” (published three 

years  earlier  in  1914).  He  may  have  associated  the  sound  of  the  word  with  an 

otherworldly touch: a damp air oozing through, as if blowing faintly from one poem 

to another, across the pages and the years. “Are you there?” in three earlier versions 

turns into “Dear, is’t you?” The voice sounds more uneven, punctuated by a hesitant 
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breath.  Not only does it  enhance the sense of hearing something (“is’t”)  without 

seeing its source, it also sounds close enough to “hist” to be a call to listen. One 

expects a religious reading, or to read it simply as the scene of a rendezvous, but the 

poem’s baffling vagueness undermines these expectations. Only silence — and the 

flapping wings — answer the listener in fear.

Acousmatic  bird  sounds,  audible  but  unseen,  and  strange  silences  are 

distinctive features of both Hardy’s and de la Mare’s writings. Hardy’s copies of de 

la Mare show that he was often drawn to those poems that listen for such uncanny 

sounds that are yet to be assimilated into human experience. Inside the back cover of 

Poems (1906), for example, Hardy pasted a newspaper clipping of de la Mare’s “The 

Owl,” which imagines a “summoning scream” at the “edge of dream” (DCM). For 

de la Mare, hearing Hardy’s voice was intimately linked to hearing hidden birds. In a 

poem which remembers his walk with Hardy, one evening on the Dorset downs, he 

imagines  hearing  “a  lully  of  voices  of  birds  /  Unseen  in  the  vague  shelving 

hollows” (“Thomas Hardy,” DLM 388). This was inspired by an actual experience; 

years  later,  he  still  asked  himself:  “Were  the  birds  that  I  had  heard  then  really 

nature’s; or had Hardy himself magicked them into my mind?” (“Meeting Thomas 

Hardy” 756).  Such elusive bird cries were integral  to their  fascination with each 

other’s works,  and de la Mare appears to have inherited and augmented the odd 

rhythms that arise from such moments of uncertain perception.

Non-human, non-verbal sounds often generate a pause in the narrative that 

has no causative relation. A gap seems to allow something to cross over a threshold: 

“A thrush broke into song, as if from another world” (SS 1:186). In “The Bird of 

Travel” (1908), this effect is made distinctly de la Mare’s:  

At that very instant, as our young eyes met across the wintry air, the 
last of the evening’s robins broke into its tiny, shrill, almost deafening 
peal of notes. And fled. What is it in such moments that catches the 
heart back, and stamps them on the memory as if they were tidings of 
another world? Neither of us stirred. A little snow fell from the vacant 
twig. (SS 1:81)
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What makes this encounter so characteristic of his style has much to do with the 

rhythm of timings: the instantaneous, telepathic connection resembling an electric 

signal; the minute, imperceptible movement of snow after a tense pause; the subtle 

but  dynamic  exchange  that  occurs  in  motionless  silence.  Something  gives.  The 

snow’s fall may merely signify the motion of a bird that has just flown from its perch 

— hence “vacant” — an insignificant detail in the story. But it plays a vital part in 

opening up the passage to “another world,” forming a hollow through which one 

might  imagine  hearing  such  “tidings.”  The  eeriness  is  engendered  less  by  the 

“deafening  peal  of  notes”  than  by  what  follows:  the  pregnant  pause  and  the 

seemingly detached occurrence of an almost inconsequential  movement.  Like the 

ghostly touch from a falling leaf, the little substances that fall in these moments — 

taut with expectation — form a response, of a kind: a consequence that does not line 

up with  what  comes before,  apparently  detached and meaningless,  yet  somehow 

significant.

This offbeat rhythm becomes most pronounced when one waits for an answer 

to a question or call. It is a typical pattern in Hardy that one waits for someone, and 

the awaited person does not come at all, or comes only too late. In youthful despair, 

Jude “wish[ed] himself out of the world”: “But nobody did come, because nobody 

does”  (Jude  27).  The  idea  of  nobody  coming  is  fraught  with  metaphysical 

significance  in  the  context  of  Christian  eschatology  and  the  advent  of  Christ.  A 

similar pattern governs de la Mare’s stories, and on several occasions, it takes the 

form of a hanging bell-pull:

And so, […] he stepped at last into the embowered porch, and gave a 
vigorous tug at the twisted iron bell-pull. Its distant tinkling dwindled 
away, and except,  as he fancied, for the sound of a firm but hasty 
footstep that had immediately followed it, only the shrillings of the 
skylarks overhead now broke the quiet. (“Willows,” SS 2:33)
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Someone eventually answers the door, but this protracted pause sets off an off-kilter 

rhythm that feeds into later scenes. As the ear strains for a response, the footstep is 

heard only “as he fancied.” Elsewhere, the bell does not even return a ring: 

Dusk began to gather, the last birds in that dense shadowiness of trees 
had ceased to sing. And not a sound was to be heard in the house. I 
waited on and on, vainly speculating. I  even attempted to ring the 
bell; but the wire was broken, and only jangled loosely at my efforts. 
(“Seaton’s Aunt,” SS 1:77)

“Jangled loosely” suggests a discordant, incongruous sound. With a broken wire, one 

does  not  even  have  a  fair  chance  at  calling,  let  alone  receiving  an  answer.  The 

Victorian system of summoning, in which the one who pulls the wire expects to be 

immediately served, is made obsolete. The bell-pull becomes a material sign of the 

disjointed call-and-answer pattern, or even, literally, of clutching at straws. The same 

effect is expressed metaphorically in “The Green Room”: “It was as though unseen 

fingers had tugged at a wire — with no bell at the end of it” (2:131). Tugging at a 

bell-pull turns into a figure for the mind’s workings. Something is missing; nerve 

signals fall short, hindering comprehension.

De la Mare’s “Out of the Deep” (1923) explores this theme most persistently; 

it is preoccupied with “the nothings of his night hours” (SS 1:146) and of the mind. 

Jimmie inherits his uncle’s old mansion, where he spent a stuffy childhood, living in 

the attic and oppressed by his night-fears, his guardians, and the butler, Soames. One 

night, he pulls on the bell string beside his bed, and a young valet appears who has 

“just a flavour, a flicker, there, of resemblance to himself” (1:135). Startled, Jimmie 

tells Soames Junior (the unfamiliar servant) that he is no longer wanted for the night. 

From that  moment on,  he grapples with the compulsive urge to pull  on the bell 

string, to confront whatever comes up “out of the deep” — a little girl carrying a 

bowl of primroses, an indescribable creature clambering up the stairs, or nothing at 

all. In the end, Mrs Thripps (his housekeeper and the only other living person in the 

story)  discovers  him in  the  attic,  apparently  in  deep  sleep,  his  hands  “not  only 
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crossed but convulsively clenched in that position on his breast,” his body bearing 

signs of a “severe struggle to refrain from a wild blind tug at the looped-up length of 

knotted whip-cord over his head” (1:149-50).

Briggs reads Jimmie’s internal struggle as a need to “exorcize the ghosts of 

his unhappy childhood before he can die peacefully,” and the things that come up 

from the servants’ quarters below are his “own creations,” “out of the deep well of 

the unconscious” (193-4). Indeed, the story seems to read itself in this way, to some 

extent. The house, like Jimmie’s mind, is a “hive of abhorrent memories” (SS 1:131). 

Almost  incessantly,  Jimmie’s  “automatic  and  tiresome  activity  of  mind  still 

persist[s],”  and  the  apparitions  are  conspicuously  linked  with  his  traumatic 

memories: “Thinking was like a fountain. And, my hat! what odd things come up 

with the water!” (1:134). Such “odd things” are embodied in Soames Junior’s smile: 

“the fellow seemed to be ruminating over a thousand dubious, long-interred secrets, 

secrets such as one may be a little cautious of digging up even to share with one’s 

self” (1:135). Secret memories are, however, disinterred, returning like ghosts. The 

narrative seems to be dramatically self-aware of this strain of the psychological ghost 

story: “And there was Jimmie, absolutely exhausted, coughing his lungs out, and 

entirely incapable of concluding whether the new butler was a creature of actuality 

or of dream. Well, well, well: that was nothing new” (1:136). “Nothing new” could 

be pointing to his mental condition, as well as the not unfamiliar kind of narrative 

that this sets up, with parallels between the house and the occupant’s mind. However, 

like  Briggs’  assuming  Jimmie’s  death  even  though  he  is  said  to  be  “fast 

asleep” (1:149), this reading rounds off the oddly shaped moments which do not fit 

into its interpretation. It ties the story in too neatly.

Interwoven with the psychological concerns, there are unresolved strands of 

summoning,  waiting,  and  unknowing.  The  title  alludes  to  Psalm  130,  “De 

Profundis”: “Out of the depths have I cried to thee, O Lord. Lord, hear my voice: 

[…].  My  soul  waiteth  for  the  Lord  more  than  they  that  watch  for  the 

morning”  (Psalms  130.1-6).  De  la  Mare  would  have  associated  this  psalm with 
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Hardy’s “De Profundis,” a triptych of poems published in 1901 and later changed to 

“In Tenebris.” In this context, one realises that the butler’s name, Soames, is almost a 

homonym of Psalms; and “Deep” acquires another significance in addition to the 

depths of the unconscious. The deep is also a desolate, desperate place from which a 

caller tries to summon a saving presence. When Mrs Thripps chances upon Jimmie 

—  “Mounted  on  a  kitchen  chair,  cornice  brush  in  hand,  […]  he  stood  gently 

knocking one by one the full eighteen of the long, greened, crooked jingle row which 

hung  open-mouthed  above  the  immense  dresser”  —  he  explains  to  her  their 

significance. “Has it ever occurred to you that the first campanologist’s real intention 

was  not  so  much  to  call  the  congregation,  as  to  summon  — well  — what  the 

congregation’s after?” (SS 1:137). The reader cannot ride on this metaphor for long 

without becoming tangled in complications. One might expect that this obsessive 

campanologist wants to summon God, the Saviour — but these bells are for calling 

servants, who help the master (their lord) under orders. And this particular servant is 

not one whom Jimmie would want to summon at all. He tells Soames Junior and the 

girl that they are unwanted, that he rings without knowing what he wants to ask. 

What  he  is  after  is  not  “what  the  congregation’s  after.”  “What  I’m  after,”  he 

confesses to Mrs Thripps, “is he who is here, here! couchant perdu, laired, in these 

same  subterranean  vaults  when  you  and  I  are  snug  in  our  nightcaps”  (1:137). 

“Couchant” means lying down or sleeping, “perdu” lost. But “couchant” is also a 

heraldic term for a beast lying down with its  head raised (which only applies to 

predatory animals,  not docile);  the “vaults” are his lair,  where he lies in ambush 

(“perdu”).  Perhaps  “perdu”  hides  another  reference  to  God,  as  it  is  sometimes 

spelled  “perdieu,”  from par  Dieu  (“By God!”).  The deictic  ambiguity  of  “here” 

could signify the depths of the house, his unconscious — “laired” can mean sunk in 

a mire — or even some sort of underworld. Considering Mrs Thripps’ sailor son, he 

could be thinking of “perdu corps et biens” (“lost with all hands,” a ship sunk with 

no survivors), or “le couchant perdu” (“the lost line of the horizon,” where the sun 
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sets).  The metaphor of sinking recurs. Once, when he suddenly awakens, Jimmie’s 106

right  hand is  “clutching the bell-rope,  as might a drowning man at  a  straw” (SS 

1:139). But then again, what he is after could be death itself: “He was not waiting for 

anything  (except  for  the  hour,  maybe,  when  he  would  have  to  wait  no 

more)” (1:133). 

The  story  begins  with  an  absence,  an  empty  bed,  and  the  most  arresting 

moments in the narrative evoke a vague vacancy, such as when Jimmie first pulls on 

the bell string:

At  the  prolonged,  pulsating,  faint,  distant  tintinnabulation  he  had 
fallen back on to his pillow with an absurd little quicket of laughter, 
like that of a naughty boy up to mischief. […] Tampering with empty 
space, stirring up echoes in pitch-black pits of darkness is scarcely 
sedative. And then, as he lay striving with extraordinary fervour not to 
listen, […] and to keep his eyes from the door, that door must gently 
have opened.

It must have opened, and as noiselessly closed again. […] It 
might  almost  be  said  that  he  had  insinuated  himself  into  the 
room.” (SS 1:135)

Indefinable  noises  precede  the  entrance  of  the  unfamiliar  valet.  The  “quicket  of 

laughter” is  de la  Mare’s  coinage and is  still  unlisted in dictionaries.  It  suggests 

“quick”  and  “thicket”;  more  mischievous  than  a  titter  and  higher-pitched  than  a 

snicker, perhaps it is a laughter that is cut off, embarrassed about itself, hiding away 

in a thicket as quickly as it escapes. It is difficult to quote this story succinctly, since 

the paragraphs’ contours also shape odd rhythms. The protracted gap between “must 

gently  have  opened”  and  “It  must  have  opened”  enacts  Jimmie’s  bewildered, 

fractured thinking in an offbeat pause, a cautious double take. It creates a strange 

fold in narrative time, in which nothing and something happens. Moreover, “must 

have,” expressing a subjective belief, is incongruous with narration. The persistence 

 In the first edition, there is a comma between “couchant, perdu,” which affects possible 106

translations.  Without the comma, the meaning of horizon becomes more probable.  Yoko 
Mori brought to my attention that the phrase “le couchant perdu” appears in Paul Féval’s La 
Fée des Grèves (1850) (“The Fairy of the Strands”).
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of this modal verb casts doubt on the door’s opening. “Tamper,” besides meddling, 

means  “to  beat  lightly,  to  tap;  to  continue  tapping”  in  seventeenth-century  uses 

(OED). To tamper with empty space is, somehow, to touch it: to tap on it to hear 

what comes out. “Tampering with empty space” and “stirring up echoes” is part of 

the campanology of Jimmie, as well as of the story itself. 

What  it  stirs  up,  reciprocating  Jimmie’s  increasing  inability  to  stop 

“listening” and to “keep his attention fixed on what was really there,” is a restless 

sense of something that could suddenly be nothing at all: 

A moment’s fixture of the eyes — and he would find himself steadily, 
steadily  listening,  now in  a  creeping  dread  that  somewhere,  down 
below, there was a good deal that needed an almost constant attention, 
and now in sudden alarm that, after all, there was absolutely nothing. 
(SS 1:145) 

He obsessively strains his ears, “in an extremity of foreboding,” to catch something 

from below, though he does not actually go to the staircase; it is only a mental action 

repeated “in recollection” (1:145). De la Mare experiments with how much a story 

can stretch out the reader’s attention to an extremity while nothing really happens. 

By this  point,  a  reader  (especially  a  literary  critic)  might  share  Jimmie’s  mental 

habits, endeavouring to catch something in the perceived depths of the story that may 

unlock its hidden meanings. But it could consist of “absolutely nothing” — and the 

“nothing” itself is what the story is listening for. The whole house transforms into an 

ear: “That house at this moment seemed to hang domed upon his shoulders like an 

immense  imponderable  shell.  The  flames  in  the  chimney  whispered,  fluttered, 

hovered, like fitfully-playing, once-happy birds” (1:147). What would have been a 

poetic image — singing birds — is turned into something bygone, distorted, and 

disillusioned. This echo chamber contains nothing — nothing that seems, like the 

phantom girl, to have embodied itself into its vacancy.

The  reader  imagines  hearing  nothing  — or  rather,  a  nothing  that  almost 

becomes  everything,  densely  crowded  with  shifting  meanings,  possibilities, 
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uncertainties, and strange sounds. When Jimmie effectively banishes the things that 

bubble out of the well of the mind, the answer to “Is there anybody there?” seems 

clear.  He finally seems to come to terms with what is  “real” (SS 1:149).  But an 

inexplicable response still occurs, in a preternatural silence. The passage needs to be 

quoted at length for the contours of its gradual disclosures to be felt:   

“I haven’t absolutely cut the wire. I wish to be alone. But if I ring, I’m 
not asking, do you see? In time I may be able to know what I want. 
[…] You see things must be real. And now, I suppose,” he had begun 
shivering again, “you must go to — you must go. But listen! listen! 
We part friends!”

The  coals  in  the  grate,  with  a  scarcely  audible  shuffling, 
recomposed themselves to their consuming.

When there hasn’t been anything there, nothing can be said to have 
vanished from the place where it has not been. Still, Jimmie had felt 
infinitely colder and immeasurably lonelier when his mouth had thus 
fallen to silence […]. The whole house was now preternaturally empty. 
[…]  So  absolute  was  its  pervasive  quietude  that  when  at  last  he 
gathered his  bones  together  in  the  effort  to  rise,  to  judge from the 
withering colour of the cinders and ashes in the fireplace, he must have 
been for some hours asleep; and daybreak must be near. (SS 1:149)

Another disjointed turn-taking occurs in between paragraphs. The only response, of 

sorts,  issues  from the recomposing coals.  The reader  has  the  vague sensation of 

hearing at once both the coals and the girl — in other words, the sound of something 

vanishing which was never there, if it were to make a sound. The minute, falling 

movement that is “scarcely audible” follows the same pattern as the ghostly leaf, the 

dropping snow, and the “minute clot of plaster” in “Strangers and Pilgrims” (1:205). 

The white  space  between the  sections  emphasises  the  emptiness  after  something 

falls, as well as the sense of losing one’s balance. In the prolonged pause, the reader 

keeps  listening,  in  vain,  for  something  else  that  might  illuminate  this  displaced 

sound. Not only is the coals’ “shuffling” an unexpected, even bathetic, response, it 

almost  endows  the  inanimate  with  a  life  of  its  own.  “To  their  consuming”  is  a 

peculiar phrase. Where there should be an object, there is nothing. Will the coals 
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burn themselves out, or go back to being absorbed in their own thoughts? The off-

kilter shuffling movement falls, as it were, into the next paragraph, when Jimmie’s 

mouth has “fallen to silence.” Indeed, his very bones have fallen, which he has to 

gather  together  — as  if  he  was  already asleep in  death,  and his  effort  to  rise  a 

macabre resurrection of the dead. He has burnt himself out, almost: consumed by the 

thoughts that well up from his memory, and by a wasting disease that wears him out 

from inside.  107

“Nothing can be said to have vanished from the place where it has not been.” 

Yet this nothing leaves Jimmie “infinitely colder and immeasurably lonelier.” All the 

uncertainties in de la Mare’s “Is there anybody there?” cluster into this sentence. It 

sets  up an inextricable conundrum. At first,  it  seems to be a  negative statement: 

nothing vanished because nothing was there to begin with. But at the same time, the 

“can” may be interpreted in the affirmative: nothing can be said to have vanished 

from the place, even though it has not been there. Yet another twist is that since 

nothing is nothing — only apophatically defined, “not anything” — it can be said to 

have been in  “the  place  where  it  has  not  been.”  It  is  the  same kind of  play on 

“nothing” as in Auden’s “In Memory of W. B. Yeats” (1939): “For poetry makes 

nothing happen.” Leighton shows how, in one sense, it is “an admission of poetry’s 

‘nothing,’” but Auden also knew that “‘nothing’ has many ways of ‘happening’” in 

poetry; “Intransitive and tautological, nothing is neither a thing, nor no thing, but a 

continuous  event”  (On  Form  145-6).  Nothing,  and  its  vanishing,  does  have  a 

palpable effect  on Jimmie’s consciousness and body.  De la Mare plays with this 

riddle of “nothing”: at once present and absent, imagined but also real, embodied and 

formless. His writing tampers with emptiness, exploring how it can contain these 

slippery meanings, and how reading can invoke an elusive, yet strangely tangible, 

absent presence. The story’s campanology is concerned with God’s absence, but also 

with the phantom possibilities of calling an absence into presence in language. 

 I am indebted to Angela Leighton for suggesting this link between the coal’s consumption 107

and Jimmie’s possible tuberculosis.
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Although the bell-pull summons volatile apparitions — vanishing as soon as 

they are imagined into being — the string itself remains as a curious sign. When 

Jimmie considers cutting the bell-pull altogether, it forms the shape of a letter: “His 

eye  wandered  to  the  discreet  S  of  yet  another  bell-pull”  (SS  1:146).  The  lines 

reappear, like a figure in the carpet, among uncanny shapes of objects that “lustily 

shouted at him in their own original tongues”: “Jimmie remembered the lines that 

drooped down from his [Soames’] pale long nose”; “But that slack green bell-cord! 

—  his  first  glimpse  of  it  had  set  waggling  scores  of  peculiar 

remembrances” (1:131-2). The mere sight of it makes his mind jangle with sounded 

memories, as “scores” activates the aural sense; it also imparts an image of tangled 

lines,  as  musical  scores  would  look when shaken.  The  “discreet  S”  resembles  a 

secret code. Even the letter’s shape can set off vague associations and, depending on 

how it is written (“slack,” “drooped”), convey a certain attitude. At the end, it is a 

“looped-up length  of  knotted  whip-cord” (1:150),  ominously  close  to  a  suicide’s 

noose. The “S” is merely a shape, but by assigning a letter to the bell-pull, de la 

Mare makes it a sign to be read.

The  “discreet  S”  may  also  be  recalling  the  first  transatlantic  message 

transmitted  via  wireless  radio  on  12  December  1901,  from  Cornwall  to 

Newfoundland.  Guglielmo  Marconi,  the  inventor,  later  recounted:  “I  placed  the 

single earphone to my ear and started listening. […] I heard, faintly but distinctly, 

pip-pip-pip. I handed the phone to Kemp: ‘Can you hear anything?’ I asked. ‘Yes,’ he 

said, ‘the letter S’’’ (qtd. in Rhodes 32). This “letter S” became famous, frequently 

mentioned in articles on the wireless during the next decade.  De la Mare would 108

 The history of Marconi’s account is surprisingly complex. This passage likely originates 108

in a script by Leslie Baily, written in 1935 for the BBC’s Scrapbook for 1901, to be recorded 
in Marconi’s voice (12-13). A biography by Guglielmo’s son, Degna, has an almost identical 
account,  quoted  as  his  father’s  own  words,  but  the  signal  is  described  as  “sharp 
clicks” (103), without “pip-pip-pip.” De la Mare may not have read this exact passage before 
writing “Out of the Deep,” but at least the “letter S” and its three dots are in the earliest news 
article (“Wireless Signals Across the Ocean,” New York Times, 15 December 1901). I thank 
Louisa Shen for some resources on Marconi.
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have been fascinated by this news and the signal of three taps. He could not have 

been oblivious to the discovery, especially since he was still working at the Anglo-

American  Oil  Company.  A motivation  for  wireless  research  was  to  break  the 109

isolation of people at  sea,  enabling them to send distress calls.  A journalist,  Ray 

Stannard  Baker,  marvelled  at  how,  unlike  a  cable,  which  maintains  a  “material 

connection,” the messages without wires are carried through “nothing but space, a 

pole with a pendant wire on one side of a broad and curving ocean, an uncertain kite 

struggling in the air on the other — and thought passing between” (291). Jimmie 

asks Mrs Thripps: “suppose we are all of us ‘at sea.’ What then?” (SS 1:143). The 

bell-pull takes on the significance of a distress signal, an SOS (in folk etymology, 

“Save Our Souls”) — as indeed is the prayer of “De Profundis.” It also becomes a 

means of receiving this figuratively telepathic message from the unseen. The “S” of a 

cord is all it takes to set frantic thoughts jangling in Jimmie’s mind, and to make the 

reader imagine everything out of “nothing.” 

On one level, the story anatomises a paralysing fear. Its germ can be found in 

Phantasms of the Living (1918), in which de la Mare marked out a story of how a 

woman suddenly felt  so ill  that she was powerless to ring the bell  for her maid. 

When the maid was with her, she felt better, but “as soon as I lost the sound of her 

footsteps, it all came back upon me […]. In vain I tried to get up and ring the bell or 

call for help; I could not move […]” (Gurney 191-2). He drew double lines beside 

“footsteps” (Senate House). However, his bell-pulls that undermine expectations — 

expectations  of  an  advent  or  solace  —  may  also  have  developed  from  reading 

Hardy.  Hardy’s bells often disappoint: when Jude finally arrives at Christminster 110

and hears a bell, he listens until “a hundred-and-one strokes” and thinks that “he 

 It  could even be where he got the name for “Mr Kempe” (1925),  about an old man 109

obsessed with searching for the soul after his wife’s death.
 In  The  Waves  (1931),  Woolf  appears  to  have  caught  this  metaphor  from them:  “He 110

[Bernard] is like a dangling wire, a broken bell-pull, always twangling” (13). He says, “that 
would be a harrowing experience to call  and for  no one to come; that  would make the 
midnight hollow” (57).
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must have made a mistake […] it was meant for a hundred” (79). Tess, abandoned by 

Angel  and suffering in poverty,  nerves herself  to ring the Clares’ doorbell:  “The 

thing was done;  there  could be no retreat.  No;  the  thing was not  done.  Nobody 

answered  to  her  ringing”  (317).  Something  akin  to  de  la  Mare’s  shuffling  coals 

comes a moment later,  an apparently inconsequential object that merges with her 

own situation: “A piece of blood-stained paper, caught up from some meat-buyer’s 

dust-heap, beat up and down the road without the gate; too flimsy to rest, too heavy 

to fly away; and a few straws kept it  company” (317). The bell-pull can also be 

emotionally expressive. In The Well-Beloved, Pierston visits a widow, anticipating 

romance:  “But  somehow  the  very  bell-pull  seemed  cold,  although  she  had  so 

earnestly asked him to come” (225).  Feelings do not connect;  such moments are 

characterised  by  misunderstandings  and  missed  timings.  De  la  Mare’s  summons 

gone awry seems to be a tortuous version of this disjointed call-and-response, which 

evokes disillusion and isolation. He augments the metaphorical implications of this 

narrative device: turning the act of pulling the bell into a figure for the workings of 

the mind, both for Jimmie and for the reader.

The link between “Out of the Deep” (1923) and The Well-Beloved (1897) is 

unlikely at first glance, but significant, for both are obsessed with empty forms — or 

shapes which turn out to be empty. When the phantom girl disappears, Jimmie sees 

an after-image:  “the  very space she had occupied seemed to  remain for  a  while 

outlined in the air — a nebulous shell of vacancy” (SS 1:141). Pierston, in The Well-

Beloved, pursues an idealised form of a woman, an evanescent “phantom” that “had 

flitted  from human  shell  to  human  shell”  (182):  “Each  mournful  emptied  shape 

stands ever after like the nest of some beautiful bird from which the inhabitant has 

departed  and  left  it  to  fill  with  snow”  (203).  De  la  Mare’s  “nebulous  shell  of 

vacancy” echoes Hardy’s “shell,” the “emptied shape” to be filled with snow (which 

will  melt  into  nothing).  Hardy’s  expression,  in  turn,  echoes  Wordsworth’s  “To a 

Distant Friend,” which de la Mare marked in his own copy of Palgrave’s The Golden 

Treasury (Senate House): “Be left more desolate, more dreary cold / Than a forsaken 
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bird’s-nest fill’d with snow” (186). This portrayal of the phantom girl indicates the 

key to these connections: “in its patient face hung veil upon veil of uncountable faces 

of the past — in paint, stone, actuality, dream — that he had glanced at or brooded 

on in the enormous history of his life” (SS 1:148). The “enormous history” seems to 

encompass  much  more  than  the  personal  history  of  this  solitary  young  man.  It 

incorporates the “uncountable faces” that he, and de la Mare, have met in books: for 

instance, in The Well-Beloved, the faces that haunt Pierston as he burns a bundle of 

old love letters; or the “composite ghost” of the “human multitude” emitting tangible 

cries from the “restless sea-bed” (186). Hardy’s texts crowd into “the Deep.” 

De la Mare’s “tampering with empty space” stirs up echoes from books he 

read years ago: ghosts of memories imagined through and remembered from reading, 

inextricable  from  “actuality.”  The  Well-Beloved,  with  its  undercurrent  of  liquid 

voices,  “the  monologue of  the  tide”  (229),  is  an  apposite  ghost  for  “Out  of  the 

Deep.”  When  Pierston’s  ideal  finds  a  shell,  “a  person  of  lines  and  surfaces” 

transforms  into  something  more:  “a  language  in  living  cipher”  (229).  And  for 

Jimmie, when the “nebulous shell of vacancy” becomes crowded with multifarious 

meanings,  the  line  of  the  bell-pull  turns  into  a  living  cipher:  a  conundrum that 

attracts the reader, as well as a figurative zero, busy with possibilities. The bell-pull’s 

letter “S” is a key to the echoes of the composite ghosts of literary texts — a secret 

from one text to another — whose voices can be partially resurrected, if the text’s 

cipher is deciphered by the reader. 

These texts  draw the reader  into  experiments  of  listening to,  and reading 

hollows.  The ghostly sounds that  resound in their  “imponderable shell” keep the 

writer and the reader alert to the unknown tongue of absent presences. The calls, and 

the skewed, offbeat answers, pattern critical moments in both poets’ works. These 

tangle  conventional  narratives  of  existence  —  they  undermine  the  assumptions 

behind causation, logical order, and even the hope of progression — and form the 

writers’ own frames of reference: a frame with permeable and fragile borders. The 

strange folds of nothing and something created by these eerie patterns are crannies in 
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the  texts,  which  teem  with  the  writers’  agnostic  uncertainties  and  unresolved 

questions. Listening to the ghostly sounds in Hardy’s and de la Mare’s works means 

listening not only to the strange sounds that seem to come from another world or 

trigger  uncanny  experiences,  but  also  to  the  sounds  of  words  before  they  are 

assimilated into verbal and aesthetic order, to the barely perceptible sensations that 

we experience in reading. Tracing the rich echoes between them illuminates how 

their ghostly sounds arise from their sense of an uncertain, precarious world; their 

fascination with the secret language of word-sounds; as well as their attention to the 

almost tactile communion between writers, and between the writer and the reader, 

that is possible through literary language. 

Time  and  again,  Hardy  and  de  la  Mare  call  to  an  absence,  only  to  be 

answered by a vacancy that speaks in an unknown tongue. Underneath this pattern is 

their sense of being abandoned by the divine, marooned at sea — nobody comes to 

help, nobody answers the bell, and even the wire may be broken — as well as their 

uncertainties about what happens after death. Their writing is always listening to the 

unknown, constantly attending to what may be summoned by poetic words, waiting 

to  hear  something  back.  Their  listening  makes  nothing  a  highly  charged  space, 

opening it up into everything — just as a wanderer in de la Mare’s story tentatively 

defines “M. O. R. S.” as “nothing, or — it might mean everything” (“‘Benighted,’” 

SS 1:182). Even though they hear nothing back from the other world, their nothing is 

busy with ever-multiplying meanings and the invocatory possibilities of poetry. What 

does answer are the secret messages from past literary texts, which become part of 

their own memory, and then the reader’s. The writer listens for echoes as he writes, 

and their resonance is sounded out when an attentive reader listens for them. Poetry 

does not exactly offer a certain solace or a coherent truth, but for these writers, it was 

vital precisely because it can keep asking questions, and different questions, every 

time it is read. When readers resuscitate it with their breathing, it makes possible an 

answering back, even if the writers themselves are already mute and absent.
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